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REPORTS OF "FEELING GOOD" SUMMATIVE RESEARCH
.

Keith W. Mielke and James W. Swinehart, Evaluation of the FEELING GOOD
Television Series. New York: Children's Television Workshop, 1976.

An overview of series development and evaluation, including a
synthesis of studies conducted by the four independent research
contractors cited below.

Summary: Evaluation of the FEELING GOOD Television Series. New York:

Children's Television Workshop, 1976.

A condensation of the detailed report described above.

Morris N. Cohen and Herbert I. Abelson, Impacts, Benefits, and
. Consequences of FEELING GOOD. Princeton, New Jersey: Response

Analysis Corporation, 1976.

A study conducted in Boston, Dallas, Jacksonville (Fla.), and Seattle

to assess effects of voluntary viewing. Osing nail questionnaires,
approximately 4,000 adults responded before, during, and after the
test interval of November 20, 1974--May 21, 1975. Subgroups of a

panel effects control group (not pretested) received either a mid-

series or a post-series measure.

Michael J. Minor and Norman M. Bradburn, The _Effects of Viewing,FEELING
GOOD: Results from a Field Experiment in a Low-Income Commnhity.

- Chicago: National Opinion Research Center, 1976.

A field experiment with substantial low-incame and minority represen-

tation (all female), conducted in Dallas, Texas, using personal and
telephone interviews (N=400+). Random assignment to a group induced

to view and be interviewed, a group induced only to be interviewed,

or a group receiving no inducements; sub-categories added later were

based on actual viewing experience. Interview waves before, during

and after the test interval of November 20, 1974--May 14, 1975.

The National Audience for FEELING GOOD. Princeton, New Jersey: The

Gallup Organization, 1975.

Four national surveys using personal interviews with independent

samples of 1,500+ adults each. Surveys were conducted betweed
Decemblr 1974 and Jdne 1975. Assessed awareness of FEELING GOOD,

sources of awareness, incidence of viewing, and incidence of selected

health care practices.

Nielsen Television Index Report on FEELING GOOD. New York:

A. C. Nielsen Company, 1976.

A brief summary of national audience natings for FEELING GOOD from

November 1974 through January 1975 (Season A), April through June
1975 (Season B), and July through September 1975 (Season B rerun).

The estimates are based on the Nielsen national Audimeter sample of,

TV households and include both Average Audience and Total Audience

figures.
m
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FOREWORD

by Edward L. Palmer
Vice President for Research
Children's Television Workshop

The Concept,

The experimental television ueries, Feeling Good, was conceived

as an ambitious attempt to use television in innovative ways to

influence preventive health behavior. It made its debut on the Public

Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the fall of 1974. Six weeks later,

Children's TeleviSion Workshop, creators of the series, announced that

it would be taken off the air for eight weeks of extensive revisions.

It was an expensive series, and the Workshop's expectations for it

were correspondingly high. As the Workshop's president, Joan Ganz Cooney,

'pointed out at the time, the decision to take it off the air was initiated

by orW alone. Only the earliest Nielsen audience ratings were available,

without any data whatsoever concerning impact on health information or

health behaviors. The series was reaching about as many people as the

top one-third of adult programs appearing on the public network. It was

taken off the air because we simply believed itivas not the best the

Workshop could produce, either in terms of entertainment or as health

education.
,/

The shows produced beyond the pilot did not appear to be improving'

as well as we had anticipated. Moreover, audience ratings showed no sign

that viewership was building, as it charaCteristically does for series

that ultimately prove successful. The only way we saw possible to

introduce a number of changes we felt were important was to introduce

an eight-week mid-season hiatus.

17



xiv

Before discussing the actual changes made between Season A (the

first eleven hour-long shows) and Season B (the 13 half-hour shows that

followed), it may be useful to set down the rationale for each of

several basic decisions that helped initially to define Feeling Good

and its objectives. The project was designed as both an experiment in

health education and an experiment in the uses of television. From the

beginning we xejected conventional approaches-in-an-atteato explore

new ways of using media to influence health behavior, an area in which

previous efforts had not been notably successful. The Workshop ywoposed

to create a prime-time series which would compete with comeercial

television programming to reach a mass television audience and motivate

high-need viewers to adopt sound preventive health practices.

It was planned originally, as 26 weekly, hour-long programs. There were

deliberate reasons for producing 26 programs, for airing them weekly,

and for making each an hour long. For one, an extended weekly series

was seen to have a good chance to build a regular, loyal audience. For

another, one original and one repeat showing of 26 weekly programs would

fill out the calendar year, so that a continuing presence, critically

.important for audience loyalty, could be achieved. Twenty-six weeks

also would permit experimentation with a greater number of health topics

and production approaches than would a briefer series. A very signifi-

cant consideration was the central intention of bringing real health

benefits to the viewing public. In this regard, it was felt that only

an extended series which provided a COntinuing presnce and yermitted

repeated treatment of topics over a long period of time could hope to

have an effect on anyone's day-to-day health habits. An alternative

18



XV

but obviously impractical approach would have been to orient the

series more toward pure experimentation, and accordingly, to have

presented fewer programs initially; followed by thorough evaluation

before producing more. Onfortunately,,this more experimental'approach

would have been prohibitively expensive..-Costs for the-same.number. of_ .

programs would have escalated markedly, because of the need to frequently

start and stop work in the studio, and to prolong the period of staff

employment.

The programs in the first half season were 60 minutes in length,

and those in the second half, 30 minutes. The hour's length was important

in the first half season, where the combination of entertainment and

'purposive fare made for a comparatively sparse amount of serious content.

The hour simply provided more time to cover more topics. The hour also was

thought to do more to dignify the subject and-underscore its significance

than the half hour, an important consideration in terms of promotability.

It also lent itself better than the half hour to treatment of multiple

topics within each program. The half-hour length, on tzle other hand,

required a smaller weekly time commitment on the part of potentially

loyal viewers.

The subjectliatter of the original series was to focus on health-

related actions individuals could tehe for themmelves, or on behalf of

their families or friends. Moreover, the content was to deal with health

maintenance and the'prevention of sickness, and not with treatment and

cure. The rationale for this emphasis was (1) recognition:of the need

for individuals to take on more responsibility for their own health

maintenance/ (2) neglect of health education in light of the almost

19



xvi

.exclusively "crisis and cure". orientation within the medical profession;

and (3) the potential of reducing some of the enormous costs incurred

each year in this country for curing problems that.could have been

avoided in the first place. Another major consideration in the selection

of orientation for.the series was the-fact-that most'people already know

a great deal more about healthful living.than they actually:put into

practice. Thus the series was to be predominantly motivational, oriented

tadard narrating the gap between knowledge and actual behavior. New

information was presented for the most part only when it was felt to be

instrumental to this purpose.

The audience for the series was conceived of originally as adults

across all ethnic and socioeconomic groups, with particular emphasis on

the needs and concerns of young parerils and low-income families. A major

objective set for the series, entirely apart from the promotion of good

health, was to attract a greater audience.than normally tunes in to

prime-time PBS programming and'to attract viewers who do not normally

watch public television at all. This was always intended to mean a

larger audience at all socioeconomic levels, including, but not exclu-

sively, viewers from lower-income circumstances. In withal implementa-

tion, proportionately more time and effort went into planning material

for the lower-income than for the upper-income portion of the audience,

simply because their needs were seen to be greater and corrective action,

more difficult to achieve.

The formats for the series were to be predominantly those of popular

television entertainment. Underlying the choice of this approach was the

assumption that traditional information formats Would tend to attract

20



xvii

both a smaller and a disproportionately "up-scale" (higher socioeconomic)

audience. Another underlying assumption was that more traditional infor-

mational approaches would tend to attract only those already concerned

about their health. Still another was that popular television provides

a rich variety of potentially motivating vehicles: characters with whom

people can identify, attention-focusing and emotion-arousing dramatize-

tions, and ielf-illuminating spoofs and parodieZ.. Incidentally, "enter-

tainment" always was construed in the broadest meaning of the term, and

was never restricted to :imply amusement alone. It was thought that a

blues singer, or a dramatic and touching documentary, for inetance, could

be highly entertaining without being at all amusing.

Finally, it was assumed that for the series to compete with popular

prime-time commercial programs, it woull have to offer entertainment as

well as serious health content. Entertainment, however, was seen to

hold out not only the greatevt opportunity to attract and motivate the

audience, hut also the greatest risk. From the beginning, it was clear

that some entertainment forms and 'some iteum of serious health content

would combine well while others would-combine poorly. The key production

problem was to develop the most effective blend of information and

entertainment techniques to attract, entertain, and motivate a broad

audience.

All the above issues and assumptions, and others as well, were

reviewed by staff and advisors at the time of the decision to interrupt

and revise the series. We had to isk if enz, extended, weekly hour-long

series on health (or on any topic where the goal is to motivate the

viewer to take self-help actions), presented in prime time on PBS could

be successful. Even with the criterion for "success" limited for the

21



moment to the ability ofthe'series to attract large number:L.6f

viewers, A-COndidersiaenumber-Of:attributes'had to-be"Aueetioned:and

'reviewed' the length of,each show; the longth-of the entire series;

the weekly,frequency; the basic'level of audience Anterest,ih.the

topic.of health; the.gOal.Of motivating self-help.actionsuankths.

choice of a predominantly popular entertainment style.

Several elements were changed substantially for the second half.

season. Program length was reduced from an hOur.tolialf an,hoUr, in hopes

of encouraging regular weekly viewing. The programes-"hOMe baSe".and.

regular cast of characters built around a variety store called: Xaci.s

Place, were replaced by a single host, the already well-known television

personality, pick Cavett. The host, unlike the earlier caat,rould .

address the audience directly, commenting on upcoming or just*omileted.

segments., underscoring-or.elaborating upon key points,:and attempting to'

motivate specific actions.

The subject-matter emphasis also was changed..- One ptepwas to

emphasize topics inherently more interesting or potentially easier tO

treat bocause of their dramatic form or perceived consequences. Thus,

suah non-dramatic topics as nutrition, exercise, and dental care tended

to be subordinated to cancer, heart,disease, and alcohOlimM. There Mas

less emphasis on lifestyle, and more on large and important but comiara-
e

tively discrete topici. A/so, partly for purposes of proMotion, and

partly to alma greater depth of treatment, each sho4 was designiito
,

address a single topic, rather,than several, as in the firiOalf season.

For the most part, the emphasis on prevention am opposeCto cure was

retained.



Special attention was given to the' complex *me Of tone -7 the

perceived attitude of the presenters toward the audience. The hyPothesis

that certain pitfalls would have to be avoided in coMbining'light with

1.ous fare he. '..ieen borne out in the formative (prebroadcast) testing

of experimental segments. Attempted cOmbinations within some segments._
,

had been seen as condescending. As expressed by test viewers, they Were

"too childish" or "too sugar-coated." Others had shown upaMobg,the

most liked. At the same time, interestingly enough, tme of the two

most-liked segments from amony the early test segmen,.:s was a serious

documentary on the work of an allied health professional trained to

function in the capacity of Child Health Associate.

Condescension was not the only potential pitfall in the uee of the

combined approach. There was also the possibility that the entertainment

and ths serious health messages could simply get in the way of each other.

Moreover, segments or programs combining the two might violate people's

established expectations to be either entertained, or informed, but not

both at the same time. There was also a need for sensitivity in order

to avoid approaches which would arouse guilt or frustration among viewers,

or admonish them to the point of being punitive. This was more likely

to present a problem with the approach taken on Feeling Good, where the

intention was primarily to motivate people to act on information already

known, than it would have been with the alternative approach of offering

mainly new information to be acted upon.

Tbe series' deliberate attempt initially to focus on lifestyle --

on what people can do day by day and hour by hour to maintain and improve

their health -- also doubtlessly had BOOS effect oKI tonal particularly

?.

3
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in the girst half season.. No matter how:enthusiastioa producer may

have felt about the importanOe of cultivating a lifestyle of preventive

.health maintwance, it could prove very difficult to find an interesting

and covelling way to present some of the highlY specific elements that

make up that type of lifestYle. ZsaM1400 are particular mays to avoid

cholesterol particular vegetables to select for high vitamin, A content,

the many conditions involved in household safety, and the myriad of.

symptoms pertaining to cancer, stresi, Wcoholiam, and the like, to

mention only a few.

The question conld be asked whether the alterations performed on the

series after the mid-season hiatus could not have been 1,..rformed after

the production of the pilot and before launching into the full series.

In point of fact, Some of the problems which led to the decigion to

interrupt the series already had shown up by then. However, the pilot

was generally well-received in the testing and some corrections and

modifications were planned at that time to strengthen the show. The hour's

length had been questioned, but not seriously enough to warrant a last-

minute cut-back to 30 minutes. The problem of condescension'had been

raised very clearly by the pilot testing, but it was felt that it could

Oe overcome by judicious design of new materials and by emulating the

approaches which were found to be most successful. We all felt that Mac's

Place was not working as well as we would have liked. It was retained

in Season A because the producers felt it could be made to work, with

ceriain modifications, but also because in any case/there was not enough

time to replace it in the short period between the production of the pilot

and the onset of full series production. It held promise as a vehicle
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for true-to-life dramatizations, and it had performed reasonaNly well

in *the torlative testing. More troUblesome, but still not seen as

intractable, had been the tendency for people from the middle and upper

socioeconomic strata to judge the series as "Very interesting, but not,

of course, for people like me."

The expecialtion that the programs in the full series would exceed

-the pilot in audience appeal was not borne out. In the formatiVe testing,

the pilot program, which iater with modifications became the third program

in the series, tested out clearly higher in audience appeal than other

early programs. This decline in Progrxm appoIl resulted in large measure

from thol 124.45,14.1res of the production schedule, but it was exacerbated,

we now believe,: by the Pees for-additional funding to bring more key

qwtobere of the production staff into the project in its earlier stages

(even though final seriep funding was not assured at the time). The

problems of definition and of producing programs in the series' innovative

genre simply were underestimated.

The upshot is that the first half season of Feeling Good, considered

on a segment-by-segment basis, was neither a uniform success nor a 'uniftrm

failure. Some elements worked well, and others did not. The proportion

of successful elements simply was not sufficient to ensure its overall.'

success. The series had attempted not merely to present health in

engaging and entertaining ways, but to heighten the entertainment to a

level competitive with commere'al entertainment television. The expense

of entertainment TV formats and techniques was borne in the hope of

attracting a Larger audience than could be attracted withime of more
6,

traditional information forms. In addition, it was thought that the

expensive entertainment techniques of commercial television would be found
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particularly appealing to those in high-need categories (i.e., those

who for whatever reason were not already keenly interested in preventive

health), and those of lower socioeconomic status who were less liknly

to be already loyal viewers of PBS programming.

We ourselves have tried to weigh the costs of the series against

its benefits. In sheer terms of audience numbers, It attractad enough

viewers to place it above average among prime-time PBS programs. it also

produced a nuMber of significant, measurable effects (as presented else-

where in this report), both in the first and in the second half seasons.

The value of these effects is difficult to assess. It is made all the'

more difficu3t by the fact that not all the effects of the prOgraMs were

(nor, practically speaking; could have been) measured. Not were *Pact

--

measures taken at all on some programs of the second half season, or on

the extensive program of community outreach activitieS Carried out bi

CTW and other cooperating organizations.

Certainly these effects, and all the lessons learned, in the aggre-

gate, cone to a considerable value. However, we naw seriously:question

whether.anyweekly, hour-long, extended series on prrentive health,

presented in expensive entertainment formats in prime time on public

television could achieve a corabined reach and impact great enough to

justify the magnitude of the investment. Even Season 13,a weekly half-

hour series on health topics which we coniidered inherently more appealing

to all major audience groups, did not warrant continuation in light a

its very substantial costs. We feel, however, that this outcome shoUld

not be taken to rule out the possible effectiveness of other patterns,

such as a less expensive daily or weekly series; series of "spot" announce-

ments, or eeries of five-, ten-, or fifteen-minute duration; a monthly

series; occasio1al apecials; a noc-prims-time series; a series for comer-
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cial television; an extended series dealing non-exclusively with health;

or extended series on other topic areas.

The Summative Evaluation

Because summative evaluation is the particular subject of this

report, it is fitting that soma of the project's technical achievements

in that area be highlighted here. This is not a summary of results --

they are presented in the body of the report itself -- but a review of

some practicll approaches to the evaluation of broadcast television

series.

First, it is noteworthy that measurable behavioral changes were

detected. In spite of the fact that the nature of the'Season B revisions

*ruled out repeated exposure to the series' motivational health messages,

and in spite of the fact that the content of specific programs was often

decided so late that it could not be reflected very precisely in the

pretest instruments, the evaluation studies detected a number of statis-

tically significant behavioral effects.

One of the groject's examples for evaluations of future broadcast

televirision series is that of undertaking complementary studies. For the

five different studies undertaken in the evaluation of Feeling Good, this

report rates each for its strengths and weaknesses on each of fifteen

different criteria. In combination, the different designs satisfy all

the criteria to some degree, and some key criteria particularly well..

This approach is consistent with the philosophy of evaluation which holds

that no single design can yield a comprehensive picture of the impact of

most large-scale, complex experiments. Rather, that picture may emerge

in mosaic faehion from a number of smaller studies, each highlighting

different aspects of effect.
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Anocher innovation grew out of the a priori expectation (based

on the best of previous PBS experience) that fewer than one in twenty

households would view the series, thereby making random-sample house-

hold surveys very inefficient. A method for identifying high-likelihood

viewers of the series in advance, created by tisk Response Analysis

Corporation (RAC), succeeded to a gratifying degree.

Another design innovation was created in response to the fact that

it was not possible with either broadcast,or cable television to establish

a true experimental design, i.e., with viewing and non-viewing households,

with randtet assignment to these two conditions, and with adequate repre-

sentation of demographic subgroups. As a reasonably satisfactory alter-

native, in the RAC study, we called for'coaparisons of behavioral outcomes

between individuals who viewed a particular program in the series and

those who viewed one or more programs other than the particular one in

question. In this fashion, it was possible to establish a control for

so-called self-selection bias, the bias_which could enter into a compari-

son of groupe which by their own...choice became either viewers or non-

viewers. Without this innovation, the survey design in the RAC study

could not have been employed because it would have been imposhible to

separate the effect of viewing from the effect due to a possibly greater

inte;est in health on the part of the self-selected viewers.

Still anottler innovation grew out of the need to determine which

program or programs in the series were viewed by a particular interviewee.

Diaries were not feasible, because they tend to be reactive. That is,

their very presence can affect the rate of viewing. Posttest recall over

the entire series was not feasible, because memories grow dim. The
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solution was to take frequent interim measures, using different samples

for each such measurement point, in order to reduce the problem of

delayed recall, and to augment this procedure with questions kbout the

content of specific programs.

Other lessons learned from Peeling Good are more general, and tend

to deal with media issues. CTW at this time expects to seek additional

funding to analyze and publish the results of the formative audience

testing which was carried out originally fOr the in-house purpose of

helping to guide production decisions. This work would be enormously

useful in identifying the strengths and weaknesses of spedific production

approaches. More particularly, it would help us understand which enter-

tainment techniques do and do not work well as vehicles for serious self-

help messages, and perhaps also why they do or do not.

Our special gratitude is due to the members of the national Researdh

Advisory Committee to the project. They are:

..... -

Keith W. Mielke (Chairmaul)
Institute for Communication Research

& Department of Telecommunications
Indiana University

Lionel Barrow
School of Communications
Howard University

Jacquelyne Jackson
Medical Center
Duke University

Howard Leventhal
Department of Psychology
University of Wisconsin

Sol Levine
Department of Sociology
Boston University
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Harold MendelElohn-
Department of Mass

Communications
University of Denver

Magdalena Miranda
Division of Medicine
Public Health Service
Department of HisW

Peter Rossi
Department of Sociology
University of Massachusetts

JaiMS-Salatar
Health Maintenance Services
Los Angeles, California

Stephen B. Withey
Survey Research Center
University of Michigan
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These advisors deserve credit for many of the strengths of the

evaluation, but bear no responsibility for any shortcomings.

To the principal investigators of thesub-contracted studies, for

their contributions in general, but particularly for their special

efforts in surmounting the problems which the mid-season hiatus created

for their evaluations, we also owe our special thanks. They are

Herbert Abelson and Morris Cohan of the Response Analysis Corporation;

Edmund Meyers, Michael Minor and Norman Bradburn of the National

Opinion Research Center; RalphtClausen of the A.C. Nielsen Company; and

Irving Crespi of The Gallup Organization.

Taken in combination, the four evaluation studies reviewed here are
^

considerably larger in scale than any previous assessment of an adult

public television series. Drs. Keith Mielkei-thairman of the Feeling Good'

Research Advisory Committee, and James Swinehart, the project's Director

of Research, have done a splendid job, under often difficult circumstances,

of designing the over-all set of complementary studies, monitoring their

progress, and summarizing and presenting their-findings, within the context

of the project's original purposes. Their approach in this report reflects

their mindfulness of the project's many significant implicationivfor policy

makers and practitioners in the fields of educational television, health

education, and evaluation. Their open and frank discussions of problems

and issues immeasurably enhance the value of this report.-
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CHAPTER ONE: DEVELOPMENT OF THE SERIES

Introduction

FEELING GOOD was an experimental television series on'health, developed

by the Children's Television Workshop (CTW),.producers of SESAME STREET and

\

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY. FEELING GOOD was the first CTW series designed for

adults, and the first to be aired in prime time. This report brings together

in summary form several assessments of its impact, drawing from separate

reports* supplied by outside research contractors, and supplemented with

contextual material fram CTW on the development of the series and on the

summative research prograitt as a whole.

It should be noted at the outset that the FEELING GOOD programs changed

significantly in-mid-series. The original plan mas for 26 one-hour programs

to be broadcast weekly from November 20, 1974 through May 14, 1975. At the

end of January, however, after 11 programs bad bead aired, FEELING GOOD was

interrupted for eight weeks for a substantial revision. The new "second

season," comprising 13 half-hour programs in a new format, ran from April 2

through June 25, 1975. For convenience, the convention is used of calling

the first 11 programs "Season A" and the 13 half-hour programs "Season B".

The repeat broadcasts of the half-hour programs during the summer (July 2 to

September 24, 1975) are referred to as "Season B Rerue. The planning of the

summative evaluation to assess series impact was an integral part of the

preparation that led to Season A, and was initially based on Season A premises.

*The source materials from outside research contractors are listed in-
side the front cover of this report. Neither this report nor the separate
summative research reports covers an extensive in-house'program of formative
research, which provided information to the production staff before and
during production.

1
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The first chapter of this report describes the evolution of the series

(through the changes of Season B); the'second chapter covers development of

the summative evaluation plan (again, through the changes of Season B); the

third chapter reports findings concerning several issues involved in goal-

oriented broadcasting; and the fourth presents findings on the effects of the

series. Chapter Pive concerns,issues pertaining to evaluation of experiments

like FEELING GOOD. Chapter Six reviews possibilities for additional resparch,

and provides a discussion of several policy and media strategy questions not

addressed directly by'the evaluation studies.

Phase I: Preparation of the Proposal

FEELING GOOD was in preparation over twco years. A small CTW Health

Project staff initiated a feasibility study in June, 1972, which included

visiting health care centers, interviewing 170 experts in various health

fields, and critiquing selected film and television materials on health. In

November 1972 these efforts culminated in a 126-page proposal to produce the

series.

Decisions reported in this proposal provided significant premises for

the series development; e.g., the upcoming series would

1) consist of 26 one-hour weekly programs;

2) be aired in prime time over Public Broadcasting
Service (PBS) stations, typically with a daytime
rebroadcast during the same week;

3) be produced in some version of a magazine format;

4) incorporate_goals going_beyond_information gain and
attitude change to specific behavioral changes;

5) address multiple. topics and multiple target audiences

within each program;

6) emphasize health needs of the-poor, but strive for
appeal to multiple groups in the general population;
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7) attempt to combine entertainment and health information

in ways that would attract audiences with low motivation

to seek health information; and

8) continue the use of organizational features which were
successful with previous CTW series, such as heavy use

of promotion, an extensive community outreach program,
in-house formative research, and the use of outside
contractors for the summative evaluation of the series.

At the time initial planning for the series began, the nation's annual

health care costs were approaching $100 billion and increasing rapidly. An

7

estimated 92% of this amount was spent on treatment rather than on prevention

1

of illness, and many.studies indicated a need for more health education of the

public: one out of three adults did not know any of the symptoms of cancer.

. . . half did not know their blood type . . . one-fourth did not know the

symptoms of a heart attack. Medical authorities estimated that the incidence

of heart disease could be reduced by half if available diagnostic techniques

were fully used for *early detection of heart problems, and that deaths from

lung cancer could be cut by 60% if cigarette smoking were eliminated. There

was evidence that heart ailments, cancer and venereal disease were on the in-
..

crease despite the availability of means to reduce them. The infant death

rate in the U.S. exceeded that of 14 other countries. Preventable communicable

diseases killed 140,000 Americans a year. Health conditions were considerably

worse for the poor than for others; two out of five had serious health problems

caused by malnutrition, for example, and most were unable to obtain adequate

medical or dental care.

Health experts consulted during the first phase of work-for the series

agreed that major social and environmental-changes-would be-required to-amel

iorate many of the adverse influences on health. However, there was also

agreement that individuals could do a great deal on their own behalf by taking

appropriate preventive actions and adopting a healthier "lifesiyle". One

advisor stated what became the implicit theme of the series: "It's what you
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do, hour by hour, day by day, that largely determines the state of-your

health, whether you get sick, what you get sick with, and perhaps when you

die."

Attempting to stimulate a shift from the traditional emphasis on treating

illness to an emphasis on maintaining health was recognized as an extremely

difficult task. Most commercial television series dealing with health had

exploited the dramatic potential of medical crises. One of the major ques-

tions confronting the CTW.series was whether programs stressing prevention

rather than cure, and dealing with non-crisis topics, could attract an

audience accustomed to seeing suspense-filled "doctor dramas" which reinforced

the view that health problems are solved in hospitals. Experience with some

earlier health programs on both public and commercial television offered a

basis for believing that single programs could do so, but left open the

question of whether a series could hold an audience on a sustained basis.

At the outset, the producers rejected conventional public affairs pro-

gram formats for several reasons. Documentaries and interview programs were

known to draw relatively small and select audiences; the producers hoped to

attract a different and larger audience, and by doing so to broaden the reach

of public television. Many previous programs on health had been designed only

to explore an issue or to convey information; since FEELING GOOD was conceived

as an attempt to do these things but also to influence behavior, the standard

formats did not seem adequate. The producers also regarded the project as an

experiment wall as in health education, and thus wanted to

create a new forbat combining several approaches-(dxsam4-documentary, comedy

etc.) in each program. No one knew whether it could be done, or whether it

would produce the desired results, but the standard formats had shown little

success in attracting unmotivated viewers. /n deciding to develop a new

format incorporating entertainment, the producers traded the high probability
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of reaching a traditional audience for the possibility of reaching a larger

and more appropriate audience--though they wanted to attract both.

Despite the hope offered by a na program format the demonstrated need

for a more informed public, and the potential health benefits of appropriate

actions by individuals, thereyere many reasons for expecting that the series

might have only modest impact. Public television was known to attract only

small proportion of adults, especially among the poor. It was recognized

from previous experience with SESAME STREET that considerable time might be

needed to achieve relatively high penetration into the low-income audience,

and the competition of commercial programming in prime time made this problem

even more difficult for FEEL/NG GOOD.. Treatment of several topios within

each program meant that some elements of any particular show might be

of little concern-to many viewers (e.g., a segment on prenatal care would

apply primarily to pregnant women, a small portion of the audience). There

was a lack of consensus among experts as to what health information

should be conveyed through open-circuit broadcasting. Many subjects of im-

portance from a public health standpoint were known to hold'little interest

for the typical audience member, and the general theme of prevention lacked

the appeal and motivating power of immediate life-threatening situations.

Unless the usual patterns of audience self-selection were overcome, the people

most likely to view would also be most likely to already know and do the

things recommended; thus there might be relatively little opportunity to

demonstrate change. The taking ofIrecommended actions would be limited by
_ -- ---

such barriers as habits, personal or social values, cost, inconvenienco, ond

fear of outcomes. Repeat viewership would have to be fairly high in order

for repetition of messages on several programs to have a cumulative impact.

The audience's exposure to advertising for such products as cigarettes, alco-

holic beverages, and "junk,foodp" would be far greater than-,t1ie3.-most.
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optimistic estimates of exposure for the series.

These difficulties were formidable, but there were grounds for believing

that the series could achieve greater success than most previous efforts:

more adequate preparation time, greater use of formative research, use of en-

tertainment and guest stars to attract audiences, extensive promotion and out-

reach efforts, an emphasis on positive rather than negative appeals to motivate

health behavior, and the visibility of a sustained weekly series of programs.

The possibility that the series would produce useful new information and a

measurable increase in preventive health behaviors was regarded as suffiCient

justification for further funding, and the project consequently continued to

Phase II.

Phase II: Preparation for the Series

Phase II of the three-phase project began early in 1973 and extended

through December of 1973. During this phase, preparatory work vas done in the

areas of content and goal development, exploration of various production for-

mats, setting up formative research arrangements, planning promotion and com-

munity outreach programs, and holding initial discussions with outside consul-

tants on summative evaluation strategy. Some of these preparatory steps are

described briefly below.

During the year, CTW conducted nine Task Force meetings on the following

topics:

1) adolescent health care problems

2Y-prenatali infante-and-child care

3) modification of personal habits

4) access touuse of, and participation in the heala care
delivery system

5) chronic diseases

6) family planning
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7) death

8) mental health

9) nutrition

Nearly 100 health and medical professionals participated in these sessions.

Each group discussed with CTW staff those topics that might be suitable for

the series. The criteria for selection of topics, originally set out in the

proposal for the series, proved to be a useful discussion guide:

1) The importance of the problem,as_defined,by
'prevalent-6'4nd teribUiiiiii';

2) The degree of public interest in the subject;

3) The extent to which an individual can do something
about the problem;

4) The extent to which a doctor or other health specialist
can do something aboutthe problem;

5) The potential for effective'television treatment; and

6) The susceptibility to measurement of the impact of a
program on the viewer's knowledge, attitudes, and actions.

Items 1 and 3 above were by far the most important in determining the

topics finally chosen for treatment in the series. Some topics ranking high

on these two dimensions were covered in spite of the fact that they ranked

very low on others. A more conservative approach, com-lnly used in developing

television programming, would have emphasized items 2 and 5.

CTW produced two hours of original material, designed to explore a wide

range of production formats and techniques for conveying health information:

e.g., music, drama, film documentary, skits, animation, comedy, and "comer-

cials". These materials were edited into a sample reel approximately one hour

in length for purposes of formative research-iesting. The formative research

staff, which had been developing its techniques by testing existing programs

(e.g., VD BLUES, I AM JOE'S HEART), tested the sample reel among various test

audiences and reported its findings to the production staff.
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The CTW staff continued to develop topics and goals for the series in

consultation with Task Force members and other consultants. A Writer's Note-

book, a synthesis of topic, goal, and audience information for the use of the

creative staff, was also prepared.

Production of "Season A" in Phase III

Topics and Goals. Selection and refinement of topics and goals was an

evolutionary process that continued throughout all three phases of the project.

In the Phase / period of June-November, 1972, interviews with health special-

ists had identified more than 50 topics for potential series treatment. The

Phase II Task Force meetings helped to narrow this list. In Phases II and

III, the CTW COntent Development staff, working with the research staff, pre-

pared material on 11 priority topics, for which 70 behavioral goals were de-

veloped. These topics and goals were used extensively, in series planning.

The topics were:

1) alcohol abuse

2) cancer

3) child Care

a. immunization
b. vision and hearing screening for preschoolers

c. accident prevention in the home
d. preparation for change .

e. language development

4) dental care

5) exercise

6) health care delivery system

a. allied health personnel
b. emergency medical services

c. paying for care
d. patients' rights
e. doctor/patient communication

7) heart disease.

8) high blood Pressure (hypertension)
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9) mental health

10) nutrition

11) prenatal care

;

(The pre-final list of potential topics aiib included venereal disease, sickle

cell anemia, symptom recognition, common complaints, neighborhood care, con-

sumer influence on health services, drug abuse smoking, news of medical ad-

vances, and environmental health. These topics were all regarded as important,

but were not included on the priority list because they were judged to rank

below others in terms of various criteria.)

The behavioral and informational goals for the priority topics as treated

in the series are presented in Chapter Four with the programming descriptions

and evaluation results pertaining to them. The inZormational goals were in-

tended to facilitate or support the behavioral goals, and in general were de- -

signed to increase percePtions of suscept 'ty to particular health problems,

to emphasize the benefits of taking recommended actions, and to undermine bar-

riers to taking tbese aCtions. Other appeals were also used as the programs

developed.

The original 70 behavioral goals (some of which were not covered in -the

series as broadcast) were characterized as follows:

Purpose of action: health maintenance and/or prevention of illness

or injury, 28 goals; detection or diagnosis,

21; treatment or control, 8; improved quality

of care, 13.

Frequency of action: daily, 14; monthly, 1; annually, 2; once,

25; as appropriate or desired, 20.

Nature of interaction with health care providers: seeking care

treatment, advice), 211 seeking

infOrmatiOn or clarificatiOn01,noproVider

-contadt'.35 3 -:-
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Beneficiary of action: child 23; self, 31; another adult, 9;

community, 1.

Target audiences:0 all adults,'25; parents of preschool children,

\15; all parents with children at home, 6

Pregnant women, 5; health care providers,
,

.

viamen, 4; husbands, 3; adults over 40, 4;

adults with high blood' pressure

The following consideritione,were taken into account during the process

3.

of formulating goals for the series:

Importance of problem

How inportant is dab problem in relatiOn to other heilth
problems? (How many people does it, affect? What:kinds,
of peoplel- Is' it, fatal, disabling, restricting; or, only.
annoying? How coitly are its consequences for society,-

,

family, individual?)

Efficacy of action recommended
A

Are there actions which an individual can take ,to prevent, ,

or ameliorate the problem? How effective are theie actioni?:
Is there controversy regarding their effectiveneas?,

Feasibility of action recommended

How likely is the individual to take the action recom-
mended? If :the action costs money, can he ..af ford it? If
it requires access -to -facilities are-the- facilities-
available? Does he distrnst" or dislike the- health care
providers? Do people around him.oppose taking the kinds
of actions recomsended?. Would taking the acticin conflict
with personal, valdes or self7image? Are the actions .'

recoMended Painful, boring, inconvenient? - Does he think
they will do any good? Does he think die .problem could
affect him? Are competing or reinforcing messages from
other_sources__likely to__be preient?_

^

Relation to other campaigns

Is the problem one 'which has been or is being treated in
a number of Public, education :programs? If so, ,how, effec-

tive haire such ,programs been? How likely is :it that 'We

can produce TV material SufficiehtlY 4ifferamt frOine: And'
more effective 'than, other material on, this topic to- :
.justify treating' the topic in.the 'series? Are health
agencies concerned with these problems More likely, or'

,* , (Y- ; 4t!Vid
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less likely than thoss'ooncerned with Other problels to
looperate with the series and thus increase its impact?

goggyrabilitv,

What kinds of changes in knowledge and behavior regarding
this topic are measurable in ways which will provide a
valid indication of the series' effectiveness? How likely
are the measures to be costly, require access to confidential
records, involve a large field staff, or influence the out-
come theyf are intended to assess?

information po1nts as appeals

If the problem affects one group (race, sex, etc.) more
than athther, should people be made &are of this? Is the
topic .6ne about which we shoOld try to arouse fear or allay,
fear? If the problem is one people can do little about,
should they be told this--or shoUld tfiey be told only about
the things they can do? What poises Me information, indi-
vidually or in combination, are most likely to lead people
to take recommended actions?

Audiences

What kinds of people (44., mothers of young children,
physicians or other health personnel, teenagers) are most
affected by the problem? Are they also the ones in the
best position to do something about it, or should. the
programs be addressed mostly to others? Have they tried
unsuccessfully to do something about the problem? How
much do they know about it? How many people have incorrect
beliefs About its prevalence, seriousness, preventability,
symptoms, or treatment? Are they afraid of it or apathetic
about it? How great is the risk that, by emphasizing a
point we view as important, we will actual* decrease the
number of people teking the recommended action? Are ofte
information points or appeals likely to produce a negative
reaction in some people while producing e positive reaction
in others?

Although extensive efforts were made during the goal development process

to obtain answers to these questions through searches of the literature and

consultation with a number of health professionals, in many cases the answers

were not available. A some areas (e.g., breast cancer, alcoholism, nutrition),

recent studies had been done which provided.a great deal of useful information;

in other areas (e.g., prenatal care, accident prevention in the home, immuniza-

tions), decisions about program content'were made without recourse to a data

base regarded as adequate. If the findings obtained during the course of the
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summative evaluation of PEELING GOOD had been available at:the time the goals

were being_developed, a nuMber of information points might have been omitted

because public awareness of them was found to be high. Many others in this

category would still have been retained, however, since they were regarded

as potentially usetul or important for other reasons.

Target Audiences. Although special emphasis was placed on reaching

young parents and low-income families, the nature and diversity of'the topics

chosen necessarily involved addressing multiple target audiences. Some goals

were sex-specific, as with breast'self-examinations for women. Other goals

concerned age-specific audiences, as in seeking to motivate viewers over 40

to have a proctoscqpic examination. Some goals had an ethnic emphasis, as

in the area of hypertension (non-exclusive emphasis on black males) or

vitamin A deficiency (primarily a Latino problem). Some topics involved only

households with young children (e.g., preschool vision and hearing screenings),

or pregnant women (e.g., prenatal care). Some topics were particularly rele-

vant for low-income families. Several topics were symptom-specific (e.g.,

mental illness, alcoholism), and some were quite general (e.g., nutrition).

The complexity indicated above increases greatly when the tprget audience

shifts from direct to indirect, as when a husband encouragee his wife to get

a Pap test, a friend is informed about allied health careers, or a family

member learns to better cope with an alcoholic.

These examples illustrate the difficulty in stating simply and singularly

what the target audience was, without also specifying the topic or goal in-

volved. The difficulty of stratifying respondents on the degree of relevance

of a particular topic or goal posed special problems for the summative evalua-

tion, discussed further in Chapter Two.
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Sequencing of Topics and Goals. Given an extensive and varied set of

topics, goals, and target audiences, and given the Season A decision to cover

multiple topics in each program, it was necessary to develop a strategy to de-

termine when, how often, and how long any given goal should be treated in the

series. In discussions with.the production staff, a working premise was

developed that a one-hour (58:30) program might typically contain

1) a "major treatment" of up to 20 minutes length on a
single topic;

2) up to three "minor treatments" of five to ten minutei
each on other topics;

3) three or four "commercials", each about a minute in
length) and

4) up to 20 minutes of introduction, closing, and
transitional or bridging material.

The following premises were then used to generate a proposed scheduling

of topic/goal treatments in the proposed series:

1) No topic should get major treatment more than once in
any month.

2) Major treatment should be given to only one topic in
any single show.

3) The topics treated in any show should interest diverse
audiences; that is, no show should be aimed entirely at
a single segment of the total potential audience (e.g.,
persons responsible for children; persons interested in
heart disease).

4) Whenever possible, the topics treated on a program should
be compatible with one another. (It was recognized that
this conflicted to same extent with #3 above.)

5) Each topic on the priority list should get major treatment
at least once in the series and minor treatment several
times in the series.

6) Minor treatment of some topics should be used within
the month when major treatment is given to these topics
(as a reinforcement of the message), particularly when a
related campaign is being conducted by a national
organization.

4 3
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7) Such topics as "advanCes-ih medical-care" (nöt'on
the priority list) should be dealt with in-treating
the priority topics rather than as separate entities.

8) Whenever appropriate, topitls should be scheduled for
major treatment at times when related campaigns are
being conducted by other organizations.

9) Topics should be scheduled so as to be seasonally

appropriate whenever possible.

10) In general, there should be no more than one behavioral
goal for each topic treated in a show.

The proposed 26-program schedule of topics and goals that resulted from appli-

cation of these premises then entered the decision-making process in produc-

tion, where an even wider range of constraints had to be taken into account.

Development of the Series (Season A) Vehicle. Whilsthe Content and Research

staffs were outlining theischedule of topics and goals the Production staff

was developing the progrim format and a mechanism for linking the varied kinds

of segments (drama, comedy, documentary, etc.) to be used in each show.

The mechanism finally chosen involved the use of a shopping center setting

and a multi-racial cast of characters who would work in or,frequent the

shopping center, particularly a dining counter/variety store called "Mac's

Place". Such a setting had several desirable features. Viewer familiarity

with shopping centers Was almost universal. -A wide variety of roles and

personality types could be incorporated in a small cast. The setting offered

possibilities for work-related situations, as well as explorations into the

characters' personal lives. Repeated exposure to the various charb.'ter roles

offered opportunities for minority and other audiences to identify with a.

particular character. Development of a simple plot or story line in each pro-

gram could be spaced in segments throughout the program interspersed with

substantive segments in any type of format. Interest in the unfolding story

should provide a motivation to,continue to watch the program even.through

segments where content was of minimal interest to a particular audience member.
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Six characters were developed for regular appearancesin the."Mac's

Place" segments:

-
mac: middle-aged white male, proprietor of the variety store;

Rita: mid-20's puerto Rican woman/ a waitress in Mac'ePlace
and mother of. a 5-yeer-olkbov_

Melba: young black woman, operator of a health studio in the
shopping center;

Jason: an intern at a nearby hospital, and Melba's husband;

Hank:. middle-aged white male,: owner Of.a sportingAppda:OtOre4

, ,

Mrs. Stebbins: elderly white:woman, klonely: grendOpther and
devoted reader di.movie Magazines.

The six characters above had multiple functions in the design of

the program:

1) providing openings, transitions, ant, olOsings.for the
prOgrams;

2) providing situation comedy entertainment;

3) conveying health informationvand

4) providing opportunities for audience members to identify
with someone like themselves.

The Pilot Program. After several weeks of production and editing,

a pilot program was completed in July, 1974, and was submitted to extensive

formative evaluations for in-house use. Reactions to the program were obtained

from 1,910 adults in 13 cities across the oountry.

A description of, the pilot program illustrates the "cluster concept" that

was developed, wherein a single topic would be treated in several adja.cent

segments, each using a different production format:

1) "Mac's Place" opening scene. NUtrition cluster is set up.

2) Brief "man on the street" testimonials on good
nutrition.
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, .

3) Satire of the eating scene from the movie Tom
Jones, featuring leafy green vegetables.

41 Jody Miller song on green vegetables.

5) "Mac's Place" continuation. Immunization cluster is
set up.

6) Bill Cosby monologue on children's immunizations.

7) Howard Cosell sports film segment on children's
needs for "all the shots".

8) "Mac's Place" continuation. Hypertension segment

is set up.

9) Satire on COLUMBO, a TV show; detective looks for
a case of hypertension.

10) Bill Withers song on hypertension.

11) "Man on the etreet" comments on high blood'pressure.

12) "Mac's Place" continuation. Breast canr,r segment
is set up.

13) Documentary on a family in which the mother has
had breast cancer.

14) Song celebrating life.

15) Demonstration of the "clock test" method of breast
self-examination.

16) "Mac's Place" continuation. Exercise cluster is

set up.

17) Song on pleasures and.benefits of walking.

18) "Commercial" on benefits to the heart from
exercise.

19) "Mac's Place" closing scene.

The pilot program was altered in accordance with feedback from early audience

testing and later appeared as the third program in Season A. By mid-September,

1974, the fall programs were in production.

Series Promotion. FEELING GOOD was extensively promoted in several ways

by CTW's own Public Affairs Division with major assistance from the stations
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of the Public Broadcasting Service, and fr9m many national and local organ-

izations with an interest in pUblic health education.

A brief, chronologic listing of the main,promotional activities undertaken

for the series, includes:

- Creation and distribution of a 100-page Communications Manual

which included a catalogue of editorial, art and advertising elements to pro-:

mote the series. Included were sample news releases and background statements,

in English and Spanish, as well as reproduction sheets of flyersu posters and

print ads, and a handbook giving instructions for.developing and.publishing a

local Feeling Good Community Health Directory. The Feeling-Good Communications

Manual was distributed to the 250 PBS stations and to executive'and public

relations staffs of cooperating n4cional groups such as the AFL-CIO and the

American Cancer Society.

- A monthly newsletter, "The Feeling Good Report", was prepared and

mailed to 20,000 health profession& 3, teachers, community leaders and media

representatives during the pre-broadcast phase of the experiment.

- CTW staff members made werous appearances at special briefings

for Congressional stafts and al conventions of organizations such ag

the AAAS and the American Public Health Association.

- Posters announcing the series were sent to 300,000 doctors,

dentists, hospitals, medical schools and high schools. These were posted in

waiting rooms and on bulletin boards.

- One- and two-page four-color advertisements announcing the series

were placed in several national magazines (Newsweek and Time, for example) by

Exxon.

- National publicity about the premiere of the program was generated

through newspapers, magazines, wire services, news syndicates, radio and TV

4 7



feature programs. Throughout the series, each show was the subject of special

feature and photo coverage whickvas aimed not only at general circulation

Media but at specialized publications for parents, senior citizens, educators,

etc.

- A 30-minute special preview of the series aired on a selected list

of commercial stations (and then repeated on the local PBS station) the week-

end of November 16, with Exxon Corporation underwriting the cost. Exxon also

placed spot announcements about the series within its regularly scheduled in-

stitutional advertising time on the "NBC Nightly News," and funded a special

short featurette which was aired following an NBC weeknight movie.

- Tune-in ads were placed in major market daily newspapers'apross

the country to promote the beginning of the original series of hour-long

programs as well as the later series of 30-minute broadcasts. A new campaign

of newspaper and magazine publicity was also conducted for the 30-minute epi-

sodes featuring Dick Cavett.

- On-air promos, featuring the topics for upcoming shows, were

produced and distributed to PBS stations throughout Seasons A and B.

Community Education Services (CBS). CBS is the division within CTW

initiany established to provide promotion and utilization services in com-

muni0.es for the SESAME STREET series. CES has seven regional offices around

the U.S., and these were engaged in community outreach efforts for FEELING

GOOD in addition to their work on behalf of other CTW programs. For example,

CES coordinators conducted meetings with health, education, and community

groups; as a consequence, many state and local organizations were enlisted

to assist in promoting the FEELING GOOD serieg and in follow-up activities.

Some examples of CES activities for the series are given below.
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- CES staff members contacted more than 1,500 national, state and

local organizations between January 1974 and June 1975. These organizations

reachea over 3,500,000 people, many in poor and minority communities. These

included welfare recipients, retired coal miners, food stamp rectpients,

county and neighborhood health clinic patients, public housing tenants,

hospital workers, public school children, community action center clients,

Headstart mothers, prison inmates, isolated Appalachian mountain families,

Indian Reservation residents, senior citizens, Mexican Americans, Puerto

Ricans and day care mothers.

- Special projects were developed to extend FEELING GOOD health

information into the community. These included Feeling Good health fairs,

screening drives for specific health problems, nutrition education projects,

in-school health education classes, field trainin4 experience for college

students, poster contests for school art classes, and alcohol education

campaigns.

- In some cities, CES used the series to bring together community

groups and resource agencies. For example, a nutrition education p:elect

was conducted at the Inkster (Michigan) Family and Neighborhood ServIces

Agency in cooperation with a nutritionist from the local gas company. A

seven-week course was developed for pregnant inner-city teenagers

effort to get them to improve the nutritional balance in their diets,

high-in-salt snacks, and better control their weight. The FEELING GIGN.,

shows were used to provide motivation and continuity.

- In some isolated regions of Appalachia, the hcme viai:ms of

an educational cooperative took tape recorders into the horms of p,...ve families

and let them record personal questions they had 4b%.lit how.lth topics after

watching FEELING GOOD. These questions were answerce till;ikt by

pating doctors and nurses in the hospitals, and (thti Ute.11:3 Tot.anpi.
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to the families on the home visitors' next visit.

- The CTW office in Jackson, Mississippi held a series og eight

FEELING GOOD Health Fairs around the State of Mississippi. These fairs in-

volved governmental health agencies, voluntary health organizations, colleges

and universities, neighborhood health centers, and community organizations.

- In CES's Southwestern Regional Office in Texas, the Heart

Association, The Dallas Museum of Health and Science, and health education

students from Texas Women's University screened 3,500 black and Hispanic

residents of South Dallas for hypertension.

- CES staff assisted stations in identifying local agencies and

organizations from which viewers could obtain additional information about

topics treated in the series. Each program included at least one "referral

spot" with the name and address or telephone number of an agency which would

handle inquiries. Most of the referral. spots in the national programs men-

tioned the National Health Council ai a general,source, but.the PBS stations

ware urged to replace this listing with the names and nuMbers of local organ-

izations which could provide the same information. (% check of,stations after

the third program in Season A indicated that about 80% were doing so.)

The Station Experiments. In addition to the CTW staff members regularly

assigned to communications and coordination with the PBS stations, two persons-

were employed to coordinate special efforts by eight PBS stations in local

promotion and follow-up activities. Funds for these efforts were provided to

CTW by the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) and were

supplemented locally.

A CTW document describes the station experiments as follows: "The goal

of the experiments was to determine various methods by which local stations

could build community involvement around, a national television effort. The
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eXperiients.Were.designed toexplOre the Use of 1ocal4rOgralaiing that W0034

coMPlement'.FOLING:G0014-gaining-eccess and getting infOrMetidni.t0:4etignated
,

. .

SES groups, deelopingreSource centere forcoOhselingi.ene(referralAnforMation;

linking.audia/Phone library systems tO station..teterrileffgriei4roviding

hospitali end.CliniCkAe.0:-,Wread*:epecifiC:.terget:::
qr.f 7.

grauPs; Using. FEELING 900:50.0assettear. and. getting.: ap:Wiewing: *Coina. in .dtesig-,
,

nated loWer7oSES.:areasi and establishing.:.a FEET4tid.,:ipppD The** station . ".

The .Statione partiCipating .4n this project were;

WJCT, JaCksonVille, "Florida

KCTS .Seattle Washington:.'

WGET,,Cincinnativ Ohio.

WMAA, Jackson Missisiippi

WFSX, University Park,pennsylvania

WNED, Buffalo, New.York

Maine Public Broadcasting

KQED, San Francisco, California

Following are some examples of activities conducted by these stations

in connection with the seriesi

- producing local follow-up programs for broadcast

immediately after FEELING GOOD on such topics ai

minority health problems, children's health, and

loCal health resources

- participating in health fairs in shopping centers

and elsewhere

- operating local referral services to arrange

contacia between program viewers and various

health agencies
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- showing the programs on videocassettes to groups of

people in small communities

- soliciting support from varioUs sources to provide

paid advertising for the series

- preparing and distributing copies of the FEELING

GOOD Community Health Handbook, a listing of agencies

and telephone nuMbers individually tailored for each

community

- soliciting cooperation in promoting the series from

state and local agencies, such as health departments

and voluntary health organizations

- providing cassettes of FEELING GOOD programs for use

with patients via closed-circuit television systems

in hospitals

- cooperating with a Tel-Med service which provides

taped health information in response to telephone

inquiries

- producing and broadcasting spots promoting FEELING

GOOD or specific health actions dealt with in the

series

- arranging previews,of FEELING GOOD programs for groups

of health professionals

- promoting the series in a variety of ways, such as

articles in newspapers and organizational newsletters,

flyers mailed by welfare agencies and other organiza-

tions, and special notices to teachers regarding topics

to be treated on future programs.
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The Change to Season B

FEELING GOOD premiered on Wednesday evening, November 20, 1974, at 8:00

. . (EST), in competition with regular series on two commercial networks

(LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE and THAT'S MY MAMA) and a special on the third

(ra OSMONDS). The most immediate forms of external feedback were published

comments by.TV critics and the Nielsen "overnight" audience ratings for New

York. Most of the reviews were favorable but_sone (including the New York

Times) were quite critical, and the ratings declined after the premiere to

about an average level for prime time programming on PBS. The ongoing forma-

tive research program also indicated that early programs in the series were

not as appealing as had been hoped; they rated below the appeal of the pilot

program tested during the summer. (A revised version of this program was

used as the third show in the series and was again well received by test

audiences.) The Nielsen ratings indicated that the programs were not being

sampled by large numbers of people, for whatever reasons--the day and time of

broadcasts, the concept of the programs, the kind and amount of publicity,

critical reviews, and so on. It also becane clear that repeat viewing was

not high (presumably a function of program appeal), although it should be

noted that three of the early programs were broadcast on Thanksgiving eve,

Christmas, and New Year's Day.

Sone of the basic premises for the series, which dated back to the pro-

posal written two years earlier, were questioned once again. Several media

strategy questions were also raised as to whether the series, in trying to

attract the non-motivated audience by presenting information through a vehicle

of light entertainment, was satisfying adequately either the expectations of

those with already-high interest in health topics or the appetite for enter-

tainment of the non-motivated audience members.
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Although no summative evaluation data were yet.aVailable on the.early

programs impact on-viewers, a CTW administrative deciaion conCUrred:inbi..

the series' major backers, was made after six .programs had been aired to'

change approach and format. The Originally scheduled one-hoUr prograis Would-

be terminated after the llth program on January 29, 1975,.snd the new series:

would begin April 2, the beginning of a new quarter-year (13-Week) teleilsion

period.

FEELING GOOD was therefore off the air during February and March, 1975,

returning on April 2 for a 13-week season in a singificantly changed form:

1) the length of the show was changed from an hour
to a half-hour;

2) the Mac's Place segments were dropped;_

3) Dick Cavett was added as the host;

4) each show treated a single topic rather than
multiple topics;

5) coverage of the original list of behavioral
goals was no longer deemed critical;

6) primary emphasis was changed from behavior
motivation to affective impact and information
gain; and

7) greater stress was given to topics believed by
the production staff to be most suitable for
interesting television treatment and appeal to
general audiences.

The decision to introduce such changes in mid-series had a major.imoact

on all components of the project system--management, production, promotion,

distribution, utilization and evaluation. The effect of the changes on the

summative evaluation process is covered in detail in Chapter TWo.

Coverage of Topics by Program Number and Air Date

The topics treated in the Season A and Seasor B programs are listed

5 4below.
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'aeon A

togram No. Air Date Topics .

A-1 NOW.20, 1974 Mental health, prenatal care, nutrition

A-2 Nov 27 Weight control, children's vision and .

hearing, heart disease, allied health
personnel

A-3 Dec 4 Breast cancer, hypertension, immuniza-
tion, exercise, dental care

A-4 Dec 11 Patients rights, nutrition (cholesterol),
alcoholism, child care (preparing
children for a new baby)

A-5 Dec 18 Nutrition (fruit), doctor/Patient corn-
municatioa, Medical emergencies (first
aid for cuts and poisoning), uterine
cancer (Pap tes)

A-6 Dec 25 Health insurance,\prenatal care, dental
care (sugar)

A-7 Jan 1, 1975 Teenage alcohol abuses, nutrition
(variety in meals), prevention of heart
problems, alcoholism

A-8 Jan.8 Hypertension, medical4imergencies,
child care (language develoPment)

A-9 Jan 15 Dental care, health insurance,
doctor/patient communication, nutrition
and heart problems, prenitil-care

A-10 Jan 22 Hypertension, alcoholism (drinking and
driving), children's hearing, child
care (preparing Child-for hospitaliza-
tion)

A-11 Jan 29 Doctor/patient communication, medical
emergencies (burn treatment), child
care (preparation for life change), -

allied health personnel (career oppor-
tunities), colon-rectum cancer
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Season B

Program No. Air Date Topics

B-1 April 2, 1975 Aging Chome care of elderly)

B-2 April 9 Alcoholism

P-3 April 16 'fieari-aitias:Irecovery and.preventioni----

B-4 April 23 Vision (amblyopia and glaucoma)

8-5 April 30 Breast cancer

B-6 May.7 Stress

B-7 May 14 Doctor/pataent communic4tion

B-8 May 21 Depression

B-9 May 28 Hearing

8-10 June 4 Adolescence

B-11 June 11 Alternatives to drug/alcohol abuse
(teens)

B-12

1

June 18 Smoking

B-13 June 25 Weight Control

This concludes the summary background information on the development of

the FEELING GOOD series;-additional descriptive material appears in Appendix

G. Chapter TWO describes the concurront development of the summative evalu-

atiOn plan.
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CHAPTER TWO: THE SUMMATrVE RESEARCH PLAN

Background and Development

Some general features of the summative research plan were set as eaa

as November, 1972, in the proposal to produce the series:

1) The design wrmild be developed by the CTW research staff
in cooperation with a Research Advisory Committee.

2) The summative research plain would probably not be able
to address every goal programmed in the series.

3) A variety of methodologies would probably be required.

4) The summatiye research would be contracted by CTW to
outside research organizations.

In early 1973, before the Research Advisory Committee was established,

the CTW research staff listed a variety of design possibilities for use in
,7

discussions with ad hoc advisory groups. In June and July, 1973, these

groups met twice to begin setting guidelines and priorities for the summative

evaluation program. (See Appendix D for a list of the participants.) Recom-

mendations from these discussions were summarized in the CTW Health Series

Phase II Progress Report of August 30, 1973, and are typified here by the

following:

1) Control the research sufficiently to permit unambiguous
attribution of measured effects.

2) Given the budget limitations and the trade-offs between
breadth and depth, give higher priority to more compre-
hensive studies, even though they may have to be con-
ducted on less than a national basis.

3) Focus on informational and behavioral goals among home
viewers.

4) Attempt to measure word-of-mouth influences on both
viewership and health behaviors.

5) Be sensitive to possible message distortions and other
unanticipated effects.
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6) Supplement pre-post measures with interim measures

during the six-month series.

7) Minimize, and if possible, isolate, unwanted reactive
effects of measurement and treatment.

8) Develop and employ unobtrusive indicators of impact.

9) As an economy measure, consider participating in
one of the multiple-sponsor national survey services.

10) Try to assess the effectiveness of various influence
strategies used in the series.

In January, 1974, a CTW working paper summarized the previous summative

research discussions, solidifying the general strategy of employing a

"package" of multiple designs, each having distinctive strengths and weak-

nesses, and each having its weaknesses compensated for by other designs in

4 the array. Fifteen desired features of the package were phrased as criterion

questions which were to be addressed to all component designs. The goal was

to arrange the complementarities in such a way that at least one design in

the package would be responsive to each criterion. (These criterion ques-

tions will be used later in this chapter to assess the design package

actually employed.)

The Research Advisory Committee was formed in May 1974, and three

meetings were held before the November 20 premiere of the series. In its

first meeting, in June 1974, the committee discussed a cluster of design

ideas, developed from Phase II discussions and illustrating the design

"package" concept. A revised set of designs, shaped by various objectives

and constraints, resulted from this meeting.

Alternative Design Considerations

Before describing the designs actually employed, some of the design

alternatives that were explored but not selected for various reasons will be

examined. Of particular interest were ways to overcome one of the most
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common problems in mass media research: self-selection biases. Webb and

Campbell* write:

Those who seek out a particular type of television pro-
gram, or watch public affairs programming on television
in general, may be a very different population from
either those who do not look at television at all or
those who shun such heavy program content. Thills;,,,we

may. have....a_comparison. between_twoAifferent_populitions
with different trends and different responsiveness to
testing and other historical events. . . . To achieve
control over selection biases, ideally the experimenter
should randomly assign his respondents to experimental
and control treatments. In mass communication.research,
this is often impossible, but it is and should be
standard practice both in laboratory experiments and in
those communications studies where random assignment may
be possible but less convenient. . . .

The problem stated above (self-selection biases) and the potential solution

(random assignment to treatment and control groups) were a major focus of

discussions held in June and July, 1974 with a three-member group of re-

search consultants to the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (one of the major

backers of the series), and with some of the members of the Research Advisory

Committee. The possibility of establishing a true field experiment in

multiple cities--with random assignment of cities to viewing (signal availa-

ble) and nonviewing (signal unavailable) treatment conditionswas con-

sidered.

During and following those discussions, five design alternatives, each

yielding a true field experiment, were explored:

1) Design Alternative. Randomly assign one member of each
of several pairs of cities to an "exposed" and one to
a "non-expoqed" condition. Draw the pairs from a pool
of perhaps 18 modest-sized cities lacking PBS signals.
Arrange to have local commercial stations carry FEELING
GOOD in the exposed cities.

*Eugene J. Webb and Donald T. Campbell, "Experiments on Communication
Effects," in Handbook of Communication (Ithiel de Sola Pool et al., eds.).
Chicago: Rand McNally, 1973, p. 945.
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Analysis. Several commercial stations were contacted
regarding this possibility, bat all rejected the idea

.
of providing free exposure during prime time,,when
FEELING GOOD was scheduled to be aired on PBS.stations.
In addition, non-PBS cities posed other problems: (a)

,
large urban areas would be excluded.,,as_all such areas
have a PBS station; (b) the outreach efforti ot.the
Community Eduaation Services division of.CTW would not

be active in non-PBS cities:,

2) Desi4nAlternative. Randomly.assign some PWcities
to a non-exposed condition, and withhold theAleries

from those sites.

Analyais. It was jUdged unreasonable to ask selected
PBS stations to refrain from airing the new series
for purposes of experimental control.

3) Design Alternative. Use PBS cities only, with selected
cities airing the programs in advance of the regular

broadcast schedule.

Analysis. There was not enough lead time in availa-
bility of completed programs to make this feasible.
The lack of national promotion for preseason broad-

casts would have created noncomparable conditions.

The maximum measurement interval would have covered
only a portion of the series. Any seasonal variations

or national nonseries health campaigns would have in-

creased noncomparability.

4) Design Alternative. Randomly assign_some PBS cities

with low-reach UHF stations to receive supplemental
broadcasts on commercial VHF channels: Compare with

similar UHF cities not receiving supplemental broad-

casts. -^

Analysis. As in the case of Design Alternative #1, it

was not possible to obtain appropriate air time on

comnercial stations.

5) Design Alternative. Present the series on a cable-TV
system to some households within a single city and
withhold it from similar households in the same city.

Analysis. The possible use of a Canadian cable system,
not bound by U.S. regulations to carry available PBS
signals, was explored, but the site investigated would
have been "contaminated" by promotional materials--
crossing the border, and the informational-Yeterrals

would not have been appropriate foi Canada.

Other ways of accounting for self-selection biases were also-aonsidered:

e.g., (a) letting those predisposed to view the series identify themselves

# 6i°
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through actual initial viewing behavior, then inducing a randomly-assigned

portion of these identified viewers to not view the remainder of the series;

and (b) comparing viewers of a particular program on program-specific

measures with persons who did not view that program, but did view other

programs-in the series-(and had-thus:demonstrated a-propensity-for-self-

selection). (The latter plan was subsequently used in one of the summative

research studies.)

However, the alternatives described above could not be pursued for

various reasons. The final design package adopted in the summer of 1974

represented the judgment by C1'*1 research staff, considering all advisory

inputs, as to the best combination of what was desirable and what waa possi-

ble. The five-study design package included:

1) A multiple-city, large-sample study of voluntary view-
ing in a natural setting.

2) A field experiment in a community with good representa-
tion of low-income and minority audience members.

3) A series of four national surveys to measure trends of
awareness, sources of awareness, viewing of the series,
and selected health behaviors.

4) A community monitoring study in which nonreactive`in-
stitutional measures, such as type and frequency of
visits to local health care centers, could cross-
validate self-reports of series effects.

5) National audience estimates for the series, as provided
by Nielsen ratings.

Each study is discussed in later sections of this chapter.

The Initial Summative Research Program

Introduction. Four research organizations, each operating independently

under contract to CTW, conducted the five-study summative reseaich program

on PEELING GOOD. In relative terms, two of the studies were extensive and

complex, while the remaining three were more limited in scope. The two



larger studies (the fouvrcity studlya..voluntarTviewing;.and.the induced

viewing study) Iwsre:affected significantly_by themid-series change to

Season B, thus requiring both Season A and.Season B rationales for the

Original and revised designs.

...,__TheL_Response_Analysis_Corporation....(RACLof..Princeton,New....Jersey.,..con=..

ducted .the fourcity study of irolUntaryviewing. Dr. Erexbert Abelson, Presi-

dent of RAC, served al Project Director; Morris Cohen, Associate Project

Director, was responsible for day-to-day administration of the project.
A

The RAC final report, entitled "Impacts, Benefits, and Consequences of

FEELING GOOD," consists of seven volumes/subvolumes, including main findings,

methods and procedures, and detailed tabulations. The nature of the present

report permits coverage of only the major features of the design. FUll

descriptions of technical features of the study are provided in the RAC

report.

The National Opinion Research Center (NORC), a unit of the University

of Chicago, conducted the induced-viewing study in a Dallas, Texas, low-

income community. (NORC also initiated an exploratory and supplemental study

on monitoring of health care facilities, but, as will be detailed later, this

study could not be completed.) Dr. Edmund D. Meyers, Jr., was the Project

Director during the data collection phase of this study, and Mary C. Burich

had major responsibility for the field operations. When Dr. Meyers left

NORC in July, 1975, Drs. Norman M. Bradburn and Michael J. Minor completed

the analysis report, entitled "The Effects. of Viewing .FEELING GOOD: Results

from A Field EXieriment in a Low-Income Community". This two-volume report

(Final Report and Appendices) also contains more-detail than din be included

here, and interested readers are encouraged to examine the entire NORC report.

The two remaining studies of FEELING GOOD were less complex because they

were incorporated into routinized and ongoing research services. Four
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national surveys conducted by the Gallup.Organization,-.Princeton, New Jerew,

were incorporated in,their .romnibus" or multiple-sponsor survey services.

Dr. /rving Crespi, Executive VICe President of the Gallup Organization,

served as Project Direátor. Separate'reports under the general title "The

National-Audience-for-FEELING-GOOD"-were-submitted for-each-of-the-four-sur

veys. Audience estimates for the entire duration of the series were pro-

vided by standard Nielsen ratings services, coordinated through the office of

Mr. Ralph T. Clausen, Vice President A.C. Nielsen Company, New York.

The Four-City Study of Volun:atry Viewing: Original Design

The general goal of the four-city study, conducted by the Response

Analysis Corporation (RAC), was to assess selected cognitive and behavioral

effects of FEELING GOOD on a large geographically-varied sample of volunteer

viewers.

The RAC proposal made reference to certain methodological issues and

realities that influenced their proposed design:

1) The typical Adult audience for PBS programming in
prime time is small. It would therefore be ineffi-
cient to sample on a simple random basis, becauie the
expected yield of viewing homes,per 100.howes_sAmpled
could well be less than 5. The proposed solution was
to stLatify respondents in terms of likelihood of
viewingt.then oversample from the "high likelihood"
group.

2) Although it was highly desirable to have a true con-
trol group, which would in this case consist of
comparable cities without access to FEELING GOOD,
this was-judged not to be feasible (for many of the
same reasons cited in Chapter II: Alternative Design
Considerations).

3) .The'six-month duration of the series meant that it
would be difficult to track viewership patterns.and
prograw-specificeffects with A-eimple pre-post
procedure. 'The proposed sOlution was to'use 10% of
the pretest (or baseline) respondents for each of 10
interim measures, to be spaced approximately every
two weeks thrOughout the series (in addition to the
regular posttest meaiures),
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The repeated:ileasUreatents.(preteet and',interim
measures) could possibly have ef4cts independent.of
or interaCtiVe:With the'-serieii::e:g4 heightened
awaroneis of'heilth issUes, AndlearningfroWthe
questionnaire itseM To'estimate sucheffeCts,. if
any, ajoanel control group was proposed that would

.not be pretested or neasUred during the'series.

The cities.of-BditblirDallas7-Seattlerand7-17acksonville--(Fla4.Were.

chosen as test sites because of their geographic spread, the minority group:

representations in their auAiences, and their strong VHF signals. Funding

limitations precluded expansion into the six or eight cities originally

desired.

The design originally established for the entire 26-week series will

,be summarized here (see graph). Since some of the sequential sp:Ips in the

original design were implemented in Season A andOthers were not (being sUb-

sequently altered in Season B), the Ns and questionnaire return rates used

for the description of the entire design will be those of the original "pre-

implementation" plan.

Random-digit dialing in the four cities was to generate 22,000 telephone

interviews, used to stratify respondents into high, medium, and low levels of

likelihood of viewing FEELING GOOD. High-likelihood viewers and women were

then to be oversaipled to establish a baseline group of 7,000 to be pretested,

and a panel control group of 2,000 which would not be pretested. Mail ques-

tionnaires, with a $1 incentive, were to be used for all measures after the

screening interviews. From the pretest or baseline group, 5,006 usable

questionnaire returns were expected.

Ten interim measures were scheduled throughout the series, spaced about

two weeks apart, With'independent samples of about 500 respondents each.' Two

interim measures (after programs A1-4 and A5-8) were implemented according to

the original plan. The third interim measure, covering_programs A9-11, was

influenced by the change.to Season B.:Some of the interim measures were to

6:4
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ORIGINAL DESIGN FOR RAC FOUR-CITY STUDY

TIME ACTIVITY

Preseries

FEELING
GOOD
begins

Midseries

FEELING
GOOD
ends

Postseries

Telephone Screening Interviews
N = 22,000

Stratify into three levels of
likelihood of viewing

Mail 7,000 pre-series
baseline questionnaires

Returns = 5,000

Interim Measures
No. Mail Returns

1 500 400
2 500 400
3 500 400
4 500 400
5 500 400
6 500 400

7 500 400
8 500 400
9 500 400

10 500 400
total returns = 4,000

1

Panel Effects
Control Group
N = 2,000

Mail 4,000 posttesis.
Returns = 3,200
for Pre-Post analysis

Mail 2,000
postests.,

Returns = 1,400.
Posbbonly analysis

65
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be geared to specific episodes of FEELING GOOD, and the resulting data

analyzed independently within each wave, wbile other interim measures were to

constitute a common and repeated battery of items on health behaviors for the

Purpose of plotting trends throughout the seriei:

The posttest was to be administered to all baseline and panel control

respondents after completion of the 26-week series, with the major analytic

model to be comparisons of baseline to posttest, viewers vs. nonviewers. To

increase precision and partially isolate self-selection biases, if any, at

least two levels of viewers were to be matched to nonviewers on several

demographic and psychological variables, drawn from the preseries baseline

data. As will be detailed in a later section of this chapter, the design

and the analytic models were altered significantly by the midseries change

to Season B.

Among the strengths of the original RAC design were the following:

1) The test sites were geographically widespread.

2) All test sites had strong PBS stations, with hetero-
geneous socioeconomic levels and ethnic groups in the
coverage area.

3) Economics of mail questionnaire methodology permitted
large samples, which, in turn, permitted various sub-
group analyses.

4) Previous RAC experience with mail questionnaires led
to the expectation of a high return rate.

5) The sample was drawn randoWty, then strati,,Id into
levels of likelihood of viewing. Oversampliig high
probability viewers gave greater assurance of getting
measures on substantial numbers of viewers.

6) Preseries/postseries comparisons could be made.

7) Heavy and moderate viewers could be matched on sevy-?d
factors to nonviewers on preseries status, partially
isolating possible effects of self-selection.

8) Short-term and special program-specific effects could
be estimated via 10 interim measures, spaced through-
out the series.

6 6
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9) By overlapping slightly the intervals covered in the
interim Measures, sample sires could be effectively
dotbled (500 to 1,000) for some:items.

10) The interim measures would permit series-long plotting
of (a) viewership proportions, and (b) trends in a
common battery of health behaviors.

11) The-design incorporated-a-method-of-estimating effects,
if any, of pretesting and interim measures.

Among the weaknesses of the original RAC design Were.the following:

1) The approxiMation of a control group bY post-hoc ,
matohing was not complete assurancethat viewers were
equivalent to (not significantly different frOm) non-
viewers in all respects other than Viewing FEHLING
GOOD.

2) The mail methodology precluded on-site checks on
which household meMber actually CoMpleted the. ques-
tionnaire. (Telephone validations on A'StbSaMPle
were planned but had to be dropped for budgetary

reasons.)

3) With mail questionnaires, opportunities for follow-
up questions were extremely limited, awl had to be
built in to the questionnaire from the beginning.

4) Even with relatively high return rates, the cumulative
attrition could be substantial, thus affecting the
randomness or representativeness in unknown ways.

5) The length and complexity of items that can be asked
in mail questionnaires are limited._

6) High confidence could be placed in program-specific
viewing data from the interim measures, but any
particular interim measure would cover only 10% of
the pretested respondents. Posttest assignment into
categories of viewership would necessarily depend on
long-term recall, and thus would not be precise as
to overall number of programs viewed or which particu-
lar programs were viewed.

..

Induced Viewing Field Experiment. The major goal of the induced viewing

experiment, conducted by the National Opinion Research Center (NORC), was to

ascertain the effects of viewing FEELING GOOD on a hard-to-reach audience of

women with predominantly minority and low-income characteristics. This

important segment of the target audience for FEELING GOOD presented

6 7
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significant methodological challenges, because of several indications that

the PBS adult audience is skewed toward the more affluent. CTW had faced

a similar challenge earlier with the SESAME STREET series for preschoolers

and had learned that special audience-building and outreach efforts might be

required for two or more years-before relaiiirely bigh-P-Terietritiah-df-167W--;

income and minority audiences was achieved. Estimates of effects among low-

income and minority adults were desired as soon as possible for FEELING

GOOD, however, and since other designs in the summative research program had

limited prospects of providing this information, a special study that ad-

dressed the issue directly was needed.

It view of the problems of experimentally manipulating the availability

of FEELING GOOD, NORC decided to experimentally induce a randomly-assigned

portion of this audience to view the entire series and compare them with

similar persons,not induced to view.

NORC/CTN hopes were that a substantial inducement, such as payment of

$50, would result in viewership of at least 80% of the potential viewing in-

stances (number of induced respondents x number of programs). Previous

ratings histories led to the expectation_that "contamination"of tim control

group through uninduced viewing would initially be minimal among these

audiences--almost certainly less than 5% of the potential viewing instances.

The strategy thus depended on a two-step process: the presence or absence

of the inducement procedures would be uniform within the randomly-assigned

treatment groups, but consequential viewing/nonviewing, not being directly

manipulable, would be less than uniform (but hopefully predominant enough to

provide a clear contrast of "primarily viewing vs. primarily nonviewing"

groups). Such a field experiment would provide useful information difficult

or impossible to obtain in other ways.
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NORC conducted the induced viewing field experiment in the Oak Cliff

motion of Dallas. Restriction to a single community meant ihat many extrane-

sus factors such as the scheduling of repeat broadcasts, the array of availa-

sle alternative programs on TV, the availability of health/medical services,

:he potential influences of other health campaigns, and the like, would be

ipproximately equal for experimental and control groups. ICERA-TV (the local

?BS station) produced a strong VHF signal; NORC had a field staff in Dallass

'lid census data indicated that the Oak Cliff area matched the desired saaple.

specifications very well: about 25% black, 25% Hispanic origin, and 50%

mmual income less than $7,500.

Sampling areas or segments were drawn by probability methods-from Oak

:liff census tract data. Segments were assigned at random to the various

;reatment conditions (to be described later). Using block quota simple tech-

tiques, respondents were screened for a working TV set and good reception of

autit-Tv. There was elso a quota requirement that 50% of the households have

it least one child under six years of age. Feaales classified as heads of

louseholds (or primarily responsible for the health care of children) were

used exclusively as respondents.

An early version of the NORC proposal for this study suggested the

!ollowing design:

Induced Viewing Group
Beginning N 250
-Postattrition N 200

Noninduced Control Group
Beginning N 250
Postattrition N 200

Preseries baseline Preseries baseline
neasure (N 250) measure (N 250)

Interim MeaJure #
1 (N 240)

2 (N 230)

3 (4 220)

4 (N 210)

Postseries measure Postseries measure
200) (N 200)

6 9
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After discussions with CTW research staff, but before going into the

field, NORC modified this design to build in a means of estimating not only

the effects of vi,-wing the series, but also of assessing possible effects of

inducement (payment), and effects of the repeated measures throughout the

series that might otherwise be irretrievably confounded with viewing effects.

This more complex version is called the NORC "original" design (to contrast

it with the later modified design actually used when the broadcast schedule

was interrupted for eight weeks).

In graphic form, the "original" NORC design; i.e., the design developed

before the series began, and intended as the series evaluation plan, was as

follows:

Treatment Group:

Treatment
Procedure:

Subsample:

Postseries
Subsample N:

A

, INDUCED VIEWERS

$50 payment to view
entire series, and
to be interviewed
repeatedly.

3 4 5

100 25 25 25 25

Preseries
Baseline Measure:XXXXX

Interim Measure 1: X

Interim Measure 2: X X

Interim Measure 3: X X

Interim Measure 4: X X

Postseries
Measure:

Among

INDUCED
NONVIEWERS

$20 payment for
interview coop.;
no mention of
F.G.

NONINDUCED
NONV/EWERS

No,payment;
116 mention

of F.G.

6 1 2 3 1 2

25 25 75 25 75 25

XXXXXX X X X X X

the strengths cif the NORC design were the following:

1) It gave the highest possible probability (short of
"captive audience" group tests of motivated persons
in laboratory settings) of sustained exposure to the

7 0
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entire series among an important element of the
target audience that was otherwise initially very
difficult to reach.

2) Sustained exposure during the series was considered
important for ct least one study in the overall
summative research program, because multiple scheduling
of multiple topics, when overlaid with spotty and
unique patterns of viewing, would make it very difficult
to link specific effects with specific series treatments.
There could, of course, be no presumption of a program's
effect within the: series in the absence of viewing that
program. The imrim measures would allow program-
specific identifi_ation of all actual viewers in the
induced viewing group.

3) Up to the point where respondent quotas were used
within blocks, selection of household locations and
assignment into treatment groups were random.

4) The design permitted small subsamples to be used for
estimating what effects, if any, could be attributed
to nonseries influences; specifically, effects of
payment and effects of repeated measurements. The
major purpose was not to conduct an experiment on
methodology, but to assess impact of the series. For
budgetary reasons, these extraneous influences had to
be estimated on the basis of small subsamples, to at
whether or not caveats or qualifications would be re-
quired in interpreting the major analyses of pre-post,
experimental-control group comparisons.

5) Although not a research priority, there was at least
the possibility that this experiment could provide
policy-relevant data regarding broader application of
inducement techniques to reach difficult audiences in
a cost-effective manner with mass media social action
programming.

Among the weaknesses of the NORC design were the following:

1) Payment for viewing introduced an issue of external
validity--whether one could generalize from an arti-
ficially induced audience to an uninduced voluntary
audience.

2) The independent variable of experimental interest--
viewing vs. not viewing--was'not directly manipulable,
but had to be a consequence of the manipulable factor
uf inducement. No advance guarantees of actual viewing
Jr not viewing were possible.

3) For factors other than those made homogeneous via
respondent selection, sample sizes were too small
(again, for budgetary reasons) to allow much analytic
subdivision.
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4) Any factors unique to the oak Cliff community would
limit the generalizability of findings.

The Community Monitoring Study. This study was initiated, but not

.completed, by NORC as an exploratory project, to complement the induced

viewing field experiment in Dallas. There were two goals: (1) to see what

institutional changes, if any, might be associated with the series; and (2)

to validate some of the self-report'Measures collected in the induced viewing

experiment. An inventory of available services would also have made it

possible to estimate the extent to which types of health care mentioned or

recommended by the series were in fact available to the Oak Cliff area

residents.

NORC planned to determine from summary records the levels and patterns

of demand for health services in Oak Cliff during the run of the series.

Chccording to NORC, services were provided by three hospitals, a pUblio

health care center, twelve storefront health olinios, and a number of private'

doctors.) The problem was that adequate summary records were not available,

contrary to earlier assumptions, and there was neither time nor budget to

develop alternative procedures. The project was reluctantly terminated even

before Season B began.

National Surveys. The Gallup Organization conducted four surveys to

establish nationally-generalizable trends throughout the series for awareness

of FEELING GOOD, incidence of viewing, and incidence of various health prao-

tioes. The surveys were based on independent nerional probability samples

of interviewing areas, and each involved personal interviews with approxi-

mately 1,500 adults.
p.

While the RAC and NORC studies entailed in-depth dAta collection in

limited sites, the Gallup surveys concentrated on obtaining as much breadth

as possible (without probes) with a few items. The viewing measures served

7 2
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as a supplement to the Nielsen ratings. The aelf-report data on health

practices provided comparative references for the four-city study of volun-

tary viewers and the induced-viewing field experiment. In addition to pro-

viding the only data on national awareness of the series, the surveys were

intended to aid in the interpretation of findings produced by each of the

other studies.

.The assessment of health practices was based on a "behavioral checklist"

of 14 to 15 items, most of which were common to all four Gallup surveys.

Items were introduced thus: "Just thinking of the past two months, that is,

since (date), which if any of these (health care behaviors) have you done?"

As a check on possible inflation of affirmative responses caused by reporting

of behaviors that occurred more than two months earlier, the last two Gallop

eurveys asked half the samples to respond first for a six-month time frame,

and then for a two-month tine frame:

Gallup surveys were conducted after the second and third programs of

Season A '(December 3-8, 1974), immediately after the end of Season A

(February 1-3, 1975), after the third program of Season B (April 18-21, 1975),

and after the ninth program of Season B (May 30-June 1, 1975). The field

dates were scheduled to coincide with the testing intervals in the other

studies.

The description of the design and sampling procedures is included in

the Gallup report and is not reported here.

National Audience Estimates. The A.C. Nielsen Company estimated the

audience viewing tae series each week throughout the broadcast season.

Nielsen's standard national sample of homes equipped with an Audimeter was

supplemented with a separate national sample of households in which viewing

diaries were maintained. In addition to measuring the audience for each
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SUMAITIVE RESEARCH PIM FOR FEELING MOD

W7T

iSSESSMENT OF DESIGNS IN TERNS'OF SiECIFIC DESIREDIEATURES

FOR THE TOTAL 501411E1/E RESEARCH PROGRAM .

The Studies:

I. Four-city study

/I. Induced viewing study

III. Community monitoring

IV. National sample surveys

V. Nielsen

1. In this design, is it possible to assess the

progressive steps leading toward the terminal

objectives, so we can analyze how far we got

in each goal area?

2. Can this design incorporate or control for

other health education campaigns going on at

the same time?

3. Can the results of this design demonstrate a

connection between FEELING GOOD and the

measured effects?

4. Can this design assess the impact on the size

and composition of the PBS audience?

5. Can information gain be measured in this

design?

I

4-City

Studk

3artially

II

Induced

viewini

Study

partialll

III

Community

Monitoring

IV

NationPl

Surveys Nielsen

nono

n°
no

yes ves

no ,

partially

no no

local

only

f

no ys es

yes no , 41.2 no
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Summative Research Plan for FEELING GOOD (ont'd,) I

4-City

Study

II III IV V

Induce

Viewing Community National

Study Monitoring Surveys Nielsen

6. Can actual behaviors and behavior changes (not

7. Is it feasible to incorporate measurements of

word-of-mouth influences in this design? possibly

15robably

yes not AO

8. Is it feasible for this design to account for

the duil varlAbles of (a) amount of program

coverage, and (b) amount of viewing for a

.....25,Lralart2pic?

9, Is it possible in this design to reach conclu-

sions on effects other than effects on individ-

ual viewers? (e.g.offects on'institutions)

partially yes no no no

yes DO no

10. Will this design provide data relevant to

analysis of cost/effectiveness ratios? yes yes _partially yes yes

11, Can results from this design be generalized to

a national ..dation? no

11601111111,

es es

12. Can this design generate early feedback, in

time for second-season decisions? es es no 8S esi.0101111.

13. In this design, is, it possible to guarantee in

advance special consideration of the needs of

the poor? no
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Summative Research Plan for PEELING VD (Cont'd.)

40City

Study

...II

Induced

Viewing

Study

III

Community

Monitoring

IV

National

Survels Nielsen

14, Can this design assess the impact of follow-up

prpgrammIng and community utilization efforts? no partially no , no no

15, Will this design be especially sensitive to

unexpected effects, both beneficial and non-

beneficial? no

.

partially partially no no

t I
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program, Nielsen ran separate analyses for some programs to provide break-

downs of viewers by age, sex, income, and education, as well as'estimates

of repeat viewing by households.

Collective Assessment of the Designs. The package of five interrelated

studies described above comprised the summative research program for FEELING

GOOD as the series began. In an early section of this chapter, it was

stated that fifteen criterion questions provided guidelines for the develop-

ment of the total research program. A CTW paper dated October, 1974, assessed

the five studies on these criterion questions (see preceding table).

Effects of the Chan e to Season B on the Summative Research Desigasi

The termination of the one-hour FEELING GOOD programs on January 29,

1975 after 11 programs (Season A), the two-month "down" time, and the return

with 13 Season B programs on April 2 caused severe problems for .RAC's four-.city

study and NORC's induced viewing study. The Gallup surveys and the Nielsen

services were minimally affected. In an attempt to adapt the complex study

designs to changes in program length, series length, program objectives,

topics, and air dates, the CTW research staff held a number of discussions

with RAC and NORC during January, February, and March of 1975.

Revisions in the Four-City Study of Voluntary Viewing

Before the end of Season A, the original RAC design had progressed

through the screening interviews, the preseries baseline measure, and the

first two interim measures (through program A-8). After discussion of numer-

ous alternatives, the revised design presented below was worked out as the

most reasonable option, and was implemented as shown.

Some of the major considerations that influenced the design revisions

in the four-city study were as follows:

8 0
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Research Procedure for Feelin Good (RAC)

TELEPHONE SCREENING PROCEDURE
22,000 COMPLETED SCREENS

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

STRATIFIED SAMPLING DESIGNED TO OVERSAMPLE THOSE MOST LIKELY
TO VIEW FEELING GOOD, AND WOMEN

1

N = ,028

INTCRIM
N . 705

,nr41!

comp
INTERIM 2
N = 629

1466
COMP

INTERIM 3
N = 484

411

COMP=16

N = 3,325

N = 4,060

PANEL EFFECTS
CONTROL 11=467

*

OMP

c
,0 Coma,'

*Segments do not add to total due to follow-up procedures employed. See Volume 2,
Methodological Report, for full methodology.
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1) All modifications would have to be made within the
existing budget.

2) Since there was a need to obtain some interpretable
data on all 11 Season A programs, without jeopardizing
the interpretability of Season B data, approximately
one-fourth of the panel effects control group was
tested at the third interim measure (covering programs
Ap09 to_k-11) to serve as an "end of Season A readout".

3) Seaaon,B was to be essentially a new series, and the
original'Season A baseline measures would have only
partial relevance to the new content. A new Season B
baseline measure was therefore required, and with
substantially larger sample size than'the 500 origi-
nally allocated to interim measures. Thus, interim
measures were abandoned entirely for Season B, in
order to provide about 3,000 respondents for a,Season
B pre-post analysis.

4) Since Season B was to cover only one topic per program,
it was considered essential to index program-specific
viewing patterns_for each respondent: The maximum
ability_of areSpondent to recall pzogram-specific
Vie-Wing (With content'descriptioni provided) was esti-
mated to 'be siX]Programs.- This was one o2 several
reasons why all of Season B could not be covered in
the frialuation. (Other reasons included CTW's in-
atIgit ;. to specify with enough lead time the Season B
scheduling of topics, and the anticipaidd drop-off in
response rates after t;.:Al later ending date (June 25)
for the series.)

Among the implications and consequen,,es of the design revisions were

the following:

6

1) Any Season A pretest item repeated on the Season B
posttest would be in effect a delayed posttest,
with a delay interval of over four months, making
significant differences less likely, and making
interpretation more difficult.

2) The power of the panel effects control group was
weakened by dividing it into two reduced-N groups.

3) Some measures on the Season A pretest were addressed
to nontent scheduled for programs 12 to 26programs
irot yere not aired. No follow-up comparisons are
posible on these items, and the data they produced
could be used only fcr descriptive purposes.

4) Given thF1 limits in length for a mail questionnaire,
the inclusion of Season B pre-post cognitive material
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meant a limit on the number of Season A items that
could be repeated on the Season B posttest.

5) The revised design required a greater variety of
data analysis models, and sqme of the originally-
planned pre-post comparisons were precluded.

Although changing the evaluation plan so significantly in midstream

)bviously caused major problems, the modified design provided what was

judged to be the best recourse under the circumstances and sufficiently

iseful as a partial assessment of effects of both Seasons A and B to warrant

:ontinuation.

In the RAC report, several different analysis models were required to

lccommodate the various types of data generated. t'he screening and baseline

Lnterviews provide descriptive data which are simply okoss-tabulated by

rarious demographics. The bulk of the comparative analysis, tested for

itatistical significance, comes from various combinations of--

A: two ways of classifying
(level of viewing) and

B: two ways of classifying
variable.

3ach is discussed below.

the independent variable

the dependent or effect

k: Classifying Levels of Viewing

A-1 Show-specific viewing. For interim measures in Season A and for

3eason B posttest measures, self-reports of show-specific viewing were ob-

tained. If content X were covered on show Y, then questionnaire items over

:ontent X could be analyzed in terms of viewers vs. nonviewers of show Y.

rhis contrast absorbs, obscures, or is confounded by any self-selection ef-

fects, however. If those with high motivation do view and those with low

notivation do not view, it is difficult to separate effects of viewing from

affects of motivation. A third analysis category was therefore added, which

provides a partial means of accounting for self-selection effects.
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Nonviewers of a particular show were subdivided into (A) those who had viewed /

other shows within the measurement interval, but not the particular show (Y);

and (b) those who had seen neither this particular show (Y) nor any others

in the measurement intevya1, as follows:

Viewers Vieweks of other shows Nonviewers

(pf_show Y) (but not show Y) (of any show)

*It was reasoned that both viewers of show Y and viewers of shows other than Y

had demonstrated their tendencies to self-select into voluntary viewing pat-

terns, and therefore probably differed from each other primarily in terms of

exposure to the particular show Y. Holding self-selection effects more or

less constant, then, the residual effect of viewing show Y can be estimated

by comparing viewers of show Y with viewers of shows other than Y. It also

follows that one estimate of the magnitude of the self-selection effect is

to compare (on a show Y-specific content X item) the nonviewers of any show

with the nonviewers of show Y who saw other shows. Such a three-way division

of viewing levels was employed whenever show-specific viewing was obtained

and whenever the content item could be associated with a particular show.

It can be argued that show-specific viewing reflects self-selection

tendencies not only for health materials in general, but also for specific

health topics. The three-category analysis above controls for the former

but not the latter. Topic-specific self-selection is believed to be less of

a problem in Season A, where multiple topics were treated in each program,

-than--in-Season-B.

A-2 Overall levels of viewing. Show-specific viewing reports were

not obtained from all respondents for all_shows; several items were not

readily associated with a particular show but rather with a cumulative impact

of several shows. The second means of categorizing exposure, 'therefore, was
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by three overall levels of viewing:

a) Frequent viewers (self-reported viewing of 4 or
mare programs in Season A and/or B) .

b) Less frequent viewers (1-3 programs viewed).

c) Nonviewers (no Season A or B programs viewed).

In such analysis, there is no guarantee that even a frequent viewer saw

the relevant program material for any given content item. The viewing cate-

gories are akin to probability levels for exposure to relevant programming.

B: Classifying Dependent Variables

B-1 "Single point in time" dependent variable measures. This refers to

such analyses as the interim measures and post-only measures; it contrasts

with the pre-post measures below.

B-2 Dependent variable measures related back to pretest position.

This was typically done in a four-category fashion, as shown below, where

"+" indicates a correct answer or presence of an advocated behavior, and

"-" indicates the opposite.

PRETEST
POSTTEST + -

-
+ -

Both Season A and Season B baselines were partially incorporable into this

model. In some instances, it was possible to assess posttest outcome measures

(knowledge or behavior) utilizing only target audience respondents who identi-

fic themselvis by not reporting the desired knowledge or behavior on the pre-

tec. The four analysis Trodels resulting from various combinations of the

above, and the major types of data analyzed in each model, are summeri.

below.
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Single point in
time measures:

53 t'

Show-SRecigic Viewing Overall Levels

(Viewers, Viewers of of Viewing; Frequent,

other shows, Less Frequent, and

Nonviewers1 Non iewers

Interim 1, 2, and 3. Several series effects

Panel vs. control in measures

Season B posttest (RAC chpt. 3)

Pre-post Season B knowledge Several series effects

comparisons: items measures
(RAC chpt. 3)

Some of the main potential problems or limitations of the RAC study as

finally implemented, as well as the means of estimating their effects, are

summarized below.

1) Panel effeets

These are effects not of the TV series, but of repeated
measurement per se--such as learning from the question-
naire itself; increased sensitivity to, or salience of,

health topics due to repeated matasurements; and/or in-
creased viewing of FEELING GOOD as a consequence of

special dttention. The bogie means of estimating the
presence and/or magnitude of panel effects was the set
of two comparisons with the non-pretested panel control

groups.

a. The first such comparison was in the third in-

terim measure. RAC concluded that the viewing
behavior in shows A-9 to A-11 did not differ
between the pretested and non-pretested respon-

dents. However, the non-pretested control
group respondents consistently reported higher
levels of behavior and lower knowledge levels

than Interim III respondents. RAC reasoned that

the control group behavior reports were rela-
tively inflated because of no previous oppor-
tunity to register such behavior (hence,
telescoping); and the pretested group's know-
ledge was probably inflated because of learning
from previous questionnaires.

b. The second opportunity to assess panel effects
was in the Season B posttest measures. Panel

effects explored were of two kinds:

(1) repeated interviews without exact question

repetition in Season B pre-post cognitive

items. No general panel effect was found

here.

8 6
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(2) repeated interviews with exact question
repetition in Season B pre-post cognitive

items. RAC found "in most instances" that
those respondents answering a set of iden-
tical questions on B-Baselinc, B-Postt.est
did better on those 8-Posttest questions
than the non-pretested control group or
those who had been tested'before, but not
on the B-Baseline. The effect of learning
from prior questioning varied from itep to
item. The RAC report gives a general
caveat regarding this but doe& rot suggest
decision rules for estimating Ilated

program effects.

2) Self-selection biases

In this study, no a priori attempts were nee,: -:egulate

or control voluntary viewing patterns. (See es.A.ier

"Alternatives Design Considerations" sectim :"11 '13is

chapter). Nevertheless, there are means, short of ran-
dom assignment to viewing/nonviewing groups, to estimate
whether and to what extent viewing effects may haw.: been
confounded by self-selection factors:

a. One control feature, described previously, was to
compare (1) viewers of a particular show, (2)

viewers of other shova, and (3) nonviewers. RAC
analyses using this model cad indicate the exis-
tence of apparent self-selection biases, vasyins
from item to item, and this mod4,1 also provides

a means of estimating the magnitudc of se),f-

selection effects.

b. RAC found no evi-ce of self-selection biases in

the form of pret:ries demographic differences
between subsequ%.: *iewers d nonviewers. Dis-

tributions on age, sex, education, and presence/
age of children at home indicated no difference

in NoveMber baseline profiles among those who
subsequently became (1) Frequent Viewers, (2)
Less Frequent Viewers, or (3) Nonviewers.

c. After receiving the RAC report, CTW conducted an
analysis with the RAC data tape to see if levels
of series viewing were associated with factors
other than demographics on the preseries baseline

measure. Respondents identified in June, 1975,
as heavy, moderate, or nonviewers were examined

on their previous response patterns for the en-

tire preseries baseline questionnaire. There

were no significant differences among the three

viewing groups on more than 80% of the items,

but there were indications in some instances

that those respondents who later turned out to
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be relatively frequent viewers were already
health-oriented before the series began.

Decision rules for interpreting these data
were as follows: Self-selection ir indicated
by pretest differences among the three groups
when: (1) two of three contrasts (high vs.
moderate; high vs. nonviewer; moderate vs.
nonviewer) are statistically significant; (2)

the differences are linear in a pattern con-
sistent with self-selection biases; and (3)
the pattern for the two previous conditions
holds for the one response option that is of
greatest importance for that item. The ab-
solute differences among the groups were
relatively small, averaging about 6% for the
contrasts which were statistically significant.

Before the series beganpersons who became
viewers of the series were somewhat more likely
than nonviewers to:

- have been told nothing about the status
of their blood pressure after it had beet
taken, and to wish that they knew mor(
about their blood pressure than they uere
told at the time;

- have suggested to someone else that they
get their blood pressure checked, and
that a female friend or relative have a
doctor examine her breasts;

- agree with the statement that "no matter
how careful a person is, he has to expect
a good deal of illness in his lifetime";

- have tried in the last six months to get
information on where to get a blood pres-
sure check, a heart check-up, and where
to get help for a drinking problem;

- report getting more health information
"now" (i.e., before the series) from
radio and television than they did six
months previously, and to have sent away
during the last six months for some
health information offered on television;

- have given thought to trying to change
what their children eat for snacks, and
to getting additional shots or immuniza-
tions for their child;
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- have used a dental disclosing tablet at

least once;

- have the nuMber of the local Poison Control

- Center posted near the telephone; and

- know how to conduct a breast self-examina-
tion without the help of a doctor.

Despite dle absence of demographic differences

between viewers and nonviewers, the findings

above suggest that FEELING GOOD attracted a
somewhat selective audience in terms of health

attitudes and behaviors. Before the series

began, the heavy viewer tended to be a health
information-seeker, someone who encouraged
others to take health measures, a person who
gave thought to health matters, who was somewhat
fatalistic about health, and who had taken at
least some of the health actions that were later
advocated on the series. Evidence of self-

selection also was apparent in several of the
analyses involving program-spet.ific viewing ef-

fects.

The existence of self-selection biases is not

surprising. The analytic question is the ex-

tent to which the effects of viewing can be

separated from self-selection effects. In

several instances, viewing effects were strong
enough to over-ride predisposit4onal differ-
ences, as evidenced in the model described in

(a) above, and in those analyses where only .

those respondents not getting an item correct

(or not reporting the advocated behavior) on

the pretest were analyzed for post-series

status by levels of exposure to the series

(see Chapter Four for data displays, e.g., on
information seeking, and posting the poison

control telephone number).

3) Inflation of self-reported health behaviors

Various explanations for inflated reporting include

reactivity, telescoping, evaluation apprehension, and

social desirability biases. In the absence of exter-

nal validity checks, no direct estimate of the magni-

tude of self-report inflations, if any, is possible.

On a simple face validity basis, however, certain

self-reported health behaviors appear inflated. RAC

reasons that any inflations are probably uniform

across subgroups, thus not affecting the outcome of

, subgroup compariRons. By going outside the RAC study,

comparisons to oti.lr FEELING GOOD studies (especially
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the Gallup split-sample surveys) allow some -Itimate
of the magnitude of possible inflation effects.

Revisions in the Induced Viewing Field Experiment

When the termination of Season A was announced in early January, 1975.

NORC had completed the baseline measure and the first interim measure (after

the third program), in accordance with the original design. The second in-

terim measure (originally scheduled for January 18-31, 1975) was delayed

until a revised plan could be worked out. By collapsing across various

subsamples and interim measures in the original plan, NORC increased the

sample size of a posttest for Season A, with remaining resources devoted to

a post-only analysis of programs 2-7 in Season B. The revised NORC design (see

table) was dmplemented thus: Wave I, the preseries baseline measure, con-

sisted of a screening interview plus a 30-minute personal interview; Wave II,

a Season A interim measure, consisted of 15-minute interviews, about 85% of

which were conducted by telephone, the remaining 15% in person; Wave III,

designed to serve as much as possible as a Season A posttest, consisted of

15-minute interviews (85% telephone, 15% in person); Wave IV, the Einal

,oati-ami-_AAmini91-oroAsnfi-or_nrpgram,7_in Spafon B-_consisted.cf 30-minute

interviews (again, 85%.by telephone, 15% in person).

The revisions of the NORC field experiment were influenced by several

considerations:

1) As with the RAC study, there was a need to obtain
some interpretable data on all 11 Season A programs
without jeopardizing the interpretability of Season
B data, hence the beefed-up sample size for the
Season A posttest. There were additional considera-
tions. At the time of tlie decision to do the Season
A posttest, it was not certain that the NORC field
experiment could bo eatinued through Season B at
all. NORC required considerable lead time for in-
strument preparation_and pretesting, but the precise
content and schedulingof Season B programs were not
known at the time. (As it turned out, some of the
Season B programs were completed only a few days
before air date.) A,supplementary check on actual
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Treatment
Group:

Treat ment

Promdure:

Subsample:

WAVE I
Preseries
Baseline

10/25-11/19/74

WAVE II
Season A
Interim

12/7-12/20/74

WAVE III
Season A
Posttest

2/6-2/24/75

WAVE TV
Season B
Posttest

5/22=6/16/75

Interviewed
in all
applicable
waves
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NORC FINAL DESIGN

A

INDUCED TO VIEW
AND BE INTERVIEWED

(N a 237)

$50 payment to view
programs A1-11 & B2-7,
plus interview coop-
eration.

INDUCED ONLY
TO BE rtiTERVIEWED

(N ag 135)

$20 payment for
interview coop.;
no mention of
FEELING GOOD.

NO INDUCEMENT
ims 96)

No payment.
No mention of
FEELING GOOD.

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 1 2

130 31 90 32 94 91

129 32

120 31 28 32. 23 84 24

116 31 78 26 27 85 23 78 20

109 29 74 25 27 85 23 76 20
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yiewing among the induced-viewing group in Season A
had indicated that the effectiveness of the induce-
ment procedure was disappointingly lov: about half
of the induced respondents had been viewing about
half the programs. Unless a more effective induce-
ment procedure could be implemented for Season B,
there was reason to question whether the data would
be interpretable. With the continuation through
Season B uncertain, a minimum requirement was to
obtain a substantial readout on Season A.

2) The NORC study could not incorporate all of Season
B, which was to extersd well beyond the time encom-
passed by NORC's 26-week "viewing contract" with
the induced viewers. This agreement had been es---
tablished prior tà Season A, and was considered
binding.

3) The NORC study could not incorporate a Season B
pretest, due to insufficient lead time, but could
implement a post-only analysis on a portion of-the
Season B programs. (Ultimately all NORC analyses
were post-only comparisons among treatment groups.)
So that the RAC and WORC studies could cover simi-
lar portions of Season B, the decision was made to
cover programs B2-B7, and NORC intensified their
efforts to encourage viewing among the induced-
viewer group.

NORC had to take into account not only the midseries design revisions,

but also the actual data distributions obtained on viewing patterns. Post-

series examination of these distributions indicated troublesome deviations

from expectation: in NORC's view, too many induced viewers had not viewed

the series, and too many control group respondents in treatment groups B and

C had viewed, to proceed as planned with simple comparisons among the three

treatment conditions. Indications of the problem were evident in distribu-

tions on four kinds of questionnaire items:

1) On the Season A posttest, and again on the Season B
posttest, induced viewers were asked,to estimate
the total number of Season A programs viewed (all 11,
most, about half, only a few, saw but don't remember
how many, and none).

2) Week-by-week self-reports on viewing Season B pro
grams were obtained from induced viewers in a mid -B
viewing survey (programs B2 -B4) and in the Season B

posttest (programs B5 -B7).
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3) For induced viewers, each program (Seasons A and B)
had a relevant multiple choice knowledge item (I
correct option, 2 incorrect options; plus "don't
know" and "didn't see that show".) Distributions
on the "didn't see that show" option provide an
index of nonviewing. Distributions on the correct
knowledge item option provide a stringent and con-
servative estimate of viewing.

4) Some estimates of viewing and nonviewing among
control respondents (Treatment Groups B and C) is
provided by "yes-no" Lesponses to the question
"Have you watched FEELING GOOD?" (imbedded in
other viewing measures), administered after Seasons
A and B.

Summary data from these four items are presented,in Table 1.

Given these estimates of viewing patterns, NORC considered an alternative

analysis strategy: eliminating all respondents not reporting expected

viewing patterns. This would require assurances that possible biases intro-

duced by such a nonrandom reclassification were inoperative or tolerable, as

well as requiring decision rules on whose viewing behavior did or did not fall

within the original treatment group as6ignment. NORC reasoned that if these

problems could be worked out, it would be a more powerful analysis strategy

to retain, rather than eliminate,."deviant" viewers and nonviewers by taking

into account levels of viewing and nonvieWing within the three original treat-

ment groups. This latter alternative was the one pursued.

The decision to reclassify respondents by viewing levels required an

appropriate set of viewing indices and decision rules. Guidance was derived

from the basic analytic objective,.; of the study--to assess effects of:

i) -Season A (multiple topics per show; behaviorally
oriented);

2) each of the six Season B programs separately
(single topic per show; cognitively oriented); and

3) the combination of Seasons A and B.

9 3



TABLE 1. NORC STUDY: VARIOUS ESTIMATES OF VIEWING AND NONVIEWING IN TREATMENT GROUPS, SEASoNS A & B.................1.41.111111MMamionlINImm=1111NE.N

Group A

Induced viewers

SEASON A

(11 Programs)

Group A

Induced viewers

SEASON B

(6 programs)

Self-Reports of Viewing

In 2 separate waves, (N

m 163 - 237) 46% reported

viewing most or all of

the 11 Season A programs;

54% reported viewing half

or less.

Across 6 date-specific

questions (N = 237), an

average of 64% reported

viewing the Season B

program aired that week.

Groups B & C. A total of 10% reported

.Induced aid non- same viewing of F.G. in

induced nonviewers Season A; 88% reported

SEASON A no viewing (N = 146).

(11 programs)

Groups B & C A total of 19% reported

Induced and non- some viewing of F.G. in

induced nonviewers Season B; 80% reported

SEASON B no viewing (N = 231).

(6 programs)

94

Nonviewing Reported in

Responses to Knowledge

Items

Across 11 show-specific

knowledge items (N = 109 -

163) an average of,37%.

chose the "didn't see

that show" option.

Across 6 show-specific

knowledge items (N = 237),

an average of 25% chose

the "didn't see that show"

option.

Correct Option Chosen

in ProgratS1/2212

Knowledge Items

Across 11 show-specific

knowledge items (N = 109-

163) an average of 37%

chose the correct option.

Across 6 show-specific

knowledge items (N = 237)

an average of 25% chose the

correct option.
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These objectives implied eight separate analysis models or structures to

be drawn from the NORC data pool (one for Season A, six for Season B, and

one for A + B). All eight models needed appropriate viewing indices across

all three treatment groups, so that respondents couli be reclassified into

viewing subgroups. The definitions of six different viewing indices were

required to do this, as described below and in subsequent discussion.

Group A:
Induced to View

Groups B and C:
Not Indliced to View

Season A (1) High Law '4) Viewed Nonviewer

Viewer Viewer Some

Season B (2) Viewer Nonviewer (5) Uncertain Nonviewer

Overall (3) High Low (6) Viewed Nonviewer

(A + 1E6 Viewer Viewer Some

After discussion of alternatives and examination of varioua data dis-

tributions, NORC established the following index definitions (referenced by

number to the model above):

1) A stringent criteion was employed: correct responses

to program-speci'7, multiple-choice kncmledge items.
Wave II (a Seascn A interim measure) covered programs
Al-A3, but used less than half of the induced viewer
respondents. Wave III, the Season A posttest, used a
mejority of the induced viewer respondents, and asked
knowledge items on programs A4-All. Using Wave III
data, a "High Viewer" was defined as a respondent
getting four or more of these eight knowledge items
corre7t. A "Low Viewer° was defined as one getting
0-3 items correct.

2) Research over Season B covered only 6 programa:
B2-B7. Each show covered ohe malor topic, s analyses

were run separately for each show. For any one of the

six shows, a "Viewer" was defined as a reav,-ndent an-
swering the knowledge item for that show correctly
(administered in Wave IV, the Season B posttest). A

"Nonviewer" was defined Is anyont nct answering ..r-

rectly the show-specific ql;estior.

3) For the index of viewing on Seas:-;ns A and it zotated.
show-specific knowledge item re*pnaes were zorab2.ne.1,
for the season R pca-est, the Seasons A p74ttast,
where applicatle, the :;'4!,acn A Interle nelt.;:a. A

9 6
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Table 2. NORC ANALYSIS MODELS, DISPLAYED BY REVISED
DESIGN TREATMENT GROUPS AND BY PERCENTAGES

WITHIN VARIOUS VIEWING LEVELS

Treatnent Group:

Subsanple:
Base.N (100%):
SEASON A MODEL
Viewing Category
High Viewer
Low Viewer
Viewed Some
Nonviewer

SEASON B MODELS
Viewing Category
Uncertain Viewer
Nonviewer

Treatment
Group A

Induced to View
and be Interviewed

1 2 3 4

(109) (29) (74) (25)

42 35 40

58 66 - 60

Viewer (Pvg. B2) 28 35 35 44
B2 Nonviewer 72 65 65 56

B3 Viewer , 18 14 26 20

B3 Nonviewer 82 86 74 80

B4 Viewer 18 21 22 32

B4 Nonviewer 82 79 78 68

BS Viewer 42 41 34 32

85 Nonviewer 58 59 66 68

B6 Viewer 24 31 31 20

B6 Nonviewer 76 69 69 80

B7 Viewer 6 7 12 8

B7 Nonviewer 94 93 88 92

OVERALL MODEL (A+B)
Viewing Category

High Viewer 45 48 52
Low Viewer 55 52 - 48

Treatment
Group B

Induced to be
Interviewed

1 2 3)

(27) (85) (23)

Treatment
Group C
No

Inducement

1 2

(76) (20)

11 7 4 5 0

89 - 96 85 100

Programs B2-B7
26 25 17 13 10

74 75 83 87 90

Viewed Some
Nonviewer

37 25 17
63 .75 83

21 10
79 90

9 7
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"High Viewer" was defined by answering correctly
six or more of the knowledge items from Seasons
A and B combined. A "Low Viewer" was defined by
correct responses to 0-5 knowledge items from
Seasons A and B combined.

4) Anticipating minimal viewing Within Nonviewer
treatment groups B and C, minimal measurement of
viewing was made. Imbedded in a series of viewing
questions was the item: "Have you watched FEELING
GOOD (within the time period specified) ?" In

Season A, a respondent answering "yes" was classi-
fied "Viewed Some"; a respondent not answering
"yes" was classified as a "Nonviewer".

5) Seasonikanalyses were run program by program,
and viewing data from treatment groups B and C.
were gathered only at the Season B posttest.
.Respondents from treatment groups B and/or C re-
porting some Season B viewing of FEELING GOOD
might or might not have viewed the specific pro-
gram being analyzed, and were therefore classified
as "Uncertain Viewers"; all others were classified
as "Nonviewers".

6) The Overall (Seasons A.+ B) Viewing Index ::or
respondents in treatment groups B and C was based
on the Season B posttest and/or the Season A
posttest and/or the Season A interim measure.
Viewing reported in eny of these waves classified
a respondent as "Viewed Some"; otherwise, she WAS
classified as a "Nonviewer".

Employing the viewing indices aiiove within the framework of the el.4ht

analysis models needed, which, in turn, are incorporated in the Revised

Design, the total distribution of viewing groups and subgroups within origi-

nal treatment groups is displayed in Table 2.

The NORC report devotes a chapter of more than 80 pages to the viewing

indices summarized above--their rationale, development, and possible unde-

sired qualities and consequences. Much of this was necessitated by the de-

cision to use posterior-defined treatment subgroups (viewing levels) within

the original design categories, and the decision to use shim specific know-

lege items, when possible, as the major viewing inde.:. It was reasoned that

self-reports of viewing among induced viewers were possibly-inflated, because
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of the respondents' a priori agreement to view the.series. The show-specific

knowledge items were more stringent and conservative as a viewing index,

probably erring on the side of not counting as many viewers as there really

were, and placing these "unregistered" viewers in the nonviewer category,

where any series effects would serve to lessen differences between that

group and those registered as viewers. General problems inherent in the use

of multiple-choice knowledge items were explored in detail, as were some

potential nontreatment, nonmeasurevent biases resulting from the use of

posterior-defined treatment groups. Of necessity, the NORC exposition must

be greatly abbreviated here, and,the reader with special interest in technical

details of the study is referred to the complete NORC study. Some of the

major items covered by NORC include the following:

1) Guessing effects (a potential problem with multiple-
choice knowledge items). NORC examined the distribu-
tions of Season B induced respondents who said in
self-reports that they had not seen a program, and who
nevertheless chose one of the content options on a
separate knowledge item for the same program. Of 31%
falling in this category (summed over Season B), 7%/
gave "correct" knowledge responses -(assumedly guessed),
and 24% gave incorrect responses (assumedly guessa4
also). This approximates a chance, expectation dis.r.-
tribution, and NORC concluded that the probabilily of
misclassifying a respondent as a viewer because of
guessing the correct option, at least on Season B,
was probably less than 10%.

2) Variation in item difficulty (a potential problem
with multiple-choice knowledge items). NORC compared
the ratios of percentages correct to percentages in-
correct on the knowledge items across all 17 programs
(Seasons A and B), concluding that Season B knowledge
items (by this measure) were considerably more diffi-
cult than Season A knowledge items. The ratio was
independent of the proportion reporting not seeing_
the program at all.

3) Memory effects, or forgetting in the interim between
the program and the follow-up interview (a problem
applicable to the use of knowledge items). By cross-
tabulating percentages correct:,on knowledge items by
amount of lag time between pragram and interview,

99,
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NORC found some evidence of memory effects, with
the most discriminating lag time being less than
or more than 35 days.

4) Ambiguity about the correct response option (m
potential problem with multiple-choice knowledge
items). Examination of the knowledge items them-
selves, in relationship to difficulty ratios
(described in item 2 above) suggested that the
knowledge item for program B7 had a particularly
ambiguous "correct" option.

5) Partial viewing (where a respondent might have
seen most of the program, but not the exact part
needed to answer the knowledge item). A Season A
posttest item asked for the typical amount of
viewingwithin Season A programs (completely, most,
about half, less than that, don't know). By cross-
tabulating this distribution with correct and in-
correct knowledge item responses, NORC found sug-
gestive evidence that those who reported partial
vfewing were indeed more likely to be determined
"nonviewers" on the knowledge item index.

The following quotation summarizes NORC's assessment of the problems in using

knowledge items as viewing indices:

"In conclusion, there are five problems with the use
of the knowledge items as indicators of viewing that
increase the likelihood of measurement errors, which
in turn result in the misclassification of respondents
to viewing groups. Guessing effects increase the
probability of assigning "Viewer" scores to non-
viewers, whereas the other four problems increase the
probability of assigning "Nonviewer" scores to viewers.
The.cumulative influence of these problems on the in-
terpretation of the responses to the knowledge items
is that they enhance the conservative character of the
decision rule that assigns "Viewer" scores only to
persons who gave correct answers. Thus, we can have
a high degree of confidence that those women who gave
correct responses to the knowledge items did view the
programs; however, some of the actual viewers were
undoubtedly assigned "Nonviewer" scores." (NORC

Report, pp. 73, 75)

In addition to the measurement issues mentioned above, NORC examined

several possible "non-treatment effects," all of which could be potential

sources of bias in the interpretation of findings regarding program impact:

100
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1) Possible compositional differences across treatment
!groups. For exaMple, if the viewers have a signifi-
cantly greater amount of education than the non-
viewers, it is possible that the differential impact
of the series could be attributable to this educa-
tional gradient rather than to the viewing experiences.

NORC displayed six demographic dharacteristics across
the original (randomly assigned) three treatment
groups and nine treatment subgroups CNORC, Table 2.26,
p. 88), finding them "remarkably similar," indicating
that the a priori randomization had been effective.
NORC then examined how well this comparability ex-
tended into the posterior-defined treatment subgroups
(levels of viewing). After examining 288 comparisons
(6 demographic variables x 3 original treatment
groups x 2 levels of viewing x 8 different analysis
models), NORC concluded:

. . fortunately, there are no substantial
differences in the univariate distributions
of demographic characteristics among the
viewing groups. Consequently, we do not have
to consider the effects of composition dif-
ferences in the interpretation of the impact
of FEELING GOOD." (p. 89)

2) Possible nonrandom attrition. Respondents who didn't

, have usable data or all applicable interview waves
throughout the study form the "attrition sample", which
turned out to be about 14% af the total--less than the
expected 20%. Selective or uneven attrition could af-
fect the interpretation of series impact on those re-
maining, but NORC analysts, after comparing both origi-
nal and posterior-defined treatment group distributions,
concluded that:

. . attrition in this study appears to be
essentially random, and . . . the exclusion
of the 75 respondents in the attrition sample
from the analysis of the outcome measures does
not affect the interpretation of the impact of
FEELING GOOD." (ID. 92)

3) Selection bias. This potential problem is the common
tendency of persons with high interest and/or knowledge
About a topic 6 view TV programming on that topic in
higher proportions than those with lower interest and/or
knowledge. The a prioii control against selection bias
was random assignment to treatment groups, but theie
was a possibility that the posterior-defined groups
would reflect preseries differences in interest and/or
knowledge about health. Comparisons within and across
treatment groups were made with three sets of measures:

101
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(a) an 11-item health history cluster, applying to the
pre-FEELING GOOD period; (JD) the same 11 items, re-

ferring to recent health history during.the series; and
(c) a 9-item cluster of baseline items dealing with
preseries general interest in health topics. Self-
selection was not evident in the first two sets of
measures, but was in the third: Season B nonviewers
were consistently lower in these nine interest measures
than were Season B viewers, Season A High Viewers, and
Seasons A, plus B High Viewers.

4) Baseline differences. The issue here is whether or not
inter- and intra-group profiles were similar on sub-
stantive measures, such as typical health behaviors.
In over 250 comparisons of 88 baseline measures, six
significant baseline differences were found, and NORC
concluded:

"These results imply, then, that the presence
of some baseline differences may affect the
interpretation of the impact of FEEL/NG GOOD
on a few specific variables, but, in general,
there appears to be no substantial evidence
of systematic,baseline differences in"the
measured variables among the viewing groups:" (p. 96)

NORC summarizes its examination of possible nontreatment effects thus:

"In summary, the influence of nontreatment effects
appears, fortunately, to be minimal. The analysis
of measured characteristics,and attributes indicates
that there are no systematic composition differences,
that attrition was basically random, and that only a
few baseline differences are detectable among the
viewing groups. The variation in viewing levels
within and between the groups did show some associa-
tion with pre-treatment health interest,-but overall
we are unable to explain a major portion of the
variation in viewing in terms of variables that area
typically used to assess selection bias." (pp. 96-97)

A brief summary of NORC data analysis procedures follows. Two comparison

groups were-deleted from some analyses (see Table 2): (a) the Season A model

did not utilize the "Viewed Some" respondents in treatment groups B and C

because the N's were considered too small (15 respondents total); (b) Season

B models did not utilize the "Uncertain_Viewer" respondents from treatment

groups B and C because there was no means of determining whether or not view-

, ing had taken place for the particular program being analyzec,
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All ctatistical tests were for significance of difference between two

proportions, using significance levels of .05, .01, and .001, one-tailed

tests. The arrangement and interpretation of statistical, contrasts are

summarized separately for each of the three types of analysis models:

1) Season A Model (analyzing Season A's 11 programs
collectively). Two contrasts were tested for sta-
tistical significance: (a) Treatment Group A "High
Viewers" vs. Treatment Group A "Law Viewers"; and
(b) Treatment Group A "High Viewers" vs. Treatment
Group B "Nonviewers". The NORC interpretation of
two significant differences was "strong evidence
of an'effect"; one significant difference was "weak
evidence"; and no significant differences meant "no
evidence" of an effect.

2) Season B Models (analyzing separately six Season B
programs) employed two contrasts: (a) Treatment

Group A "Viewers" vs, "Nonviewers"; and (b) Treat-
ment Group A "Vieweri" vs. Treatment Group B "Non-
viewers". AS with the Season A model, the NORC
interpretation of zero, one, or two significant
differences was, respectively, "no evidence", "weak
evidence", and "strong evidence" of viewing effect.

3) Overall (Seasons A plus B) Model employed both of
the contrasts listed in the Season A model above,
plus, when computable, these additional contrasts:
(a) Treatment Group B "Viewed Some" vs. Treatment
Group B "Nonviewers"; and m Treatment Group C
"Viewed Some" vs. Treatment Group C "Nonviewers".
NORC interpretation rules differed, depending on
whether a.total of three or four contrasts were
computable. If 4, then "strong evidence" consisted
of three or four significant differences; "weak
evidence" was one or two significant differences;
and "no evidence" meant zero significant differ-

cnces. If only three contrasts were computable,
then "strong evidence" meant two or three signifi-
cant differences; "weak evidence" meant one signi-
ficant difference, and "no evidence" meant zero
significant differences.

Demographic Profiles of Respondents in Four Studies

This section presents demographic profiles of respondents in,RAC's

Four-City study, NORC's Induced Viewing study, Gallup's four national surveys,

and Nielsen's national ratings sample.
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Table 3 displays proportional distributions for sex, age, education

level, and homes having children under six for nine separate waves within

the RAC study. In four of these waves, respondents are also subdivided by

viewing levels: these data show little compositional difference ,.cross

viewing levels on these four variables. The additional variable of race/

ethnicity is displayed in Table 4 for the RAC postseries respondents (both

pretested and unpretested); these data show predominantly (89-92%) white

respondents among the voluntary viewers, 4-7% black, and 1% Spanish/Mexican

American.

In the Appendices of the NORC study, the demographic distributions of

respondents are displayed separately for each of eight analysis models: one

for Season A, one each for six Season B shows, and one for a Season A plus

B analysis. Two illustrative tables drawn.from the NORC Appendices are pre-
"-

sented here:
k

1) Table 5 (Season A model). Here a Treatment Group
A "High Viewer" was defined by getting four or more
show-specific knowledge items correct over shows
A47A11. A "Low Viewer" was defined as 0-3 knowledge
items correct. (All definitions are reviewed

earlier in this chapter.)

2) Table 6 (Season B model, Program B-5). This program,

on the topic of breast cancer, had the highest viewer-
ship among programs B2-B7, as indexed by show-specific
knowledge items. Treatment Group A "Viewers" were
defined simply as those getting the B-5 knowledge item
correct; others were called "nonviewers".

Again, the profiles in general are quite similar across treatment groups

and across six demographic variables.

Distributions across six demographic variables are displayed for each

of the four Gallup national surveyi in Table 7. The demographic makeup of

all four surveys is quite similar.

Finally, demographic characteristics of the Nielsen national ratings

sample are displayed in Table 8.
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Table 3. COMPOSITE DEMOGRAPHIC PRO2ILES IN THE FOUR-CITY STUDY (RAC)

Sex

1. Screening Survey 50

2. Season A - November 38

Baseline

Later viewing levels:

A. Frequent viewers 33

B. Less. frequent

Viewers 36

C. Nonviewers .39

3. Interim Measure #1 38

(all respondents'

A. Viewed some of 30

'41-A4 (2 17 yes)

B. No viewing of 40

Al-A4 (Q 17 no)

4. Interim Measure #2 38

(all respondentx)

A. Viewed some of 35

A5 -A8 (Q 19,yes)

B. No vieving of 39

A5-A8 (Q 19 no)

105

18-

34

35-

54

55

+ Coll.

Education

HS

Grad

Children Base N:

weighted

(unwei hted

HS

Grad under 6

50 46 [53ii] 45 46 6 21 22,120

(224120)

60 44 34 20 48 47 4 24 13,492

(5063)

67 44 34 21 49 36 14 25

64 42 37 21 5) 35 14 22

61 39 36 25 50 37 14 20

62 44 33 22 51 36 12 25 1401

(518)

69 45 35 17 63 31 6 37 248

60 45 32 22 49 37 13 23 1138

61 41 36 22 51 36 12 24 1272

(466)

64 49 36 16 53 36 10 24 301

60 39 36 24 50 37 13 24 )69
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Table 3, (Cont'd.) COMPOSITE DEMOGRAPHIC PROPIDEBrs THE POUR-CITi MCI (RAC)

Sex
Education Children _Base N;

EA40111114MNP.....

m P 18- 35- 55 HS HS weighted

34 54 + Coll. Grad Grad under 6 (unweighted)

5, Interim Measure #3 40 59 41 34 23 50 35 15 19 1121

(All pretested
(411)

respondents)

A. Viewed some of 41 55 40 32 27 52 30 . 17 21 282

A9-All (2 12 yes)

B. 4o viewing of 39 60 41 35 22 50 36 14 19 838

A9 -All (2 12 no)

6. Interim Measure #3 39 60 42 37 18 51 45 4 23 678

(all control .1

w
(mpreestecil

respondents)

A. Viewed some of 46 53 4b 30 21 47 48 4 16 181

A9A11. (12 12 yes)

B. No viewing of 37 63 41 40 18 52 44 4 25 495

A9 -All (2 12 no)

7. Season B Posttest 37 63 41 36 23 50 37 13 10 9777

(3705)

8. Unpretested Panel 39 61 40 38 22 50 34 16 21 2101

i Control Group - (1066)

1 1J i
Season B Posttest
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Table 4. RACE/ETHNICITY DISTRIBUTIONS IN THE POUR-CITY
STUDY (RAC): POST-SERIES DATA PROM PRETESTED AND

UNPRETESTED RESPONDENTS

Pretested . Not Pretested

=weighted base N = 3705
weighted base N 9777

unweightad base N = 1066
weighted base N 1=2101

weighted
sdbgroup
size

Pe09101ft of

weighted
Base N

weighted
sUbgroup
size '

Percent of
weighted
Base N

/Caucasian (8960) 92 (1869) 89

/Negro/Afro -

can (363) 4 (148)

can Indian (28)

sh-American/
an-American (76) 1

(7)

(16) 1

o Rican (5) (2)

tel (29) (13) 1

of these (45) (10)

r not to answer(270) 3 (36) 2

than 1%
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Table 5. DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS FOR
SEASON Al VIEWING GROUPS, NORC STUDY

A A
Demographic Hi Lo Non- Non Viewed Viewed
Characteristics Viewer Viewer Viewer Viewer, Some Some

Races
Spanish surname 8 16 11 8 0 36
Black 42 40 49 41 50 27
White 50 43 40 48 50 36
Other 0 0 0 2 0 0

Annual HOusehold
Income:
Under $6,000 30 36 26 30 0 0
$6,000-$9,999 15 22 11 17' 25 18
$10,100 or more 50 32 52 44 50 73
Don't know, refused

MEI
18-34 45 46 29 39 50 82

35-54 31 28 13 27 25 18

55 or more 9 10 9 10 0 0

Missing 15 16 , 49 24 25 0

Educations
14 23 4 13 0 08th grade or less

High School,
incomplete
(grades 9, 10, 11) 18 26 36 28 0 27

High School,
complete
(12th Grade) 40 36 29 45 75 54

College, incomplete 11 9 16 10 25 9

College, complete 17 6 16 4 0 9

Don't know, refused

Occupation of,
Househol Heads
Professional,
managerial 20 25 26 22 50 18

Sales, clerical 16 16 21 11 0 27
Craftsman
operatives 38 41 42 39 50 27

Laborers, service
workers . 27 16 12 25 0 27
Farm 0 0 0 1 0 0
Don't know, refused 0 1 0 1 0 0

Child ren under
6 years olds

52 54 61 52 75 64yes

(66) (97) (46) (85) ( 4) (11)

11
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Table 6. DEMDGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS FOR PROGRAM B-5
VIEWING GROUPS, NORC STUDY

A
Demographic
Characteristics Viewer

A
Non-

Viewer

B
Non-

Viewer

C
Non-

Viewer

B
Uncertain
Viewer

C
Uncertain
Viewer )

Race:
Spanish surname 17 12 11 10 6. 25
Black 47 36 42 39 41 42 '.

White 36 51 47 49 53 33
Other 0 0 0 2 0 . 0

Annual Household
Income:
Under $6,000 28 32 21 27 16 25
$6,000-$9,999 24 19 19 17 16 17
$10,000 or more 44 40 50 47 56 50
Don't know, refused 4 10 9 9 12 8

.11.12L

18-34 50 45 49 42 55 58
35-54 30 30 21 28 19 17
55 or more 11 11 12 8 13 8

Missing 9 14 19 22 13 17

Education:
8th grade or less 21 16 12 14 6 0

'High School,
incomplete '

(grades 9,10,11) 13 30 30 26 39 42

High School,
complete
(12th grade) 43 32 36 48 32 33

College, incomplete 10 11 10 7 19 17
College,. complete 13 10 12 4 3 8
Don't know, refused

Occupation of
Household Head:
Professional,
managerial 24 22 25 20 ' 30 25
Sales, clerical 12 17 16 13 17
Craftsman
operatives 41 38 43 37

.20

37 42
Laborers, service
workers 17 19 , 17 27 13 17
Farm 2 0 0 1 0 0
Don't know, refused

Child(ren) under
6 years old:

Yes 55

(91).

52
(146)

59
(103)

52
(84)

53 ,

. (12)
58

. (12)

,

14
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Table 7. DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILES FOR
THE NATIONAL SURVEYS (GALLUP) .

Survey Numbers 1 2 3 4

Field Dates: 12/3-8/74 2/1-3/75 4/18-21/75 5/30-6/1/75.

Sample Size: (1 517) (1,544) (1,599) (1,626)

SEX:

s s s

male 47 48 48 48

female 53 52 52 52

AGE:
18-34 37 37 36 37

35-49 26 25 24 24

50 and over 37 37 39 38

EDUCATION:
college 25 25 25* 25

high school 55 54 55 56

grade school 19 20 20 18

RACE:
white 88 86 82 85

black 11 13 15 14

other 2 2 2 1

SIZE OF COMMUNITY:
1,000,000 + (inc. urban
fringe) 16 17 18 18

250,000-999,999 (inc.
urban fringe) 20 22 20 22

50,000-249,999 (inc.
urban fringe) 19 19 17 18

2,500-49,999 (inc.
urban fringe) 16 17 17 16

under 2,500 28 25 27 26

ANNUAL FAMILY INCOME:
$15,000 and over 28 30 32 32

$10,000 - $14,999 24 25 24 24

$5,000 - $9,999 26 25 23 25

under $5,000 20 18 20 18

undesignated 2 2 1 2
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Table 8. DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILES FOR THE
NIELSEN NATIONAL RATINGS SAMPLE

Composite

NIELSEN TELEVISION INDEX: GE
DAILY SAMPLE SIZE BY MARKET SECTIONS

(4 weeks ending 12/22/74),

No. of
Households

1002

County size
A 417
B 285
C & D 300

. .

Color TV ownership
Color 678
Black & white only 324

Presence of nonadults in household
None under 18 518
Any under 18

,
484

Any under 12 350
Any under16 200
Any under 3 110
Any aged 6-11 240
Any aged 12-17 264

Household income
Under $10,000 424
$10,000 - $14,999 66
$15,000 and over 312
$20,000 and over 156

Lady of house
18-34 years 279

35-54.years 384
55 years and over 265

Household size
1-2 462
3-4 347
5 or more 193

Number of nonadults in household
1
2 or more

179
305

Education of head of house
0-8 years grade school 155

1-3 years high school 159
4 years high school 342

1 or more years college 346

4 or more years college 118 187

%%I/Households
(U.S. Census
estimates)

100.0 100.0

41.6 40
28.4 28
30.0 32

.

67.7 68

32.3 32

51.7 55

48.3 45

34.9 34

19.9 21

11.0 12

24.0 22
26.3 23

42.3 47
26.5 23

31.2 30
15.6 14

27.8 30

38.3 33

26.4 29

46.1 49
34.6 33

19.3 18

17.9 16
30.4 29

15.5 22

15.9 16

34.1 33

34.5 29

18.7 16



CHAPTER THREE: MEDIA ISSUES

The summative evaluation program described in Chapter TWo generated a

large body of data with implications for goal-directed broadcasting, health

education, and evaluation of social action programs. While a series such as

FEELING GOOD must operate as a system that spans all these areas, it is useful

to discuss the findings separately:

- Goal-directed broadcasting. Chapter Three summarizes

data concerning some media-system factors which affected

the potential impact of the series--such as program

availability, public awareness of the series, size and

characteristics of the viewing audience, and amount of

repeat viewing.

- Health education. The largeSt part of the data, dealing

with the effects of programs on viewers' knowledge and

behavior regarding various health topics, is reported

in Chapter Four.

- Evaluation of social action programs. A number of

evaluation issues, including some unique to this series

and several of a more general nature, are examined in

Chapter Five.

- Finally, opportunities for extending the utility of

the data through additional analyses and new research

are described in Chapter Six, and some important media

issues not covered by the evaluation aro discussed.
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Systemic and Situational Constraints

There are several prerequisite conditions for demonstrably affecting

health knowledge and behavior by means of a goal-directed television series

distributed in prime time on PBS. First, the PBS signal must be available.

It is generally estimated that around 80% of the U.S. population lies within

*the predicted Grade B contour of a public television station. Within this

.
contour, however, there is considerable variation in actual reception quality;

it is reasonable to assume, as an additional prerequisite, that there must be

good PBS reception at the individual household level.

Moving from "objective reality" to "subjective reality", it is relevant

to kndw how many people within PBS signal areas who get good reception at

home are aware that PBS programming is available. It is relevant to know

whether the fact that a program is on public television increases or de-

creases 'he likelihood of viewing (xr at least sampling) the program. Pre-

series self-assessments of probable interest in viewing prograns on health

are relevant to some extent (i.e., generalized predispositions toward the pro-

gramming concept). The availability of an individual to view at the proposed

broadcast time is clearly a prerequisite, as is the lack of a pre-series
,

commitment to viewing alternative programs being broadcast at the same time

as the proposed series. The potential audience member must then be aware that

the new program is available; this is largely a function of promotion to

stimulate trial viewing. Given trial viewing, the programs must be perceived

as being more attractive than alternative programming available by a simple

turn of the dial. For some portion of the audience now viewing the FEELING

GOOD programs, continuing hypothetically, the information or advocated be-

haviors will either be inapplicable (in reality or as perceived) or will be

already known (or practiced). For others, it is probable that relevant goal-

directed learning or persuasion will occur, but will be overcome by forgetting
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or some situational inability to follow through. For others, it is reasonable

to expect some informational or behavioral impact of the series.

Some of the constrafhts above are specific tO FEELING GOOD, but many of

them are general features of the technological/sociological system in which

all goal-directed television programming for the voluntary audience must

operate. Various data from the Gallup Surveys, the RAC four-city study, and

the NORC study provide estimates on some of these systemic and situational

constraints, and are summarized here.

Awareness and Viewing of Public Television. In four cities served by

strong, promotionally-active public stations operating on VHF, how many adults

could identify the channel number of the public television station? An item

in RAC's screening interviews in Boston, Dallas, Seattle, and Jacksonville,

(Fla) asked for the public station's channel number. In 22,120 interviews

83% could identify the channel number correctly. Of the 17% overall who could

not correctly identify the channel number, many were in the low education

group:

8th grade or less: 43% (100% = 1,251)

Soie HS or HS grad: 19% (100% = 10,666)

some college or college grad:10% (100% = 9,959)

Nationally, what proportions of the population met the dual criteria of

(1) knowing that PBS programming was available in their area, and (2) knowing

that they could get good reception of the PBS signal? Conversely, what pro-

portions didn't know whether or not PBS programming was available to them?

How did educational subgroups differ on these two questions? Four national

surveys by Gallup provide relevant data, displayed in Table 9.

The NORC respondents represented a target audience of particular interest

to the FEELING GOOD experiment--minority and low-income, low-education groups.

Several methodological trade-offs were accepted in order to assess this popu-

lation. Their general television-viewing habits are relevant to the
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Table 9. SELF-REPORTS OF PBS RECEPTION BY
EDuCATION SUBGROUPS: FOUR NATIONAL

SURVEYS (GALLUP)

Gallup Survey #:
Get good PBS reception

1 2 3 4

(1517)

38
(1544)

36
(1599)

40
(1626)

40

Overall, base N:
%:

College, base N: (491) (479) (480) (498)
. 50 52 53 52

High School, base N: (816) (828) (897) (902)
40 35 42 39

Grade School, base N: (202) (231) (218) (219)
20 20 19 26

Don't know if PBS available or not
(1517) (1544) (1626)overall,.base N:
22 26 25

College, base N: (491) (479) (498)
15 16 20

High School, base N: (816) (828) (902)

22 25 23

Grade School, base N: (202) (231) (219)
32 42 39

* Not reported
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consideration not only of the FEELING GOOD experiment, but also to general
r

media strategy issues in future programming on health or echer social problems.

NORC preseries baseline measures (R = 400) demonstrate the high level of

television viewing in general for this population,'as well as the present

limitations of public broadcasting and educational purposive programming:

1) 85% view television nearly every weekday;

2) 51% view 20 or more hours per week, excluding
weekends; another 31%_view between..six and 19
hours per week, excluding weekends;

3) 41% have two or more TV sets in good working-order;

4) Insight into the status of educational or purposive
programming in the normal viewing habits of the NORC
population can be gleaned from the types of program-
ming reportedly avoided (watched "hardly ever" or
"never"). Item: When you turn on television, how
often do you watch . . .

a. a program that teaches about how to
do things, like cooking, taking care
of plants, how to take care of you
and your family's health, or exercise:

% "hardly ever"
or "never"

44

b. an entertainment program: 11

c. a news program 5

5) As a source of most of the viewing for the NORC
population, the VHF public television
tied with a UHF station for last place.
you watch television, which channel
the most?

station, KERA,
Item: When

do you watch

KDFW, Channel 4 (CBS) 33%

WFAA, Channel 8 (ABC) 28%

KTVT, Channel 11 (Independent) 15%

WBAP, Channel 5 (NBC) 9%

Don't Know 6%

More than one channel 3%

KXTX, Channel 39 3%

KERA, Channel 13 3%
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6) Most of the NORC population viewed the public

television station infrequently. Item: How much

do you watch channel 13?

Never 11%

Once a week or less 41%

W or three %Ames
week 27%

Nearly every day 20%

Although the NORC results may not be generalizable nationally, this one

low-income community viewed an enormous amount of television, but it was

mostly for news and entertainment, as opposed to educational programming, and

mostly on commercial stations, as opposed to public television.

Attitudes toward Health Series Concept and Public Television. Before

the series began, what attitudes or predispositions were evident for and

against the FEELING GOOD concept, as well as public television in general?

On the positive side, RAC found that two out of three responded favorably to

a brief description of the forthcoming health series, saying that the descrip-

tion sounded like the kind of show they would want to watch or at least try

once or twice; 28% said they would be more likely to watch such a series

because it would be offered on public television. On the other hand, 22%

reacted negatively to the-brief description, saying they probably would not

watch the upcoming health series, and 28% said they would be less likely to

view the series because it was to be on public television. (RAC screening

interviews, N = 22,120.)

Audience Availability. What proportion of the audience was already

"committed" to regularly viewing one of the three commercial network offerings

at 8:00 p.m. Wednesday evenings, or were not available for watching TV at that

time? Again, the RAC screening interviews for the four-city study provides
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some data (R = 22,120): 14% said they could not watch TV on Wednesday evenings

at 8:00 p.m.; 52% were already regular viewers of the network "competition" at

the time of the study: THAT'S MY MAMA, SONS AND DAUGHTERS, or LITTLE HOUSE ON

THE PRAIRIE. (Shortly before CTWIs health series went on the air, SONS AND

DAUGHTERS was replaced by four:weekly specials followed by a new series, TONY

ORLANDO AND DAWN.)

Awareness of FEELING GOOD. How many people became aware that FEELING

GOOD was on the air? No data on preseries awareness ere available, but the

Gallup Organization measured awareness of FEELING GOOD (along with five other

shows) at four times during the slries. National awareness of FEELING GOOD

was approximately 22% in the first half of the series, and 33% in the last

half. .Regardless of its standing vis-a-vis first-year awareness of other

PBS adult programming, this means that even by the end of the first broadcast

season (Seasons A and B), two out of three adults did not know of the series'

existence. Among these same respondents, more.than eight out of ten were

aware of FEELING GOOD's competition on the three commercial networks. Lack

of awareness, therefore, appears to have been a significant problem.

Tables 10 and 11 display for each of the four Gallup surveys the reported

awareness and viewing of six national series by levels of education and age.

Gallup respondents were given a card containing the names and networks of the

six series. Respondents were first asked which series they had heard about

(awareness); they were,then asked which of,the programs they had seen at least

once during a preceding period that varied somewhat from survey to survey.

The following observations are based on data in Table 10:

1) College-educated respondents did not differ markedly
from high school-educated respondents in level of
awareness of FEELING GOOD or the commercial network
competition of this series. Both of these education
groups were considerably more aware of FEELING GOOD
and the network competition than were the grade
school-educated respondents.



Table 10. AWARENESS AND VIEWING OF SIX SERIES BY ISEE EDUCATION LEVELS, ACROSS FOUR SURVEY INTERVALS (GALLOP)

Education Level

21122 High School Grade School

Aware View Aware ''View Aware View

...........

% %

Gallup Survey #1 (12/74); base N: (491) (491)

Feeling Good
, "IT 8

Masterpiece Theatre 67 36

Kojak 91 71

Tony Orlando and Dawn 66 26

Little House on the Prairie 76 38

That's My Mama 69 36

Gallup Survey 12 (2/75); base N: (479)

Feeling Good 79-
Masterpiece Theatre 66

Kojak 94

Tony Orlando and Dawn 80

Little House on the Prairig 85

That's My Mama 76

Gallup Survey #3 (4/75); base N:

Feeling Good

(480)

140

Masterpiece Theatre 67

Kojak
.

94

Tony Orlando lino Dawn 86

Little House on the Prairie 87

Thitis My Mama 83

Gallup Survey #4 (5-6/75); basep (498)

Feeling Good 41

Masterpiece Theatre 68

Kojak
95

gi Tony Orlando and Dawn

Little House on the Prairie

86

90

That's My Mama 78

(816) (816) (202) (202)

22 7 14 6

47 23 23 12

87 70 73 61

66 31 42 14

82 54 68 54

76 50 61 41

.(479) (828)

7 --Tr
33 40

62 92

44 82

41 83

.38 81

(480 (897)

9 39

30 56

65 94

46 87

41 86

44 86

(498) (902)

9 33

30 53

62 94

49 89

41 87

39 82

(828)7 (231)4

-7
(231)

--1-
19 23 11

73. 69 54

52 59 41

55 72 52

53 66 48

(897) (218) (218)

10 21 7

19 25 11

67 75 55

56 67 44

51 69 48

.51 66 43

(902) (219) (219)

9 21 6'

18 26 11

74 74 50 '

60 63 37

57 73 52

33 69 45

1 22
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1. Awareness of the three competing commercial network
programs (LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE, TONY ORLANDO
AND DANN, THAT'S MY MAMA) tended to be.two, three,
and even four times higher than awareness of PEELING
GOOD.

1 Across time, awareness of PEEPING GOOD increased
within all three levels of education, with the major
incremen.; Showing up betweenfeasons A and B. Across
these same-time periods, awareness of the establiShed
PBS series MASTERPIECE THEATRE remained stable at
about two-thirds of the college-educated people.and
one-fourth of the grade sdhool-educated.. Only for
high school-educated respondents diflawareness of
MASTERPIECE THEATRE increase over time.

1 Relative to FEELING GOOD', there was a Wider range
in levels of-awareness of MASTERpIECE THEATRE:,
clear threeitep progressioni weie evident adross
the three levels Of education for the latter series.

1 About half of all adults mere aware of the longt
running MASTERPIECE THEATRE, while:awareness of
PEELING GOOD grew in six months to about one-third
of all adults.

1 Although there was:acne growth in awareness of
PEELING GOOD, as indicated in Table 10, there was
little corresponding growth in actual viewers-hip.

1 There was far less difference in proportions viewing
PEELING GOOD across levels of education than was true
for MASTERPIECE THEATRE; i.e., the MASTERP/ECE THEATRE
audience drew selectively from highly educated sub-
groups more than FEELING GOOD did.

Ll indicates that, in general, young adults 18-34 were the most

.e., had heard of) all of the mentioned programs, including PEELING

in general, the heaviest viewing was reported by the 18-34 age group,

sllest differences among age groups occurring for three series3

De MASTERPIECE THEATRE, and LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE.

;best level of awareness reached with PEELING GOOD (40%) was with

group, but the highest level of viewing reached (11%) was with

;e group in Season B.

blem of awareness of PEELING GOOD was also evident in RAC's four-

which siSteeatically oversampled respondents likely to view the

1; 3 . I



Table 11, AWARENESS AND VIEWING OF SIX SERIES BY THREE AGE LEVELS, ACROSS POUR SURVEY

INTERVALS (GALLUP)

Age

18-34 Years 35-49 Years 50 Years and Over

Aware View, Aware View Aware View

% 1

Gallup Survey 11 (12/74); base N: (566) (566) (391) (391) (550) (550)

Fepling Good 27 9 21 6 18 6

Masterpiece Theatre 57 29 46 21 39 22

Kojak 94 76 88 69 75 60,

Tony Orlando and Dawn 76 37 66 , 27 44 16

Little House on theIrairie 82 '50 81 49 71 51

That's My Mamt 82 55 73 43 59 36

Gallup Survey #2
(2/75); base NI (567) (567) (373) (373) (587) (587)

Feeling Good
26 7 20 6 18 . 7

Masterpiece Theatre
52 24 42 21 34 17

Kojak
96' 76 91 , 67 77 . 56

Ispny Orlando and Dawn
93 59 74 46 63 38

Little House on the Prairie 88 52 80 47 76 53

that's My Mama
88 57 75 45 66 42

Gallup survey 113 14/7)1 baie N: (571) (571) (374) (374) (645) (645),

,
Feeling Good

40

Masterpiece Theatre
59

Kojak
96

Tony Orlando and Dawn
90

Little House, on the Prairie 88

That's My Mama
89

Gallup Survey #4(5-6/75); base N:
(555)

Feeling Good
40

Masterpiece %etre 58

Kojak
97

12d Tony Orlando and Dawn 93

i'Little House on the Prairie 91

That's My Mama 90

9 ' 35 11

19 55 22

67 94 67

57 86 50

44 82 47

54 84 48

(555) (376) (376)

9 35 11

18 52 20

73 93 68

60 84 54

50 .84 55

55 78 51

32' 8

45 20

82 60

74 46

.80 51

72 42

.(685) 9685)

24 6

45 22

82. 60

73 46

80 52

69 40
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"More than half of all respondents (53%) reported no
viewing of the entire hour-long series or the initial
eight half-hour episodes of FEELING GOOD. . . . Over

half of these non-viewerp say they did not know the

show was on the air. (Emphasis in the original.)
This rationale was given almost uniformly across
demographic subgroups . . . It appears from these
findings that the audience potential for FEELING
GOOD was unrealized in large part because respondents
did not know it was on."

The RAC posttest asked the 1,-947 non-viewers in their study to select

from a variety of possible reasons for not watching those which applied to

them. Results are displayed in Table 12.

Without taking into account the issues of ceiling effects, inapplica-

bility of particular topics to various audience members, or limitations

inherent in the general art and science of evaluation processes, the following

constraints are evident from the data and discussion above:

1) Good PBS reception is reported by about 40% of the
U.S. population, or half of the generally-assumed
PBS coverage. Proportionately, the high-education
group outnumbered the low-education grout) two to
one in'reporting good PBS reception. (It should

be noted, however, that self-reported PBS viewing
was not restricted to households reporting "good"

PBS reception.)

.....

Lack of knowledge as to whether PBS programming was
or was not available ran about 25% overall. Pro-

portiónately, the low-education group outnumbered
the high-education group two to one in this lack of

knowledge. The low-education group was four times
more likely than the high-education group to be
unable to specify the local PBS channel number.
Both this fact and the one notedabove imply a lim-
itation in systemic capacity to reach low-education

groups via PBS.

3) More than half of the potential-viewers were-regularly
viewing the network competition programs before the
FEELING GOOD series began, and another 14% were un- 4

available for TV viewing at the time of the Wednesday)

evening FEELING GOOD broadcasts.

4) Although not a systemic constraint per se, the fact
that most people were never aware of FEELING GOOD's
existence placed a non-programmatic limitation on the
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Table 12. REASONS GIVEN BY SERIES NONVIEWERI4OR'NOT VIEWING (RAC POSTTEST)

(N

(Multiple responses permitted)

- 1,947)

1. I didn't know it was on the air: 54

2. I don't watch much TV at all: 32

3. I don't watch the public TV channel: 14

4. I am not at home when it is on: 13

5. I watch a different program at the same time
Feeling Good is on: 12

6. The show didn't sound interesting: 5

7. I don't get a good picture on the public TV channel: 3

8. I'm not interested in health things: 2

9. None of these: 8

Table 13. ESTIMATED COST PER FEELING GOOD PROGRAM EXPOSURE

Series Cost = $7,400,000**

Audience Definitions Cost per Program Exposure

1. Combined Average Audience* adults
for Seasons A & B = 25,800,000 290

2. Combined Average Audience* adults for
Seasons A & B and Summer reruns of B = 40,920,000 180

3. Combined Total Audience* adults for
Seasons A & B = 41,592;000 180

4. Combined Total Audience* adults for
Seasons A & B and Summer reruns of B = 59,916,000 120

* Figures for combined average audience (audience during average
minute of program) and total audience (audience viewing 6 or
more minutes of program) are based on Nielsen estimates, and
are subject to the methodological and interpretive qualifications
cited in the Nielsen report to CTW.

** This figure represents the full cost of the project, covering production,
content development, formative and summative research, promotion, and
special outreach activities.
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reach and impact of the series. Four out of five
adults had not 'heard of the series during Season A;
two out of three had not heard of it during Season B.

5) Preseries reaction to.the concept of FEELING GOOD
was 67% favorable, 22% unfavorable, and 11% uncertain.
The translatian of this into reactions to the specific
FEELING GOOD.programming is not precise, but it does
describe the attitudinal climate before programming
began. It implies that for the 22% "unfavorable", the
actual programs-would have to overcome a negative bias.

In conclusion, the near-universality of television receivers does not

imply a realistic potential for universal reach by any particular program.

Successive limitations in the potential for any program or series can be

traced through actual and perceived reception ability, predispositions toward

the program concept, uncommitted availability of time to vievi, established

habit patterns of viewing or not viewing public television in general, and

awareness of particular programs. Nevertheless, because of the tremendous

numerical base on which these successive limitations are imposed, the residual

audience of "true prospects" is huge in absolute terms, making significant

social problems such as health worthwhile for experimentation with purposive

television programming, and offering the prospect of cost-effective impact.

In the case of FEELING GOOD, for example, the approximate cost per pro-

gram exposure can be obtained by dividing the estimated cost of the series

by the estimated total number of audience members reached (see Table 13).

The evaluation of the cost figures is subject to multiple interpretations,

depending on the set of contextual assumptions employed. For example; if

evaluated as a service delivery system as opposed to an experiment, the cost-

per-program-exposure figures should be compared to those obtained for alterna-

tive means of conveying similar information or alternative means of achieving

similar impact. If evaluated as an experiment to generate policy-relevant

insights into the use of purposive television for health education, it is then

12.8
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appropriate to look not only at what did result, but also what is a reasonable

expectation of results under various other circumstances. To illustrate, the

present cost-per-exposure figures are based on voluntary viewing with a

national awareness level of only one-third or less. If a significantly in-

creased awareness level would lead to a corresponding increase in audience

size, the additional promotional effort could reduce substantially the cost

per program exposure. To illustrate, the most conservative estimate of series .

exposure, Seasons A + B Average Audience, yielded the.highest cost-per-exposure

estimate of 290 (definition 1, Table 13). An additional $1 million in promo-

tional budget would have broken even in these cost-per-exposure terms by at-

tracting an average of only 132,000 new viewers for each of the 24 programs

in the series, and any additional viewers would, of course, reduce the cost

per exposure, even with the added promotional expense. The intent here is not

to make a specific prediction about how many new audience members could be

attracted per promotional dollar spent, but to point out that under reasonable

assumptions, extensive promotion can be a good investment for goal-directed

0
programming.

Continuing in the speculative vein, one might presume a higher rating

(hence lowered costs per exposure) in a less powerful competitive programming

environment. Two of the commercial network series running opposite FEELING

GOOD were attracting very large audiences: LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE and

TONY ORLANDO AND DAWN both ranked among the most popular programs on television

during the winter season. FEELING GOOD night have drawn a larger audience on a

different night of the week, or in a different time period, but this cannot be

stated with certainty.

2:-

The data in Table 16 indicate that repeat broadcasts within the week

each program was first shown attracted about as many viewers as the original

129
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broadcasts, thus reducing the per-exposure cost by half. The added reach of

the summer re-run of Season B programs made possible a further reduction, and

presumably any subsequent uses of the programs would reduce the per-exposure

cost still further.

Of course, exposure is a neCessarY bw4 '11qt:sufficient condition for a

motivational program or series.toe.ffett Viewer* behaviorNeasures of

exposure rather than of impact are.commoni*.used in eitiMatinT,the:cost-

effectiveness of commercial advertising, although the critical figure is the

cost per action taken rather than the cost per person reached. Ideally, a

comparative assessment of FEELING GOOD encl.:other typea:of programa .(aS pro--

posed in,dhapter Six) would include eatimates of cost per aCtiOn taken as well

as cost per exposUre.

Season A and Season B: The Experiment Within an Experiment

The original evaluation plan, of course, did not contemplate the incor-

poration of two quite different-program.formats'in-the-eXpericientel-broadcast

season. As an experimental manipulation, the switch from Season A to Season B

does not yield to precise interpretation because -many factors or variables

were changed simultaneously: program length, the cast, the different times

of the year for the broadcasts, the shift in emphasis' from behavioral to in-

y
formational goals, the change from multiple topice-to a single topic per pro-

gram, the decreased emphasis on comedy, and soron.

Fudllummore, the 1-- Ares or:indices that can be used to compare

Seasons-A and B-are 1_1_1,1.z:ed.- -On measures-of informational/attitudinal/

behavioral impact, the two seasons are not readily comparable because proper-

tionately more evaluation resources were committed to a smaller number of

programs in Season B. This made possible the use of different and more power-

fuI data analyst* models in Season Ht.:YBoth lOp and NONC:conclUdeithat the
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assessments of impact in Season A are conservative, relative to the analyses

in Season B, in which,it was possible to track show-specific viewing among

larger samples across fewer programs.

Size of Audience. One basis for comparing Seasons A and B is the size

of the audience attracted. Here there appears to be little difference in the

two versions of FEELING GOOD. An averaging of Nielsen estimates of the num-

ber of adults in the weekly average audience (based on households viewing

during the average program minute) indicates that Season A attracted about

1,152,000 adults per program, while Season It attracted about 986,000 adults

per program at a time of year characterized by less overall television

viewing. (According to Nielsen, the proportion of households using television

at 8:00 p.m. on Wednesdays averaged 64% during Season A, 52% during Season B,

and 46% during the Season B rerun.) The per-program estimates of the propor-

tions of adults and households reached with FEELING GOOD are presented in

Table 14. Other Nielsen data on Season A, Season B, and the Season B rerun

are given in Table 15.

Duxing a six-week period in the 1974-75 winter season, Nielsen also ob-

tained ratings data ior other PBS prime-time programs. The average AA rating

for all such programs was 1.0. FEELING GOOD ranked in the top third on the

basis of AA ratings for the first six programs in the series.

Viewing of Original vs. Repeat Broadcasts. Amy purposive program in prime

time faces heavyicompetition from expensively-produced and heavily-promoted
- , - - _

programs designed solely to entertain. One virtue of the PBS system is that

it permits repeat telecasts of programs at other hours when the competition

is less formidable, and a question naturally arises as to how the audience

attracted to non-prime time repeat telecasts compares with that obtained for

original prime time showings.



Table 14. NATIONAL AUDIENCE ESTIMATES FOR FEELING GOOD, SEASONS A AND B (GALLUP AND NIELSEN)MR111/

SEASON A SEASON

-.11=14.

IIM.M

Program

Number:

Aired

week

. of:

Gallup

% all

adults

(rounded)

Nielsen

weekly

average

audience

Nielsen

weekly.

total

audience

Program

NuMber:

Aired

week

of:

Gallup

% all

adults

(rounded)

Nielsen

weekly

average

audience

%

Nielsen

weekly

total

audience

A-1 11/20 3 2,6 4.4 B-1 4/2 1,2 1,5

A-2 11/27 2 1.1 2.4 8-2 4/9 1,3 1,9

A-3 12/4 3 1.5 3.3 8-3 4/16 2 1.1 15

A-4 12/11 1.1 2.7 8-4 4123 1.2

A-5 12/18 1 1.2 2,2 8-5 4/30 1 3 1 5

A-6.. 2 5/7 2 1.9 2,0_Iva .

A-7 1/1/75 2 1.4 3 0 8-7 5/14 .9 1,1

A-8 1/8 2 1.7 3.3 B-8 5/21 1 1,2 1.5

1

A-9 1/15 1 .8 1.7 B-9 5/28 1 1,1 1,4

A-10 1/22 2 1.0 2.3 8-10 6/4 1.1 1.5

A-11 1/29 2 2.1 3.5 8-11 6/11 1 4 1.8

8.12 6/18 * 1.3 1.5

i 13 6/25 *
1,2 1.3

*program not covered in Gallup surveys
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Table 15: SUMMARY OF NIELSEN DATA ON FEELING GOOD. AUDIENCE.

J. Season` A
rSeason A Season B, re-7rUn

(11 prOgrams) 113 PrOgraMfa (13,tiprograms)

Average Audience rating (% of
U.S. TV households viewing
during average program minute) 1.2 1.4

Average Audience: AA rating X
estimated 1.2 adult viewers
per household 1,152,000 986,000 1,163,000

Total Audience rating t% of
U.S. TV households viewing
six minutes or more per
program) 2.8 1.5 1.7

Total Audience: TA rating X
estimated 1.2 adult viewers
per. household

Average share of audience

Range of Average Audience
ratings

Range of Total Audience
ratings

Cumulative number of TV
households reached by first
four programs

Cumulative adult exposurewfor
first four programs

AVerage nuMber of programs
viewed in first four weeks
in households viewing one
or more programs

Cumulative number of
adult program-exposures:

Average Audience

Total Audience

2,539,000 1,620,000 1,174,000

2.3% 2.4% 3.2%

.8 - 2.6 .9 - 1.9 1.0 - 1.8

1.7- 4.4 1.1 - 2.0 1.1 - 2.2

6,510,000 2,945,000

7,812,000 3,534,000

1.2 1.3

12,744,000 13,056,000 15,120,000

'25,392,000 16,200,000 18,324,000

* Not ascertained
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For FEELING GOOD, Nielsen data indicate that for Season A and the

Season B rerun, the audience obtained for repeat showings (largely on week-

ends in the late afternoon) equalled that obtained for the Wednesday evening

original showing. For the first run of Season B programs, however, the

Wednesday audience was twice as large as that for non-Wednesday shows (Table

16). This difference may be attributable to the fact that-the:,first run of

Season B programs occurred in the April-June period, opposite rerurs on the

commercial networks.

Data obtained from the NORC sample of induced viewers du7-ing the first

half of Season B was generally parallel to the Nielsen data--that is, about

twice as many viewers saw the initial programs (in Dallas, at 9:30 p.m. on

Sundays) as the repeat teledasts (Table 17).-

Viewing of Multiple Programs. An assumption common to most advertising

campaigns is that several exposures of a message are . -tally required before

the message can be expected to "register" and thus hive a chance of producing

the desired effect. The scheduling of topics in the original outline for

Season A called for each topic to be treated on several different programs

separated by an interval of three weeks or longer, in the expectation that

exposure to the content of one program might be reinforced by exposure to

similar content on a later program. Of course, this presupposes a reasonably

high level of repeat viewing.

Nielsen estimates of cumulative audiences for the first four programs

in Season A and the first four programs in Season B indicated that the*average

numbers of programs viewed during those one-month periods (in households

viewing at least one episode) were 1.2 and 1.3, respectively. These figures

are somewhat below the average for commercial network entertainment series,

which average about 2.0, but are similar to r-Jose for other PBS evening series.



Table 16. AUDIENCE RATINGS FOR WEDNESDAY
NIGHT VS. OMER TIMES (NIELSEN)

Season A
(aVerage.for
1r programe)

Season -13 .Sesson B rerun
(average fOr (average for.
2:3 -progia'his) 137programs)--7-----

Average Audience-- .7 .8

Wednetday evening

Average Audience--
other times -

.7

Totil Audience-- 1.4 10
Wednes4W evening

Total Audience--
other times

1.4

Table 17. TIMES' OF' VIEWING SEASON B

PROGRAMS IN DALLAS (NORC)

NORC Wave 3.5, Q 26;
and Wave 4, Q 29: When did you watch FEELING GOOD during the week

of

Program viewed:
Base N:

Viewing times:

B-2 )1-3

(14=237) (N=237)

Sunday 9:30 p.m. 46% 43%

Tuesday 2:30 p.m. 8 14

Thursday 12:15 pm. 11 11

Don't know 2 3

Didn't see 33 29

I:1-4 B-5 B-6 B-7

(N237) (N=211) (N=210) (Nie211)

:56%' 31%

10 12. 13.. 12-

34 17

10 10

2 36
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1974, for ample, the Comparable figures for "Theatre in

1.11 for "Humanities Film Forum", 1.21 for "Special of the Week",

"Masterpiece Theatre", 1.8.

Am, from the limited Nielsen data and from viewing recall data in

!Analysis study, it seems likely that less-thin 50 of the adults

FEELING GOOD at some time viewed more than four programs in the

a would place a considerable limitation on the reinforcing effects

aftended--and would lead to lowered expectations regarding the po-

ict of the series.

Viewing. In addition to the requirements noted earlier for a

;cries to have a potential effect--such as ability to receive a

awareness of the program, and availability to view when the program

awastuattention to the program is a critical factor. Someone who

F a part of a program, or who engages in other activities while

isumably is less likely to be influenced by the program than some-

Inds closely to all of it.

1 Subsample A in the NORC study provide some indication of the

lich only parte of programs were viewed (Table 18). These data

F to viewing of Season A programs, and are consistent with Nielsen

mdicate that the Total Audience (households viewing six minutes or

me Programs WAS twice as large as the Average Audience (households

.ng the average program minute) --2.8 vs. 1.4. This difference was

7 for Season 8, as would be expected with the shorter programs--1.5

the April-June original showings, and 1.7 vs. 1.4 for the July-

!run.

:he non-comparability of impact measures for Seasons A and Et, and

differences in size of audience attracted, there remain two bases

137



Table 18. COMPLETE Wt. PARTiAL'PROGRAM ilfEWING.-(NORC)

NORC Wave 2, ,Q .16 SoMetimes when.people' watch a televiSion vrOgramy
and Wave 3, Q , they deep watching:for i.While because of a 'telephone

call, 'an unexpeoted:viiit ,,rora a 'neighbor, ;-.'or "some-

thing like that. .ROw abOAt you-r%thinking of the'
PEZLING'GOOD programs" you haVe watahed recently,
did you...

Wave 2 Wave. 3

(Na180) (Na154)

Usually watch each program completely

Usually:watch most of it 36 34

AbOut.half of it 13 18

Less than that 4 5
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101,

for rempariionjother.thah CritiCal reviews, which tendea to6be *ore faVorible
.,.

for'Seisen'Bi..1".:(3) the'deeOgraphic-camPoiation-Of theaUdienOeS'attracted by
,

Seisonilri",and Bi'and audienCe evaluatiOnsofthe-tWO:prOgremlormatei.

Audience Characteristics. Data from RAC perMit analyses of audience

demographic composition. First there is the demOgraphic.profile of the.

entire pretested posttest sample,-within'ibich the profilei of the following
,

ubgroups.are_relevant:... (1) .nonviewers; t2Lyiewers. spmeprogran!ningin

1660.Seasons A and BI CO'NieWers of'SeasOnA:onlyvand (4),-VieWere of Season

B only. Ift.relative to the other, either Seadoh A'pr.B heal:eleMents:that

were particularly appealing orTartiCulerly unattractive to some-:deMographic

subgroup, ene would expect this to be reflected in a stePvise dais progres-

SiOn, highest to lowest, as follow's:.

Demographic sUbgroup
proportions

If Season A is If,SeatiOn B is

more appealing moire appealing

Highest: viewers of Seeson viewers of Season
A only B only ,

Middle: viewers of Seasons viewers of Seasons
A plus B A plus B

Lowest: viewers of Season viewers of Season
B only -A only.

As indicated in Table 19, this three-step progression did occur with

three demographic variables of interest: education, sex, and age. Among RAd

respondents, Sealson A (relative to Season B) attracted somewhat more highly

educated viewers, somewhat greater proportions oemen, and a younger audience.

Data which permit comparisons of the audiences tor Seasons A and B on

selected demographic characteristics were also obtained by Gallup and by

Nielsen. Gallup found no significant differences in viewer characteristics

across four, surveys (two in Season A AROA two in Mullion B). Nielsen's cumu-

lative viewing figureelor the first four progrims in Season A and the first

four in SeasoL B indicated that the Latter programs were attricting smaller
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AUDIENCE COmPOSIiION 'DIFFERBNCS IN SEASONS

total pretestedt sample:
nonviewers:

50
48

view Season A only:
view Seasons A 61,13:

view Season B. only:

Sex:

total pretested sample
nonviewers:

view Season A only:
view Seasons A & B:
viev Season B only:

alv.,

total pretested sample:
nonviewers:

view Season A only:
view SeallOns A & B:
view Season Bonly:

15
(3705)

(1947)

57 32 11 (260)
50 37 12 (913)
47 36 17 (585)

male female sleet
25 75 (3705)
26. 74 (1947)

32 68 (260)
24 76 (913)

23 77 (585)

18-34 35-54 55+ Base N-
41 36 23 (3705)
41 35 24 (1947)

54 34 12 (260)
45 33 22 (913)
35 36 28 (585)

Evaluative Reactions of:Viewers. In COmparing Sealons A and B it is

also importanti to examine evaluative.reactions of...the audience Manbers them-

selVes. Relevant data from formal interview/questionnaire items are available ;

from both the NORC and RAC .Ttudies. Additional insigtita are/provided by re-

sponses to open-end items asked at, the end of the NORC and RAC'posttest Antes-

.. views/questionnaires.
,
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In the NORC study, 204 respondents in Treatment Group A (those induced

to.view and be,interviewed) were asked four questions regarding preferences

for Season A or B. Unfortunately, these data are not subdivided by level of

actual viewing in the series, but it can be assumed that over 90% of the group

saw soma of the programa: 95% of this group claimed to have seen sone of the

Season A programs, and 89% claimed to have seen some of the Season B programs.

The opinions, therefore, are mostly based on viewing experience, but the high

viewer/low viewer opinions cannot be isolated. The four relevant NORC items

are displayed in Table 20. The pattern of responses is consistent and clear-

cut: by a ratio of almost three to one, the NORC respondents preferred

Season B over Season A.

The RAC study featured a branching question near the and of the Posttest

questionnaire, which (1) directed FEELING GOOD viewers to reaeond ("mostly

agree", "mostly disagree", "not sure") to each of nine evaluative propositions

about the series; while (2) directing PEELING GOOD nonviewers to respond to a

checklist of eight possible reasons for not viewing the series.

In the nine questions for PEELING GOOD viewers, two items are very similar

to two of the NORC comparative items reported earlier:

Q26-a-h: I preferred PEELING GOOD with "Mac's Place"
more than with Dick Cavett;

Q26-a-i: PEELING GOOD was better with one topic per
show than it was with several topics.

Two other RAC items for PEELING GOOD viewersiwere relevant to comparative

evaluations of Seasons A and B, but did not require the respondent to choose

one over the other:

Q26-a-b: Dick Cavett was a good host;

Q26-a7c: "Mac's Place" was entertaining.

The remaining five items in RAC Q26-a relate to the series as a whole, and

cannot be associated particularly with either Sason A or Season B.
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Table 20. EVALUATIVE COMPARISONS OF SEASONS A AND,B BY NORC INDUCED
VIEWERS (F0UR INTERVIEW ITEMS)

Item: As you know, FEELING GOOD was taken off the air for about 2
months during the winter.- When it came back on in April, the new
programslwere different in several ways from the old ones. We'd
like to ask.you a few questions about some of the changes that were
made.

Q40: First, let's ta/k about the length of the show. Do you prefer
a half-hour show or an hour show? (N = 204)

prefer half hour: 72%
prefer hour show: 25%

no preference: 3%

Q41: On the old_FEELING GOOD show, each program was about several
different topics' luch as cancer, exercising, and heart attacks. On
the new FEELING GOOD, each program is about only one topic, such as
breast cancer. Which do you preferseveral topics on each program,
or only one topic on each program?

prefer several topics: 26%
prefer only one topic: 69%
no preference: 5%

Q42: The old FEELING GOOD show usually todk place in arestaurant
called Mac's Place. On the new FEELING GOOD, Didk Cavett is the
host, and he introduces the guests or the topic to be discuesed.
Which do you like better - Mac's Place or Dick Cavett?

like Mac's Place better: 25%
like Dick Cavett better: 69%
no preference: 5%

Q43: On the whole, which version of FEELING GOOD did you prefer!.
the old one or the new one?

preferred the old one: 23%
preferred the new one: 71%
no preference: 7%,
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The RAC evaluative data from FEELING GOOD viewers are available for

three categories of viewers: (1) those who reported_some viewing in both

Seasons A and B; (2) those who reported only Season A viewing; and (3) those

who reported only Season B viewing. The two latter categories of viewers

(viewers of Season A only and Season B only) had a critically high non-response

rate, much higher than that found in other questionnaire items, and no ex-

planation for this is apparent. Across the nine evaluative items, viewers of
.

Season A only varied from 37% to 46% non-responses, aVeraging-41%_pon-

response. Across the same nine items,.vieWers of Season Bicmlillaried from

74% to 80% non-response, averaging 77%. A casual reference to other ques-

.
.

tionnaire items in the same posttest suggests a typiCal non7responSe rite on

any particular item to be less than 5%. One has thechoice of attempting to

interpret responses on these particular items, in the case of the. Season B-

only viewers, from less than a fourth of the eligible respondents, or of not

attempting to interpret the pattern. The decision made here is to attempt no

interpretation of responses for either the vie$Ars Of Season A only or Season

B only. (The RAC report did interpret, with sevnral caveats, the data from

the two samples with extremely 1114% non-respor,,a rates. The RAC conclusions

differ from those reported here becauiie 1-Ltetant data bases were used.)

Even among the viewers of both Seasons A and B, there is a significant

non-response problem, ranging from 23% to. 25% across the nine items and

averaging 24% non-response. Being the best of the three samples, however,

these data will be examined, with the caveat that the evaluative reactions

of 24% of these 913 respondents are unknown. The data are presented in Table

21.

Although the RAC data are somewhat less clear-cut than the NORC data,

as influenced to an unknown extent by a 24% non-response rate on these items,

the conclusion implied is the same: respondents preferred Season B over
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Table 21. EVALUATIVE COMPARISONS OP SEASONS. A AND WU RAC RESPONDENTS
WHON1EWED SOME PROGRAMS IN HOTH-SEASONS

AN*913)

preferred PEELING GOOD
with Mac's Place more than
with Dick Cavett:

PEEL= GOOD was better
with one topic per show
than it was with several
topics:

Mao's Place
taining:

Dick Cavett
host:

was enter-

was a good

Oostly 1.6.2.3tly not no
agree giswitt: siare answer

% . % .

14 30 31 24

46 20 23

48 a 18 25

62 4 23

14 4
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Season A.. Th.e ratio was two to one in favor of Season B on the dimension of

comparing Dick Cavett with Med Place. The ratio was four to one in favor

of Season B on the dimension of single health topics vs. multiple topics per

show. Even when the two seasons could be evaluated in a non-comparative way,

the positive.,evalUation. linked. with Season B was 62% as opPosed to a 48%

positive association with Seaton. A.

A 'final Source of deita.:fOr domparison.of:Season A and'Season, B lies in

the free responsesto.open=end questionsasked near'the end Of-the'NOAC.

interview-and at the end'of the RAC questionnaiZe. Of the two sets offree

,responsesx_the NORC study prOrides more direct insight into the compariion.of

Seasons A and B by way of these two questions:

NORC Wave 4, Q45: Think of all the FEELING GOOD shows
you've seen. What have you liked Meet
about PEELING GOOD?

NORC Wave 4, Q46: What have you disliked most about
PEELING GOOD?

Some but not all of the responses to these two quesiions can be linked to

Seasons A and/or B. In spite of the methodological limitations of free re-

sponse data (e.g., no assured reference to a common topic, dependency on verbal

skills, inclusion of extraneous information, and relatively high non-response

rates), these free responses do tend to humanize an otherwise statistical

portrayal of the respondent and her relationship to the series. To indicate

the flavor of the NORC,free responses that could be associated with one season

or the other, examples of positive and negative reactions to both Seasons A and

B are given in Table 22;

Although the comments above were balanced in number (pro and con), a

tabulation of the total comments to these two NOAC items (liked best, liked

least) indicate that the majority of the season-related positive rercvence

were associated with Season B, and the majority of the season-rcari ovg4Liv
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Table 22. SAMPLES OF FAVORABLE AND UNFAVORABLE
FREE-RESPONSE COMMENTS ON SEASONS A AND B CNORC)

FavOrable

R #1061: The variety of the
first series. I really enjoyed
the entertainment of the first

series.

R #1184: I liked the old shows
where the people acted out what
they were talking ibout. If

you had a younger person, they
would watch the old show better
than the new one.

)(1

R #1218: I liked when they t

would all gather at Mac's Place.
I just liked to hear them talk.

R #1086: On the Dick Cavett
show, it's presented at a level
where everybody can grasp it.
It's presented in a good manner.
The other one was on the silly
side. This one is compact...

R #1227: The new shows were
more like real people. Dick
Cavett's one of my favorite
people, and he presented it
better than Mac's Place. He
got wore involved in it.

R #1194: Well, the new program
was well-wqtten and put to-
gether, and not silly; and
liked the way the information
was presented. You can sit down
and read a book, but watching
TV is easier.

Unfavorable

R #1020: Mac's Place was,hard to
follow -- too much comedy.

R #109: I like all of them.
Not the ones at first: I cOuldn't
get any understanding out of them.
I mean they tried to express too
much in an hour. It'i better to
undeesiind one thing than not
underiEand any.

R #1045: The little sillies that
were-Coming your w,ny,On the old
show -;- too much-like-SESAME
STREET, on a serious topic....

R #1142: (I didn't like) the new
program; I didn't like tha inter-
viewing. Talk shows is (sic) not
my thing.

R #1152; Well, after the new ones
came.On, it was harder ta keep
my interest up, unlesi it was
something I was especially
interested in, than With:the old
Mac's Place shows). I:liked the
variety and comedy of. the older
shows better. The new one is
kinda bOring.

R #1245: (I dislike) the new shows.

In the old ones they showed you
things and discussed it later at
Mac's Place, and I could catch it
twice. Dick Cavett's place was
too adult. It was very easy on
the second show to let your mind
wander.
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Table 2..,SAMPLES OE:PAYORAHLWANDADNFAVORAELE
:....FRN4rRESPORSE' COM2ENTS 0M.OEA8ONSA,':ANp-AilikAgy.,..

.y.tInfaVorible

E, #549.1 . ..HAalth.eduCation
not

.seseions.' '(1"he) MAOS Place

'atmOsphere'reMindea yOu.of
queitions You ran inte, plue
anewered 'them. ,

4 R #31781 Would
z -zeturn to Mac's Pleb

_
e.

, .

-A0pareirAlkvI miseed:some..;
NalUable_topicsritbUt with the
seCOndformat,A.t,Wae;dull:and.,

didn ' t7watch.

rR #2806: ...I much prefer
factual information without
"embroidery". / have a feel-
ing of trust in Dick Cavett,
And feel that what is present-
ed is authentic medical in-

R #3103: ...PEELING GOOD is a
good 9rogram. Mac's Place is
the best.

formation.

R #2952: (I) think that (the)
Dick Cavett shows were especially
good. Had a feeling of be-
lievability and sincerity.

R #2856: .../ think Dick
Cavett is an excellent host
for FEELING GOOD.

R #4019: ...Viewed macle
Place, and ,once was enough.

, .

PES,itatiOA)::io',,euggeit con

tirivance,tifths...C4VOtt:programs
SicaUie of their greater "sophie-

tic*4044-:.014.0gX00',6Pop

pi) ":404;',4owilri7thp characters

:IwereA4U0hretereotypeithat the

pr90014: ;::**Eris. '14=0 :#11.7.

'Opera 'hOt up to

educational 'stindards)'.;h0mor
,was...fOrced:

R #7080: ...Overall, I like
the program's manner of present-
ing material, but prefer Mac's
Place to (the) one-item format.

R #5539: ...Please -- more of
Mac's Place and less of Cavett!
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references were asmaciated with Season A.* The-conclusion, therefore,

remains unchanged: Season B was preferred'over Season A.

In the RAC posttest, there were fewer commenta-specifically directed to

Season A or Season B, because the (mail) questionnaire only asked the respon-

dent to describe anything learned from watching FEELING GOOD that he/she

didn't know before (Q39), or anything done as a'result of watchiiig FEELING

GOOD that related to the health of the respondent or his/her family. Conse-

quently, the comments that are relevant here tended to be of the "p.a."

variety, or integrated into something learned or done. Samples of the com-

ments relating to Season A or B are presented in Table 23. The RAC free

response data have not been formally content analyzed, but a perusal of them

indicates that once again the majority of the favorable comments were associa-

ted with Season B.

*We are indebted to Mr. Richard Hazel, doctoral student in Mass Communi-
c:.,tions at Indiana University, for organizing the NORC free response comments

int7, countable &Imo.
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CHAPTER FOUR: EFFECTS OF VIEWING FEELING 030D

Introduction

As described in Chapter Two, the evaluation Plan for PEELING GOOD in-

volved a set of complementary studies, each of Which provided data essential

to the total design. The various elements in the plan we e contracted to

four independent research organizations whose separate reports are listed in-.

side the cover of this document. A major task of this qUmmary Report is to

synthesize the results of these separate studies. in .a miinner consistent with

the original conception. Part of this task was addres ed-in_Chapter Three,

.-
1

Where findings frai all four studies were brought to ,bear On a 4ioup.of media

1

questions and issues. The integration continues here pith an, eXamination of
-

series effects and health behavior trends amang the respondentelitudied by

NOW, RAC, and Gallup.

The contractors for the two major evaluationfatudies characterized

their findings as follows:

RAC: "The series, overall, had a measurable impact on viewer

and cognition in health areas both less critical and more deeply

behavior

I

value-related. Beyond sometpredilec ion toward health-oriented

'T

media offerings,.viewers consistently demonstrated more knowledge

about health matters and a greater proclivity to take steps to

improve or safeguard their health than nonviewers. Most health

areas which showed measurable change were those directly under

respondent control and accomplished with a minimum of effort, but

there were also examples of viewing impact on behaviors requiring

more effort."

'NORC: "We interpret the findings from this field experiment as demon-

strating that PEELING GOOD did have a significant impact on several

14 9



different measures of health knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors,

in a low-inoome sample of women. Thirty-eight of the outcome

measures indicate some evidence of a significant viewing effect

(12 with strong evidence, and 26 with partial evidence)."

The first section of Chapter Four presents a brief summary of the relation-
.

ships among behavioral goals pursued, extent of coverage of the goals in the

evaluation, and results. Behavioral goals were selected for this special

analysis because.change in a variety of health behaviors was a major aspiration

for the series. Originally, 11 priority topics and 70 behavioral goals were

developed for series planning under Season A assumptions. The changeover to

Season B had the effect of reducing the number of behavioral goals: there

were reductions in the nuthber and length of programs, as well as in the number

of topics addressed within programs. In combination, Season A and the seven

Season B programs covered in the evaluation had varying amounts of programming

directed to 48 behavioral goals.

Overview of Behavioral Goal Outcomes

The complexity of the evaluation origin-A.1y planned for FEELING GOOD was

increased considerably by the diverse programming strategies employed in the

Season A production format and by the subsequent changeover to a different

format for Season B. When diverse outcomes and a number of methodological

variations are further imposed, there results a very large array of data, each

element of which has unique features. Thia diversity works against analysis

and conclusion unless certain decision rules can be used to reduce the com-.

plexity to manageable proportiOns. In theory, a oonclusion-oriented analysis

of outcomes should take these kinds of factors into account:

1) When has a goal been treated? Should there be .an analytic

distinction between a single phrase in a scr:Lpt and a total

program on a topic?

15 tr
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does one distinguish between a goal,that has received only

measure and a goal receiving multiple measures? If .

tiple measures show mixed results, how is this to be in-

t criteria shoUld be used in judging whether a goal has

a reached or not reached? Is such a dichotomy the most

ful way to evaluate a complex social experiment such

GING GOOD? Given statistiaal significance, how large must

ferences be to also imply social or substantive significance?

data collected or analyzed under different conditions of

or and precision.to be weighed equally in drawing con-

sions?

uld goals extremely difficult and unlikely to be achieved

distinguished from more easily attained goals?

uld one differentiate among measures that are in different

Tees representative.of actual program content?

it appropriate to make post hoc distinctions in findings

led on perceived differences in the quality of measurement

rms?

a fair assessment be made of a series devoted to goals

t were both high and laa in measurability on the basis of

y those measures that could be successfullY administered?

rshould one interpret repeated measurements in those cases

Te an action taken and assessed at one time would make it

Akely or illogical for the respondent to take the action

Lin at a later time, thus resulting in a measurable impact

7the first but not the second measure?

1.5 1
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Such questions as these pose real problems for the evaluator seeking tO

produce conclusions about program impact. If every event is considered

unique, there are as many conclusions as there are events. At the other ex-

treme, a single overall conclusim runs the risk of requiring vast oversimpli-

fication. Given the same set of phenomena, different decision rules will

generate difZerent conclusions. Thus the reasonableness, sensitivity and

responsibility of the decision rules-themselves, which are inherently ar-

bitrary to some extent, should also be evaluated.

Decision rules on several of the above questions are employed here to

give one view of outcomes concerning behavioral goals addressed in the

series. The item-specific detail in the remainder of this chapter will have

more precision, while such detail is sacrificed here to provide the overview.

Procedures. For this analysis,.the behavioral goals originally developed

for series paahning were compared with those actually, covered in Seasons A

and B. There were 45 goals (including 9 not listed originally) which

received some amount of programmatic coverage in topic-specific areas, plus

three topic-nonspecific behavioral goals on asymptomatic physical examinations

and health inforniationseeking. These 48 goals, and the various measures

.%

used to assess them, are the ingredienti for thii quanfitatiiie-SUMMary-of--

outcomes.

First, the 48 behavioral goals were reduced to 33 goals since 15 were

not specifically assessed. In most cases this was a function of the

measurability of the item with the methodology at hand, and the goal area

was therefore covered only with inforMation items. The distribution of the

number of measurements per goal across all 48 goals was as follows:
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Measurements per goal Number of goals

0 15

1 11

2 7

3 9

4 2

5 1

_6 1

7 2

In reviewing the measured results, two decision rules were applied:

Rule #1: When a behavioral goal received multiple measures, the

outcome status of that goal was determined by the measure or measures obtain-

ing the highest level of significance, or reflecting the greatest degree of

viewing impact.

Rule #2: Every measured goal was placed in one of three outcome

categories: strong evidence of effect, partial evidence, or no evidence.

'The use of more detailed categories covering variations in the number of

statistical contrasts made per measure and the number of measures per goal

would have spread the distribution out to an uninterpretable extent.

The outcome categories are defined as follows:

Strong evidence: means that one or more measures of that goal yielded

unambiguous and statistically significant differences with appropriate

comparison groups.

Partial evidence: means that there was evidence of a viewing effect

but it was equivocal for one of several possible reasons:

a. an insufficient number of oontrasts within a measure were

statistically significant;

b. the data were highly suggestive but fell short of statistical

significance;

c. frequent viewers were significantly different from nonviewers

but not from less frequent viewers;
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d. there were indications that the finding was substantially,.

confounded with some nonviewing effect.

No evidence: means that there was no evidence of a viewing effect.

- _ ^ n- ' _ - '
. Results. The 33 measured behavioral goals* were distributed into the

three outcome categories as follows:

Strong evidence - 10
Partial evidence - 14
No evidence 9

By using a level of abstraction which transcended the unique features of each

attempt at behavioral change, it was determined, under the decision rules

specified above, that there was some evidence of viewing *pact for 24 of

the 33 behavioral goals measured, and that there was better-quality evidence

for 10 of these 24 than for the other 14. In the absence of measures for

other goals treated in the series, the extent to which they may have produced

desired effects could not be estimated.

Strong evidence of effects was found regarding these goals:

heart disease (seeking information about obtaining heart checkups*)

nutrition-(having more'frean fruit-o.r fruit-jnice)

- breast cancer (encouraging sameone to have a doctor examine her"

breasts;* women performing breast self-examinations)

accident prevention/control (learning and?posting the number of

the local poison control center and other emergency numbers)

- vision (having an eyesight examination)

!_lae

- hypertension (seeking information About obtaining a-blood pressure

check;* encouraging someone to have a blood pressure check)

* Most of these goals were specified in advance as program objectives; the
remainder were treated in the series as_it developed and thus were also
included in the evaluation. The. latter items are marked with an (*).

t -
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- uterine cancer (encouraging someone to have a Pap test)

- information-seeking (sending for health information offered on TV*)

Partial evidence of effects was found regarding these goals:

- alcoholism (examining drinking habits.to detect a potential problem;

'seeking-information about-help-fora odrinkincrproblem)--

- mental health (encouraging someone to .seek professional'help for

an emotional problee)

- nutrition (using a steamer to cook vegetableS*)

- accident preventiOn (storing hazardous substances Out of

children's reach)

- doctor/patient communications (wnitingdOwn simpioMirtefore-visiting

a doctor; asking a doctor to explain diagnoels, treatment, etc.)

- prenatal care (encouraging someone to see a doctor early in pregnancy*)

- vision (taking a preschocl child for a vision screening)

- dental care (cutting: dOwn on sweet snacks for children)

- hypertension (getting a blood pressure check)

- hearing (seeking infOrmation on where to get children's hearing

checked*),

- izmnunizations (taking a preschool child for immunizations)

- physical examinations (obtaining a physical'examination*)

No evidence of effects was found regarding these goals:

- nutrition (reducing consumption of foods high in saturated fat)

- breast cancer (women asking a doctor or nurse to teach them how

to do a breast self-examination)

- exercise (engaging in moderate physical activity daily)

- dental care (making a trial use of disclosing tablets) INOte:

6,000 viewers sent requests for a sample of disclosing tablets

offered on one program, which indicates a direct effect. However,
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the RAC and IORC studies did not find differences between viewers

and nonvieaers in use of such tablets.]

- hearing (taking a pieschool child for hearing screening)

- health insurance (seeking information about costs and benefits of

health insurance plans)

- uterine cancer-IWOmen having a Pap test; seeking information about

how tO-obtain a Pap test*)

- physical examinations (encouraging someone to have i physiCalexamination*)

The following goals were not measured directly:

- heart disease (people in high-risk categories for heart.disease

having a medical checkup; people encouraging others in high-risk

categories for heart disease to have a medical checkup)

- alcoholism (discouraging others from driving after excessive drinking)

- parenting (parents engaging in activities to stimulate language

development in children; parents preparing children for signifi-

cant changes in their life situation)

- mental health (seeking professional help for an emotional problem)

- nutrition (eating more foods rich in vitamin A; giving .children

more nutritious snacks)

----breast cancer (encouraging someone to do breast self-exsminations)

- accident prevention (avoiding circumstances which commonly lead

to burn injuries)

- prenatal care (women seeking prenatal care early in pregnancy)

- exercise (checking with a doctor before starting a strenuous

exerciae program)

- stress (engaging in appropriate actions to reduce stress)

- hypertension (people with hypertension following medical advice

for controlling it)

- colon/rectum canCer (PepOle over 40 having a proCtoscopic examination)
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An attempt was made to characterize the three sets of measured goals in

terms of the dimensions used to classify the original goals used in series

planning: purpose of action, frequency of action, nature of interaction with

health care providers, beneficiary of action, and target audiences (see p. 9).

No clear patterns emerged. It appears iikedy that the differences in measured

outcomes were influenced more by variations in the amount and kind of program

treatment for various goals than by the characteristics of the goals tgemselves.

Substantie vs. Statistical Significance. As noted earlier, the criteria

commonly used in determining whether between-group differences in an experiment

or survey are "significant" may not be appropriate for judging results in an

evaluation study. The findings listed above were derived on the basis of

Standard statistical methods, and there is less than a 5% probability.that

differences reported as significant were due to chince. However, the

absolute size of the differences7-rather than the fact that they were large

enough to Ix, non-chancebears more directly on the substantive importance

issue.

The differences between comparison groups in reporting various health

behaviors ranged from fairly small (e.g., 3% for seeking information about

obtaining heart checkups, blood pressure checks, and help for a drinking

problem) to substantial (e.g., 23% and 26% for women doing breast self-

examinations). Across 39 measures which,provided either significant or sug-

gestive evidence of series effects on befiavior, appropriate comparisons showed

11 percentage differences of 5% or less, 18 differences of 6-15%, and 10

differences of 16% or more.

Such differences may not be generalizable to all viewers of the series,

since the samples in the RAC and NORC studies were not intended to be

representative of the national population. Projections from a limited base
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always involve some risk of error, and in the present case the riek nay be

greater than usual. Thus any estimates of the numbers of people teking actions

as a resUlt of the series (based on observed percentage differences) would'

have to be regarded as highly tentative, but they may still be useful. For

example, if the gain in breast self-examinations (Tables 38,39)'..were to be

projected to the national viewership of FEELrNG GOOD, it would suggest that .

more than 100,000 women were influenced to do a BSE. Similar projections in

other areas would indicate that some 50,000 viewers encouraged someone to

have a Pap test (Tables 85-86), and that perhaps 200,000 changed their

eating habits to some extent (Table 32). Such projections could be made for

each of the goals for which significant effects are reported.

Although these projections are imprecise and save allowance must be made

for inflation in self-reported actions, figures of this kind do provide one

easily-understood estimate of series impact. The health consequences of

the actions. (as eventually reflected in morbidity and mortality statistics)

could be substantial but their assessment Would require measures over a

period of years.

Introduction to Tdpic-Specific Findings

The major section of Chapter Four presents data and conclusions from

three studies dealing with health kmowledge,.attitudes, and behaviors.

This includes trend data, descriptive data, suggestive and statistically

significant data on viewiag effects, and narrative or tabular presentatian

of items on which no impact was observed. For convenience, the large amount

of data is subdivided into topic sections such as breast cancer, accident

-

prevention, and vision, which are presented in order of the amount of program

time devoted to them. Clearly, several topics such as nutrition, exercise,

and heart disease are interrelated, and the assignment of some items to
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one or another topic category was somewhat arbitrary. The presentation

within topic categories also includes a description of behavioral goals

and the information points intended to support these goals, as well as brief

descriptions of related program segments.

The topic sections conclude with some examples of responses to the

following open-end questions asked at the end of the RAC and NORC posttests:

RAC Q 39: Was there anything you learned from watching
FEELING GOOD that you didn't know before?

RAC Q 40: IS there anything related to your own or your
family's health that you or someone in your
family did as a result of watching FEELING GOOD?

NORC Q 44: Now think of all the FEELING GOOD shows you've
seen since the program began. What do you
think you've learned from these shows?

NORC Q 47: Have you done anything new or anything differently
as a result of watching FEELING GOOD?

Although the responses were not analyzed by the contractors as a part

of the evaluation, it may be of interest to note.that a substantial

proportion of viewers offered examples of things they had learned or done

as a result of the series. In the NORC group which received these questions

245), for example, 92% mentioned one or more things they had learned,

and 76% described one or more actions taken.

In establishing expectations for possible program effects and in inter-

preting results, it is useful to know the amount and kind of programming

devoted to various topics. The chart on the following page indicates the

approximate amount of program time given to each topic area, the number of

programs on which each was treated, and the number of segments using different

production fowats. The listing includes only those programs covered in the

evaluation--i.e., all eleven in Season A, and seven in Season B (B-2 through

B-8). 159
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It should be noted that the topic-specific reportimg of results

artificially isolates the program elements from one another and thus violates

to some extent the orientation of the series. The general theme was that

lifestyle -affects-health-,- -and-that -individuals-have-more -power --toTinfluenoe----

their health than they may realize. Thus a major purpose was to Increase the

salience of health as a personal concern and to enhance viewers feelings of

responsibility and capability in caring for themselves and their families.

The information points conveyed in the programs and assessed as part of

the evaluation were not stressed as ends in themselves but as instrumentalities

to behavior change; the points were chosen on the assumption that viewers who

learned them (or were reminded of them) would be more likely to take the actions

recommended. Programming emphasis was therefore not structured as an instruc-

tional series might be to maximize learning. "Othir kinds of "influence strat-

egies"--such as emphasizing parental role responsibilities or appealing to

altruism--were used in the same way as the information content but were more

difficult to assess. In some cases, measures of possible knowledge gain were

used in the evaluation because adequate measures of specific attitudes or

behaviors were not available.

The use of knowledge measures was appropriate for assessing the extent

to which information' presented in the programs was learned, and it also pro-

vided a means of ascertaining "partial" success in same instances where

behavioral impact was not demonstrated. However, the fact that such measures

were employed should not be construed as implying that the information points

were program goals. The primary intent of the series was to motivate adaptive

health behavior, and the information provided to viewers was regarded as only

one means to that end.
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Heart Disease

Topic-Specific Findings

Rationale for choice of topic

Heart disease, the major cause of death and chronic disability in the

U.S.; kills one million Americans every year. Medical authorities believe

that the incidence of heart disease could be cut markedly if people were to

take certain preventive measures.

Behavioral goals

1) To motivate persons who are in high-risk categories for

heart disease to have a medical checkup.

2) To motivate viewers to encourage family members or friends

who are in high-risk categories for heart disease'to have

a medical checkup.

Additional behavioral goals related to heart disease appear in sections

dealing with nutrition (reduction of saturated fat in the .dief); hypertension

(havi,ng blood pressure checked, encouraging others to do so, following medi-

cal advice for controlling hypertension), and exercise (checking with doctor

before beginning strenuous exercise program, engaging in moderate physical

activity daily).

Information to convey

1) Ccntrollable risk factors in heart disease include high

cholesterol levels, high blood pressure, cigarette smoking,

overweight, lack of exercise, and stresi.

2) Other factors are a family history of heart disease, age,

sex, and presence of diabetes.

3) A medical checkup can reveal the presence of risk factors
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of which a person may be unaware, including those which

can be controlled to reduce the risk of a heart attack.

4) Sources of information about preventing heart disease.

-Preariiihingr óheáit diieiSe

Season
Program

A-2, A-5,
A-6

A-2

A-2

Segment Title

"Thump Thump"

Running
Time Format

1:12 "commercial"

Animated film of a man whose heart is visible and also speaks.
The heart corplains about being in poor shape because the man
doesn't exercise enough and eats the wrong foods. When the
man decides to take a walk, the heart says, "I love you."

"The Heart and How 2:41 lecture
to Keep it Healthy"

Dr. Timothy Johnson provides some basic information about the',
heart and blood vessels, and describes same symptOms which =

indicate that a heart checkup should be obtained.

"Mate's Heart" 5:36 quiz

Animation is used to illustrate six questions about risk
factors related to heart attacks: weight, stress, physical
activity, smoking, blood pressure, and cholesterol level.
Narration invites viewers to take the quiz for a spouse or
friend, and indicates that a "score above 13 points identi-
fies a high-risk person.

A-7 "Tell-tale Heart" 4:43 comedy monologue

Bill Cosby recalls how, as a child, he frightened his younger
brother by claiming that their downstairs neighbor had stuck
a dead bodir through the ceiling. The final part of the mono-
logue offers serious information about-heart disease.

A-7 "Smoking and the Heart" 3:05 lecture/demonstration

Dr. William Lathan demonstrates the ineffectiveness of filters
in removing tar from cigarettes, and describes the effects of
smoking on the heart.

A-7 "T. Love My Heart7 3:12 song

Ken Berry does a campy version of a song-and-dance routine.
The lyrics explain why he can't give his heart to anyone as
a token of love.
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A-8 "Heart Attack Drama" 12:51 drama

When a middle-aged man hai a heart attack at home, his w.A.fe
and children respond quickly and efficiently in caring for
.him and- notifying-the-hospital,The...4amatization and ac-

companying narration describe the actions taken by ainaire-----
coronary._ care_unit.

A-9 "A Heart Song" 2:40 song .

Martin Mull sings about takingcare, of his heart by cutting
out saturated fats and the girl who causes him so much grief.

A-9 "Chicken and Heart Disease" 2:40 demonstration

Vivian Vance shows how to skin a chicken and explains why
eating chicken skin is unhealthy.

A-9 "Chicken Soup" 4:08 parody

In this take-off on an old Marx Brothers movie, the Groucho
character is a judge trying a case involving a Mae West-type
accused of murdering her husband by serving him foods high
in cholesterol. -.4

A-9 "Saturated Fat Quiz" 4:29 quiz

This self-test includes 12 yes-or-no questions pertaining toi
saturated fat content in food, illustrated by animated
graphics. Narration informs viewers that if they answered 4

"yes" to.all the questions, they are doing all they should .65
avoid excess cholesterol and saturated fats in their diets.:

;8-3 "Coming Back"
(program title)

Dick Cavett-as host 4:32 host commenti and
demonstratiOn

Cavett discusses heart attack recovery and prevention, and
takes a test to measure his heart's reaction to stress.

"Sharing and Caring" 12:21 dramatization

A group of women whose husbands have had heart attacks discuss
their reactions and the problems of returning heart attack
victims to normal routines without stigma or fear.

"Cardiac Meal" 1:25 demonstration

At a restaurant table, Dick Cavett shows the foods heAlas
ordered which are recomended for people who have had4a
heart attack at some time or who are in a high-risk group.
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"First Day Back" 3:53 documentary

Bill Hunt, a sheet metal worker who had a,heart attack two
years earlier, talks about the problems and satisfactions
of returning to work.

"Coming Badk" 3:53 song/commentary

Pearl Bailey sings about "coiling back into the world" and
discusses her own recovery from a heart attack.

s. Since it was not feasible to identify respondents at high risk

sease, the specified behavioral goals in this area,were not uses-

y; thus the possible impact of the series on these goals is not

ings bearing on other behaviors related to heart disease appear

ons on nutrition, exercise, and hypertension. The first six

f information items listed below showed no program impact, largely

ailing effects (reflected in the overall percentages).

Hereditary aspects of heart disease. RAC Interim 1,

Q4-a: If other people in your family have heart disease,

your chances of having it are above average (overall,

69% agreed; N = 518). NORC Wave 4: Heart disease tends

to run in some families (24-m, 85% agree, N = 467).

Diet. RAC Interim 1, Q4-b: Bating a lot of fried foods

over the years can have a bad effect on the heart (79%

agreed, N = 518).

Symptom recognition. RAC Interim 1, Q4-c: Which of

these thinge can be symptoms of heart problems . . . = 518)

. . shortness of breath (76%)

. . pains like heartburn (70%)

. . . sudden chest pains (85%)

Opportunities for personai impact. RAC Interim 2, Q7-a:

Not much can be done outside a hospital for a person who

has a heart attack (71% disagree, N = 466); NORC Wave 4,
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Q4-a: Besides watching your diet, there is not much you

can do to prevent heart attacks (76% disagree, N = 468);

this same item elso inSignificant in RAC Interim 2, Q11,

where 85% of 466 disagieed; finally, this same item was

significant in NORC'Wave 3, displayed later.

5) Cigarette smoking. NORC: Cigarette smoking increases the

chance of heart attack (Wave 3,-Q4-m, 88% agree, N 308;

Wave 4, Q4-1, 81% agree, N = 464). In a checklist of

several possible consequences of cigarette smoking, 81%

of .the 466 RAC Interim 2 respondents checked "increases

thb ch .ce of a heart attack" (Q10-a).......Both RAC Interim 2

(Q10-b) and NORC Wave 3 qvpio could detect no viewing

imPact on the information/opinion item that the effects

of cigarette smoking on the body can be reversed when a

person quits smoking.

6) Post-heart attack prospects. NORC Wave 4, Q4-b: Once

a parson has a heart attack, he should do as little physi-

cal activity as possible (71% disagree, N 467). NORC

Wave 4 Q15's People who have had heart attacks can never

again lead normal lives (89% disagree, N to 468).

Three informational items were found to be statistically signifiant in

NORC Wave 3: (1) Not much can be done outside a hospital for a person who

has a heart attack; (2) Besides watching your diet, there is not much you can

do to prevent heart attacks; and (3) Heart disease runs in families. on all

three of these items, proportions holding correct opinions were higher

among Season A High Viewers than both the Season A Low Viewers (Treatment

Group A) and the Season A Nonviewers (Treatment Group B). Interpretability
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Table 24. HEART CARE: SEASON B SUGGESTIVE
INFORMATIONAL EFFECTS (NORC)

NORC Wave 4, Q 10: If a person has heart trouble, which one of these
kinds of meat do you think is best for him to eat -- beef, veal, lamb,
or pork? (veal)

TREATMENT GROUP A
Induced to View

and be Interviewed
Program B-3: Viewer Nonviewer

(q=48) (N=189)

% veal: 29 23

TREATMENT GROUP B TREATMENT GROUP C
Induced to be
.Interviewed No Inducement
Nonviewer Nonviewer,
(N0,103) (N-83)

19 16

Table 25. HEART CARE: OVERALL SERIES
IMPACT ON INFORMATION-SEEKING (RAC)

RAC Baseline Q8-b and Posttest Q5-b: In the last six months, did you try
to get information for yourself or anyone else on where to get a heart
checkup? (Yes, I tried; No, I did not try; I already knew it)

Base N number responding
"no" or "already-knew it"
for the 6-month interval
prior to the series

Hi Viewers (viewed
4 or more shows in
entire series):
Lo Viewers (viewed
1-3 shows in the
entire series):
Nonviewers (viewed
no shows in the
entire series):

(754)

(918)

(1,870)

Proportion of respondents
claiming to have sought
information about heart
check-ups during the series

Significance of differtInce from Hi Viewers: **p.4.01, 2-tai1l
***p 4.001, 2-tail.
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of these significant findings is limited by the fact that in each case the

items were found not to be statistically significant in one ortwo other in-

stances.

There!is SoMe evidence that program 873 affected the proportions recog-

nizing that veal is better than other meats for people with heart trouble.

Data are displayed in Table 24.

The one behavioral measure taken in this topic area dealt with infor-

mation-seeking. RAC Baseline Q8 -b and RAC Posttest 65-b asked: In the'last

six months, did you try to get information for yourself or anyone else on

/where to get a heart checkup? (Yes, / tried; No, / did not try; I already

knew it). Of those who had not done so before the series, small but statis-

tically significant increments in this behavior were associated with overall

frequency of series viewing, as displayed in Table 25.

Conclusions. Information-seeking behavior on heart care was affected

in small but statistically significant proportions by the series as a whole.

However, most cognitive and opinion items either showed no viewing effects

(due in part to ce" g effects) or mixed. effects (suCceeding on some measures

but not on others for the same item). There was suggestive evidence that

program B-3 increased the recognition that veal is a good meat for persons

with heart trouble to eat.
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Some examples of viewers' comments (see p., 120) regard-
ing things learned or done in the area Of heart'diiease:

. .

"I learned hoWyoucari have symptoms of.a disease and not
Mow it, like high blood preesure and no* I can recognize
things When they are coming on rather.than wait till
it's too'late. And we're'really careful about 'fatty
foods and saturated fats."

"As an air traffic controller my husband.rums au extreMely
high risk of heart attack. I feel I-can better cope with
the situation should it arise by watching theprOgram."

"I learned that some heart attadk patients can recover
sufficiently to hold down a job again by therapy and
exercise suited to their ability."

"My mother has had three heart attacks and it has made.me
understand what,she went through and how she has learned
to adjust to her life."

"I don't let my husband eat as many eggs. X guess I'm
more conscious of my heart and health before something
goes wrcing

"I learned that'Sex is still permissible.between married
couples after the husband has had a heart attadk."

"I learned how quickly good help is available for heart
attacks. The program made me conscientious about health
problems and preventions of Whidh I was already cognitive
but neglectful."

"I learned how to help my husband who has had a heart attack
to live a better and normal life."

"I have a check up every three months with a heart doe-
tor and my wife cooks proper meals for a heart oondition." ,

"I learned that there are organized programs tO"Aid the
long-term recovery of heart attack victims -- and their
wives."

"I realized that the %gives of heart attadk patients have the.
sass apprussnsionr, that I have."

"After the Dr. told me I had a heart condition I was very
careful with myself but now I've seen those cardiac
patients doing pushups and decided I'd try to do that too,
in moderation, so I'm doing more housework than ever'and
it's within reason, so I'm better off."
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Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism

Rationale for choice of topic 1 (drinking and driving)

About half of all fatal motor vehicle accidents involve a drinking driver,

and alcohol-related crashes cause injuries to an estimated 500,000 people each

year. Educational campaigns aimed directly at the drinking diiver have not

been very successful, but there is reason to believe that friends, party

hosts, and family members can be influenced to keep an impaired person from

driving.

Behavioral goal 1

To motivate viewers to discourage others from driving after excessive

drinking.

Information to cover

1) Driving after drinking too much greatly increases the

chances of accident involvement.

2) Warning a person who has been drinking that this increases

the risk of an accident or arrest is seldom effective.

3) There are positive alternatives for discouraging persons

from driving after excessive drinking.

Rationale for cho4,:e of topic 2 (responsible drinking)

Of the 100 million drinkers in the U.S., an estimated 10 million are

alcoholics. There is rmch public uncerainty over the difference between

"social drinking" and "problem drinking". Most people are unaware of the

early symptcms of alcoholism in themselves or utherw, and thus fail to per-

ceive the gradual dvvelorment of a drinking problem.
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Behavioral_goal 2

To motivate viewers to examine their drinking behavior to aid in recog-

nizing whether they have a drinking problem.

Information to convey

1) The behaviors which, may indicate the presence of a

drinking problem.

2) The behaviors which reflect responsible drinking.

3) That denial of a drinking problem is common among

people who drink excessively.

4) That alcoholism can often be treated successfully.

5) That early recognition of the problem greatly increases

the chimes for Successful treatment.

6) Voluntary and public agencies and other sources of In-

formation about the diagnosis and treatment of alooholism.

Rationale for choice of topic 3 (families of_problem drinkers)

The estimated forty million family members of alcoholics in the U.S.

experience a variety of problems. Meny family members =mot cnntribute to

the recovery of the problem drinker because of an inability to cope with their

own feelings, and many need help in determining how to interact with the

problem drinker in a constructive way.

Behavioral goal 3

To motivate members of families of problem drinkers to seek counseling

as appropriate.

Information to convey

1) The organizations from which family members of problem

drinkers can obtain help locally, often without charge.
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2) The benefits which counseling can provlde.

3) That seeking'help need,not entail stigTa or embarrassment.

4) That feelings of guilt, resentment, ttraptvktion and fear

are common in families of problem drinkers.

Programming on alcohol abuse and alcoholism

Season Running

Program Segment title Time Format

A-4 "On the Wagon" 4:57 sketch

Charlie Callas and others consider borderline alcoholism
in a restaurant scene involving dishes prepared with alcohol.

Ar-4 "Life Quiz: Alcohol" 2:18 self-test

Animated graphics with narration present 12 questions
designed to identify early symptoms of problem drinking.

A-4 "Mama's Day" 4:18 song

Tammy Grimes sings a ballad about a housewife, bored with

routine, who drinks her way through the day.

A-7 "Teen Alcohol Quiz" 2:39 self-test

Animated graphics with narration present 10'questions for
teenagers to identify early symptoms of problem drinking.

A-7 "I See Your Future" 2:51 song

Sally Kellerman sings a song dealing with parental influence

through example: "I see your future in whateyer I do . .

A-7 "If You Really Love Me" 5:11 documentary

An alcoholic, his family, and psychiatrist discuss the
personal and family consequences of alcoholism.

A-7 "Parents Alcohol Quiz" 1:32 self-test

A ten-question test designed to help parents of teenagers
identify behaviors indicative of a potential drinking problem.

A-7 "Mac's Place segments 15:05 comedy/drama

Mac, whose brother has a drinking problem, learns that
giving money to an alcoholic relative can do no more harm

than good. 172
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Ar10 "Alcohol Sketches" :47 comedy sketches

Three very brief exchanges about drunk-driving between
couples at a party.

A-10 "Drinking and Driving Film" 3:00 drama

Leaving party, wife asks her intoxicated husband for car
keys but finally allows him to drive. She berates herself for
not having been firmer, and thinks of arguments she could
have used. On way home the car crashes and she is killed.

k-10 "Blinders" :55 demonstration

A simulation of what it is like to drive drunk. Impairment
of vision and reflexes is shown by man wearing greased
glasses, blinders, and weights on feet.

A-10 "Fred Goes Drinking" 1:15 "commercial"

Middle-aged Fred is shown drinking heavily at a party while
narrator notes that "Fred loves drinking at a party . . .

that's why he never drives himself home." Final scene shows
Fred swinging from hook of tow truck as it moves down street.

B-2 "A Little Pick-Me-up"

Dick Cavett as host 3:26 host comments

Cavett introduces topic of excessive drinking, provides
bridges to drama and group interview, and offers comments
at close of program.

Dorothy 12:00 drama

Estelle Parsons portrays an alcoholic housewife who denies
her problem. Background music for the Aram is "Mana's
Day", sung by Tammy Grimes.

South Oaks interview 8:28 group interview

Recovered alcobolics at a treatment center make the points
that anyone can be an alcoholic, denial of the illness is
common, and recovery is possible.

Findings. The NORC baseline asked (Q20-j) whether the respondent or

anyone else in the family ever had trouble caused by too much drinking; 2%

said yes (IN I= 398). The same question was asked again on NORC Wave 4 (Q22-j),

this time in reference to the past six months; 5% said yes (N,10 488).
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Several items reflecting information gain from Season A and B program-

ming on the topic of'alcoholism are displayed in Table 26. There was no

impact on the proportions disagreeing with the statmment that money should

be given to persons with a drinking problem (NORC Wave 3, Q5). There was no

evidence of informational impact within the RAC study on the statement that

alcoholism is easier to treat in advanced stages (disagree), but there was

strong evidence of an effect for this item within the NORC study.

NORC informational data, ddsplayed in Table 26, provide strong evidence

of an effect in learning that parents who drink a,lot are more likely to

have children who drink a lot, when analyzed by categories of viewership

for program B-2. A similar effect, suggestive but not statistically signifi-

cant, from program A-7 was detected by the RAC study; it also suggested

learning that children of parents who don't drink at all are also susceptible.

Data are presented in Table 27.

Program A-4 dealt in part with a self-quiz on alcoholism; RAC Interim 1

(Ql-j) found a suggestive but not statistically significant indication of

behavioral effect as shown in Table 28.

Only very small minorities of respondents reported attempts during the

series as a whole (i.e., in the last six months) to "get information on where

to get help for drinking problem" (RAC posttest, Q5-d). Data are displayed

in Table 29.

For trend data, the first two Gallup surveys asked whether, in the

previous two months, the respondent had taken a aelf-quiz on drinking habits

from newspapers or TV. Proportions responding "yes" were 9% in Survey 1

(December, 1974, N = 1517), and 7% in Survey 2 (February, 1975, N = 1544).
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Table 26. AwoHozzais KNOWLEDGE/OPINION
EFFECTS (NORC)

Item: NORC Wave 4, Q 4-c: Only people who drink so much that they can't

work can really be called walcoholice. (disagree)

Program B-2:

% disagree:

TREATMENT GROUP A
Induced to View

°and be Interviewed
iirewer Nonv ewer
(1108) (N.1158)

82 65**

TREATMENT GROUP B
Induced to be
Interviewed
Nonviewer
(Na103)

65**

TREATMENT GROUP C

No Inducement
Nonviewer

(N=84)

61

Item: NORC Wave 4, Q 4-d: It is easier to cure a person of alcoholism

if the person doesn't realize that he's an alcoholic. (disagree)

% disagree: 86 75* 77 77

Item: NORC Wave 4, Q 16: Parents who drink a lot are more likely to

have children who drink a lot. (agree)

% agree: 53 41* 39* 31

Item: NORC Wave 3, Q 4-f: Alcoholism is easier to treat in its later

stages when its symptoms are more definite. (disagree)

% disagree:

(Nr=66) (NE297)

86 75*

(Mas46)

'70*

(N84)

63

Significanceof difference fram viewer group: *p< .05, 1-tail;
**p4.01, 1-tail.
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Table 27. ALCOHOLISM: SEASON A SUGGESTIVE INFORMATIONAL EFFECTS
umn

*Interim 2, Q 9:

Which of the following
types of teenagers are
more likely to drink
than other teenagers:

Children of problem
drinkers

'Children of people who
don't drink at all . .

Viewed Program
A-7

56)

58%

22%

-Viewed A-5, A-4
6 or 8 Nonviewer
(N la 67) (N's. 326)

52%

14%

45%

12%

Table 28. ALCOHOLISM: SEASON A SUGGESTIVE BEHAVIORAL EFFECTS (RAC)

RAC Interim 1, Q 1-j: (In the last two months, have you ..) Taken a self-
quiz on drinking habits from newspapers, TV, or a pamphlet? (yes)

% yes:

Viewed Program
.A-4

(N .a 36)

13

Viewed A-1, A-1 - A-4
2 or 3 Nonviewer

105) (24 a. 377)

8 8

11
Table 29. ALCOHOLISM: SUGGESTIVE ZFFECTS ON INFORMATION-SEEKING

(RAC)

Pretested Respondents
N:

High Viewers:
Viewed 4 or
more shows in
Seasor A Wor B

(802)

Low Viewers: Nonviewers:
Viewed 1-3 Viewed no
shows in shows in
Season A Vor B Season A or B

(950 (1947)

% seekLng information: 5 3 2

Panel Control
Unpretested Respondents

N: (275) (297) (494)
% seeking information: 8 4 1
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Conclusions. The NORC study found strong evidence that Season A pro-

gramming increased the proportions aware that alcoholism is more easily

treated in its early stages. NORC also found strong evidence of a program B-2

impact on the proportions (1) disagreeing that people can be called alcoholics

only if they drink so much that they can't work; and (2) agreeing that parents

who drink a lot are more likely to have children who drink a lot. Weaker

evidence was found by NORC of program 3-2 impact on the proportions diss

greeing that treatment of an alcoholic is easier if the person doesn't realize

that he or she is an alcoholic.

Suggestive evidence on this topic in the RAC study, falling short of

statistical significance, included the following:

1) Viewers of program A-7 were More likely than viewers of

other shows to report that teenagers of parents who drink

a lot, or who don't drink at all, are more likely to drink.

2) Viewers of program k-411 were more 1;kely than viewers of

other shows to have taken a drinking self-quiz in the

preceding two months.

3) Frequent viewers of the series as a whole were more likely

than infrequent or nonviewers to have sought information

on where to get help for a drinking problem.

TWO of the three behavioral goals on alcoholism were measured. As

indicated above, there was partial or suggustive evidence for an effect

on examining one's drinking habits and on seeking information about sources

of help for a drinking problem.
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/4

Some examples of viewers' comments (see p. 120) regard-.

ing things learned or done in the area of alcohol/

abuse and alcoholism:

°I've become extremely conscious of my drinking.and,have

analyzed how I feel after and now drink no miXed drinks

-- when with friends I have ice and water and the'

host is the.only one the wiser."

"I learned that alcoholism crosses socioeconomic and

cultural lines, ind that it is definitely,i disease."

"As my mother is an alcciholic, the show gaire ne informa-

tion on this problem' and helped Me better understand

her problems-"

"I watched deprogram on alcoholism andlelt the described

situation was not hopeless or helplesstfor the families

of alcoholics."

"I learned that alcoholics should nOt:be ashamed to ask

for help, but most don't know they have a problem."

"Watching the show caused me to get more information on

alcdholics for my father who does drink heavily."

"My aunt who is an al..;oholic has started to believeshe

has a problem. I think part of the reason is'this.

project."

n'learned that alcoholism can happen to v47,4y young

1..eople."

"It caused our son to let Daddy know that he recognized

a drinking problem. Perhapi someday Daddy will do .

something dbout it before it does much more to him."

flmy husband has quit drinking and although it is a

result of many things, the show helped."

"I encouraged a friend to seek help for a drinking

problem."

"I learned that liquordoes not cure problems although

some people at the time think so."

"My husband 1)744, recnnized that he can never take

another drink."

"I have a relative:whose life reseMbled the housewife's,

and watching the show Vve me the courage to talk to

her About alcoholism because I learned so mUch from this

episode and recognized her symptoms."
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ionale for choice of topic 1 (language development)

ing the first two years of life, children acquire information and

ties which are critical to the effective development of language.

ents are unaware that even very young children benefit from hearing

ge spoken normally by adults. In homes where English is not the

nguage, parents may be reluctant to talk to a young child because

that this could impede the child's learning of English.

avioal goal 1

motivate parents or others responsible for child care to engage in

es which stimulate language development in their children.

ormation to convey

1) Babies learn to talk by imitating the people around

themThusv-normal,speechAAJAP,Aff79 than "baby

talk" in stimulating the development of appropriate

speech patterns.

2) Naming objects, reading aloud, storytelling, singing,

and simply allowing young children to hear adult con-

versation can be beneficial long before an infant learns

to speak.

:ionale for choice of topic 2 ()reparation for changes)

;t children experience uncertainty and far when faced with life

such as the arrival of a new baby, beginning school, undergoing

, a death in the family, and parental separation. If parents can

ite the child's reactions to a new situation and provide understanding

lanations, the likelihood of adjustrient problems can be reduced.
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Behavioral smal 2

To motivate parents to prepare their children for any significant change

in their life situation.

Information to convey

1) Children normally experience a fear of rejection as the

birth of a new baby nears. Parents, particularly mothers,

should make special efforts to explain that they will

still love their present child(ren) when the baby comes.

Giving extra attention, tolerating regressive behaviors

which some children engage in temporarily, expressing

understanding of feelings of anger or resentment, and

pointing out positive aspects of having a younger brother

or sister can all help to make a child's adjustment easier.

2) Fear of separation from parents or friends is commonly

felt by children in situations involving a move, entering

a hospital for surgery, startius school, and a death or

serious illness in the family. In any of these "change

situations," parents can make things easier for a child

by encouraging him to express his feelings, by making

him aware that resentment and fear are normal in some

circumstances, and by offering reassurance. Honest

discussion of the consequences of a life change lets a

child know his feelings are understood and can enable

him to cope with new situations more effectively.
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on parenting

Season
Program_

A-4

Segment title

"Sibling Rivalry"

Running
Time Format

4:06 comedy monologue

Bill Cosby discusses how to prepare children for the arrival
of a new baby as he describes his own preparation for the
birth of a younger brother

A-4 "Baby on the Way° 4:38 documentary

A pregnant woman relates her experiences in preparing her
young daughter for the arrival of the baby soon to be born.

A-4 "Not the Only Baby in Town"

A-6, A-8

A-8

A-8

1:59 song

B.B. Xing advises parents that "It's not easy to take when
you first hear that you're not the only baby around" and

offers a song to smooth the way (". . . Don't you feel bad,

cause nobody means to make you sad . . . all those good

times, they don't just end . . . put it this way--you've

got a brand new friend. ").

"Terrible Twos" :58 "commercial"

A two-year-old child is shown making a mess of a kitchen by

pulling things out of cabinets and drawers. Accomnanying

narration points out that two-year-olds learn by exploring
and making mistakes, and thus that parents need to provide

both freedom and guidance.

"Baby Talkh 3:56 comedy monologue

Bill Cosby impersonates an infant who is dissatisfied with
adults who use baby talk with him, and points out that this

may delay his learning to speak properly.

"Goldilocks" 4:38 documentary

Spanish-specaking father reads "Goldilocks and the Three
hears" to his young daughter in English and then translates

it for her into Spanish.

A-8 "Ang to the Baby" 2:00 song

Trini Lopez demonstrates through a song that children learn

to speak by imitating the people around them.

A-10 "Kids GO-Io the Hospital" 1:45 vox pop

Two children discuss with an adult their experiences in a

hospital.
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Ap-10 "Mac's Place segments' 3:29 situation comedy/
drama

Felipe, Rita's five-year-old son, is tO,d ahat to expect when
he goes into the hospital to have his tonsils removed.

A-10 "I'll Stay with You" 2:12 song

Shari Lewis sings a song to comfort a Child who is About to

enter a hospital (". . . I'll stay with you all the way

through . . . and when you need me I'll be there . . .")

A-10 "Preparing Child for Surgery" 8:34 documentary

A true story showing how parents prepared their preschool
daughter for surgery in a hospital.

A-11 "Playing Dead" 4:35 comedy mormlogue

A-11

Bill Cosby recalls how his father prepared him for the death
of his dog Patricia, and discusses children's fears about
sickness and death.

"reath of Pets" :32 vox pop

A man asks a young girl about what she thought when her dog

died.

A-11 "Clip from 'The Waltons" 1:20 drama

P-11

A short segment from an episode of "The Waltons" TV series

in which Jim Bob's pet guinea pig dies.

"Preparing Children for Changes" 1:51 interview

Dr. Edward Mason discusses with parents the importance of
talking openly and honestly with children about their
feelings concerning changes in their lives, such as losing
a pet, the birth of a new brother or sister, starting

school, and changes in family relationships.

A-11 "Changes" 3:00 song

Charlie Rich notes that explaining Changes to a child can
make life easier, then sings as a father to his son

(". . . And there are Changes in the world, changes every

day . . . someone grows up, someone moves away . . . some-

thing getalot,... and somethin4 gets found . ./. so hang onto

me while the world turns around . . .").

EIndings. Although a considerable amount of progiamming time was de-

voted to parenting, much of the material was highly specialized or situation-
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specific; that is, the goals were relevant only for viewers who had a very

young child (language development), had one child and were rurrently ex-

pecting another (preparing child for a new sibling), or had a child facing

hospitalization (preparing child for surgery). Thus it was not surprising

that the few attitude or opinion items used to assess the effects of program

segments on parenting did not indicate significant difference_ --ween

viewers and nonviewers. Ceiling effects were also present to some -zftent,

as reflected in the responses given below for descriptive pu.lpose.s ;.,f. based

on all respondents.

1) Language development in young children.

a. RAC Interim 2, Q8: Babies should be talked to
as grownups instead of in baby talk to stimulate
language development (85% mostly agreed, N = 466).

b. NORC Wave 3, Q4-o: Babies should be talked to in

baby talk so they can understand it better (79%
disagreed, N = 306).

2) Preparation of children for siblings.

a. NORC Wave 3, Q4-h: It is not important to orepare
a child in advance for a baby 1-rother or

sister (92% disagreed, F 308).

3) Preparation for surgery.

a. RAC Interim 3, Q6-a: Children who need an
operation should be told as little as possibll
about what is going to happen in the hospital
(80% of the pretested respondents diragreed,
N = 411; 85% of the unpretested panel control
respondents disagreed, N = 353).

Conclusions. Several attempts to develop neasures for the behavioral goals

on parenting failed to produce items regarded as satisfactory, and the knowledge

items eventually used had ceiling effects (as noted above) which precluded any

demonstration of possible program impact. Effects might have been found in

an assessment covering a longer period of time, which would have increased

the number of opportunities for parents to become involved in -3ituations

related to the.golls, but the period covered was necessarily limited. 183
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Sone examples of viewers' comments (see p. 120) regarding

things learned or done in the area of parenting:

"I'm more observant. I'm a little bit more patient, too.

I'm more patient with my kids than I used to be. If

something happened to the boys, I'm paying much more
attention to them and my reactions to what they do.
I'm toning down my temper."

"I updated my child's immunizations."

"I like the way Bill Cosby discouraged Baby Talk with

children. I have been wanting to put that point ove:

to my relatives, now they understand the reason."

"I've learned to take more interest in my dhildren and

their safety."

"I learned that you have to be more concerned about the

health of= children. You know our chadren are healthy

and we take it for granted but the show told us to have

them checked anyway."

"I learned to take proper care of my children -- how to

cook better foods that will help me and them for the

rest of oux lives."

"I learned how to act when you take kids to the hospital.

What to expect and how to act."

"I keep all the granddhildren and I learned that ihey

are supposed to eat a balanced meal and get their

health checked and teeth looked after, too."

"I watch my children more closely. They are so active

and don't show early symptoms of their illness."

"I learned that you should pay attention to a child

more."
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Mental Health

Rationale for choice of topic

An estimated 10% of the people in the U.S. are in need of some kind of

mental health care. Perhaps 50% of all medical cases have an emotional

component, and economic losses of more than $20 billion a year are attribu-

table to mental illness. These statements reflect a problem of considerable

magnitude, yet many people who could benefit from professional help do not

obtain it because of Its cost, the belief that a stigma is attached to seeking

psychological help, and fear or belief that treatment may not be effective.

Behrrioral goal

To motivate viewers who feel they may have emotional problems to seek

ptofessional help.

information to convey

1) In many cases, treatment for emotional problems is highly

effective.

2) The stigma which formerly was associated with mental illness

has diminished greatly in recent years.

3) In some circumstances, professional counseling can be

obtained at little or no cost to the individual.

4) Depression is an extremely common condition that is often

debilitating. Depression differs from "the blues" in that

it 1.'sts longer, may not be associated with a definite

cause, and is more severe. Frequent symptoms of depression

are loss of concentration, indifference to people and

activities formerly seen as important, difficulty sleeping,

increased concern about physical condition, and "anhedonia"

or the absence of pleasure.
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5) Where additional information about mental illness can

be obtained.

NOTE: For other goals and content related to mental health, see sections

dealing with stress, alcohol abuse, and parenting.

Programming on mental health

Season Running

Program Segment title Time Format

A-1 "Depression Sketch" 2:35 comedy sketch

Two men on a commuter train converse about being depressed.

A-1 "Helping Hand" 2:53 song

Johnny Cash does a song which makes the point that one need
not be ashamed of seeking help for mental problems (". . .

Everybody has his time of trouble, and sometimes itliPso

hard to understand . . . when all you've got is doubt and
no hope of gettin' out, that's the time you need a helping
hand . ").

A-1 "Davey" '6:40 documentary

The story of a young auto worker who successfully sought
professional help for his personal problems. Segment deals
with efficacy of treatment, co-workers' acceptance of Davev's
seeking help, and availability of low-cost professional advice.

A-1 "Johnny Cash Referral" 1:16 /ecture/referra

Johnny Cash gives advice and information about seeking pro-
fessional psychological help and refers viewers to a source
of additional information.

A-2 "Don't Keep It Inside" 2:22 song

Jason and Melba, two regular visitors to Mac's Place, do
a song about their failure to communicate with each other
(". . . When there is something on your mind and it's
botherin' you now, don't keep it inside . . . give it to

me straight and we're fine . . .").

"Someone to Talk To" 2:17 song

Mel Tillis sings about the need to talk with someone when
feeling down (" . . . I wake up mad, go to bed angry, or
I'm singin' those pity-me blues . . . that's when I surely
could use someone to talk to, who'll help me to find where
are my troubles and what's on zy mind . . .").
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B-8 "AM I Blue"
(program title)

Dick Cavett as host 1:35 host comments

Cavett provides introduction to segments throughout program
and to information referral at end.

"John Smith" 8:38 drama

A man and his family in a home setting depict the symrtoms
and consequences of depression.

"Dr. Kline Interview" 5:51 interview

Cavett discusses with Dr. Nathan Kline the symptoms and
treatment of depression, referring to examples of behavior
and feelings shown in the drama preceding the interview.
Dr. Kline cites potential sources of help for individuals
or families facing a problem with depression.

"Helping Hanl"

"Davey"

2:23 song

6:40 documentary

(repeat of segment used in program A-1)

NOTE: Other programming related to mental health is described under the

headings of stress, alcohol abuse, and parenting.

Findings. It is difficult to construct items to measure impact in this

area because of ambiguities in diagnosing a problem and the variety of be-

haviors appropriate for dealing with it. At the attitudinal level, NORC

asked in Wave 2 for agreement/disagreement with the proposition that a person

who goes to a psychologist or psychiatrist to help solve his problems is

basically a weak person (Q6-c). There was only weak evidence that Seasun A

programming had any effect on this attitude.

On the behavioral level, RAC asked on the posttest (IN-a) whether re-

spondents had recently encouraged someone to seek help for an emotional

problem. Data analyzed in reference to viewership of program B-8, which

dealt with depression and mental health, indicated a suggestive but not
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Table 30. MENTAL HEALN: SUGGESTIVE BEHAVIORAL EFFECTS (RAC)

RAC Posttest Q6-a: Since the last week of March, have you encouraged someone to seek help for

an emotional problem?

(all respondents) I

REPEATED MEASURE

POST-ONLY ANALYSES RESPONDENTS

Season A Pretest

1 Season A Interim

Measure

Season B Posttest

(R 1266)

B-Post

Base N % correct

A. View Show B-8: (159) 30

B. View Other Shows:(378) 30

C. Nonviewers: (729) 20

Estimate of Effect . A-B: 0%

REPEATED MEASURE

RESPONDENTS

Season A Pretest

Season B Pretest

Season B Posttest

(R 2439)

B-Post

Base N % correct

(258) 38

(703) 24

(1478) 19

14%***

(college-educated respondents only)

POST-ONLY ANALYSES REPEATED MEASURE

RESPONDENTS

Season A Pretest

1 Season A Interim

Measure

Season B Posttest

(R = 637)

B-Post

Base N % correct

REPEATED MEASURE

RESPONDENTS

Season A Pretest

Season B Pretest

Season B Posttest

(N . 1184)

B-Post

Base N % correct

PANEL CONTROL

RESPONDENTS

Season B Posttest

(R = 1066)

B-Post

Base N % correct

(378) 28

(538) 18

PANEL CONTROL

RESPONDENTS

Season B Posttest

(N = 513)

B-Post

Base N % correct

A. View show B-8:

B. View Other Shows:(182)

C. Nonviewers:

Estimate of Effect

(86)

(369)

A-B:

33

27

22

6%

(144)

(326)

(714)

42

27

20

15%**

(64)

(195)

(254)

48

27

21

21%**

** p < .01/ 2-tail

*** p 4 .001/ 2-tail

44 ..~...111.11411....
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statistically significant behavioral impact. The impact was consistently

greater within the following subgroups: males, college-educated respondents,

respondents with 6-17 year-old children, and persons 55 years old and over.

In Table 30, one such subgroup, college-educated respondents, is displayed

to illustrate the subgroup response pattern.

Conclusions. For both an opinion item and a behavioral item in the

mental health area, effects data are suggestive but not clearly demonstrative

of an impact.
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Some examples of viewers' comments (see p. 120) regarding

things learned or done in the area of mental health:

"I realized after watching the show on depression that

I needed help. I learned it's an illness, and treatable."

"I learned of lithium. My wife is now in the hospital

testing the same." "

"I learned where I could get help for a friend (from the

telephone numbers flashed on the screen) ."

"I never knew before that the family members were so af-

fected by the depressed member of that family. I thought

only the depressed person suffered but I see that others

suffer anxiety and can become depressed as a result."

"Depression, what are its signs and effects. In my case,

when I lost my job, I was very depressed and didn't

know so until I watched that particular show. It gave

me the necessary push to 'cross the border."

"The show made me feel like there was no reason to be

embarrassed if I needed help for depression. If I get

a sore throat I go to the doctor so why not go for help

if I have depression."

"I learned how common depression was and how symptoms I

had felt matched closely those of the businessman in

the skit. I also think there was a lot of support for

those who might need help."

"There is a member of my family who suffers emotional

problems but will not seek help. I was more urged to

talk to him about seeing someone with whom he.could

communicate his feelings after seeing the show on de-

pression and learning that help was available for his

particular problem."

"Stop procrastinating and get medical help for an anxiety

problem."

"I learned to view depression as more of a disease than

I had previously and also now see it as less of a class

disease. The garage mechanic's story was very

educational."

"It's hard to talk out your problems with someone, but I

learned that depression only gets worse if you try to

handle it alone."

"I learned to get myself out of depression states be-

cause of the show I saw about the man being gloomy and

depressed."
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Nutrition

Rationale for choice of topic 1 (nutritious snacks for children)

Over-consumption of sugar contributes to obesity and dental disease;

much of the excess sugar is consumed in sweet snacks. Nutritious snacks are

especially important for children since the food they eat between meals may

constitute a substantial part of their total diet.

Behavioral goal 1

To motivate parents and others responsible for child care to give chil-

dren nutritious snacks.

Information to convey

1) Children consume too much sugar, much of it in the form

of sweet snacks.

2) Foods which can provide nutritious snacks for children

(e.g., cheeses, nuts, fruits, raw vegatables).

3) Foods which provide non-nu_zitious snacks (e.g., cupd-Akes,

mild?, soft drinks, sugar-coated cereals).

4) Food children eat between meals often constitutes a sub-

stantial part of their total diet.

5) Nutritious snacks are often cheaper than candy, cakes, etc.

Rationale for choice of topic 2 (saturated fat)

Medical authorities suggest that a reduction of saturated fat in the

American diet would result in reduced risk of heart disease and stroke. In

the U.S. today, about 40-45% of the average daily caloric intake is fat.

Behavioral goal 2

To motivate viewers to reduce their excess consumption of foods high in

saturated fat.
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Information to convey

1) Most people eat too much food containing saturated fat.

2) Foods which are high in saturated fat (e.g., meat, whole

milk, butter, egg yolk).

3) Foods which are low in saturated fat (e.g., chicken,

turkey, most fish, non-fat milk, cottage cheese).

4) Intake of saturated fat is thought to be associated

with increased risk Of heart disease.

5) Ways the saturated fat content of meals can be reduced

(e.g., cooking with vegetable oils, using egg substitutes

and whole milk substitutes, broiling rather than frying,

using margarine instead of butter).

Rationale for choice of topic 3 (vitamin A deficiency)

Adequate levels of vitamin A are necessary for maintaining good health

in adults and normal growth and development in children. However, recent

studies have shown that vitamin A levels are low in many population sub-

groups, particularly Spanish-Americans and the young.

Behavioral goal 3

, To motivate viewers to eat more foods which are sources of vitamin A.
_

Information to convey

1) Health benefits of maintaining dequate levels of

vitamin A (to promote growth, maintain health of eyes

and skin, provide resistance to certain bacterial in-

fections).

.2) Foods which are good sources of vitamin A (liver, fish,

dark green and deep yellow vegetables such as spinach and

pumpkin, peaches, raw apricots, etc.).
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3) Many foods rich in vitamin A require no preparation

(e.g., carrots, cantaloupe, peaches, tomatoes, broccoli,

raw apricots).

Rationale for choice of topic 4 (fresh fruits)

Fresh fruits supply the body with vitamin A, vitamin C, and a variety of

other necessary nutrients. It is generally agreed that greater consumption

of fresh fruit would improve the quality of the American diet, particularly

if fruit were substituted for the desserts and snack foods now consumed in

large quantities.

Behavioral goal 4

To motivate viewers to eat more fresh fruit.

Information to convey

1) Fresh fruit is a good source of vitamin A, vitamin C,

the B vitamins, and other nutrients.

2) Fresh fruits are low in calories.

3) Fresh fruits are easy to prepare.

4) Generally available fresh fruits are apples, bananas,

oranges, pears and grapefruit.

5) Fresh fruits can be substituted for less nutritious

desserts (e.g., cake, pie, cookies).

Programming on nutrition

Season Running
Program Segment title- Time FoAlat

A-1 "Bun 'n Run" :59 parody

In this parody of fast-food restaurant commercials, a smiling
family hurries through a meal at "Bun 'n Run". The tag line
of the accompanying jingle is "It's not dinner, it's just fun."
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"The Eating Game" 5:08 parody

A take-off on TV game shows; contestants try unsuccessfully
to pick a fast-food meal with proper nutrients and caloric
values. Information on proper diet and nutrition is pro-
vided\in comments by the game show host.

"Steaming Vegetables" and' demonstration
"Too Much of a Good Thing" 4:18 and song

Blues singer B.B. King demonstrates that steaming is a quick
and easy way to prepare vegetables and that it also pre-
serves their nutrient value.

"Death Row" 3:32 comedy sketch

Charlie Callas portrays a man in Death Row awaiting his
last meal. A priest discourages him from eating the sirloin
steak, cocoanut cream pie, and other foods because their fat
content poses a health risk.

A-4 "Why Keep Fat Out of Your Diet?" 3:07 lecture

Dr. William Lathan discusses ways of obtaining protein
without also obtaining a high saturated fat content.

A-4 "Chocolate Bunny" 1:00 "commercial"

Animated take-off on "The Maltese Falcon" in which the
Humphrey Bogart character decides to look for fruits
rather than tracking down the Chocolate Bunny.

A-5 "Wouldn't You Rather Have
a Piece of Fruit?" 2:17 song

Ken Berry does a song about snacking on fruit instead of
candy.

A-5 "Permitted Fruit"

A-5

Bill Cosby does a comedy monologue
eating (from the Garden of Eden to

"Roadside Stand"

5:39 monologue

as a lecturer on fruit
the present).

2:48 song

Martin Mull sings a humorous song that tells of a truck
driver who keeps "one eye out for highway danger, the
other out for fruit".

"Cornucopia" :48 "commercial"

Visual of a cornucopia with accompanying narration lists
chemical ingredients of modern snack foods in the style
of a TV commercial for such foods.
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A-7 "Mbrris Katz" 1:39 "commercial"

Parody of cat-food commercial in which a man named MOrris
Katz is offered a meal from the four basic food groups

. needed for a proper diet.

A-7 "Eating Game II" 5:54_ parody

Parody of TV game show in which a contestant tries to
- put together a balanced diet from a variety of foods.

A-7 "Algo Poco Differente". 3:43 song

Tito Puente and musical group do a song in Spanish and
English which suggest trying something "a little different"
in the way of diet.

NCTE: Program H-13, which was devoted entirely to weight control and over-

eating, was aired after data collection for the evaluation was completed.

The program is not described here.

Findings. Statistically significant differences were found for six

informational items and for multiple measures of one behavioral item in the

nutrition area. Additional items were suggestive of info e'-.I.onal or

behavioral impact but were not statistically significant '11%-,1se of the

magnitude of the observed differences and/or small sample e.zes.

There were 9 informational items and 2 behavioral items where the

FEELING GOOD series could have had a measurable impact, but did not. Neither

significant nor suggestive results were obtained on these items:

1) RAC Interim 1, Q6-b: Cholesterol is found in . . .

(egg': and dairy products).

2) NORC Wave 2, Q6-H: Eggs contain a lot of cholesterol

(agree). (Also asked, but not analyzed, for NORC Wave 4.)

3) RAC Interim 3, Q5-a: Egg whites contain a lot of

cholesterol (mostly disagree).
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4) NORC Wave 3, Q4-c (pamd NORC Wave 4, Q4-i): Eating foods

high in cholesterol won't hurt you (disagree).

5). NORC Wave 3, Q4-e: There is a lot of cholesterol in

leafy green vegetables (disagree).

6) RAC Interim 3, Q5-b: Which of the following foods are

high in cholesterol? (ice cream . . . organ meats)

7) RAC /nterim 2, QS-a: Fruit . . . (contains vitamins and

minerals).

8) RAC Interim 1, Q6-c: Meals that you get at fast-food

eating places are high in fat and low in vitamin content

(mostly agree).

9) RAC Interim 2, Q5-b: Wbich of these is the most balanced

meal? (Meat loaf, mashed potatoes, spinach, roll and

butter, and milk)

10) RAC Interim 1, Ql-f (and RAC Interim 3, Ql-f): (/n

approximately the last two months) have youpurposely

cut down on eggs, neat, butter or milk because they have

a lot of cholesterol? (yes)

11) NORC Wave 3, Q10-b: (Since we last talked with you) have

you made an effort to cut down on the amount of cake,

cookies, candy and other sweets your children eat? (yes)

Tables 31-33 display significant or suggestive informational and be-

havioral data, as well as trend data for tielf-reported behaviors in the

nutrition area.
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Table 31. SIGNIFICANT' OR SUGGESTIVE INFORMATIONAL
EFFECTS ON NUTRITXON (NORC AND RAC)

NORC Wave 3, Q 4-b: Eggs contain a lot of cholesterol. (agree)

Season A:

% agree:

TREATMENT GROUP A
Induced to View

and be Interviewed
Hi Viewer Lo Viewer
(N166) , (NI 1'97)

91 85

TREATMENT GROUP B ' TREATMENT GROUP C
Induced to be
Interviewed NO Inducement
NOnviewer Nonviewer
(N446) (NaiiiM)

78* 80

IORC Wave 3, Q 4-d: Margarine contains more cholesterol than
butter. (disagree)

% disagree: 74 54** 45*** 41

NORC Wave 3, Q 4-v: It is good for yolir health to eat the skin of
turkey or chicken. (disagree)

% disagree: 77 55** 54** 70

NORC Wave 2, Q 6-b: It takes less time
bo boil them. (agree)

Season A:

% agree:

TREATMENT GROUP A
Induced to View

and be Interviewed
Hi Viewer Lo Viewer
(N=46) (N.63)

76 65

to steam vegetables than

TREATMENT GROUP B
Induced to be
Interviewed
Nonviewer
0.240

46*

Significance of difference from Hi Viewer group: *p< .05, **p<.01,
***p4C.001
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Table 31. (Cont'di.) SIGNIFICANT OR SUGGESTIVE INFORMATIONAL
EFFECTS ON NUTRITION (NORC AND RAC)

RAC Interim 1, Q 6-a: Steamed vegetables are better for you than
boiled vegetables. (mostly agree)

Viewers of lilt:ewers of A-1, A-2, A-7
Show A-1 A-2 or A-3 Nonviewers
aiwo (N=43) (N=392)

% mostly agree: 90 83 76

RAC Interim 3, Q 5-c: It is not healthy to eat chicken skin.
(mostly agree)

Viewers of Viewers of Nonviewers of
Show A-9 A-10 or A-11 A-9, A-10, A-11
(N=68) (N=33) (N=246)

% mostly agree: 59 38* 36

RAC Interim 2, Q 5-a: Fruit. . . (helps clean your teeth)

Viewers of Viewers of NonvieWiiks of

Show A-5 A-6,A-7 A-8 A-5,A-6,A-7,A8
(N=69) (4=54) '. (N=328)

% helps clean
teeth: 57 38* 40

* Significantly different from viewers of pxogram A-9 (or
p 4:.05, 2-tail.
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Table 32. SIGNIFICANT OR SUGGESTIVE BEHAVIORAL
EFFECTS ON NUTRITION (RAC AND NORC)

RAC Interim 2, Q 1-h: Since the middle of NoVember, have you...
made a special effort to have more fresh fruit or fruit juice? (yes)

% yes:

Viewers of
Show A-5

(N=69)

81

Viewers A-6 - 8

but not 5
(N=54)

38***

Nonviewers
(N=328)

60***

RAC Interim 1, Q 1-m: In the past two months have you used a steamer

to cook your vegetables? (yes)

% yess

Viewers of
Show A-1

(W-83)

29

Viewers A-2 - A-3
but not 1

(N=43)
25

Nonviewers
(N=392)

21

NORC Wave 2, Q 1-h: Since the last time
made a special effort to eat fresh

Season A viewing:

% yes:

TREATMENT GROUP A

Induced to View
and be Interviewed
Hi Viewer Lo Viewer
(N=46) (N=63)

70 66

we talked, have you
fruit? (yes)

TREATMENT GRGUP B
_

Induced to be
In:terviewed
Nonviewer

(N=24)
42*

NORC Wave 3, Q 6-b: Since the middle of November/December, have you

made a special effort.to eat fresh fruit? (yes)

TREATMENT GROUP A

Induced to View
and be Interviewed

Season A: Hi.Viewer Lo Viewer
(N=66) (N=97)

% yes: 70 83

TREATMENT GROUP B TREATMENT GROUP C

Induced to'be
Interviewed No Inducement

'Nonviewer
(N=46)

52*

Nonviewer
(N=85)

58

*Significantly different from Hi Viewer group, p.G.05, 1-tail.
***Significantly'different from viewers of show A-5. p 4: .001, 2-tail.
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Table 33. TRENDS IN SELF-REPORTED NUTRITIONAL
BEHAVIORS (GALLUP AND RAC)

Gallup Survey #: 1 2 3 3 4 4

Field date: 12/74 2/75 11273 4/75 5-6/75 5-6/75

Q asked for past
2 months only: X X X X

Q asked for past
6 then 2 months: X X

Base N: (1517) (1544) (785) (814) (799) (826)

Made special effort
to have more fruit or
4uice?
% yes: 38 36 NA NA NA NA

Cut down on cake,
cookies, candies, etc.
that your childr4n eat?
% yes: 50 41 NA NA NA NA
(N parents) (735) (721)

Cut down on eggs,
meat, butter, or milk?
% yes: 30 26 28- - -17 29- - - -49

RAC Interim Measure #: 1 2 3

Field date: 12/74 1/75 3/75
Time reference for
Q: Since middle

of October4, November' December
Base N (all respondents): (518) (466) (411)

Have you purposely
cut down on eggs,
meat, butter or milk
because.they.have a lot of
cholesterol in them?

% yes: 33 39 35

Have you made a special
effort to have more fresh
fruit or fruit juice?

% yes: 62 60 66
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Conclusions. Nutritional themes that appeared in both the series and

the evaluation program included the desirability of reducing cholesterol

intake and increasing consumption of fruits and vegetables, reducing sweets

in children's snacka, and preparing foods to preserve nutrients. On the

cholesterol reduction theme, the series was only partially successful in

increasing the awareness of the high cholesterol content in egg yolks.

However, the series was credited with increasing knowledge that chicken or

turkey skins should be avoided, and that butter is higher in cholesterol than

margarine. This did rot translate into behavior change, however. Evaluative

measures on the food preparation theme were restricted to RAC and NORC interim

measures, where small samples made it very difficult to demonstrate statisti-

cally significant differences. Nevertheless, changes in awareness of reasons

for steaming vegetables registered as ste.tistically significant in one case

and suggestive in another. On a nutrition-related theme, there was evidence

of learning that eating.fruit_can help clean one s teeth. There was also

some evidence that viewing the series led respondents to increase their intake

of fresh fruit. Outside the domain of formally structured evaluation items,

it should be noted that the NORC respondents induced to view and be inter-

viewed (Treatment Group A) were asked in Wave 4: "Have you done anything

new or anything differently as a result of watching FEELING GOOD?" The

free responses of self-reported and self-assessed behavioral impact

.elicited by this question fell predominantly into the nutrition category.

JOY
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Weight Control

Dietary aspects of weight control are closely related to the area of

nutrition. The series had no behavioral goals pertaining to weight reduction,

but the evaluation included questions to assess possible ancillary effects of

programming on related topics.

Findings. Only three items were relevant to dietary aspects of weight

control. RAC Interim 1 Q5-a asked which of several options vas a good weight

control program; 83% of the 518 respondents selected "to get more exercise

and eat less," and no differential viewing impact could be detected. Trend

data from RAC and Gallup on the incidence of starting a diet to lose weight

arw.displayed in Table 34.

Conclusions. No series impact was expected or demonstrated in the area

of weight control.

Table 34. WEIGHT CONTROL: DEECRIPTIVE TREND DATA ON STARTING

DIETS TO LOSE WEIGHT (RAC AND GALLUP)

Item: (In the last two months, have you . ) started a diet to lose weight?

1 2 3 3 4 4

Gallup Survey #:
Field Date: 12/74 2/75 4/75 4/75 5-6/75 5-6/75

Q asked for 2
mos. only: X X X X

Q asked first for
2 then 6 mos.: X X

Base N: (1517) (1544) (785) (814) (799)

% yes: 28 24 27 - - - 18 32 - - - 20

RAC Interim: 1 2 3 3 (Panel Control)

Field date: 12/74 1/75 3/75 3/75

Base N: (518) (466) (411) (353)

% yes: 38 44 37 45
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Some examples of viewers' comments (see p. 120) regarding
things learned or done in the area of nutrition:

"We all started watching our diets much closer to make
sure we were getting daily doses of the vitamins needed
and exercises were started up, once again:"

"I have tried to prepare the right meals and to encour-
age my husband to exercise in moderation."

"I was not aware of the extremely low nutritional value
of foods at 'fast food joints."

"Since January I've lost ten pounds and I made myself
do something -- and it was the result of watching your

program."

"I've started weighing myself daily and when I get field

pounds over I start doing domething about it."

"I'm losing weight and say your show helped me realize
overweight is not good. I watch my diet more and do

more exercise."

"I learned about cOOking vegetables and keep nourishment
to a maximum."

"I watched the number of eggs we eat and the eyes and
try to eat nacre carrots and try to see that they (kids)

get rest and proper exercise. I did cut down bread and

bacon and fatty foods. Put in more vegetables, raw
carrots in salad and cut down on sweets a lot."

"I now skin a chicken before cooking it."

"I learned about calories and the value of foods to the
body and what different foods do to your body."

"I now shop for vegetables and meats instead of instant

stuff."

"Now I give my little girls fruit instead of candy."
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Breast Cancer

Rationale for choice of topic

Breast cancer is ihe most common cancer and the leading cause of death

from cancer among women. About 7% develop the disease at some time in their

lives; in 1973 alone, there were an estimated 74,000 new cases and 33,000

deaths from breast cancer in the U.S.. However, the survival rate is very

high (85-90% at five years) when the disease is detected and treated at an

early stage.

Surveys show that most women know,about breast self-examination UMW

but that only 23% do a Bp monthly. The reasons most often given for not

performing a BSE regularly are ignorance of the importance of the examination,

a feeling that it would cause unnecessary worry, and a lack of confidence in

doing a BSB effectively.

BehavioralAoals

1) To motivate women to ask a doctor or nurse to teach them

how to do a BSE.

2) To motivate women to do a BSE monthly.

3) To mOtivate viewers to encourage others (friend, spouse,

etc.) to do a SSE monthly.

Information to convey

1) The best way to learn BO is to have a doctor or nurse

teach you.

2) BSE is a simple procedure to learn and practice.

3) Women who have been taught BSE by a doctor or nurse are

more confident of their ability to do it ffectively.

4) SSE should be done monthly.
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51 Most breast lumps (657804) detected through BSE,are

not malignant..

6) Early detection of malignsicies4reatlyiuUreaselvthe

likelihood of successfultreatment, as evidenced by high

survival rates.

7) Any lump found in a BSE should '.20 chocked by a doctor.

8) Treatment of breast cancer by mastectomy need not preclude

resumption of a full range of normal activities.

Programming on Breast Cancer

Season Bunning

Program, Segment title Tine Format

A-3 "A Family's,Story" 8:05 documentary

A woman and her family tell about their exPerience with breast
cancer--its detection, treatment through surgery, end recovery.
Comments deal candidly with fears of death and lOss:of attrac-
tiveness, and why most are unwarranted.

A-3

A-3

"Celebrate" 2:10 song

Ethel Shutt& portrays an older woman singing about the joys

of living.

"Breast Self-Examination" 3:08 demonstration

A woman doctor shows a patient how to do a breast self-

examination. Narration points out that breast lumps are
quite common but that most are benign.

B-5 "Cavett'Child Interview" 8804 interview
-

Dick Cavett interviews Julia Child about her own experience
with breast cancer. Discussion also covers common miscon-
deptions regarding the prevalence and seriousness of breast
cancer and the consequences of mastectoMy.

8-5 "Breast Essay" 2:05 Ma montage

Illustrated commentary concerning how women feel about their
breasts as they grow up.

B-5 "Breast Oelf-Exemination" 4:51 demonstration

A woman doctor shows a patient how to0o a breast self..

4,2, Oa 67,4 l'a :2; 't't2

,,,,,, .
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examination. Narration covers reasons for performing such

examination regularly.

"Sketches--No Time" 1:37 comedy sketches

Three brief monologues by women who give excuses for not
doing breast self-examination (being too busy, worrying too
much, etc.).

8-5 "A Family's Story" 8:01 documentary

A woman and her family tell about their experience with
breast cancer. (Repeat of segment used in program A-3)

Findings. Tables 35 and 36 present baseline data concerning breast

cancer. In both the RAC and NORC studies, three-fourths of the respondents

were aware that the chance of recovery is very good if breast cancer is de-

tected and trea'ted early. More than 80% had heard of breast self-examination,

and about 45% of women who had exalmined their breasts said that they had

learned the technique from a doctor or nurse. Slightly more than half of the

women in both studies repoited having a breast examination by a doctor on an

annual basis, and about one-fourth claimed to have had such an examination in
.

the past three months. Of the NORC respondents who reported having examined

their own breasts at some time, 3/% said they had first done so within the

last year.

Three knowledge/opinion items and three behavioral items asked on the

RAC posttest and intended to measure effects of viewing produced neither signi-

ficant nor suggestive evidence of impact regarding breast cancer. Thep items

were:

- About what proportion of women will develop breast

cancer? (214-a)

- The likelihood of breast cancer increases with . . .

(age). (1214-c)

- After a woman has had n breast remoyed, she can still

have a normal sex life. (214-f)
,
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Table 35. BASELINE KNOWLEDGE/OPINIONS ON
BREAST CANCER (RAC AND NORC)

very good

fair-

poor

don't know

yes (%)

(Common wording, both studies]
If breast cancer is detected early, do you think the
chance of recovery is.

NORC BASELINE
(N=398)

Baseline Q 28

77

3

2

Q 24: Have you ever heard of
Breast Self-Examination
- - where a woman examines
her own breasts for the
presence of lumps?
(N=400)

88

Q 26: How did you first learn
to exadine your own breasts?
(Base = 296 women who have
examined their own breasts)

from a Coctor:
from a nurse:

from a magazine:

from television:

from a friend:

RAC BASELINE
(N=5,063)

.71taselineQ 9

76

16

6 (incl. no answer)

Q 26-a: Do you know how
to examine your own
breasts for lumps,
without the help of a
doctor or anyone else?
(Weighted N = 8141
women)

83

Q 26-b: How did you
learn to examine your
own breasts for lumps?
(Base = weighted N of
8141 women)

40% doctor or nurse showed
4 me how: 46%

15 from magazine, newspaper
or leaflet: 21

14 from television: 13

3 from a friend: 1
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Table 36. BASELINE BEHAVIORS RELEVANT
TO BREAST CANCER (RAC AND NORC)

NORC BASELINE

Q 23: Did a doctor ever examine
your breasts for the presence
of lumps? (Base ms 400 (women] )
Yes: 84%

RAC BASELINE

Q 25: Has a doctor ever examined
your breasts for lumps? (Base

3,622 women)
Yes: 91%

(aRse = 337 saying "yes" above)

When was the last time? 23-a,

(Base us 3,296 women saving "ves"
Above)

9 25-b_g

...within last 3 months: 27% 26%

...between 3 and 6 mo. ago: 18 22

...between 6 months and
a year ago: 32 27

...between 1 and 2 years

ago: 12 15

...longer than that (mire
than 2 years ago) : 10 10

In general (usually], how often do you have (does la doctor examine
yoar breasts?

(12 23-b; Base am 335 saying "yes"

to Q 23)

(12 25-c; base gm 3,296 women

saying "yes" to Q 25)

...every 3 months: 2% 1%

...every 6 months: 19 17

...every year: 56 56

...every 2 years: 4 4

...less often than that
rzess than every 2 yrs.): 8 2

...no regular time: 10 17

...don't know: 1

reportedl: 3

NORC Q 25: Did you ever examine
your own breasts for the presence
of lumps?

(Base im 350)

..yes: 84%

NORC Q 25-a, asked of 296 women
saying "yea" above: When did you
start examining your breasts --
wrrt...
...within thelast 3 months: 13%
...between 3 and 6 mos. ago: 7
...between 6 months and a

year ago: 12
...between a year and 2

years ago: 17
...longer ago than that: SO 209
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- When was the last time a doctor examined your breasts

for lumps? (236)

- When was the last time you examined your own breasts

for lumps? (237)

- In the last six months, did you try to get information

on any of the following subjects for yourself or someone

else? . . . (WYW to do a breast examination for women)

(90-f)

A behavioral item used by NORC on Wave 2 (21-f) and repeated on Wave 3

(26-g) produced results which were not significant or clearly suggestive on

either wave. The item wass

- Have you asked a doctor to teach you how to examine

your own breasts since we last talked with you?

However, significant or suggestive evidence of effects was found on a

number of other items. The data are presented in Tables 37 through 45. To

provide a context for interpreting the NORC and RAC data, findings from the

four Gallup surveys are included in Table 46. A statement of conclusions

follows the tables.

As described earlier, the Gallup Organization conducted four national

surveys to provide trend data. Among behaviors checked repeatedly were breast

self-examinations and breast examinations by a doctor within the preceding two

months (female respondents). Data from the first two Gallup surveys appearel

to be inflated on these behavioral self-reports, probably reflecting infla-

tionary influences of telescoping by respondentss i.e., reporting actions

taken more than two months earlier as having occurred within the preceding two

months. For the last two national surveys, therefore, Gallup built an experi-

ment into the interviewss half the respondents were asked the behavioral

checklist items as before (referenced to the preceding two months); the other
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half were first asked the questions in reference to the last six months,

then again for the last two months. The rationale was that the tendency to

telescope would be expended in reference to the six-month interval, making

the same question far freer of that inflation when later asked for the pre-

ceding two months. There were definite and uniform indicationi that self-

reported health behaviors referenced to the last two months were indeed higher

(by about 10%) when asked directly than when preceded by an initial self-

report referenced to the last six months. Gallup concluded: "The responses

of those who were first asked about the six-month period provide a good

estimate of the proportion of all adults who actually took each health step

within the past two months" (Gallup, Volume IV, p. 14).

Self-report data on these same two breast cancer-related behaviors were

much higher in RAC's four-city study than in the Gallup surveys. Even with

the population and methodological differences between the two studies, the

RAC self-report behavioral data appear inflated beyond the inflated level of

the Gallup data. This probable inflation is pointed out in the RAC report,

but with the conclusion that this did not affect the relative standing of

various respondent subgroups. The behavioral self-reports in the RAC and

NORC studies were intended to provide an estimate of relative effects among

various levels of viewership. The self-reports provided by the last two

Gallup surveys presumably are more accurate as indicators of specified

health behaviors in the general adult population.

Table 46 presents the relevant data from Gallup waves 1-4, RAC

interim measures 1-3., and NORC waves 2 and 3.
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Table 37. BREAST CANCER: DESCRIPTIVE KNOWLEDGE AND OPINION DATA
(RAC AND NORC)

RAC Interim I

RAC Q 8-a: Women should examine
their breasts for lumps -

Viewers of Nonviewers
Show A3 of Shows

Al - A4
(N = 64) (N = 377)

- every month: 66 58

RAC Q 8-b: If discovered early,
most breast cancer can be
controlled -

- mostly agree: 99 94

RAC Q 8-c: A lump in the breast
almost always means a woman has
cancer -

- mostly disagree 91 79

TREATMENT GROUP A TREATMENT GROUP B

. NORC treatment group: Induced to View and Induced to be
be interviewed interviewed

Viewing level: mat Low Nonviewer

Subsample size: (N=46) (N=63) (N=24)

NORC Wave 2, Q 8: If
bieast cancer is detected
early, do you think the
chance of recovery is - -

very good: 89% 78% 88%
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Table 38. BRIO MORI HEM EFFEas IN SEASON A (RAC)

vongsgsitammislimmillIMWIMPINpogNININIWONlipOSIMMOIMPasmiNholamfite.OMMIsiesseriewohosomewswarms

RAC Interim I, referenced to "Since the middle of October,"

2; (Dile you) had a breast examination by a doctor? Q 21:

Examined your ovn breasts for 1umps? (Based on women only)

(Ori examined breasts)

yes:

All Viewers Viewers of

Respondents of A3 All MI A4 !ionviewers

t 378) (N $ 52) (N : 50) (N 276)

301 211 221 321

Q (4amined own breasts)

751 871 641
yes:

i 75)

L.

it Significantly different frce A3 viewers p 05, V.
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Table 39. BREAST CANCER: BEHAVIORAL EFFECTS IN
SEASON A (NORC)

NORC Wave 2, Q 1-d, and Wave 3, Q 6-e: Since we last'talked with .you,

have you had a doctor examine your breasts?

NORC Wave 2, Q 1-e, and Wave 3, Q 6-f: Have you examined your own
breasts?

TREATMENT GROUP A TREATMENT GROUPE TREATMENT GROUP C
Treatment Induced to View Induced to be
Group: and he Interviewed Interviewed Nojnducement
Viewing
Level: High Low Nonviewer Nonviewer

N, Wave 2: (46) (63) (24)

N, Wave 3: (66) (97) (46) (85)

Has doctor examined breasts since last interview?

Wave 2: 13% 13% 8%
Wave 3: 38% 38% 26% 38%

Have you exanined your own:breasts since last interview?

Wave 2: 80% 68% 54%*
Wave 3: 80% 85% 57%** 69%

Significantly different from high viewer groom0p4(.05, 1-tailed

test; **p4C.01, 1-tailed test.
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Table 40. BREAST CANCER KNOWLEDGE EFFECTS IN
SEASON B (NORC)

NORC Wave 4, Item 4-41: After a woman has had a breast removed
because of canoer, She is still capable of having a normal
sex lire. (agree)

TREATMENT GROUP A. TREATMENT GROW B TREATMENT GROUP C

Induced to View Induced to be

and be Interviewed Interviewed No inducement

Program h-s Viewer Nonviewer Nonviewer Nonviewer

Viewing
Status: (H=91) (N=146) (N=103) (R=84)

98% 96% 88%** 88%

NOM Wave 4, ,2 11: How often do you.think a woman should examine her

own breasts for lumps? (every matth)

75% 61%* 51%*** 48%

NORC Wave 4, Q 12: Even with early detection and treatment, a
large majority of women with breast cancer die from it. (disagree)

88% 79% 68%*** 64%

Statistically significant differences from the viewer group:

* P< .05, 1-tail
** p4 01, 1-tail
***,p4.001, 1-tail
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Table 41. BREAST CANCER; PROGRAM B-5 KNOWLEDGE. EFFECTS (RAC).

RAC Posttest 214mb: Out of 100 women vho discover a lump in their breast, hui many of them

turn out to be cancer? ("about 15" ormabout 25")

REPEATED MEASURE REPEATED MEASURE PANEL CONTROL

pOST.ONLY ANALYSES RESPONDERS RESPONDENTS RESPONDE176

Season A Pretest Season A Pretest

1 Season A Interim

Measure Season B Pretest

Season 8 PoCtest Season B Posttest

(N 125i m 2439)

Season B Posttest

(N m 1066)

Base N

B-Post

I correct Base N

Host

% correct Base N

B-Post

% correct

A. View Show B-5: (266) 28 (505) 27 28,(303)

,

B. View Other Shows:(271) 17 (456) 20 (225) 26

C. Nonviewers: (729) 18 (1478) 20 (538) 17

Estimate of EffectmA-B: 11% *** 71* 2%

***P < .001, 2-tail * P < .05, 2-tail

21'7
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Table 42, BREAST CANCER: SEASON B RONLEDGE,EPPECTS (RAC)

RAC Posttest Q 14-d:

POST-ONLY ANALYSES

How often should women examine their breasts for lumps? (every month)

A. View Show B-5:

B. View other Shows:

C. Ibnvievers:

Estimate of Iffect*A-B:

PRE-POST ANALYSES

A. View Show 8-5:

B. View Other Shows:

C. Monviewerg

Definition of

Effect Estimate:

Estimate of Effect:

(pre to post gain)

REPEATED MEASURE MUTED MEASURE REPEATED MOE

RESPONDERS RESIODENTS REMNDENTS

SO034 A Pretest SeiSon A Pretgat

1 SUM A Interim

Meagre
Season B Pretest

Season B Posttest Season B Posttest Sewn B Posttest

(N * 1266) m 2439) (ly 1066)

Blot B-Post B-Post

Base N % correct

(303) 63 ,

(225) 59

WO N I correct BAN N % correct

(266) 56 (505) 69

(271) 58 (456) 62

(729)
60

(1478) 64

8% 7%

COMPAIISI FOR

SNOW B PIE tt POST EITECTS

(group 2 above, pre to post)

HIE + +

Not + + -

NM%

(503) 51

(456) 50

(1475) 50

Subtract I- "backsliders" (Pre+, Post-)

frail % °converts" (Pre-, Post+) for

viewing levels A, B and C. Then, Effect s

(A-C) (B-C) A-B.

I I I

6 18 25

12 12 27

10 14 26

12%*

* P .05, 2-tail

(538) 61

4%



Table 43, BREAST CANCER: SEASON B KNOWLEDGE EPPECTS (RAC)

RAC Posttest Q14-e: Even with early detection and treatment, a large majority of women with

breast cancer never recover from it, (mostly false)

REPEATO MEASURE REPEATi MEASURE

POST-ONLY ANALYSES RESPONDENTS RESPONDENTS

Season.A.Pretest

A. Vigo Show 3-5:

B. Vie/ Other Shows:

C. Nonvieiers:

Estimate of Effect:IA-8:

PRE-PCST ANALYSES

1A:Pretest

1 Season,A Interim

laasuie

Season B Posttest

(N II 1266)

B-Post

Base N I correct4111=1. NMMMIWIS111.0.6

(266) 87

(271) 85

(729) 82

21
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Season 1 Pretest

Season B Posttest Solon B Postteit

.-(Na 2439)- , ,,,(14.11.1{166)

B-Post B-Post

Base N % correct Base N % correct

L
.

RESPONDENTS

(505) 84

(456)

(1478)

/NTRA-GROUP COMPARISONS POR

SEASON B PRE to 130ST OEMS

(group 2 above, pre to post)

+ + -
B-Post + - 4 -

Base N % %

A, View Show B-5: (503) 71 7 12

B, View Other Shows: (456) 73 11 8

C. Nonviewers: (1475) 71 10 11

Definition of

Effect Estimate:

Estimate of Effect:

(pre to post gain)

10

7

(303) 78

82

83

2%

(225)

(538)

75

77

3%

,14

:

Subtract% "backsliders7 (Pre+, 'Po#=)

frit % "converts". :(Pre-; Post+) *Oaring

levels A, Br and C. Then, .Effect (A-C),i(B-C)



Table 44. BREAST CAKE: PROGMM B-5 BEHAVIORAL VMS (RAC)

1 !I 10111110111111=10.1.

RAC Posttest Q6-e: Since the last week of March, have you suggested to a friend or relative

of yours that she have a doctor examine her breasts? (Fes)

OFEATED MEASURE

POST-ONLY ANALYSES RESPOONS

Season A Pretest

1 Season A Interim

Measure

Season B Posttest

(N 1266)

REBA& MEASURE

RESPONDENTS

Season A Pretest

SOW B Pretest

Season B Posttest

(N m 2439)

PANEL CONTROL

RESPONDERS

Season B Posttest

(11 II1066)

B-Post B-Post Host

Base N I correct Base N I correct Base N I correct

1 ,

A. Vie/ Shoo B-5: (266) 29 (505) 24 (303) 26

B, Viro Other Shows: (271) 20 (456) 17 (225) 13

C. Nonviewers: (729) 10 (1478) 13 (538) 11

Estimate of EffectsA-B: 9* 7* 13*

*P i 05, 2-tail
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Table 45. BREAST CANCER: SEASON B
BEHAVIORAL EFFECTS (10W)

NORC Wave 4, Item 25. Did you ever examine your own breasts for the
presence of lumps? (yes)

TREATMENT GROUP A TREATMENT GROUP B
Induced to View Induced to be

and be interviewed' Interviewed

TREATMENT GROUP C

No Inducement

Viewer Nonviewer Nonviewer Nonviewer

Program 8-5: 01=9l) (N=146) (N=103) (N=84)

% yes: 98 93 87** 81

Item 25-a: [If YeS] When did you start examining your breasts --
was it... (within the last 3 months)?

(N=89) (N=134) (N=90) (N=67)

% within
last 3 mos.: 15 9 3** 9

.3-6 mos.: 10 13 2* 3

6 mos.-1 yr.: 25 23 14* 16

Item 25-b [LE Yes to Item 25]:

your breasts?

(N=89) (N=134)

How did you first learn to examine

(N=68)(N=91)

..From TV: 40% 27* 7*** 12

..Doctor: 25 37 43 48

..Magazine: 8 13 14 18

Significance of difference from the viewer group:
*p< .05

***p < .001
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Table 46. TRENDS IN SELF-REPORTED BREAST

EXAMINATIONS (GalluPr RAC AND NORC)

Gallup Survey #: 1 2 3 3 4 4

Field date: 12/74 2/75 4/75 4/75 5-6/75 5-6/75

Q asked for past
2 months only:

Q asked for past 6
then 2 months:

Base N:

Breast self-examination
reported:

Breast examination by
doctor reported:

X X

(768) (765) (387) (412) (407) (417)

51% 38% 40%----29% 46% 36%

32% 26% 33%----19% 32% 20%

RAC Interim Measure #:
Field date:

Time reference for item: Since

the middle of . . .

1 .2 3

12/74 1/75 3/75

OCtober NOveMber DeceMber

Base N (all female respondents): (378) (338) (297)

Breast self-examination reported: 75% 72% 74%

Breast examination by doctor reported: 30% 36% 31%

NORC Wave: 2 3

Field date: 12/74 2/75

Time reference for item:
Since, . 11/74 12/74 for Wave.2 Rs.

11/74 for others

respondents): (135/134) (309).

Breast self-examination reported: 70% 74%

Breast examination by doctor
reported: 13% 37%
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Conclusions. Before the series began, three-fourths of the respondents

in'the RAC and NORC studies felt that chancec of recovery from.breait cancer'

Were very good When it was detected early; breast self-examination (BSE) Was-

a.familiar concept to over 80%;.and television Wei Cited-by 13-14% as the
_

respondentis source of information about BSE (Table 35).

The series did have certain positive'effects with regard to .breast

cancer. RAC female respondents 'whoa viewed program A-3, which treated this

topic, reported in significantly greater proportions a breast self7

examination since the middle of October, 1974, than did nonvieWers or viewers
.

of other'shows (Table 38)-. NORC respondents who.Were high viewers of.SeasOn

A programming (therefore more likely to.have seen program ii3) reported in

greater proportions that they had recently-daneTilireast self-examination

(rable 39). NO other impact on knowledge or opinion was attributable to

program Ar-3 or to Season A programming in general, on the subject of breast

cancer: e.g., optimum frequency of conducting BSEs, chances Of recovery from

breast cancer, the ability to control breast cancer, or the probability that

a lump means cancer.

After program 875 also treated the topic of breast cancer, both the

RAC and NORC studies detected two knowledge/oiinion effects: (1) an increase

in the proportions reporting that breast self-examinations should be con-
.

ducted every, month (Table 42 for RAC; Table 40 for NORC); ,and (2),an increase

in the proportions reporting that the Chances of recovery from breast cancer

are good, given early detection and treatment (Table 43 for RAC; Table 40 for_

*NORC). -Ceiling-effects in-both_studies_made it difficult_for_the.program

increase the'proportion of viewers believing that a woman is capable of a

normal sex-life after breast removal, but even so the NORC study showed par-

-tial-evidence_for a_vieticimx_imfEmmt-oz this item (Table 40).
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Behavioral effects attributed to program 8-5 include the following:,

1) An increase-in the, proportion reporting that they had

recently suggested breast examination to a friend or

relative (RAC study,'Table-.44)-.____----7

2) An increase in the proportion reporting previOUs breast

self-examinations and-recent initiation Oiereast self-
.

. -
examinations OMDRC-studivTabliA51...,,,..

.3) An increase in the, proportionreporting,thatthey_learned'

how tcydo a ,breast self-examinatiOn

CNORC study, Table 45).
.

There was no detectable effect of pxogram 875 on.repOrted incidence:of'
. . . .

breast examinations by a doctor or in breast self7examinationA. ....Comparisons :=H

, ,
.

of RAC and,NORC trend data with Gallui trendldati (flibln-46),indiCated proba-

ble inflation In absolute terms of these and other self-repOrted'health.be-
.

haviors; however, the relative proportions among various viewing/non-viewing

groups remain interpretable.
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Some ,tuiamples, 'of 'viewers'. ccerments (see sp..:120).':XagaXding

things learned or dime in the area of 'breeit 'cancer:, ;,

"The-program Made.*.7ekamine.my.breasts Morei7'cicitely and -

*Buie _enough I,:did, detect:a luetp,On mylleft'.breast.',
immediately

, Week. Wee:Opereteci.on: By aOting eo OiCkly the lump .
was 'lacaliXed.-end ,had not, tiread much, but .t was :

malignant.. ., This Wee three weeks. ego -hag."

"Somehow: the subject of breast ,cancer seems to me now
fiightening titian it Ivied

"The Preventative cancer iethOds are'effective ainci
learned to at least examine-myself for breast cancer:"

;

"My. mite ..is going ; to the Virginia.Masion' Olinic
.

Seattle on July llth for a breaat.icanCer..oheCk."
,

"I. learned what to . lOOk foi in my;breeat.PefOre.; .
really didn't understand hOw::.-to-cbeCk%rityaelf;;;". ,

"I learned that breast cancei was
about.; I leerned that some women .die end same.dOn't:7

,

"I learned how one can-live an active life 'even with a
mastectomy."'

"After watching the show I discussed'bieast'.eXaMinations
with my liandee."

"I learned how simple, it is to check for breast, can-
car. I'm one of the lucky ones to have fOund.out that
a lump doesn't always mean cancer."

"I learned the effecti,of a maeteCtoMy heed not alter
the Course of a 34oraen's

"I learned more about giving myself breast checks ,and
how iiPortant the. exakinatiorie .'.r learned a lae. '-
more about it. I also learned-More aboOt *e 'Chances
of recovery." . ,
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::-

-:Accident Prevention and Control, and Medical'anergencies

Rationale P.A. chOice'of toiAc.1 (acdidental poisoning)'

-

.1.rut;700,000 accidental poisonings .occUr,annual1y in the U.S In one

844,00 Of.these accidentS inVolved Children4nder five yearS,of age,,

with toddlers aged one,to.three affected most ofien: Since'children of this

age May be unable to distinguish hazardous Substances the Most 'effective

means of preventing accidental poisoningi is to.make such substandes in-

Accessible to children. LOCal poison contriA:Centeri Can prOVideinfOrMatiOn

about potentially hazardous Substances as well as treatment WhenaCCidentil

_ingestion occurs.

Behavioral goals

1) To motivate viewers tb store potentially hazardous

substances out of the reach of children.

2) To motivate viewers to find out the number and location

of the nearest poison control center (and other emergency

numbers).

Informatior to convey

1) Ingestion of medicines.(such as aspirin) is the most

common cause of accidettUrpoisoning for children aged

1-5.

2) The kitchen is the most common site of poisoning accidents.

3) The likelihood of accidental poisoning of children is

reduced by storing medicines and household-cleaners-In

high cupboards, locked cabinets, or on high closet

shelves rather than under the kitchen sink.

4) Poison control centers provide information aboUt Possible

:poisons', their effects, antidotes, an&trestmehte;._



5) Having,the nuMber of the poieon contrOl:CenterhAndy

can-:eave critical time in an emergencY. ,

Rationale for Choice oftopic 2 '(hurns)

About 91,000 injurieSesCh year are:caused by,homeLfire$4..aUdas many as:.

, .

975,000 people are injured by cOntactvithAlot objeCtsf corrOsiva.substanCeS,

steam or open flames. Fires and bUrns are.,the. leading Cause bf death from

home accidents to Children 174 years old.

'Behavioral goal

To motiVate viewers to avoid circumsts. NNE; 'which IcoMmonly lead to burn..

injuries.

Information to convey

1) Burn injuries can result from smoking in bed or, improper

disposal of cigarettes, leaving matches or appliance cords

within children's re ane improper storage or, use of

flammable materials.

2) The likelihood of burn injuries to children can.be re-

duced by keeping the home free of potential fire hazards;

not leaving unattended a hot iron, heater, stove or other

source of heat when children are present; and using non-

flammable clothing whenever possible.

programming on accident xevention and control

Season Running

---Pfograr---7-Segment-title--

A.10 "Fred Smokes in Bed" 1:26 -. "commercial"

Middle-aged Fred is shown amoking and cdughing,inA361:. At
the end, narration by his wife, notes "Thit,14'whi0* sleeps
down at the ftrhOuse," AneCI'ked'a.bedj#Shown':.tc-.40.-in the
driveway of or ?ire station. .Barrator:anclIraPhiCeonVeythe
message that "Smoking "can be hatardoUs to yoUr_housai.-toO.."..''

4.47V,
,



lie

"Baby Annie" lid° "commercial"

In this animated spot, a small bail playing doctor gives
his smaller sister a dozen aspirin. A quick trip to the
hospital follows, and the next time the children want .60'
play doctor they find thamediclne is all locked up. _

"Medical Emergencies"v

People on-the street tell'what they think they wouid do --.

in the case of a medical emergency.

A-5 "Common Emergencies" 3:26 lecture/demonstration

Dr.-Timothy Johnson discusses the basic steps in dealing
with.children's cuts andahows how to apply a bandage to
a cut on a toy's leg.

-

A-5 "Poison Control". .1193c Pori

Four women responding to a question discover that they
don't know the poison control telephone number in their

community:

A-5 "Case of the Red ink" comedk aketeh

The climactic Scene in a murder mysteryinvolyinga:police.j
lieutenant:and,three strange Suspecti.. The.caad.turn4,0n.the
alteration of 4 pOiSon ContrelnuMber by the ielephOne

"Mac'SPlade segments" 11 36 sitUatioU,Comedy/..
drama

Five-year-old Felipe is taken to the hospital in a hurry
when everyone thinks he has swallowed some cleaning fluid
kept in the back of Mac's-store.

A-5 "Darling Be Careful" 2:00 song

Rita, Felipe's mother and a waitress at Mac's Place, is
relieved to learn that her son is all right (see preceding

segment). Rita sings to_Felipe (". . . So darling.be carefui,
whatever you do . . . it's so important, I worry for you

now . . whatever you do, I love you . . .0). .

A-8 "BirtY's Mother" ,4f30 'cotedy sketch

----Mrs:::Leshneri-played-byTAppe-Mearaeisvpreparing*ri-a-:--. -.

dinner.and finds that her oven Woet'light..,Tikin4-tOcali:
the gas:coMpany,,she phoneaLthe 844ide PreVentiOn center

..,by:.Mistake:and.Oarries.on a conVeraition witha,doctor .

_ . . _ ,.
.

. ,

., , .. , : .

:there unaware:,:that sheAlai theWrongnumber.. :

. .
.





." 720101114010411, 433
,

galharat,1000241 t41.11.whit lhoy wOuld do and *here

go la qua orii emerginor..

"The Good Swaim

4

4

0004i:7M1.1-111d

4:29 - cois'eaY 'sketch/
song,

Arts Johnson/ aa a Boy SOout, demonstrates through .a..song
how one can help ledioaremirgenoy by gattingal.l.
the *octant information and.then infOrming the telephone
operator.

Arll "Burns" 3 : 35 film" Montage

Segment opens with humorous clips from silent movies
illustrating sitUations involving burn,accidents... Later,
visuals and narration give specific advice concerning
actions to take or avoid in treating a burn injury.

Arll "Abby Neighbor" 1:36 song

Artin Null sings about a nemt-door neighbor who is con-
stantly checking for fire hazards (" . She checks the
oven and the toaster . . . Checks the plugs on all the
wires . she reads the labels on our clothes:. . and
if it burns, out it goes . .").

NOM Other programming on medical emergencies is describid in the

section on heart disease.

yindinas. Several preseries baseline measures are of general interest,

and are presented here for descriptive purposes. In the NORC baseline survey,

399 women were asked: If a child in your house accidentally swallowed some

medicine not prescribed for him, or some cleaning fluid, what is wis very

first thing you would do? Responses were:

. call a doctor (300

make him throw OP:66%)

. take him to a doctor (130

take him to an emergency room/hospital (100

. . give him milk or water (90

. . telephone the poison control center (26)

. (unspecified other, 16t) (NORC Baseline Q39)
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--Among-a-weighted-Sample-size-of-3,210_:paretslif_childienAhder:.six,Aun.

weighted N nOt reported) 62% claimed that all the:medicines and household-

cleaners were kePt out of children's reach; 32%-cleimed that 'some of them

were (RAC Baseline, Q18).

RAC interim 2, Q7-b did not establish4relatiOnship between viewing

Season A programming and the pattern of responses, sO those overall data

are provided for descriptive purposes also: What is the best way to control

bleeding from a cut? (overall N = 466)

. rase cut above head and apply iodine or other
antiseptic (2%)

. . tie a toUrniquet or tight bandage between cut
and heart (25%)

apply pressure with clean cloth for 10 minutes (58%)
.

. wash out cut with water and let bleed to prevent-
infection (5%)

. none of these (1%), don't know (8%)

Season A programming had no statistically significant or suggestive

effects on knowledge of emergency treatment for burns '(RAC interim 3,

Q11 and 11-b). Measures taken during and after Season A showed no clear im-

pact on the proportions claiming to have recently made special efforts to place

harmful materials out of children's reach (NORC Wave 2, Q2-a; NORC Wave 3,

Q10-a; a suggestive but not statistically significant effect was found in

RAC Interim 2, Ql-j).

A major behavioral goal in this topic area was to get people to place

the number of the local poison-control center_near their telephone. There

were indications of successful impact here on several measures: as analyzed

by impact of program A-5, as analyzed by overall frequency of viewing Season

A, and as analyzed by overall.frequency of viewing the series as a whole on

pretest to posttest comparisons. These data are displayed in Tables 47 and 48.
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Table 47. ACCIDENT PREVENTION: SEASON A BEHAVIORAL EFFECTS ON
POSTING THE POISON CONTROL CENTER NUMBER (NORC AND RAC)

NORC_Wave 3, Q7: Do you have the telephone number of the Poison
Control Center written down somewhere?

TREATMENT GROUP A TREATMENT GROUP B TREATMENT GROUP C
Induced to view & Induced to be
be interviewed interviewed No inaucement

Season A: High Low Non- Non-
Viewer Viewer viewer viewer
(N = 32) (N = 54) (N = 28) (N = 44)

% yes: 37 20 7** 9

**Significantly different from High Viewer group, p.4C.01 1-tail.

RAC Interim 2, Ql-e: In the last 2 months, have you placed the
number of the local poison control center near your phone?

Viewed Program Vlewed A-6-8 A-5-8
A-5 but not 5 Nonviewer

(N = 69) (N = 54) (N = 328)

31% yes: 14* 16

*Significantly different from V1ewers of Program A-5,
p4C.05, 2-tail.
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%Wale 48. ACCIDENT PREVENTION: PRETEST-POSTTEST COMPARISONS OF
OVERALL SERIES IMPACT ON POSTING THE POISON CONTR9L CENTER NUMBER

NEAR ilia TELEPHONE (RAC)

RAC Baseline Q7-a: Are these telephone numbers written'down and posted near
your telephone?

. the poison control center in your area
1-qes
2-no
3-not sure

RhC Posttest Q10: Do you have the telephone number of the poison control
center for your area posted near yoUr telephone?

1-dyes

2-no

Base N nuMber checking Proportion of Base N
"no" ok "not sure" on checking "yes" on the
the preseries baseline Posttest

Hi Viewers (viewed
.4 or more shows in
the entire series): (513) 30

Lo Viewers (viewed
1-3 shows in the
entire series): (698) 25*

Nonviewers (viewed
no shows in the
entire series): (1,422) 22***

Significance of difference from the High Viewers:
***p < .001, 2-tail.

236. '
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Conclusions. As assessed in relation to viewing of specific Season A

programs and to viewing levels for the entire series, FEELING GOOD had a

significant behavioral impact on the proportions reporting the posting of

the number of the local poison controlesfiter near the telephone. There was

no demonstrated effect on knowledge of emergency treatment for burns, and

only suggestive evidence of increased efforts to remove harmful substances

from children's reach.

Sone examples of viewers' comments (see p. 120) regarding
things learned or done in the area of accident prevention
and control:

"After watching the show my ten year old son posted the
poison control number besid#! the telephone."

"X thought the episode on poisoning very helpful. Since.

then I have made sure that everything is stored proper-
ly, marked clearly, and out of dhildren's reads."

"I've been more careful with my baby. I put everything
up higher."

"I keep my detergent out in the garage away from my dhild."

"The poison show reminded ma that even though my kids
are six and four, they can still get into things and
it's dangerous to have all that stuff down in their
reach. Cleaning supplies and different chemicals and
bleach, now I've got them put away."

"I try to keep medicine botties closed tightly and out
of reach of the children."

"I learned a better way to handle emergencies with your
children as poison prevention. I feel like I could take
care of an emergency when before 1 didn't think I could
even think straight."

"I've put safety caps on most of my things and 1 learned
that. And 1 used to put my bleach and detergent under
the sink and 1 learned it doesn't have to go there so
now 1 put it on top."

lq've written down all my emergency numbers."
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Doctor/Datient Communication and Patients' Rights

Rationale for choice of toliic 1 (patient questions)

There is considerable evidence that poor communication between doctors

and patients is widespread. For a variety of reasons--awe of the physician,

fear of appearing ignorant, fear of hearing bad news aboUt illness, and aware-

ness that doctors are busy-7many patients fail to ask questions about the

meaning of symptoms or the basis for recommended actions. Doctors''advice

and recommendations are frequently so unclear to patients that recovery is

impeded. Several studies have shown that physicians tend to overestimate

patients' understanding of theirodvice.

Behavioral...sal

To motivate viewers to question physicians about any diagnosis or advice

which they feel they do not understand.

/nformation to convey

1) Patients and doctors have mutual obligations and goals.

When the patient does not indicate that something is

unclear, the doctor is unlikely to offer a fuller

explanation.

2) Many patients are reluctant to ask questions because

they know doctors are busy, but patients have a right

to a clear understanding of their problem and its

treatment.

Rationale for choice of topic 2 (symptom descriptions)

The patientls ability to describe symptoms and the circumstances sur-

rounding them can be a critical factor in accurate diagnosis. Many patients

are unaware of its importance; one study showed that 65% of patients felt that
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their histories and symptom descriptions were the least important part of

their visit to a doctor. Poor reporting of symptoms presumably accounts for

many cases of misdiagnosis and inappropriate (and thus ineffective) treatment.

Behavioral goal 2

To motivate viewers to write a description of their symptoms (changes in

the way they feel or in their ability to function) before visiting a physician.

Information to convey

1) Accurate description of symptoms aids the doctor in

making a diagnosis and selecting appropriate treatment.

2) Writing a description of symptoms reduces the chance

of forgetting or omitting something important during

the st,abs of an office visit.

3) A writtan list can save time and thus voice the visit

more efficient for both the patient and the doctor.

4) During t s course of an illness, the doctor may dis-

continue or change therapy inappropriately without

clear i ....fixation from the patient regarding changes

11 -ro,

Rationale for choice of topic 3 (patients' rights)

Many people are unaware that they have a right to receive accurate t

and understandable information concerning their diagnosis and treatment, cost

of services, possible involvement in medical experimentation, and the probable

consequences of alternative treatments for a given health problem. Some

medical authorities believe that improvements in the quality of care and in-

creased patient cooperation in treatment will result from greater public

understanding and use of patients' rights.
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Behavioral goal 3

To motivate patients to seek information they may desire about such

matters as diagnosis, treatment, institutional procedures, and cost of

services.

Information to convey

1) The i-lerican Hospital Association's "Patient's Bill of

Rights" lists 12 obligations of the hospital with regard

to its patients. Among these are the patient's rights

to be treated with respect and consideration; to be told

about the nature of his problem, its treatment, and ihe

chances for recovery; to be informed about the riski of

any treatment; to refuse treatment and to be told what

might happen as a result; to.privacy during examinations

and treatment; to refuse to be a part of a medical experi-

ment; to examine his medical bill and have it explained.

2) If English is not a patient's first language, the hospital

should provide an interpreter upon request.

3) Many hospitals have social workers or patient representa-

tives who help patients exercise their rights.

Patients are entitled to ask questions and insist on clear

answers.

5) Viewers can obtain a copy of "A Patient's Bill of Rights"

from an organization whose name and address are given on

the program.
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Programming on doctor/patient communication and patients' rights

Season Running
Program Segment title time Format

A-4 "Film clip from 'Hospital'" 1:48 drama

In this segment from the movie "Hospital", two doctors
discuss a man who entered the hospital in a healthy condition
but was almost killed by unnecessary surgery and damaging
treatment.

A-4. "Patient's Bill of Rights" 2:46 lecture/referral

Consumer advocate Bess Myerson reads and explains seven items
from the American Hospital Association's'bill of Rights" and
introduces a referral source where viewers can obtain their
own copy.

A-5 "Doctor/patient vox pop"

.11 -5

A-5

A-11

A-11

A-11

1:02 vox pop

People give their impressions of what they believe doctors
think of them.

"Talk to Me" 1:52 song

Charley Pride does a song about communication. Sample lyric:
"Talk to me . . . you know that I depend on you . . . so
won't you take the time . . . and maybe we can talk it
through."

"Patients Rap" 3:08 documentary

Patients talk about visits to their doctors, vf,ting times
when they wanted more information.

"Symptom Writers" 2:13 ccmedy sketch

A sketch done in the style of a self-improvorent Y/' commercial.
A course in symptom writing is offered to er,Jalu e to
write down symptoms so that they won't be f.e.,tv & ring a
visit to the doctor.

"Doctor/patient vox pop" 1:56 vox Imp

Several people talk about their fearr concerning vis1ts %,1
doctor. .

"Dr. Mumford" L:51

Dr. Emily Mumford discusses some 1,5,1-TigE to
munication and notes the value t JtIng a (
symptoms before visiting%a docmol.
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B-7 "If I Tell Him Where It Hurts,
Will He Listen?"
(program title)

Dick Cavett as host 6:34 host_comments

Cavett introduces program and provides comments which bridge
the various segments.

"Language Breakdown" 2:58 comedy sketch

A patient and his doctor have a conversation in which each
uses terminology the other doesn't understand.

"Candid Comments" 1:28 vox pop

People on the street try unsuccessfully to define some medical
terms.

"Dr. Belsky at work" 3:18 documentary

Dr. Marvin Belsky, shown conversing with patients, demonstrates
how communication can be improved and notes that "demystifica-
tion of the doctor is a job for both doctor and patient".

"gear of Machinery" 1:17 comedy sketch

Dramatization of situation in which doctor fails to understand
or allay patient's anxiety about taking a diagnostic test.

"Blood Pressure Demonstration" :35 demonstration

Cavett is shown with sphygmomanometer and notes that most
doctors or technicians will answer questions if patients ask.

"Mrs. Pincus" 2:11 interview

Mrs. Pincus, a patient representative in a hospital, discusses
the nature of misunderstandings between doctors and patients.

"Amelia and the Doctor" 1:40 comedy sketch

Woman patient who imagines various ailments insists that the
doctor has not discovered her real problem.

"Patients' and Doctors' Comments" 4:19 vox pop

Several people describe unsatisfying encounters they have had
with doctors. Doctors comment on problems w4th terminology,
medical training, and frustrating patients.
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Dramatizationiof encounter betwben yOung?WoMan And her dOctor.".
She comes to the .office with accurate_and,complete_description_
of syMptoms: the doctor is both honest'and:reassuring._,

Other program elements 2:09 bridges, credits,
referral, etc.

Findings. For whatever reasons, viewership of program B-7, which was

devoted to the topic of doctor-patient communication/relationships, was the

lowest of all the Season B programs covered in the test interval for both the
1

NORC and RAC studies. iThe reduced base of viewers made it virtually impossible,

to establish statistigally significant viewing effects for that program. In

the NORC study, no ef4cts were found for the.following items:

1) NORC Pogttest, Q4-p: When a doctor orders treatment, a

patientihas the right to say she does not want it. (agree)

The higher viewership registered for Season A programming

did proiride some weak evidence of an effect on this item

from Season A', where this topic was dealt with in program

A-4.

2) NORC Posttest, Q4-n: It's not good to ask a doctor a lot

of questions abouf your illness--he'll tell you what you

need to.know. (disagree)

3) NORC Posttest, Q14: It's not important to give your doctor

a complete description of your symptoms--he'll find uut

what's wrong with you when he examines you. (disagree)

4) NORC Posttest, Q17: The doctor should help the patient

describe his symptoms. (disagree)

5) NORC Posttest, Q5: When you are getting ready to speak

to a doctor about yourself or someone else in the family,

1.
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do you . . . (write a list of the complaints and symptoms

so you won't forget).

6) NORC Baseline Q42-a; NORC Posttest Q6-a: Same people

say that doctors usually don't tell you enough about

your condition; they don't explain just what the trouble

is. . . . When that happens to you, how often do you ask

the doctor to tell you more about the condition? (all

the time)

The one suggestive finding from the NORC study in the doctor-patient

relationships topic area is displayed in Table 49, and the one significant

difference there is suspect because some of the nonviewers exhibited the

desired opinion as much as the high viewers did.

Several items originally intended by RAC to assess attitudinal effects

of program 8-7 were not treated directly in that program. The opinion state-

ments used, with response percentages based on all respondents (N = 3,705),

are presented below for descriptive purposes only. RAC Posttest Q16: Which

is closer to the way ,you feel . . .

a. (1) A doctor should tell you what his services cost

even if you don't ask. (48%)

(2) It is up to the patient to ask the doctor what

the cost is going to be. (45%)

b. (1) A doctor should tell you what is wrong even if

you don't want to know. (48%)

(2) A doctor should withhold bad news if he feels you

are not ready for it. (46%)

c. (1) A patient should follow his doctor's instructions

even if he doesn't agree. (85%)

(2) A patient should follow his doctor's instructions

244 only if he thinks they will do him some good. (10%)
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Table 49. DOCTOR/PATIENT RELATIONSHIPS: OPINION EFFECTS (NORC)

NORC Wave 3, Q4-g: When a doctor orders treatment, a patient has the

right to say she does not want it. (agree)

Season A

% agree:

TREATMENTABOUPA' ,' TREATMENT GROUP B TREATMENT GROUP C

Induced to view & induced to be

be interviewed Interviewed No inducements

High Low
Viewer Viewer Nonviewer NOnviewer

(N=66) (b:97) (N=46) (N=85)

91 79* 91 82

*Significantly different from High Viewing group, p.(.05, 1-tail

Table 50. DOCTOR/PATIENT RELATIONSHIPS: SUGGESTIVE

SEASON A BEHAVIORAL EFFECTS (RAC)

RAC Interim 3, Ql-e: (In the past 2 months have you..) written down your

symptoms before visiting a doctor? (YEW

Pretested Rs:
N:

% yes:

Viewed show Viewed A-9 or

A-11 A-10J but not A-11 Nonviewer

(41)

21
(77)

6*

Panel Control Rs:
N: (35) (66)

% yes: 19 13

(285)

7

(246)

10

* Significantly different frowviewers of Program A-11, p<.05, 2-tail

2 5
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Table 51,
COCTOR/PATIER RELATIONSHIPS: StrIGESTIVE SEASON B BERAVICRAL

FRETS (BAC)

RAC Postteet Q 6-b: (Since the last week of March, have you)

Written down your, symptom before visiting a doctor?

Etsed on all respondents

REPEATED IMMURE REPEATED MEASURE

altI0I ialL111. RESPCNDENTS RESPONDENTS

Season A Pretest Seasonil Prot*

1 Season A Interim

Measure Season B Pretest

Season B Posttest Season B Posh*

(Ns 1266) (Ns 2439)

Host B-Post

Base N correct Base N % correct

(yes)

PANEL CONTROL

RESPONDENTS

SeA8011 B Posttest

(N s 1066)

B-Post

Base N % correct

A. Viet Show 8-7: (95) 17 (180) 24 (106) 24

B. Vie/ Other Shows: (442) 19 (781) 17 (422) 20

C. Nonviewers: (729) 9 (1478) 12 (538) 13

Estimate of EffectcA-B: -2% 7% 4%

RAC poettest Q 6-b: (Same as above, only based on respondents 35-54 years of age.)

iOST-ONLY ANAL= REPEATED MEASURE REPEATED MEASURE

RESPONDENTS RESPONDENTS

SE48011 A Pretest Season A Pretest

1 Season A Interim

Measure

Season B Posttest

(N c 452)

B-Post

Base N % correct

Season B Pretest

Season B Posttest

(4 c 836)

B -Post

Base N I correct

PANEL CONTROL

RESPCSDENTS

Season B Posttest

(i 379)

7,B -Post

Base N i correct

A. View Shott (30)- 24 -(49) 23 (25) 24

B. View Other Shows: (160) 19 (273) 14 (152) 16

C. Nonviewers: (262) 7 (514) 10 (202) 7

Estimate of Effect*B: 5% 9% 8%



Table 52. DOCTOR/PATIENT COMMUNICATION: PROGRAM B-7 SUGGESTIVE BEHAVIORAL WETS (RAC)

RAC Posttest Q 6-f:

POST-ONLY ANALYSIS

(In the past 2 months have you) Asked the doctor to explain when he b:ld you

something you didn't understand? (Yes)

REPEATED MEASURE REPEATED MEASURE

RESPCNDENTS RESPONDENTS

Season A PretestSeason A Pretest

l'Season A Interim

meesure

Season B Posttest

(N 1266).

B-Post

A. View Show B-7: OM 49

B. Vigo Other Shows: (442) 47

C. Nonviewers: (729) 35

Estimate of EffeotsA-B: 2%

Season B Pretest

Season B Posttest

(N m 2439)

B-Post

Base N t Yes

60

44

34

161***

(180)

(781)

(1478)

PANEL CCNTROL

WORM

Season 3 Posttest

(N 1066)

B-Post

Base I Yes

(106) 52

(422) 46

(538) 42

61

RAC Posttest Q6-f:

POST-ONLY ANALYSES

Male/Female

(All respondents, as above, but subdivided by sex.)

REPEATED MEASURE

RESPONDEVIS

Season A Pretest

1 Season A Interim

Measure

Season B Posttest

(N = 331/934)

B-Post

REPEATED MEASURE

RESPONDERS

Season A Pretest

Season B Pretest

Season B Posttest

(N s 613/1824)

B-Post

PANEL CONTROL

RESPONDERS

Season B Posttest

(N s 292/774)

B-Post

Base N % Yes Base N % Yes Base N % Yes

A, View Show B-7: (23/72) 53/45 (38/142) 54/62 (26/80) 54/51

B. View Other Shows: (108/334) 39/51 (182/599) 33/49 (105/317) 37/50

C. Nonviewers: (200/528) 25/42 (393/1083) 27/38 (161/377) 37/46

Estimate of EffectsA-B: 14/-6% 21/13%** 17/1%

249
** pC .01, 2-tail

'*!* p<.001, 2-tail
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d. A doctor should call in a second opinion if his

patient requests one.

(.11 strongly agree (70%)

(2) agree (26%)

Behavioral goals on the topic of doctor-patient relationships included

getting people to ask the doctor for explanations when they didn't understand

him, and getting people to write down their symptoms before seeing the doctor.

The NORC study found no impact on either of these behaviors, but the RAC studY

found suggestive evidence, falling short of statistical significance, on both

of them. All three RAC Interim Measures asked an identical question as to

whether the respondent had, in the preceding two months, asked a doctor to

explain something he/she didn't understand. Viewers consistently reported

higher levels of doing this, by about 10% but this was all attributable to

self-selection factors rather than impact of Season A, programming. Analysis

by three levels of viewing Season B, program 8-7 suggests behavioral impact

attributable to program B-7, especially among men, but falling short of

statistical significance. Two suggestive effects were detected on the goal

of getting people to write down their symptoms before seeing the doctor;

they are displayed in Tables 50 and 51. Program A-11 had a statistically

significant effect among the pretested respondents, but not among the unpre-

tested panel control respondents, although that effect also was in the "right"

dirp.rtion. The overall effect, therefore, must be considered suggestive only.

Conclusions. Season A, programming in the area of doctor-patient relation-

ships resulted in equivocal evidence of',two effects: (1) the opinion that a

patient has the right tO refuse treatment, and (2) the behavior of writing

down symptoms before visiting a doctor. Program 7 in Season B resulted in two

suggestive, but not statistically significant, behavioral effects: (1) asking
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.the doctor to explain when the patient doesn't understand (greater impact

among men than woman on this item); and (2) writing down symptoms before

visiting a doctor (greatest impact, still not statistically significant, was

among respondents between 35 and 54 years of age).

Some examples of viewers' comments (see p. 120) regarding
things learned or done in the area ofliTIOrepatient com-
munication:

"I work as a medical assistant in a doctor's office and
have become more conscious of the fact that patients
don't understand medical terms and try to answer these
questions more adequately."

"I learned how to write down what I want to ask my doc-
tor, and to ask the doctor if you do not understand."

"I sincerely believe that by having faith in your doctor
he can do more for you, especially when he knows you
as a person."

"I'm not as bashful. I talk more freely to the doctor."

"A patient bill of rights; I sent for it."

"Bi seeing these programs I learned to relax and lose
fear when I talk to my doctor. I have always had a

fear of seeing a doctor."

"I learned more of how to approach my doctor when I am
dissatisfied with his diagnosis or procedure -- I
learned to ask questions."

"I learned that the use of medical terns by doctors is
quite common and it is not just my doctor and I shouldn't
feel awkward or "dumb".to ask for an explanation in

layman's terms."

"I learned that I can painlessly assert myself more in
the doctor-patient relationship without feeling intimi-
dated. I have that right."

"Everybody has the same communication problems with
doctors as I do. But now I'm better about stating what
I have on my mind and getting an understandable answer."

"I realize that doctors are interested in their patients
and now I write down my questions before a Doctor ap-
pointment."
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Prenatal Care

Rationale for choice of topic

Adequate prenatal care is a major factor in the prevention of maternal

and infant mortality and morbidity. An estimated one million children are

born each year to mothers wto lack medical care during pregnancy; it has been

reported that as many as 40% of the women delivered in large metropolitan

hospitals have received no previous prenatal care. The prevalence of toxemia

is highest among lower-income women from minority groups, and one result is

that the maternal mortality rate for blacks is almost four times higher than

the rate for whites. The value of early prenatal care is that potential-

complications can be detected and brought under control.

Behavioral goals

To motivate women to seek-medical advice as sc-n as they suspect they

are pregnant, and to continue prenatal checkups throughout their pregnancy.

Information to convey

1) Reasons for seeking early prenatal care: to confirm

pregnancy; to obtain an accurate estimate of delivery

date; to identify any conditions which could cause

complications during pregnancy; to obtain information

about diet, exercise, personal hygiene, handling of

minor discomforts, physical and psychological changes

to expect during pregnancy, and symptoms which should

be reported to the clinic or doctoc.

2) Prenatal care should be obtained early and continued

throughout pregnancy even if a woman has had children

previously.
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3) Where viewers can obtain additional information about

arranging a prenatal examination.

Programming on prenatal care

Season Running
program Segment title time Format

A-1 "You're Changing My Life" 2:55 song

Helen Reddy does a song expressing the feelings of a
mother-to-be.

A-1 "Pregnant Dreams" 1:56 film montage

Scenes of several pregnant women who discuss their experiences,
what they are doing for themselves, and their aspirations for
their children.

A-1 "Unborn Baby" 4:00 comedy monologue

Bill Cosby portrays an unborn baby giving advice and requests
to the woman who is carrying him. Points are made regarding
a baby's need for calcium and iron, the importance of regular
prenatal checkups, and a woman's care of her own health
during pregnancy.

A-1 "Birth Announcements" 1:06 film montage

Narration accompanying a series of photographs of mothers
with their babies emphasizes the importance of prenatal care.

A-1 "Prenatal Referral" 1:06 lecture/referral

Helen Reddy tells viewers why prenatal care should start as
soon as a woman suspects she is pregnant and continue through-
out pregnancy--even if she has other children. "Referral"
for additional information is introduced at end of segment.

A-6 "Expectant Mother" 1:16 "commercial"

A woman standing beside a crib with her baby tells viewers
about the problems she had during pregnancy. She advises
women who are pregnant to see a doctor and explains why this
is important.

A-6 "Expectant Father" 5:39 comedy monologue

Bill Cosby describes the trials and tribulations of a man
whose wife is pregnant. At the end he advises men to make sure
that their pregnant wives make.regular visits to the doctor
and gives reasons for doing so.
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A-6 "I'm Alive" 3:05 song

Helen Reddy sings about the feeling of being alive ("/ can
hear the laughter . . . feel the sun above . . . / can
reach out and touch you . . . I can love . . .").

"Prenatal Referral" :17 referral

Bill Cbsby introduces a "referral" indicating where
viewers can get information about regular prenatal care.

A-9 "Good Night, Nourse" 4:56 comedy sketch

Arte Johnson portrays a Scandinavian, who,speaks no English,
telling (through an interpreter) a traditional Norse:story
about childbirth, the point of which is to get prenatal
care.

A-9 "Frontier Nursing" 8:01 documentary

A traveling nurse in the mountains of Kentucky is shown
advising women about prenatal care. The segment includes
information about risk conditions during pregnancy.

Pc-9. "Prenatal Referral" :31 referral

A source is given from which viewers can obtain additional
information about prenatal ckre.

Findings. In general, there was no informational/attitudinal impact

in this area, primarily because ceilingeeffects were encountered. The various

goal areas measured, and descriptive data based on all respondents (i.e., un-

differentiated as to viewing pattern) are summarized below:

1) The need for prenatal examinations. (agree-disagree items)

a. RAC Interim 1, Q10-b: A woman who has already
had one healthy child only needs to see the
doctor a couple of times when she bOomes preg-
nant again. (95% disagreed; N = 510)

b. NORC Wave 2, Q6-a, and NORC Wave 3, Q4-k: A
woman who has already had one healthy child
doesn't need much prenatal care if she becomes
pregnant again. (Wave 2: 95% disagreed, N =
136; Wave 3: 93% disagreed, N = 308)

c. RAC Interim 1, Q10-c, and RAC Interim 2, Q6-a:
When a woman becomes pregnant, she should . . .

see a doctor early in her pregnancy. (Interim 1:

99% said yes, N = 518; Interim 2: 98% said yes,
N = 466)'
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Table 53. PRENATAL CARE: SUGGESTIVE
BEHAVIORAL EFFECTS (RAC)

RAC Interim 1, 2, and 3, Q1-1: (In the past two months . .) Have you
encouraged someone who is pregnant to go to the doctor early in her
pregnancy?

Interim 1
View Prg. A-1 View A2 -A4 Al -A4

but not Al nonviewer

Base N: (83) (43) (392)

% yes: 17 7

Interim 2
View Program View A5 -A8 A5 - A8

A-6 but not A6 nonviewer

Base N: (49) (74) (328)

% yes: 23 12 11

Interin 3
Pretested Respondents

View Program View A10-11 A9-All

A-9 but not A-9 nonviewer

Base N: (91) (27) (285)

% yes: 19 24 11

Interim 3
Panel Control

Base N:
% yes:

View Program View A10-11 A9-A1l
A-9 but not A-9 nonviewei

(68) (33) (246)

18 8 12
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RAC Interim 2, Q6-b: If she feels al:: right, a
pregnant woman only needs to see a doctor once
or twice before she bas her baby. (93% disagreed,

N = 466)

2) Dietary aspects of prenatal care.

a. RAC-Interim 1,-Q10-c-and-RAC Interim 2, Q6-e:--
When a woman becomes pregnant, she should . .

watch her diet more Carefully. (Interim 1: SS%

said yes, N = 518; Interim 2: 79% said yes, N = 466)
A

b. NORC Wave 3, Q4-p: A pregnant woman should cut
down on the amount of salt in tht food she eats.,
(94% agreed, N = 308) . RAC Interim 3, Q9:4 pregnant
woman should limit the amount of salt in the food
she eats. (82% of the pretested resPondents agreed,
N = 411; 81% of the unpretested panel control re-
spondents agreed, N = 353).

The only behavior measured in this topic area was the urging of someone

else wbo is pregnant to see a doctor early in the pregnancy.. Results here are

...highly suggestive of behavioral impact, but fall short of statistical signifi-

canoe, as displayed in Table 53.

Conclusions. In the topic area of prenatal care, ceiling effects on most

of the information and opinion items made it impossible to register impact on

viewers concerning the need for prenatal examinations or dietary aspects of

prenatal care. Behavioral data from Season A were highly suggestive that

viewing increased the incidence of encouraging pregnant women to see a doctor

early in the pregnancy, but the data fell short of statistical significance.

Some examples of viewers' comments (see p.120) regarding
things learned or done in the area of prenatal care:

"I try harder to take better care of my health since I'm
expecting another. child. I arill eating a better balanced

diet than when I had my last baby."

"I learned how you're supposed to carry yourself through
you' pregnancy."

"I learned about diets and exercise during pregnan ."

9 5



Exercise

Rationale for choice of topic

Heart specialists generally agree that endurance exercises such as

jogging, awimming, and cycling are the most beneficial for the heart. However,

45% of adalt Americans (about 49,000,000 men and women) do not engage in

physical activity for the purpose of exercise. Overstressing the body by en-

gaging in strenuous exercise after a pattern of sedentary activity can be

damaging. Moderate exercise on a regular basis can produce significant health

benefits.

Behavioral goals

1) To motivate viewers to check with a doctor or other health

professional before beginning any strenuous exercise regimen.

2) To motivate viewers to engage in some moderate physical

activity daily.

Information to convey

1) Since the type and amount of strenuous exercise should be

tailored to the individual's physical condition, a doctor

or other qualified health professional should be consulted

before undertaking any new strenuous exercide.

2) Increases in the level of physical activity should be

gradual.

3) Strenuous exercise benefits the heart; active people have

fewer leart attacks than inactive people.

4) Health benefits can be achieved through mcderate levels

of activity: regular moderate exercise improves muscle

strength and endurance, heart and lung functioning, and

posture.
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5) Walking and bicycling are recommended forms of moderate

exercise and often can be inclUded in a normal daily

routine.

Programming on exercise

Season Running
Program Segment title Time Format

A-2 "You're Getting Fat" 3:04 song

Pearl Bailey does a humorous song about the signs of getting
fat.

A-2 "The Exerciser" 6:30 parody

In this take-off on the film "The Exorcist", the priest is-
replaced by a physical fitness expert who "saves" a gluttonous
young man who does not exercise. The segment emphasizes_the
need for balance between caloric intake and caloric expenditure.

A-2 "Muffin" 1:10 graphic/animation

A-2

A series of graphics accompanied by narration describing
various kinds and amounts of exorcise which would consume
the 100 calories contained in a muffin.

"Walking Shoes" 2:25 song

Anne Murray does a song which deals abstractly with the
relationship between walking and feeling good.

A-3 Mac's Place segments 14:03 situation comedy

Segments throughout the program deal with the efforts of Hank,
an overweight,middle-aged man, to "get in shape by starting
a vigorous exercise program. Points are made about checking
with a doctor first, starting gradually,and reducing caloric
intake.

A-3 "Walking Really Moves You" 2:07 song

The Mac's Place cast members move along with a marching band
in this song stressing the values of walking as a form of
exercise.

A-4 "Fred Goes Jogging" 1:12 "commercial"

Middle-aged Fred goes jogging to lose weight, but overdoes
it and ends up in the hospital.
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A-7 "Resolutions" , 3:25 vox pop -

Several people at a New Year's Eve party make resolutions
about getting in shape during the coming year.

Findings. The data identify exercise as an area where fundamental in-

- -formation -and -advocated- attitudes -were either- widely--known-and-accepted-before

during, and after the series, or were so prone to social acceptability pres-

sures that the response given was the response people felt was desirable or

expected. On NORC's baseline measure and Wave 2, virtually all respondents

_considered exercise either very important or somewhat important _(Qs 34 and 9).

Over three-fourths of the NORC respondents agreed before, during, and after

the series that people who-do regular exercise have fewer heart attacks; there

was weak evidence of a viewing effect in Wave 2 and suggestive evidence of a

viewing effect in Wave 4 (baseline Q35; Wave 2, 526-g; Wave 4, Q4-f). Among

518 RAC Interim 1 respondents, 86% disagreed with the pruposition that walking

is not much good as physical exercise (25-b). Of the 134 NORC Wave 2 respon-

dents, 67% agreed that you will gain weight unless you exercise off alltthe

calories you eat. (26-e). Viewing or not viewing the series had no demon-.

strable effect on this body of information and opinion.

At one level, exercise programs should be prescribed individually on the

basis of professional assessment of several interrelated factors such as age,

weight, diet, goals, and physical condition. In the area of more general

needs (such as approaching exercise seriously and systematically) and behaviors

that can be advocated almost universally (such as walking), there tends to be

less precision in framing questions or answers in multi-topic survey method-

ology. The more general ihe question; the less assurance'one can have that

the same kindor degree of activity is being commonly referred to. This

limits the precision of intekpreting such self-reports as these: over 80% of

the RAC baseline respondents said they try to get some exercise every day,





Table 54. DESCRIPTIVE BEHAVIORAL DATA ON EXERCISE (GALLUP, RAC, NORC)

Gallup item: In the last two mcoths, have you increased the amount of regular
exercise that you do?

Gallup Survey # 1 2 3 3 4 4

Field date: 12/74 2/75 4/75 4/75 5-6/75 5-6/75

Q asked for last
twO, months only x

Q asked first for
6, then 2 mos: X X

Base Ns

% yes:

(1517)

27

(1544)

_.

25

(785) (814)

33 - - - -21

(799)

asn- -

(826)

- 23

RAC item: (Xn the last two months .) Have you increased the amount

of exercise you do?

RhC interim 41 1 2 3 3 (Panel Control)

Field date: 12/74 1/75 3/75 3/75

Base N: (518) (466) (411) (353)

% yes: 38 46 44 52

NORC item: Since we last talked, have you started on a regular program of

exercise fox yourself?

NORC Wave # 2 3 4

Field date: 12/74 2/75 5-6/75

Base Ns (136), (308) (467)

41 yes: 37 30 47

20



.(Q5-b); About half of-the NORC baseline respondents felt they were getting

enoUgh exercise already (104). In the behavioral areas of initiating or in-

creasing personal exercise programs, the limits on precision of questionnaire

items may or may not have been a significant.factor in the lack of statisti-

cally significant behavioralconsequences of.the series. In view of the fact

that no consistent relationships between vieWing patterns and behavioral

reports could be made, all behavioral data are presented as descriptive only,

and are undifferentiated as to viewing patterns (Table 54).

conclusions. In the topic area of exercise, the'series had no signifi-

cant impact on knowledge, attitudes or behaviors as measnred. The presence of

ceiling effects, in addition to weaknesses in the questionnaire items, made any

demonstration of impact unlikely.
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Someexamples of viewers' comments (see p. 120) regarding
things learned or done in the area of'exercise:

"1 noe walk up and down stairs more -- no elevators!"

"1 learned about the importance of checking with your
0-:tor before getting involved in an exercise. I use

my head."

"I learned how to take care of myself more. How to take
exercise and try.to help someone else do theism. thing."

"I've started exercising:-- something I normally don't
'do."

*Ilearned how much exercise a person has to, do to burn

up calories."

"I looked at myself in the mirror and found myself ugly
with bulges. _Now I rush to do my housework to have
more time for exercise."

"I've been a real nut on diets anyway. But now I'm
starting to exercime more."

"I plan to start exercising. We've got a pool now so
I'll prebably be doing a lot of swimming."

"I learned about the exercise a heart attack victim needs."

"I now do exercises two or three times a week."

"I'Oal more conscious of what kind of exercise is 114pful
and not helpful for health."
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Vision

Rationale for choice of topic 1 (preschool screening)

One in every 20 children aged three to six has a vision problem. Early

discovery and treatment is a critical factor in successful correction for

amblyopia ("lazy eye"). One in every four school children, or about

13,000,000, are in need of some form of eye care. Vision problems frequently

interfere with school achievement and social adjustment.

Behavioral goal 1

To motivate parents or others responsible for child care to take their

preschool children (age 4) for a vision screening.

Information to convey

1) Most vision problems are treatable fand/or curable) if they

are detected before school age.

2) Children can have vision probleme which may not be noticeable

to their parents (i.e., they may have no apparent symptoms).

3) Uncorrected vision problemm can have serious consequences

for the child--e.g., difficulty in learning to read, poor

school performance, emotional problems.

4) A child's vision can be checked befota the child learns

to read.

5) Vision screening iq painless, takes only a few minutes,

can be enjoyable for the child, and is not expensive.

6) Where viewers can find out how to arrange a screening.

Rationale for choice of topic 2 (glaucoma screening)

Glaucoma is the second-ranked cause of blindness in the U.S. An esti-

mated 1,750,000 people over 35 years of age have glaucoma, but more than 5041
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are unaware of it; symptoms often are absent until the disease is at an ad-

vanced stage. Early detection, followed by control through medication, can

arrest the disease. 66.

Behavioral goal 2

To motivate people over age 35 to have their eyes checked for glaucoma.

Information to convey

1) Glaucoma can cause blindness, and the sight it destroys

cannot be restored.

2) Symptoms often are absent until the disease is advanced,

so one can have glaucoma without knowing it.

3) The tonometer test for glaucoma is quick and painless.

4) In cases found early enough, glaucoma can be controlled

through the use of prescribed eye drops.

5) People over 35 should have a tonometry test every year,

and more often if they have a family history of diabetes

or glaucoma.

Programming on vision

Season Running
Program Segment title Time Format

A-2 "The First Time" 3:43 illustrated song/
demonstration

Film of children in various activities illustrates the lyrics
of a song by Anne Murray (". . . the first time I saw the
leaves on a tree, a beautiful world opened to me . . .").

Middle part of segment shows children taking vision and hearing
tests, and gives reasons why early tests are important. Seg-
Aent closes with reprise of song and film.

A-11 "Bet You Didn't Know" 1102 "commercial"

A woman offers to make a bet with viewers that they can't
tell whether their preschool children have a vision problem.
Makes the point that some problems can be detected only
through an eye examination.
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B-4 "Two Eyes for Keeps"
(program title)

Dick Cavett as host 5:19 host comments

Speaking in Metropolitan Museum of Art, Cavett discusses
importance of vision and introduces topic of screening test

for glaucoma and amblyopia.

"Steve Shaw" 8:42 documentary

The story of how five-year-old Steve Shaw's amblyopia
was discovered and successfully treated.

"Dora Bruton" 9:38 documentary

The detection and treatment of glaucoma is shown through

the story of Mrs. Dora Bruton.

"Would You Like to See the
World with Me?" 2:15 song

The lyrics of this song by Betty Buckley deal with the
pleasures of being able to see well.

Other program elements 2:51 bridges, credits,
referral, etc.

.Pindings on Adults' Vision. On the followiLg fou:: no effects

could'be attributed to the Season B program on %:LSiOn

1) NORC Wave 4, Q9: How often do you 11-jr.'. people over 35

should have their eyes checked for glaucoma? (every yeal:

(rhe RAC study did have a firggestive but not significant

effect here; see Table 56.)

2) NORC Wave 4, Ql-d: Since March first, have you hau

eye examination? (yes) (Note that the RAC study did have

a significant effect here.)

3) RAC Posttest, Q12-C: If glaucoma is diagnosed before a

per.:,on becomes blind. . . (the condition can b.. arrested).

4) RAC Posttest, Q12-d: What is the most common t)rm of

treatment for glaucoma? (medicated eyedrops)
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Significant or suggestive information effects are displayed in Tables 55-57.

A significant behavioral effect is shown in Table 58, and Gllup trend data

are shown in Table 59.

Again, there was an apparent inflation oi self-reporzwi behaviors

(approximately 10 percentage points) that was removed by first asking re-

spondents about health behaviors for the past six months, then asking about

behaviors during the past two months. Similar behavioral reports among :ion-

viewers inIthe NORC study ranged between 16% and 26%, and between lrit and 21%

in the RAC nonviewers, possibly indicating some inflation there as yell. As

discussed in the earlier section on breast cancer, however, 17).,e:- is no reason

to assune that the relative effects among treatment or viewer ,,iroups would be

Affected by this.

Conclusions. FEELING GOOD program B-4 on vislon increased the proportions

reporting that one can have glaucoma without knowing it; that diabetes in the

family increases one's chancr.s of having glaucoma; and, in one of two studies,

it increased the proportions reporting recent eye examinations by a doctor.

This behavioral impact was most apparent amcng adults uver 54 years of age.

Findings on Children's Vision. Among parents of children under six years

of age, 30% of the NORC respondents and 36% of the RAC respondents reported

that their oldest preschool child had received a vision test prior to the be-

ginning of the FEELINJ GOOD series. This still leaves a subiltantial propor-

tion in the target audience as prospects for this advocated behavior, but no

impact was discernible on the following items:

1) The vision material presented in program A-2 had no

impact on reported incidence of taking a child for a

vision test in the last two months (RAC Interim 1,

Ql-q).
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Table 55, VISION: PROGRAM 8-4 INFORMATIONAL EFFECTS (RAC POSTTEST Q 12 -b)

RAC Posttest Q 12-b: A person can have g'Aucoma and not know it. (Mostly true)

POST ONLY ANALYSES

REPErLD MEMRE REPEATED MEASURE PANEL CONTROL

RESPONDERS RESPONDENTS RESPONDENTS

Season A Pretest Season A Pretest

1 Season A Interim

Measure .
Season B Pretest

Season B Posttest Season B Posttest Season B Posttest

(N m 1266) m 2439) (N m 1066)

B-Post B-Post B -Post

Base N % correct Base N % correct Base EL % correct

A. View Show 8-4: (92) 79 (155) 76 (71) 77

B. View Other Shows: (445) 67 (806) 72 (457) 67

C. Nonviewers: (729) 68 (1478) 66 (538) 68

Estimate of Effects:A-8: 12%* 4% 10%

PRE-POST ANALYSES INTRA-GROUP COMPARISONS

FOR SEASON B PRE to POST EFFECTS

(group 2 above, pre to post)

A. View Show 8-4:

B. View Other Shows:

C. Nonviewers:

Definition of

Effect Estimate:

Estimate of Effect:

9-Pre:

B-Post:

+ + -

+ - +

-

-

Base N % % % %

(155) 57 10 19 14

(804) 60 10 12 18

(1475) 53 12 12 23

Subtract % 'backsliders" (Pre+, Post -) from

% "converts" (Pre-, Post+) for viewing levels

A B, and C. Then, Effect m (A-C)-(B-C) m'(A-B)

7%*

(pre to post gain)
a 11

wa.tal ..1 411. a

237
*p < .05, 2-tail
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Table k VISION: PROGRAM B-4 INFORMATIONAL EFFECTS (RAC POSTTEST Q 12-a)__

RAC Posttest Q 12-a: How often should people over 35 have their eyes checked for glaucoma?

(every year)

REPEATED MEASURE

PiST -ONLY ANcars RIMPONDENTS

Season A Pretest

1 Season A Interim

Measure

Season B Posttest

(N m 1266)

B -Post

Base N i correct

A. View Show B-4: 192) 60

B. vie; Other Shows: (445) 50

Nonviewerst (729) 48

Estimate of Effect m A-B: 101

PRE-POST ANALYSES

A. View Show B-4:

B. View Other Shows:

C. Nonvigiers:

Definition of

Effect Estimate:

269
Estimate of Effect:

(pre to post gain)

INTRA GROVP =ARBORS FOR

SEASON B PRE TO POST EFFECTS

(group 2 above, pre to post)

B-Pre: + + - -

B-Post: + - +

Base N

(155) 38 14 14 33

(804) 38 21 11 30

(1475) 35 23 12 30

REPEATED MEASURE PANEL CONTROL

RESPONDENTS RESPONDENTS

Season A Pretest

Season B Pretest

Season B Posttest Season B Posttest

(N m 2439)
(101066)

B-Post B-Post

Base' N % correct

(71) 53

Base N I correct

(155) 53

(806) 49

(1478) 47

4%

Subtract i "backsliders",(Pre+, Post -) from

%"converts" (Pre -I Post +) for viewing levels

A, B, and C. Then, Effectm(A-C)-(B-C)m A-B.

10%*

(457) 47

(538) 48

6%

101.04111ftwiamppowp~mi.....oreggymm.* POW.. 1.1.0,401.~,41~MOVIIIM,WwwWOOIV ~AM ..411111140M11110000 4111104~MIMO.10.1......1,

* p 4 .05, 2-tail
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Table 57. VISION: PROGRAM B-4 INFORMATIONAL EFFECTS (NORC)

NORC Wave 4, Item 13:

Item: A person who has diabetes in his family runs a greater
risk of having glaucoma. (Agree)

TREATMENT GROUP A TREATMENT GROUP B TREATMENT GROUP C
Induced to View Induced to be
and be interviewed interviewed No inducement

Viewer Non-viewer Non-viewer Non-viewer

Show B-4: N=(50) N = (187) N = (103) N = (82)

% agree: 63 53 39** 30

** Significantly dif ferent from viewer group, p < .01, 1-tail
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Table 58. VISION: PROGRAM B-4 BEHAVIORAL EFFECTS (RAC)

RAC Posttest Q 6-c: Since the last week of March, have' you had your own eyesight checked? (Yes)

POST-ONLY ANALYSES

REPEATED MEASURE

RESPONDERS

Season A PretEst

1 Season A Interim

Measure

Season B Posttest

(N 1266)

B-Post

Base N % correct

REPEATED MEASURE

RESPOIMEMS

Season A Pretest

PANEL CONTROL

RESPONDERS

\sr

Season B Pretest

,Season B Posttest Season B Posttest

(12122) (N m 1066),

B-post Host

Base N I correct Base NI % correct

A. View Show B-4: (92) 32 (155) 32 (71) 27

B. View Other Shows: (445) 18 (806) 21 (457) 20

C. Nonviewers: (729)
16

(1478) 15 (538) 19

Estimate of Effect A-B: 14%* 11%* 17%*

+611111111411010110111~11mIgliellearato

*p .05, 2-tail

Table 59. ADULT VISION: BEHAVIORAL TREND DATA (GALLOP)

In the past two months, have you had your eyes examined by a doctor?

Gallup Survey 0

Field data:

Q asked only for

past two months:

Q asked first for
6 then 2 months:

Base N (adultts):

%yes:

3 3 4 4

4/75

X

4/75, 5-6/75 5-6/75

X X

(7t3I) (814) (799) (826)

22 - 10 24 - - 12

Melowir
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2) Viewers of 4 or more shows in the series- (Season A

and/or B) were only slightly more likely than nonviewers

to report attempts to get information on testing children's

vision or hearing (RAC Posttest, Q34-a).

3) The NORC study found no series impact on the incidence

of taking the oldest preschool child for a vision check

(NORC Baseline, Q2-C-(1); Wave 3, Q10-D-(1); Wave 4,

Ql-e).

4) The RAC study found no impact on the general status of

whether or not the oldest preschool child has had a

vision test (RAC Posttest, Q34-b), but did find a sug-

gestive (not statiOically significant) effect on reports

of taking a preschool child for a vision check.

Program B-4 contained the information that the optimum time to examine

a child's eyes was before he or she started to read or go to school. Data on

learning of this information was suggestive but not statistically significant

in the RAC study (see Table 60), while there was weak statistical evidence

of.i learning effect in the NORC study.

Tables 61-63 cover several informational items from the RAC study. All

items displayed have a statistically significant learning effect in one or

more subgroups, so that data are interpreted here only as being suggestive,

not statistically significant. The variations in subgroup effects are not

consistent from item to item, and so must be dealt with individually.

Table 61 indicates that across all respondents, the incidence of having

heard of ar.blyopla was higher among viewers of program B-4, which dealt with

that topic. However, the difference was striking only among those receiving

the Season 4 pretest. CUtting down to the more precise target audience of
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respondents with children under six reduced but did not eliminate the dif-

ferences among the three respondent groups that presumably differed only in

the type or number of pretests administered. These substantial variations

from group to group make it impossible to conclude that a general and signifi-

cant learning on this item had occurred as a result of viewing the program.

Table 62: Post-only analyses indicated that learning (that amblyopia is

the condition of underuse of one eye) had taken place in all but the panel

control group, and especially in the group both pretested and posttested for

Season B. Further probing within this one pretested group shows that viewers

of program B-4 exhibited fewer learning regressions and more learning advances

than viewers of other shows or nonviewers, but the generally advanced status

of this group on this item made them non-comparable with the other two groups.

Table 62 displays the same item for respondents having children under six;

the gains indicated for the three respondent groups varied widely, again making

it impossible to interpret the data as indicating a general learning effect.

Table 63: Again, tbe pattern of effects is in the desired direction but

is not uniform in magnitude. When all respondents were analyzed, the pan,

control group learning effects were not statistically significant. When only

parents of children under 6 were analyzed, the respondents getting both

Season B pretests and posttests.differed very little as a function of viewing

program B-4. Respondents pretested for Season B were higher in their pretest

scores, which were registered well before program B-4 was aired, than other

respondents were in their posttest scores, within each viewing level. Such

variations across respondent groups preclude a clear conclusion of program

impact.
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Table 60. CHILDREN'S VISION: SUGGESTIVE AND SIGNIFICANT INFORMATIONAL EFFECTS ON THE

TIMING OF EYE EXAMINATIONS (RAC AND NOM)

RAC Posttest Q 11: When should a child's eyes first be checked?

(before the child learns to recognize the alphabet)

cI
REPEATED MEASURE REPEATED MEASURE PANEL CONTROL

POST-ONLY ANALYSES RESPONDENTS RESPONDENTS RESPONDENTS

Season A Pretest Season A Pretest

1 Season A Interim

Measure Season B Pretest

Based only on respondents Season B Posttest Season B Posttest Season B Posttest

with children under 6 in

the household.

(N = 323) (N = 592) (N = 248)

B-Post B-Post B-Post

Base N % cortect Base N % correct Base N % correct

A. View Show B-4: (30) 77 (26) 79 (16) 75

B. View Other Shows: (110) 73 (201) 71 (116) 70

C. Nonviewers: (183) 63 (365) 63 (116) 67

Estimate of Effect=A-B: 4% 8% 5%

c.
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Table 60. (Cont'd.) CHILDREN'S VISION: SUGGES7,..,q AND SIGNIFICAM
INFORMATIONAL EFFECTS ON THE TIMING OF EYEMMEXM,CMS (RAC AND monc

NORC Wave 4, Item 6:

When do you think a child's eyes should first be checked?
(Before the child is six years old)
(Based on all respondente)

TREATMENT GROUP A TREATMENT GROUP B TREATMENT GROUP C
Induced to View, Included to be
and be interviewed iaterviewed No inducement

Show B-4: Viewer Nonviewer Nonviswer Nonviewer
Viewing
Status: (N = 50) (N = 187) (N = 1031 (N = 82)

% corrects 82 65* 66

*Significantly efferent from viewer group, p < .05, 1-tail
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Table 61. CHILDREN'S VISION: SUGGESTIVE INFORMATIONAL EFFECTS (RAC POSTTEST Q 13-a)

RAC Posttest Q 13-a: Have you ever heard of amblyopia? (Yes)

(Based on all respondents)

POST-ONLY ANALYSES

(Based on all

Respondents)

REPEATED MEASURE

RESPONDENTS

Season A Pretest

1 Season A Interim

Measure

Season B Posttest

= 1266)

B-Post

Base N % correct

REPEATED MEASURE

RESPONDENTS

Season A Pretest

Season B Pretest

Season B Posttest

(N = 2439)

B-Post

Base N % correct

PANEL CONTROL

RESPONDENTS

Season B Posttest

(N = 1066)

B-Post

Base N % correct

A. View Show B-4: (92) 33 (155) 71 (71) 40

B. View Other Shows: (445) 29 (806) 43 (457) 35

C. Nonviiwers:
(729) 22 (1478) 40 (538) 24,

Estimate of Effect = A-B: 4% 28%*** 5%

RAC Posttest Q 13-a:

POST ONLY ANALYSES

Have you ever heard of amblyopia? (Yes)

(Based on respondents with chileren under 6 in the household)

REPEATED MEASURE - REPEATED MERE PANEL CONTROL

RESPONDENTS RESPONDENTS RESPONDENTS

Season A Pretest Season A Ttetest

1 Season A Interim

Measure

Season B Posttest

(N = 323)

B-Post

Base N % correct

Season B Pretest

Season B Posttest

(N = 592)

P.-rost

Base N correct

Season B Posttest

(N = 248)

B-Post

Base N .% correct

A View Show B-4: (30) 36 (2(0 76 (16) 66

B. View Other Shows:
(110) 38 (201i 49 1,116) 39

C Nonviewers:
(183) 26 (365) 47 (116) 31

Estimate of Effect - A-B:
-2% 27%4 27%*

* p< .05, 2-tail

** p< Ali 2-tail

*** p < .001, 2-tail
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,TAh1p.62, CHILDREN'S VISION: PRCGRAM 3-4 SUGGOIVE INFORMATIONAL EFFECTS (RAC)

RAC Posttest Q 13-b: Amblyopia is the condition of... (ander usa of one eye)

(based on all respondents)

REPEATED MEASURE

POST-ONLY ANALYSES RESPONDENTS

Season A Pretest

1 Season A Inturim

Measure

Season B Posttest

(N= 1266)

B -Post

Base N % correct

A. View Show E -4:

B. View Other Shows:

C. Nonviewers:

Estimate of Effect =

PRE POST ANALYSES

A. View Show 3-4:

B. View Other Shows:

Nonviewers:

Definition of

Effect Estimate:

Estimate of Effect:

(pre to post gain)

(92)

(445)

(729)

32

22

20

10%*

REPEATED MEASURE PANEL CONTROL

RESPONDENTS RESPONDENTS

Season A Pretest

Season B Pretest

Season B Posttest Season B Posttest

(N 2439) (4= 1066)

B-Post B-Post

Base N correct gAga 3 correct

(155)

(806)

(1478)

OTRA GROUP COMPARISONS FOR

SEA:9N B PRE to POST EFFECTS

(gro42 above, pre to post)

+ + - -

B-Post:

Base N % %

(155)

(804)

(1475)

28

26

24

4

9

8 7

47 (71)

34 (457)

31 (538)

13%*

*1)4.05, 2-tail

Subtract % !backsliders" (Pre+, Post+from

% "converts! (Pre-, r;It+) for viewing leVel$

A, B, and C. Then, Effect = 0-C)-(B-C) = A-B.

16%*

*p 4.05, 2-tail

29

27

22

2%



Table 62. (Cont'd.) CHILDREN'S VISION; PROGRAM B-4 SUGGESTIVE INFORYATIOML EFFECTS (RAC)

RAC Posttest Q 13-b: AMblyopia is the condition of ....(underuse of one eye)

(Based on respondents with children under 6 in the household)

POST oNLY ANALYSES

REPEATED MEASURE

RESPONDENTS

Season A Pretest'

1 Season A Interim

Measure

Season B Posttest

(N = 323)

B-Post

% correctBase N

REPEATED MEASURE

RESPONDENTS

Season A Pretest

Season B Pretest

Season B Posttest

(N = 592)

B-Post

% correctBase N

PANEL CONTROL

RESPONDENTS

Season B Posttest

(N = 248)

B-Post

Base N % correct

A. View Show 8-4: (30) 47 (26) 61 (16) 41

B. View Other Shows: (110) 31 (201) 41 (116) 35

C. Nonviewers: (183) 24 (365) 43 (116) 28

Estimate of Effect = A-B: 16% 20% 6%

233
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Table 63. CHILDREN'S VISION: PROGRAM B-4 SUGGESTIVE INFORMATIONAL EFFECTS(RAC)

RAC Posttest Q 13-c: Which of these stat:ements is closer to the facts ...

(A child with amblyopia may see well with one eye and appear to have

normal vision.)

POST-ONLY ANALYSES

(Based on all

respondents)

REPEATED IMRE REPEATED MEASURE

RESPONDENTS RESPONDENTS

Season A Pretest Season A Pretest

1 Season A Interim

Measure

Season B Posttest

(N lc 1266)

B-Post

% correctBase N

A. View Show B-4: (92)

B. View Other Shows: (445)

C. Nonviewers: (729)

Estimate of Effect = A-B:

PRE POST ANALYSES

A. View Show B-4:

B. View Other Shows:

C. Nonviewers:

Definition of

Effect Estimate:

Estimate of Effect:

(

pre to post'gain)

36

23

20

13%**

** pc.011 2-tail

INTRA GROUP COMPARISONS FOR

SEASON B PRE to POST EFFECTS

(group 2 above, pre to post)

B-Pre: + + - -

B-Post: +

Base N % % %

Season B Pretest

Season B Posttest

(N sg 2439)

B-Post

Base N % correct

(155)

(806)

(1478)

(155)

(804)

(1475)

27 10 20

29 10 10

24 10 9

43

52

57

47

38

32

11%*

* p < .05,

PANEL CONTROL

RESPONDENTS

Subtract % "backsliders" (Pre+, Post-) from

% "converts" (Pre-, Post+) for viewing levels

A, B, Etnd C. Then, Effect = (A-C)-(B-C) = A-B.

10%*

* p < .05, 2-tail

.Season B Posttest

(N c 1066)

B-Post

Base N % correct

(71)

(457)

(538)

2-tail

34

29

23

5%
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Table'63. (Cont'd,) CHILDREN'S VISION: PROGRAM B-4 SUGGESTIVE INFORATIONAL EFFECTS (RAC)

RAC Posttest Q 13-0: Which of these statements is closer to the facts...

(A child with amblyopia may see well with one eye and appear to have

normal vision.)

POST ONLY ANALYSES

(Based on Respondents

who have children under

6 in the household)

REPEATED MEASURE

RESPONDENTS

Season A Pretest

1 Season A Interim

Measure

Season B Posttest

(N = 323)

B -Post

Base N % correct

A. View Show B-4:

B. View Other Shows:

C. Nonviewers:

Estimate of Effect A-B:

REPEATED MEASURE PANEL COBOL

RESPONDENTS RESPCNDENTS

Season A Pretest

Season B Pretest

Season B Posttest Season B Posttest

(N 592) (N = 248)

B-Post B-Post

Base N %,correct Base N % correct

(30) 51 (26) 45 (16) 46

(110) 31 (201) 43 (116)
32

(183) 24 (365) 42 (116) 29

20%* 2% 14%

* p < ,05 2-tail
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Table 64. CHILDREN'S VISION: PROGRAM 9-4 SUGGESTIVE BEHAVIORAL EFFECTS 1RAC)

.
RAC Posttest Q 6-d: Since the ,last week in March, have you taken.a preschool child for

an eyesight or vision test?(Yes)

REPEATED MEASURE REPEATED MEASURE

POST-ONLY ANALYSES RESPONDENTS RESPONDENTS

Season A Pretest Season A Pretest
.1

1 Season A Interim

Measure ,
Season B Pretest'

Season B Posttest Season B Posttest Season B Posttest

(N = 1266) (N = 2439) (N = 1066)

P-Post' B -Post -Post

(Based on all

ResPondents)

PAEL CONTROL

RESPONDENTS

Bise N % yes Base N % yes lase N ! yes

A. View Show 9-4: (92) 10 (155) 8 (71) 7

B. View Other Shows: (445) 6 , (806) 5 (457) 7

C. Nonviewers: (729) 4 (1478) 4 (538) 5

Estimate of Effect = A -B: 4% 3% 0%

RAc Posttest Q 6-d: (Same as above)

POST ONLY ANALYSES REPEATED MEASURE REPEATED MEASURE PANEL CONTROL

RESPONDENTS RESPONDENTS RESPONDENTS

(Based on respondents

with children under

Season A Pretest

1 Season A Interim

Season A Pretest

6) Measure Season B Pretest

Season B Posttest Season B Posttest Season B Posttest

(N = 323) (N = 592) (1 = 248)

B-Post B-Post B-Post

Base N % Yes Base N % Yes .

Base N % yes

A View Show B-4: (30) 23 (26) 43 (16) 27

B. View Other Shows: (110) 20 (201) 16 (116) 18

C Nonviewers: (183) 14 (365) 15 (116) 16

Estimate of Effect = A-B: 3% 270* 9%

* p< ,011 2-tail
1

2J...
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-Table.65. ;CHILDREN'S VISION: BEHAVIORAL TREND DATA (GALLUP)

Item: In the past.two months, have you had your children's eyes
exaMined.by a doctor? (yes)

Gallup Survey No.: 3 3 4 4

Field Date: 4/-5 4/75 5-6/75 5-6/75

Q asked for 2
months only: X

Q asked first for
6 then for 2 months: X

Base N: (392) (411) (375) (197)

%yes: 22 - - 15 21 - -*- 17
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Conclusions.. The series had no significant behavioral impact in the

area of children's vision, either in the seeking of information or in taking

preschoolers for a vision test. There were indications of informational

effects about amblyopia, but these indications varied among methodologically-

defined subgroups to the extent that...they must be consideria-ii-Iggestive only.

The NORC study indicated a learning effect (also suggested in the RAC study)

for the information that children's eyes should be examined befOre the child.

starts to read or go to school.



Some examples of viewers' commits (see p. 120) regarding
things learned or done in the area of vision:

"We go to the eye' doctor once a year and your:program
made us glad We do."

'I learned about-the _exact nature -of' amblyoPia how
earlrit-eenehd'-should bedetectelf;hoivIt-..;:is- corrected.; .

and that iücceeafullyf. :corkected.,
(over .6) had'nat.:had a screeningi'ehd she3 was very
yOung, I woad' haire takeriher'-fOx One

,

"I visited my eye doctor in May ahd found, a disorder :in
my vision that could be corrected. VerY talayd,a111."

"I urged my grandfather to see an opthamologiet.at:'which
time it vaidis covered he had twc, astiii6ts .."so :sign
of giauconia, and a need for a prescriptioh.change in
lenses of his glasses."

"I'm having the children's eyes checked before school
so they won't have that thing that slows them,up."

"I had my eyes checkedfor glaucoma. And I learned about
the lazy eye."

"I learned about glaucoma. I had never heard 'of .it.
I'm more careful about my family's ,eyesight.",

"I learned that a young child should have an--eye'ei
ation early in life to see if be or she_ has amblyopil
sihce it can't be detected by the parentei since-the,.
child sees well out of one eye."

"I learned about the little boy with one weak eye -- I'm
going to have my little _girl eXamined for this."

"We tested our son's vision ourselves to rule out-the
weakness. We had never heard of thie.,"

"I learned to keep a clospeck on:my little boy's., eyes .

"my daughter had an eye exam for her f.year:;:oia
suggestion."



Dental Care
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Rationale for choice of topic 1 (sugar consumption)

Children consume large quantities of sugar in the foods they eat as

-snacks..between meals. Dental authorities generally agree that a reduction of

sugar intake would benefit health in general and NI:mid be a particularly im-

portant step in the prevention of dental disease, which affedtd-about 98% of-
the U.S. population.

Behavioral. goal 1

To motivateparents-or others responsible for Child carwto reduce sugar

consumption (especially sweet snacks) by their dhildren
\

Information to conve

1) Sugar consumption promotes tooth decay and periodontal or gum

disease. 7

2) Other foods (nuts cheese, fruits, etc.) can be used for

snacks in place of foods-high-in sugar.
.

Nutritious snacks are often cheaper than those high in sugar.

Rationale for choice of topic 2 (dental plaque)

Plaque is a film which forms continuously on teeth and leads to tooth

decay and gum disease. Large numbers of people.experience pain and loss'of

teeth because plaque is not removed regularly. Because plaque is invisible,

many are unaware that their tooth cleanincepractices ire ineffective.

trial use of disclosing tableter-Which reveal the presence of plaque could

lead to improved dental'care habitsanciLthus to'maintenance Of dental
..

health. (In a recent national survey, only 24% of adults reported having

'01104; iiiidohir2pik-hatr7ever-beteshpiarlioirto-*ake-sure-they
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were cleaning'their teeth completely.)

Behavioral qoal-2 '

To motivate viewers to make a trial use of disclosing tablets.

Information to convey

1) Disclesing tablets reveal theTresence of plaque on the teeth.-

2) Plaque is a colorless film of bacteria formed continuously on

the teeth.

3) Plique'formAtion on the teeth leads to tooth decay and gum

disease, and can lead to loss of teeth.

4) Plaque should be removed regularly (preferably daily).

5) Plaque can be removed effectively by appropriate toothbrushing

and use of dental floss.

6) Disclosing tablets are inexpensive and can be obtained from a

dentist or drugstore.

7) Loss of teetn as one grows older is not inevitable; properly

cared for, teeth can last a lifetime.

Programming on dental care

Season, Running
program Segment title time Format

A-1 "Teeth in Glass" :31 "commercial"

Animation of teeth asking questions such as "Why go to a
dentist? Why bother to brush after every meal? If your
tooth has a cavity, pull it out." Teeth are shown to be
a false set as voice-over narrator says "Be true to your
teeth, or they'll be false to you."

A-3 "Toothbrush Hall of Fame" 3:10 Comedy .sketch.

Bob & Ray conduct an interview in the Toothbrush Hall of Fame.
Points are made about the value of daily brushing and use of

--dental-floss-to-remove-plaque:

A-3 "Kids and Teeth" 3:38 deMonstration,
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A-3

Dr. Mercado, a dentist explains to a group of children how

plaqua forms on teeth. An effective method of brushing
teeth is demonstrated.

"Disclosing Tablets" 56 "oomiercial"

A woman speaking directly to the viewer explains what plaque
is and tells how to Obtain free disclosing tabiets.from the

:.American Dental Association.

A-S 1"Teetkin Glass"

. -

A-6 "Don!,tCall Me Sugar"

.i31 (same as in
Jk-1,above).

Pearl Bailey sings-to a.l.iVe a4diendeabOUt how:She:hates to
be'called sirgar'becaUse. sugar,i8:.bed:fOr.'tWteeth

A-6 "To Tell the Tooth"

In this take-off on a TV 6ame show,.paielists try to guess
which of three contestants is the oneywith alr,of his

permanent teeth. The questions asked'of the-eoriteitihts,
and their answers, clarify the differences batWeen good

and poor dental health.habits.

A-6 Send:,Cola"

This humorous.segment above what%cin, happen.tO:,teeth wLen too
much sugar-laden.cola is:conslimea. .'Elementiare.t jin4le and

a visual of young cola consOmers at the.&Elabh:.'-','

A-6 "Sweetsteaks" Ommercial"

A child is eating breakfaPt iA a setting typical of TV
commarciali foroereals, suddenly' the leprechaun printed
on the cereal box comes to life and =murices that-the,

ingredient of the coveal is...sugar.

A-6 Sugac Baby" animation/
graphic

Onggestions'on how to save a:dhild't teeth*(aVOidingl.atioky
sweeterand cheWircandies, usinT.a..:straWtO,drinkso0a4op,.

'Elementa are graphics 'acdoatPanied by'riartat on.
.

. .

A-9 "smiling Montage" 3:56 vox pop

_-Seyeral people in "man on the street" comments about the
L..:2-importance of having healthy and attractive teeth. Segment

serves to introduce the following segments about-dental'care.

4:30
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Bill Cosby reminisces about the fact that losing a tooth as a
child was a financially rewarding experience; at the end he
contrasts this,with losing teeth_as an adult:

"I Likeyour Smile" 1:47 song

John Davidson does a song which implies that an attractive
amiie is a definite asset.

A-9 "Teeth in Glass"

(same segment used program A-1)

:29 "commercial"

A-11 "Countof Monte Creston 1:47 "commercial"

Good-etrokes for brushing teeth are demonstrated by: the
Count as he duels Baron Badiouth. SWordplay scenes are
intercut with closeUps of propf.r t^elthbrushing technique.

Findings. The FEELING GOOD aeries had no measurable impact of statisti-
.

cal significance in the dental care area. Data displayed are of three types:

-GO preseries baseline measures; (2) mid-series behavioral trends; and (3)

findings that are suggestive but not statistically. significant..

Items for which no impact was suggested include the following:

1) Information/opinion items (stated in summary form)

A. RAC Baseline Q6-d and RAC PwAtest Q2-d: One have

asymptomatic dental examinations every six months.

B. RAC Interim 3, Q4-a: Thoroughness of brushing teeth is

more important than frequent brushing.

C. RAC Interim 3, Q4-b: Adult teeth should last a lifetime.

(See Table 67 for suggestive data from the NORC study.)

D. RAC Interim 3, Q4-c: The proper way to brush

E. RAC Interim 2, Q4: Beiween-meal snacks are bad for

children's teeth.

2) Behavioral items (stated in summary form)

.R4C_Fostteat ppRp Slave:2 Q144 NORC:.Wave.3, Q6-c;

.NORC:Warej.4 43.Ci.:,..,Belf!...7repOria. of repintTaiYMPtomatic
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110

dental examinations.

B. RAC Baseline Q 4-e; RAC Posttest Q 9-b; NORC Wave 2,

Q 3: Use of dentaLdisclosing.tablets. (Although 6,000

viewers sent requests for disclosing tablets offered on

_
one program, the two post-program measures indicated

here did not find significant differences between viewers

and nonviewers in use of such tablets.)

C. RAC Interim 3, Q 1-m: Use of dental floss.

D. RAC Baseline Q 8-c; RAC Posttcat Q 5-c: Information-

seeking on dental care.
--

Table 67 includes a suggestive effect on parents cutalg down on sweet

snacks for their children. Selected preseries ortbaseline measures from

the RACand NORC studies are presented in Table 66.

Table 66. DENTAL CARE: PRESERIES DESCRIPTIVE DATA 1RAC AND NORC)

Item!

RAC Baseline NORC Baseline

Q 4-e Q 57

Have you ever used a = 5063) (N = 368)

disclosing tablet? % yes: 28 17

Item: Q 4-a; 4-b Q 58

Date of last asymptomatic
dental examination . . (N = 5063) (N -.: 371)

% within last 6 months: 32 18

% 6 months - 1 year ago: 16 16

% never: 26 32

29 8
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, Some examples of viewers' comments.(see 54 12 regarding

things learnii or done in the area of'dentaliveres

"ViNIIIMis dentist appointmentibefore becauSe you are

composed to and now I do booausci I care."

'I learned of the availability of dental, ing

tablets.!'

"I /earned to have the dtildren's dental
they axe younger."

"I now check an plague more carefully
more consistently."

"I watch sweet snacks like juice and
and baby. I sat use carrots etc.,

"I've really stressed on my children to brus their teeth

mems."

"Z vent for a dental checkup."

"Get my husband to a dentist!"

'Z went to the dentist -- Z didn't go since i was seventeen

years of age and Z went. then I saw the show 'Zs you

gonna have your teeth when you gets old?' Z eot to

thinking about it so Z up and went and that's something
newsfor me."

"Z realised the importance of your teeth even when you

have no problems."

"Z've taken the children to the dentist."
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Rationale for choice'of topic

Stress is produced by_a=variety of iituationi4-MinyinVolning dhange -7

for example, getting married Or diVOiced moving to,a differentneighbor-...

hood or city, getting a newAdb or lOsing an Old one:. Becauie:many people

are unaware that favoreble Changes SUCh as a proMotiOn.prOdUaestresi P;

f

that.a series of small stresses can acCuMulate4rWOOSO4hySical

they may fail to engage in stress-reducing behairiorsidliCh;coi*preVent

health damage.

Behavioral goal

To motivate viewers to engage in stress-reducing behiviOriiwhen they

-find thineselves in situations involving excessive stress.'

Information to convey

1) Moderate levels of stress are benefiCiiI.inthitthey Stimu-

late adaptive responsesl excissive:stresWaan lead to head-

aches, insomnia, ulcer!, asthma,andhipertension.

2) Everyone experiences some amount .of strese.daily.. Its sOurce

can be mental (sudh aS a baby crying) or physicailsuCh..as.a

cold), but the mind and body are both affected regardleis of

the origin of the stress.

3) TranqUilirers relieve the symptoms' a stress but do not'

affect its causes.

4) Learning to use the "relaxation' response"--produced by a quiet

place, comfortable posture, repetitiOn'Of4 iound or word, .

and a passive attitude--can.reduce stress effeCtively.

5) Other adaptive means of handling stress are talking about

301



PrOb lams Witk someone Close f kitorking'it 'Off through ehobby or
. . -

. exercieel; dcang eomething for.: someOneelse-F::breaking Pith laths

.doWeSeci handlig them Ofie,

6) If methods such as thee. ,4711.16V,

mentaland.physiaal.r-eactioniu:taitieSW'

. .
. .

.,..contrallingi;person's
, , ..

'RFOPlaai;c4.44 helP may

be 'advisable.
.

'Season,
-0Ogram, : Segment.,title .

8r6....
(program"' title),,

Dick Cavett as..host
.

'iviCaMiett. Ikiiiiiiji'iii biiiiel".1ifrVild- ii-,--exa-Ciase-grt.a ..aitg*os -the--ge ,
. .

,nature of stress and wayi of coping With:At..
, . , . . . ..,

"Strese Animation" , :SO ' animation

.3319. -haat --camments.

. .

Aniiated..graphias :are used tO 414st:rata narration
identifYing situations :which fietzi4iitlir, involve. 2

. , . . .

stress-=changing Jobe, mOving, ;getting 'inarried.or
'divorced, 'eta.'

"Medical Monologue"

Sill Cosby discusses the "fight or flight reaction and
other physiological effects of stress.

"Nancy's Life" 8 100 documentary

Nancy, a young career woman,, talks about the'preaserei and
satisfaations, of her work .and oaring for her.soe.

"Tape and.Reveille",, 1.:12 * commercial"

This .take-off. on TV ads .for 'pep pills :and .tranquiiisers shOws
a young man end woman who experience sharp .mOod 's;t1,einges after
taking a new.drug "available whereVer better:magazinet.are sold."

"Dr. Benson" 6 133 intervier/
ition

Dr. Herbert Beneon desaribis the; "relaxatiOn resPonee" which



helps coMbatstress,and demonstrates its
with Oick'Cavett.

use in an interView

Other prbgraw elements

FindinoL

area of 'stress

bridges,
oredits, re-

FiVeAnforlation/opinion items were addressedtfie topic

with.one of theeeltems being asked in both the.RACHand NORC:

studies. On two of theitems, significant*andior suggestive:,impact

p;Ogram 8.4 wai detected.

There was: no impact on NORC posttest Q4-g: "DO,You mostly;:agreeor
,

disagree: It is* impossible to avoid stiess:iWeveryday life even:if:you are:

very'careful." Overall, 77S'Agreed-with the item,'and the.pettern_Varied

little among treatment groups or viewing stbgroups. Simileirli,:iriewing or

not viewing program.84 had little impact_on tWo..AWitems and.heir.;,-

sponse distributions are presnted in Table,69-for:diliCriitivepurposes only.

One interpretation o; the descriptive data displayed.in Table 53 is that

program B-6 had an opportunity to teach the significance of accumulated

stress from multiple "minoe'situations,' and simply failed,to convey that

message effectively. In the second displayed item, however, it is apparent

that vast majorities recognized the value of talking prebleMs through with

another person; there was minimal room:for additional impact, and indeed the

viewing or non-viewing of program 8-6 had little effeoton the response

patterns for that item. The use of tranquilizers was iMbedded in the larger

item Above in the RAC study, but NORC asked the question separately, finding

'week evidence of a viewing effect for program 84i as.displayedin Table 70.

Responses to an item About stress asked in both thm MAC and NORC

studies are displayed in Table 71.

Conolusions. There is somewhat equivocal.evidenoe that program 8-6 in-

creased the proportions recognizing that stress oan,be helpful' as well as

harpfulvand that taking trnguilizers is not A gaod way of defiling with streSs.



-PAC Pastiest 05-bs No metier how
EiPY,110,1a1; streNefallitultioniv.
heppeii ta,.you at on!i,t4ine.;,thOY

can'nevet,equal the streii caused
by one big thing, like,losihg
yourldb. '(aostly fairs):

RhC posttest Q15 -c: There eke many
'things-that people-do to relieVe stress.
Which of the following things are good
ways-to deal with stress?
-- work it off: 45 46

-- take a tranquilizer: 8 9

drink-or eat something: .4. 3

--talk about the prdblem with
SOMOOM 84 85

-n" push the prdblem out of your mind: 9 9

Table 70. STRESS: EFFECTS oN OPINIONS ABOUT TRANQUILIZERS (NoRC)

NORC Wave 4 Q4-g: Taking tranquilizers is a good way Of dealing With

(Mostly disagree)stress.

Prog.

% disagrees

Treatment Group'A
Induced to view
be interviewed

Non-
Vtewer Viewer,

(f- 63) .(17774)

86 '80

ILp_eatmentGrou 11 Treatment Group C

IndWbe . No
interviewed' inducements

Nom.. Non- .

Viewez Viewer
(N 103) (77114)

73* 76

*significantly different from Treatment Group A viewers, 11405, l-tail

30.4
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itePOitikt,measiare
Resp6iiitents.: .."

Seasdn A .pret.est).
'seat* A;:Interip
NiasOrei
':season :WPOstelet-
,(N*4,266)

B-Post.'4:
Base N % agree,:

Viewed Prg. 11.43 (166): . 0,63
Viewed Other shows: (371) 1r54*

, Nonviewers: (729) 56
(Significance of difference from

. _ **p .4- 01.v , @NS, but..p.-,

RAC Pr ost Analyses

Viewed Prg. 8-61
Viewed Other Shows:
Nonviewers:

(INS, but p .10, 2-tail)

,sesso,IviVT-ttr...V."t.!

ea0on

m :2$439)
r;B-post

Base
: (26 )

(692) -054«
(1478)

8-6 Viewers: 4p 4
-:07i

asie

Bass N Pretested
,Rs who did not ;
agree on the
Pretest

N
(76)

(196)
(391)

NO= TreatMent GrOUp A 'We*
Inducted. to .view Induce to: bib
beinterViesied Intarviimed4.

Nom ',*.
Prg. 8-61 Viewer. 'Viewer Vieger

(N is 63) (N 174) '(N

% agree: 56 51 45:

Propottifin cifBase N
844"0:404e.
Pogitte0.,'
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Some examples of vieWers' comments (see:p. 120):regarding

things learned or done in the-area of:stress:,

"The program aided ma.in ways tO know how to,:deal,with

seVere,emOtiOnal stress period-that mi:14 Year-oldbrOther.

is goingthrough. He IS now in-a,hospital under-ob-:
-

servation."

."The.program on stress. when,br.-Benion talked with D.

gavett.--The relaxation therapy-was-interesting-and i14e.

tried:it."
. -

"I've become more interested in meditation As a coping

technique."

"Now I can live without tranquilizers: if.1 get stress-
ful, I go and.get a book to read or turn on the tele,- .

vision or anything beside take.a tram/0liter."

"I've learned how to cope with my grand kids a little
better. And the show about this showed me.hcar.to get
a different perspective on things now and then.and.how

to calm down."

."I have more compassion for persons affected 14 depression'
and stress knowing the signs makes this possible. prior

to this I believed the person to be Pouting or justH

plain 'ornery."

"I try to see that my husband relaxes more."

"I learned to overcome stress to keep you from having
ulcers. That's one main thing I learned."

"I gained useful information aboUt.stress as my hudband
is having severe problems with it."

"I was not aware of the 'little things' that ars stress-
ful that can build up and have an effect."-

"I learned that life is a series of ups and downs. The

program helped my husband at a time when we hadlost
several close relativeaand he had lost a job. After

35 years together, we found if we talked it out it was
easier to accept and adjust to hurt."

"I've tried to have a little different attitude toward

the tensions and stress in my everyday life. I try'

to do the little meditating thing."

, 306
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:HypertensiOn:

r.;

Ritt:ionale for choice 'of topic 1 (hypertension ,ChickupS).',

niqh..:11ilood pressure (hypertension): is a. major factor in the deVelopment
. , .

of heait disease stroke, 'and .ki4fiey :failure'. It affeCte abOUt....23,000,000

Americans half of Whom are Unaware they haVe the proble10.4.041kie .theie::are

'Often no ymptOms. It can usually be controlled thrinigh medidatiOri 'and diet.
A

: ;

Behavioral goals :1 and 2
. .. ,

1) To motivate viewers .to have, their .blood pressUre cheaked.

To motivate vieWers to encourage others (friend, spouie, etc.)

to have their blood pressure checked.

Information to .Convey

I) Hypertension is widespread affecting 15-20% of the 'adult

population.

whites.

:.Hypertension can be

The :rate among blacks is' -twice. as" high as among

asymptomatic' -; . you caryhave:' it

without noticing symptoms. Half the people'Whaliava7.the

blem don't know it. The only way td be mire' ioit:dOn.!t have it

is to have a blood pressure check.

3) Hypertension cheaups are 'quick

can be obtained free. .

4) Hypertension is treatable and in most cases' can be: brought

,undir control iii a brief Period

Maintaining control of hYpertension is ustually limple..and en-

tirely compatible with a normal life.'

Uncontrolled hypertension cap ,leaS tO serious health problems

(heart:disease Stroke, kidney. failure)'.
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-
'7) Where viewers can learn hag to obtain-a freehyperiensiOn

.

). -EiiCOUri4eiselit,ifrom:frieride.and

Rationale for ähàtcéof taPiá 2 (hyieiteiniiiOril;,6oilirO

An istimated50%:Oi tiiok who:are aware

tOld to. eat ,1ess selt .but .manY ,fail to .f011oig this edviftek.'

Behavioral .goal .3

beeti -found : to have

mediCal adVice.

1) Untontrolled hypertension tin lead tO seribUi i/lnees!,;(heart

disease, stroke, kidney -failure).
,

2 Controlling hypertension helps reduCe the.:riek.Of theeeother .

problems, but continuous treatment ie eieential.. Taking.'

medication or using other control meai dose

cure hypertensioni-there is no Ore.:,
,

3) Although side 4iffecte of medication may occur OCCadionally, .

they are far less troublesome or serious .'than th.e ciOniequencis

of failing to maintein a control regimen.
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on hYPertinsion

.
Running

,degment,titIe.,. ". .,'FOimit

. .

Hiiii-Bioad-Breasure". ,:' '1:04' :"caimaercial"
7.,

Midd1;i? passi,ng
eat jag, while

.atin't time togethis ''blood

.e.

over.::tag :line ;IS "Don'tbe an ,angelget-YOUr prelignire

Cheaked..,'
. , .... .

'A-3 "aphygiosianconeter OitchMan"; , 2:11 sketch
, .

. . 7 .

carnival pitchman _who 'hairtiouble slying',:;"thyphyimoitianiesiter"

. tries ;to sillpasserfibyon the: iats of hainsi thair"bloOd .

pressUrel.cheaked, noting that it is painleds, quiCk, rand

sometimee: ,gree "...-

,
A-3 "What:Is:Blood Pressure" 3:14 lecture/

demonstration

Dr:" Timothy Johnson explains'-what blood pressure:is and'

takes a reading -on a-sian" who has :skier been diecked for

hypertension.

A-3 3:22 song

The theme of ,thia song by Joe Williams is.that a parent -

has "scoethilig to liVo fOr," implying that. caring .for one's

health enables a parent to see his children Ore* Up. .

"Dice" :30 "Costierciel"
A-7

"SoMething,.tO Live For"

A visual with thmbling dice accompanied by narration -Which

emphasises: that; not taking MediCation for 'high blood pressure .

like, gambling With iyour life.

"Keep Yo Blood Fressure Down" , 2:07 comedy sketch

.""-"

&PS

,

.Bob: and Ray. in terview" between a `..111k-Ohcm hcnst and

:the author of a-book ypixkinsian'. Basics infOrmitidn' on
blood-pressure is interwoven iliircomedip elementi through-

outl the -itaglent. .

,

"Hypertension Graphice Film"

. GraphiCs accompanied, bydnarration 'Make tie 40int'that hYper-
tension may be-Present without produiiing' eyntptois.

1:20,, , animation

"When Rosie.Died"'...

,
Bill Withers iings-A:billed' about

3:04 song

scimiione Whin died As a



isn'faCt:tbat
1,24h:beAon-
hyperteneion "is

result of having hypertension. EmPhaeis
hypertension is easy to detect aid,,uStiall
trolled. A vox pop of people discussing
presented in the middl§ of the segment.

'. comedy mono-
.: ''... logue
. , .

Bill' Cosbiportrays two. wt.* .ixgkiswitig: al*.itli, _..!34.:.:.,:::-41nPf,!PPEI
dniCirieiv, to,. tilipiiin tO: the. icroc (wh6..

: symptceis'' eh er
_

,-,arec, frigarIdi"-, ..'.:,i. bt,t7,:.1:-7:-,T,c,:cri
ded\h-,

on,
no sym*.iilis..*-;, ,: B'i'wPint)

e' er '...

"Mush; My Baby" .
,

iinda Hopkins, as a Mother. Si
an ajjpointiant td hi0e-her'rbi

of me.!'

Findings. The NORC pre-series baielihe measuree iiiclicited th4i.:.. .,....
.,... .

. . , .... .,

1) 87% reported that their. blood .pressUre ,hed beei checked; within

the last 12 mcinths:'(N' 406'

11% were told their blood pressure wai high, 6% weretold it

was low, and 57% were told it was nOrmal".(N 196) ;:"

3) 95% reported that a person' Could.have high.blood Pressure and

not know it (N at 400) ;

4) 53% claimed that someone had previously explained to .,,them:iihat

a person with high blood pressure should do,..te control, it

(N'as 398).

The RAC pre-series baseline measuies (N 5,063): indiCatect that:.. ,

,
.......,

1) 77% reported 'that their blood ptessure had -bein Oheokett within
_

,

the list year;

2) 11% were told their blood pressure was high iii were told it

was 1404 aad.55% were told it ttfaii 'normal;

3) 44% wish they had been Vld mOre about their bloOd,pressure at

the time it was taken;
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. .

.'r:48%-reported that*thigy had suggeste&to otherhat.theY.get

theiX blOod..,PressUreihecked.,

measures taken:during.the:series, ceiling Ofects.were encountered on .

the-informational item that a person can have high blood pressure and not

know it: RAC Interim 1, Q3-13; RAC -Interim, 2, Q3-131 RAC Interim 3, Q3-c
_

(where the.item.was Phrasedi% SOmetiales"hard. to tellwheri.you

blood pretire)vRAC posttest Q2-f1±NOSC Wave,"2., Q6.41,NORC-WeVe 4 I2-4n.

RAC Interim.2, the:iteM waridhange&sothat ii-Additioh to-the:,general item
,

described above (Where'83%:of the.RAC.InteriO_respOndante agXeed":.that,you
,

dOuld have high blood pressure_and not knoW'it), raspOndents'Wereeiked

"Which'of these things aImst wmays goes% along_with high,Oldodpreesuxe

(1) getting zsd in the face; (2):losing yow. tempar;.(3). being nerVous and.

.tense; (4) having haddAches, (5) none of theie; and (6) I don't.khow." This'

qUestion, believe4 to be more sensitive than the Simple agree-disagree item,

certainly did not show a ceiling effect: across all resPondente, only 9%

dhedked "none of these." The effect of program A-8 on responses io this

question is indicated in Table 72.

The data displayed in Table 73 did not vary significantly-as,a function

of viewing, but the response patterns,for all respondents are interesting j.n

their own right as descriptive data.

Season A programs A-3, A4 and A-10 attempted to oonvey:the information '

that blacks are paxticularly susceptible to high blood preisure. The impact

of program A-8 on this item was not measured but the other t4o prOgrame were

assessed in RAC Interim measures 1 and 31 the results are significant for the-

one and suggestive for the other, as displayed in Table 74

Within the hypertension topic area three behaviors were assessed:

(1).information-seehing: (2) urging others to, get blood pressure checks;

and (3). getting a blood pressure cheadc. Relevant data are displayed in the

.t 3.11::
0,.



Table 72. EFFECTS OF A-8 ON THE BELIEF THAT HIGH BLOOD
IS ASYMPTOMATIC (RAC)

RAC InteiiM 2; Q. 3-C: Which of these.things almost. always joe0:--'41Ongi*ith,
- ,

'high blood:pressure . . (noneoithese).':. (Note:%:AlthOugk.M44410:'
,

.responses were permitted, it ii:asiuied:thai those7CheckingnOnef,of
these" seleCted.Only that one optioli.)::

1/lewed Program-

(N 52)

% "none of these": . 20

**Significande of differbnce. from viewers...ofShc,ii:ArS:,:

Table 73. DESCRIPTIVE. DATA:ON THE,PERCEIVENCIDENCE OF-4 pip*Ips,
INCLUDING HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE 1RAC)

RAC Interim 1, Q 10-a: About One out of every siX Americans has

high blood pressure:

diabetes:

low blood sugar:

tuberculosis:

don't know:

(N as 518)

its

61

10

2

27

.3

312
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moms or PROGRAM A-3 AM A-10 OR TM maw TUT ILA=
ITTCOLARLY SthicApTlaza TO UM moo PREMIUM (MC)

123-ea ant FAC' Mdaria bio90 sas ow=
49. among blavk *go tbin:aMgtisbit.

Viewed P.
A-10

vlswod 19 cc All
but apt A-10

A9411'
licsokever

(61) (54) (ass).

It 34 27 22

(62) (39) (246)
It . 36 19

Offs:mt. frail. :at Mow 11-5, p < .05, 2-taA1.



adjeoent tables. In Table 75; information-seeking is analysed u an overall

series *gut, as opposed an effect of a particular Osgram. ,MC data

(IPP4 VOluile 2, Table 345) were reconstituted to periit analysis of this
i

questioin; Among those Who had not soight bloOrd Pressure information in the

- ° air loptlis prOodinit4h, asxiá,.what pxoportions did: leaak.. SUCh information

during OM seriami: and ha* Were theee propotibM assoCiated with-levels of
. .

'Awing moms the entire seriei2k Bleu' but.'

found 'as ;indicated in. tbe:. table. -

The belliiyiei of Urging Someone

assessed.lin batkibe*ORC.iiid M*6 etude!,
. .

positive effect, as displayed in Table '74:,

On -the behavioral goal of ge_

f°1141 no eiidence `of an:effect ficei e.... .

,

Wave 3, Qin 'Or program B-3, whion MAW.

4 Q2). ..14i MC study, however, foundel:iggea

graming'Snd 'significant effects friar, the.-

Tables 77 'and 78.

In Table 77, there are three groups-of, preteitecl:responderitiii..all of

whom would>,have been less prone than the unPretuted panel.;Contiol respond-,

ents to inflate self-reported behaviors beCause' of tOleacoping. :Proportions

of pretested nonrvieurs reporting recent bloOd Pr.SUreCC held virtually

constant-acrose Interim Neaeures .1-,..2,-.and 3. *çOrtioxis reporting recent

blood pressure Checks among those who viewed relevani.seesoii- A .iiia4iaram4-ng,

*homier, inceued steadily over-:tile through-one,- two; 'and- finally-three- -

' - °A.

1 pkograas -related to 444 b3-°94 pregi8ure'''' 212grIgei' inte viewer of
,

program'A-10 had previously .had,the:opportOnity,.to.,4sgrograme A73 and A-8

vent shoWs

:

was nat asceiteliable in .t.he
corsistent

'e .



,

'Table 75, INFORMATION-SEHICIM BEHAVIORS ABOUT BLOOD

MC Baseline Q8-a, and PAC'Posttest 05-a: In the last

you try to get Information on where to get an an:for 10.1.6i;d.pre's

for yourself or anyone else?

knew it) ,

Hi Viewers (viewed
4 or more shows in
the entire, series)

Lo Viewers (viewed
1-3 'shyers in the

entire series).

Nouviewers (viewed
no slims in the
entire series)

( 46)

I-

(908)

1

1 (1,851)

I.
Significance of difference fronv'the Hi Viewers: *p < .05, 2-tail:

***p 4 .091, 2-tail

4**



Table 76. OVERALL SERIES EPPECTS ON URGING OTHERS 119 GET A BIDOD
, .

PRESSURE CHECK (NORC AND RAM

NORC: Have you urged someone else to get a blood pressure check?
(Waye 3, Q 9: Since we last talked; Wave-4, Q 3: Since March 1st)

TREATMENT GROUP A TREAimPati. GROUP B TREATMENT =UP C
Induced to View inauCed,to be

and be Interviewed Interviewed

Orierall
series
viewing
status:

...High.
Viewer:

. .
Viewer

No Induce:fent

,

Non- Viewed Non-:_ ...... .. . , .

viewer Sane viewer

(13) '(36) (18) (78)
86 42** 67 33++

Wave 4 N: (76) (87) (34) (100) (18) (78)
% yes: 66 61 54 44** 56 27**

+

**Treatment Group B Nonviewers significantly; different,L,frorcTreatment
Group A High Viewers, p 4.01, Signifibince of contrast:_between
Treatment Group C Viewed Some and Nonviewer eabgroupe: 17tai1 i
++ p 1-tail. ..,

RAC: Have you ever suggested to sometime else that'they shoad get their
blood pressure checked? (RAC Baseline, Q 3-e; RAC'Postieit-48-b), .

(yes, no, not sure)

High.Viewers (viewed 4
or:More shows in the
entire series).:

Low ilewers (viewed
173 showS in.the
entire serieS:-

'Nonviewers-(viewed
he .ehewl-le the
'entire series):

Base N = nuMber keying: Proportion re0p6nding:-
"no"- bx "not sure"-ad "yes"" on the'Posttest
the PreSeriegi baseline
measure

(353)

(497)

(1,032)

6

.,27**

26***

***Significance of difference froi-the High Viewers:

316



,'"
t..71.!.

l'f'777r, 4:41:,

. .',.
Table 77.;
.:. TING

ihe _uteri* 1, 2,:aid53.-i: (In the last:.,i0o: had.:a
. _

blood ..presiure ohedit . (Q 1-13, thid, lit)....21.:,;;'. : -
. .. . .

viewecUP*ogram . vieweik:A=1, 2, or 4 'N41:- - A-4.
Interim 1 . ': .' AL-3 ' .: bit not A-3 .,,.,.. -..; Nonviewer ,, ..

, . ... . .

1 (N.84) . ..- 418=621
, ...

I' . _ ....

.: ; , 4 ,: ..% yes: . 37. .81. 1
_

.

. -

.

Interim 2 A-8 . 7.-
vi,:iw. ad .:;:i9- 9z:aza -::VieWlit," .'leiol\tiiA.6-8.or 4 ..

::...',,-"iik?.....7,,....7..zii.e:wk7e:,..,
.. ':.'" ,.,,,

(N=52) iN=71)-

% yes: 52 ..

r (Pit392)
. .

''' . . .

'.. 'Viewed Piogram- 11-; -:. A-9 -
. . .

.

A-10. ' . :::Noaviewer
"...

Pretested Rs.
,

(61)

63

(62)

63

-(57)

56

. .

(39)

' 58

.

. .

i.
;

. .

t-.

Base N:

% yes:

panel, Control
unpretested Rs.

Base N: -

.

(285) *!

.42

1-
, t

.

.

-'

x:

. .
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Table 78: . .OVERRLS SERIES ,EFFECTS, ON MITT= WOOD. iHES801iiialifiES-(HaC)

HBO. Baletiiii. 63-a itosttest..0**as When, if: 'ever, was the.,.1ast time yoU' lutd
Yektr' bk,49# iiaaaar,a.

1. ...

4.igc

3. been 6mcthsn a:1*r ago
.4. -batiieen one antilNo;years ago
5.. mOrie.than.a yeari:'aVO.
6. nevir had it checked
7. noto:sure

Base N .Number of re-
Spondents :,cheoking codes
4,5,6,' or. 7.above- on the .4
pre-series bali1Ine
measure

Hi Viewers (viewed
4.or more showe in
the entice series)k

Lo Viewers (viewed 1-
3 shoos in the entire
series):

Nonviewers (viewed
.no shags 'in the
entire series):

(168)

(191)

(506)

***Significantly different from the Hi Viewirs,.0, ..001 .



Gallup Survey II:
e:

Q asked for last
2 months only:

Q asked first for
then 2 months:

Nasal N:
_

12/74' - 2/75

Basel (all iespOpaents).:.

High blood .pressire.:.
lead to itioke

.-kidnei.diSeasieand..kidney

PF013.40011.
...can- easily (usually)

t.::ontrolled..itith
mediCation
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-with the interpretation that Season A, which dealt with:bloodpressUre in

_three. separate 'shows, had a'Cumulative effect in motivating peopleto get
-

blood.pressure.checks. Larger.gaMple.sizes,wouldundoubtedlyhavepermitted

these effects-to'be determined statistically significant; but they-are sug-

-gestive-even-in their-present. form. With larger .samples, and with:reference

to a longer time duration; the same behavioral effect (gettinga. blood pros-

sure check) .was statisticallY.signifiCent on ihe RAC posttest, as diaplaYed

in Table 78.

Trend data displayed in Table 79, include not'only,natiOnal,survey.data

from Gallup, but also an item used by RAC in all three interim, beasUres that

was neither suggestive nor significant when broken out by viewership patterns.

The data presented here for descriptive purposes only.

Conclusions. Program A-8 had a significant impact on the proporti ns

considering a list of plaupible high blood pressure iymptoma then judged

that none of them applied. Other means of beaeuring knoWledge:c&that

,

asymptomatic nature of high blood,pressure encountered ceiling::effects.

Program A-3 had a,significant effect on the proportions

blacks are particularly susceptible to high blood pressure.

atatinTthat
f.

'.'th3.6 same

measure, Program A-10 produCed a suggestive but not statiaticallY-significant

effect.

The series as a whole had a significant effect on the pioportions

-aeeking information about blood pressure teeti.

. Both the NORC and th: .nd:Icatedthat the series:as a whole

had a Significant effect on t4-;:. i.Am'ativior of endooreginqothere:t.O.get a blOod:

pressure test.

While the NOW study.cpuld detect no significant behavioral4mpact on

getting a blood pressure cheCk, RAC data wereauggestive On this behavioral
/



measure for _Season A programming

the Series as a Whole.

and significant when considering the impact

Some exasples.of viewers-' .commentS (see.p.:10) x,garartg
things learned.or done in .the. area:of .hYPertensilahic.;.--.

"I insisted a relative have_her-blood.,pressnre checked --
as it turned out it may have prolonied her life).

"As a high school .biology, teacher 'I suggeSte
students (all Alack) , that 'they Wateh the.:shoW.,:,aiid: we
took the blood.pressure 'Of, Sich .Eitudent: :TWo-'r*e..;noW

taking riediCationlor
aware of the-high incidence of -bYperti*0.1,1
Black population but assumed it was.enlY-in'Older
people." -

"I learned how to recognize possible high bloed pressure.
I had it checked ,several times since the program.".

"I, became more conscious of the importance of regulating
blood pressure because or 'Pearl Bailei.' .

"I've gone on a diet and I've bad my blood pressure
checked."

"The statistical occurrence of hypertension and the lack
of knowledge concerning the illness has causied.me to
speak of .it to manY- pee-1)1e. _I _discovered .mine -twenty
years ago." -

"I've been more concerned about. my hi4h blooePressOre.
I had,it checked." .

sent my husband to have his, blood preasure 'checked."

learnea that there are no .-symptaiika".-feir.--b-4h: pod-77-
-.pressure: ," s

"I -learned about the 'importance ;of bleed:presenre?teetS., .

A.

One should have regular .medical checkiVe,i#ore Often
, .

than I'previously :believed.".",. . ,
"My husband . has, beCome ranch more '. aware- of.._.biii.":bieed. . . " .

..pressureproblems.and the need-to. do as direeted by-
..- _

'Our ilYIdeetar." ,..,
.



Rationale. for. Choice 'of topic

Minor hearing 4iffibalties !a Matt' 10-15%,:0,
aretha.i3F,i*,a

ditieese :end-

-80Trn01.3.r 4**Fizi

, if they .are

Behavioral goa

To aiotiliate.parents ar..o

.preschoOl children,,for alhearing",'Atreiin
?r)

Infórisation to convey

Most-.hdating'prOhleigi :ire; tisi

'are cietected.before.'iCtiool'a

2) Uhildren citn- haire hearing: :Pi.:
. : .

to their aDarerita

Uncorrected hee4ng,ProblEPE194.k *mer
the child'-- e.g.,difficulty "in-le

.13erforsiance, Malarial

4) Beari4g:POreen*ng

." enjOirehle tor .the :Child; and;"

5): :Where vieWers can find;:biit.;hoW. to ...sx:FaSgS
: :1,..;"'.-



..Progriunmirig. on *akin,

Season, n. , .

-Running

program "117-is.Segment firite
. , . .

The First.'Tims4 3:43 ..143:Ustrated
. .,.

_

.;....

Film og. Children ,in Various,'activities:'.i.

. of a Song::!;y.:, Anne Atiri .(!"1-.-: ..the::fi''.
in,,thi:.,,iiiiji;,:P-t. Staye4' -:::1,ii 14 ,,:ian.;)..

ir .

1...
.,,,,' ., r

20:00.4:640.r.'ofi s s:: visi.:. ..:_, 4

ing4este.,..ancl . giiea;;X0.i!e . Sqt'..;:if.kgr: 11,;if4ar--!_ .:,.." .:.:21'.",''2.!-r-. ,A, .,;:: ;;;ViIii4:Kik,

SegOent.Cliiies wiWrepriie Of-:-nnilgginti'lzfl.%:Si:t'.
e

,. desCrikion also' apPearti !in. the:re'.i3..t..,....sii'
irisinn.)

.. ....,. .

the ,..yries

4tear;

egment
`with

A-2 ','What Kids kear 3: 45 comedy. mono-

logue ..

.

Bill Cosby points out that children hear selectivelief fOr

example, they seek to hear rWho werifs:_mr:;deaseit?much =ire

.eatily than "Clean up your .room.",. The:Poirit'iamade: that

parents may be unaware that a- Child has .a hearing:problem; and

thus that a hearing test should be obtained b'eiOre,2'a Ool age.

A boy tries to communicate with an old Mari on a.parkt,bench.

oilecause the man has a hearing problem ("All,.-kids.-should,,have
their hearing , screened by age four" is understood:aa''40rchids

should have their earrings creamed by Jibe kortai6)

sage .is repeated seVeral times. 1`,.
. .

A-10 "Patty" 8:12 'dOcurnentary

Parents and friends of a preschool child named Patty discuss

her hearing loss and the symptoms that led to the diseov

of her problem.

A-10 ''The- World ii 'MuSia" '2:36- song-

Johnny Mathis-does 'a song' ("All the world "is ,imusic.-io my ears

arid I Aekr everYthing that comes along' serves

as a Conclusion to the .series of segments On heariirg:

7Mathis*teiiil" .-:21',2;leCture/,

At the end- Of 'hie': song, Johniik.. Mathis. fella Viewerseiliat

° ei;woria,
'but .fhatSWi,lie#ingc.PrObleMa;-
*4,4. ip4A',Ote*:6*.44=:;;?.#fi.:*4..,

, age. of fOUr:iind .for-tu

ettr an'.:15e-
Ibefore the

,

Lnformation.

ir



, 770 MEN

Dick Cavitt as host .

.

The evaluation dOeic not include...an:. aisetieMen
of Program- B79, ,since, this PrograM.1*mr
:data ColleCtion had been 'comPietea=.4'AnYi 0;ndin
area, of hearing-pertain only

Findings. NORC preseriel base/ine' mess**, amon reschbol-
;)

ers aged 'four to six indicated that 45% of those chiklien had already re-

ceived a hearing test (N xi 82). Of those not receiving suchteate alriady,

half the,: mothers indicated, that they probably or-definitely planned, to do

so; half indicated they probably would not (WORC baseline Q53. an
.. .

those intending to take their presChooler for a hearing testv;.: only half of

them had a particuAr i5lace in mind for the test--: AC' bas

NOW.- teaguret-taken.:dUring.-and ifter :Season A. fbUtictliii'',:view

incidence Of:recent hearing' tests, for children
..,i

... ... , ,

RAC 'Pregieries. baseline MeaSures-- indicated ;that,. 3.1%-,'of .1,rie .'iileiits 'of
: . - ur .. ....-7,.., , ,.,... . ,-:-.';,::.,:--'.::*;!*Y`-':.''' . -

...,....,.,.:...,-..,. . - ...., .4.,....,,...i...:, -i.--", .- .

;..preschoolers had,.teken :their. OrdeSt:PreSChoOl childt;ifOr . a hear



;*;.°1;,51,904,:F6,7111:x

Q20-ci,weighted

th e 'parents whO Viewed any part of' the Series (pi

ported thiz, behavior, While 29% of the non-viewérs

siudiWce.belfrselectiOn 'faators tOuld. ecCol.uit .fo

This. interprétatiOn-is supPorted
,

A,':where 'the inCidenee Of);reeent hearing

clearly tO general vieWing -than'-to

Interim 1,, Q1-4;;AK'iriteriM,3; :

by,AAC -Inte*im Seasu:rea',

. - , -

As displayed in'Table 80, there is weak ev

cally, only prograM .A-2) 'bad- a . signitiaant inpact on ofle inEo i

...- opinion .item, -while program A - lo haka:higtili,:,..ZOggitatiVe .but -49.,,!:'.statistically-
..:,. :=.;,::::,;, - .-.i :: . : '',-, ;', - . '. , -'

. ,' - .,' '
.' .-: '

. . . . .

's- ! aignifiCant-effect:.On another information. iteM.'' . ;.:. ..2.:
. . .

A 'suggestive but not statistically significant effect dn.'

seeking is displayed in Table 81.

Descriptive trend data on the reported incidence of, hear

adults and children are provided by Galli* surVeys 3 and-

Conclusions. There was little demonstrable ser es e e e top c

area of hearing:..Relevant..PrOgramniing -in geitión-k-- 'Ocr.eeee the
...... - .

. .

Proportions :of parents: Of preachoOlers recognizing
. . .

,

fying hearing' probleniii A' Siggee

significant:. effect -Cif, Program A44. Avas -to increaae

4
. . , -

behaVioral impaci was made On the .incideitiät
.

' " ..,
,ing test, litit; data are EiuggeStiVe inOi*.Eite

. .

is4iies aS a Whole-had a .iodelit inçac Mors 'far
- - . . . or visio



NORC Wave 2, Q 6-i: Parents pan always tell if their child
hearing problem. (disagree)

Season. A:- Vewing

. Status:,

TREATil*T.:**
Induced

arid. be' Intaiiiaed
Hi94
Viewer VieWeri

(63)-:

- 63

*,* Significantly different from the _Nigh:Viewer p
.......,. . . .

RAC Interim 3, Q 10: Nearly.1 in everY 5 -preichool Childrenliaif('1068,:
than normal hearing. (agree) ." '

Viewed Program
A-10

:

Viewed A-9 or A;41.
A-u. nly ..

Pretested Respondenta

Base N: (61) (57) T285)

. _

% agree: 57 42

-Panel Control Respondents

Base N: (62) -. (39) 246) ..

% agree: 58 40 42 .





*isby_reminisCep-ebout.tkez*.h4C0zother,b,d'
Lng

-

co4gh.. ancl.noteetha#4hOtk.***mr,1041Able,;,

birent,,,thie and othe-6antigiOuti.-A4easeta.".,

.

. ,,,

1:CoselldOes nerratIon..OvelilM(Of.,eucCetZpil,:::
.1baIlehot.sand.,askeparente$:.#040esures-:#hattheir:-
NinThaVe'rall theehots"fot4o/ici4ubelleeZd

, ,

named:diseases.-:

ibstantial programming on immunizations was anticipated but

was minimal because of the change to Season B. Thus of the

items devoted to the topic, 21 were asked only on the RAC

Tuestionnaire. Of the remaining ix items two were part

lona surveys and are reported as descriptive data; two

and two.suggested a trend tward a detectable behavioral

short of itatistical significance. Tables 88-90 display a

cal baseline data, suggestive behavioral effects, and des-

ta.

rim measures covered program A-3 4n. Whicil the brief

en s 4mmunizations was:preiented.. Viewers.orthii program

gnificantly fromivieWers:ofOther,showisin2cOrreCily'select

listthe imMuniZatiOnS needed,:bit.61#14#i# (RAp,Interim.1,

facts here).,ur in proPortiOni,:taking4,preschooler ftreim-
. _ - _ ,...

...

the::middle of-OctoberARAO:iiiteriM..14-Q1-**: SUggestive

7.e.froWthe hVRCstudyere. resented..iii.Table 89..,,-- , - .

.



Table 88. pRESERIES PERCENTAGE, Or RESPONPONTS-
'REPORTING thiRIOUS PREVIOUS DINUNISATIONB'rON

THEIR OLDEST CHILD UNDER, HIE 'YEARS
or AGS (MC allo 'flow)

MC NORC

---Base-az-raele-or-fernale-pareats_. _____Baatt.,=.....mothoto or friviles
with children under- 6; responsible for health of
(N in 3210) (weighted) cliildren Under 6; (N in 202)

DTP (diPtheria,
tetanus,
whooping cough)

% yes:

Rubella
(German measles)

% yeti:

Regular measles
% yes:

Polio (oral
vacCine or,
other)

% yes': 82 99._

Table 89. CHILDREN'S IMMUNIZATIONS: SUGGESTIVE
BEHAVIORAL EFFFCTS (NORC)

NOM Wave 2, Q 2-b, and Wave 3, Q 10-c: Since we talked with you last,
have you taken your oldest child under 6 fr shots or immunizations?

TREATMENT GROUP A TREATMENT GROUP B TREATMENT GROUP C

Treatment Induced to View Induced to be
Group: and be Interviewed Interviewed N Inducement

Season A High Low
Viewing Level: Viewer Viewer Nonviewer Nonviewer

Wave 2, N:
% yes:

Wave 3, N:
% yes:

(27) (34) (13)
36 15 23

(35) (54) (28) (44)
41 30 32 29



. table it). ,TRHHOO'N.AELF7R0oRTi orlAutia PRES
SHOTS WITHIN THE tawny*, leximui:(AiLLO

,

and .:.datei. . .. ..

.Base (parent's):

Conclusions. The evaluation studies found only slight evidence'of

series impact (suggestive but not significant);iwthe area of immunizations.
a

The'oPportunity for impactvas.limited by the4lighAevelsr4ik-preieries

knovledge'and behiVior, and'bithe fact that vemly.little.:PrOgrimmingvae'

done On:thistopic'.
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T-ColOn-irentut canner stiikep approximately lool000 people,ind cauies about
. , _

.......18,000-deaths_eachLyear......A2POSt"..thX0PLOnt:Og fouiLkatiente,miqh.beLsaved

through early diagnosis and proMpt treitment. 'The proctosopOicesemination

-Jsa the beet means of early diagnosis-Of doldliectOm cancer.

Behavioral goal

To moti4ate viewers who are over 40 years-old to have a proctoscopic

examination.

Information'to convey

1) Men and women over 40-(cars of age shouldhave a proctoscopic

examination annually.

2) Proctoscopic examination is,the best means of eariar detection

of colon-rectum cancer; since the ,disease in its early stages

may produce no symptoms, people are frequently unaware that

this cancer is present.

3) Almost three out of four patients might be saved by early

detection and prompt treatment.

4) The potential benefits of the examination far outweigh the
-

teMporary discomfort it involves.

5) Where viewers-can obtain further information about colon-

rectum cancer.

Programming on oolon-rectumcancer

Season,
program Segment'title

, A-11 "Proctoscopes" 314

Running
'time Format

1:31 "commercial"
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A middle-aged man whose old Army uniform still
fits discusses remaining youthful past forty,and the
importance of getting a ProctesCopic examination.

A-11 '"Dr. Lathan: Proctoscopes 2:17 lecture

Dr. William Lathan provides some-facts about colon-rectum

_ _cancer and deSgWibps the examination_which can detect_it at a
time when treatment can be very effective.

Findings: TWO informatift/opinion-itsms:oncolonreCtum cancer were

asked in RAC Interim Meal:ire:3. .Neither item showed statistically signifi-

cant results, but the data were contistently suggestive of a viewing effect

(see Table 91). The behavioral goal was not measured.

Table 91. COLON-RECTUM CANCER:, SUGGESTIVE INFORMATIONAL NFFEcTS
OF PROGRAM A-11 (RAC)

RAC Interim 3, Q7-a: Most colon-rectum cancers can be diagnosed by

(a pxoctoscopic examination (multiple choice)

View Program View A-9 or 10 A-9 - A-11

Pretested Rs A-11 but not A-11 nonviewer

Base EN (41) (77) (285)

% correct: 76 59 55

Panel Control Rs
Base N: (35) (66) (246)

% correct: 71 65 54

RAC Interim 3, Q7-b: Nearly 75% of all deaths from colon-rectum cancer

could be prevented with early detection. (Mostly agree)

Nil_ew Program View A-9 or 10 A-9 - A-11

A-11 but not-A-11 nonviewer

Pretested Rs
Base EN (41) (77) (285)

%mostly agree: ,92 85 79

Panel Control Rs
Base N: (35) (66) (246)

% mostly agree: 93 82 77

315



Although a number of program segments were dedigned to-mOtiVate viewera
. T .- .-.. .

to obtain diagnostic checkups in conneC4on with.speOifia tapic ikreais (suCh

-- as -prenatal--care ,L hearing ,.....vision,..:hyperten019114, ,0_91011t* cefifcer,and

uterine cancer), no programming was developed- to.-Proinote the'sieking of.
. .

general asymPtoSatiC 'physical exaniinatthns. However, -'thA'first -program in'

-Season A.'dealt, with:this to sole extent ihrogh Mad-"A .PlaCe.,:(MaC who hada':

seen a doctor in eight years, was advised by'

It was assumed 'that sOme of the topic7specific

encourage viewers to

an examination might

Awareness or concern generated by -the series. Thus ..i3oMe..queitiOns 'regarding
"

physical examinations were included in the evaluation_instruniente.

Findings. Before the series began both the NORC and RAC studies in-
.

quired about the timing of the respondents' mai recent Asymptomatic physical

examination.

Results were:

RAC
(N = 5,063)

within the last
year: 50%

'more, than a
year ago:

never:

35%

11%

The same questions were asked again on the posttest that follamed those

FEELING GOOD programs being evaluated.

Results were:



';'
;

-'
;

2§1

. RitC

, ,...;.5,'.r .
-,!--,.-...,'- F:.;

Panel -, (includes.;bOth.

- : '. : ' Control,' pristesteeand
-,...,,

, .Pretested (not re.r 'unprotested' Relixinderits " teiteil . , .reiPonaehis)'

year ago:

never:

31%

4%

34%

7%

21%

14%

(MC categories needed to bring total to 100% were "not sure" or 'not reporte .

A decisiim rule to consider these percentages as reflecting "never had a

physicel examination" would lead to the Overall conclUsiOn that over 10% of
,

both research populations had never had a physical examination.'

Ah-insight into-perCeptions orthe impOrtanOe assigned:to08*MptoMat_c
, .

physical examinations in various socio-economic groups was 'aft:00- by RAC
. . . A

baseline Q6-a: "Do you mostly agree or mostly disagree,with ,
statement:: Regular physiCal eicaminations are worthWhile.Only?ifiakomPethirig is

.
. -t

wrong with ttie person." The overall R of 5,063 was Subdived intO education

sUbgrOups. (legs than high sohool graduate, higk school grediteteiil..cOlicige).
. -- r _

. The low-education group ,was t4ree times more likely than.the.).higednaation

group to agree with the statethent (30% among less than higk.schOol graduates
. . . .

vs. 10% among.college graduates). The sale relative prOportiOns hOld;at -the
- .

end of the series (RAC Posttest, Q2-a) .
. . . . , . ,

One evaluation item attempted to assess impact of a particular PEELING

GOOD program: MC Interim 1, Ql-e asked whether respondents had encouraged

someone else to have a physical examination in the last two months. No pattern
,-

: of responses could be-associated with viewership ofprogram



The NONC analysis of the incidence of recant asyMptomatic phySical exam-

inations by overall levels of viewing in Season A produCed suggestive but

not statistically significant results as displayed in Table 92.

The_RAC. study analyzed the incidence_otrecent...0ymptomatio physical

examinations by overall levels of viewing of the series as a whole with

significant results, as shown in Table 93.

Even with the reduced self-reported frequencies of physical examinatl.ons

obtained in the Gallup two-question subsamples (Table 94)., the proportions may

be inflated. The examinations reported presumably include those obtained for

job or insurance reasons (rather than only those obtained voluntarily), and

some respondents may have reported any physician contact as a physical examin-

ation.

Conclusions. Among respondents in the RAC stUdywho raported no.physi7

cal examinations on baseline measures for the year:preceding the:Series, sig-

nificantly more high viewers than,non-vieWers of the Series as a whole re-

-ported asymptomatic physical examinations during the year preceding:',the end

of the series. NORC found that the . proportion of-perions reportingA recent

asymptomatic physical examination washigheri.but not significantly.lagher,

among frequent viewers of Season-A programming.
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Table 92. 'PHYSiCAL EXAMMATIONSt..6AA60i.;i1.StrIGEg#IiR 0,1.44.40I9RiL
ErrEcTs cnuAwkrima pouTINwatipicrupsAupppY,..-

. .

NORC Wave 2, Q 1-c and NDRC..Wave 3, Q 6-h:_,:-

you, have you had a routine physical *check7up.whin-nothing`; was. bother
. _

. .

ing you and you didn't 'need One_because C;:e:lob bi anything like thet?

,

TREATMENT ctgoup 4
Induced to View

and be interviewld

TREATMENT: GI)UP B
Induded .tO be

Interviewed

Season A High Low
Viewing: Viewer Viewer Nonviewer

Wave 2

Base N: (46) (63) (24)

% yes: 15 11

Wave 3

Base N: (66) (97) (46)

% yes: 30 24 20

tREATMENT..GROUP C

No InduCement

Nonviewer

(85)

24





Table 94. PHYSICAL, =ANIMATIONS:
DESCRIPTIVE =END DATA (GALWP AND RAC)

Gallup Survey #:
Field date: 12/74 2/75 4/75 4/75 5-6/75 5-6/75

Q asked for last
2 months only:

1 2 . 3 4

Q asked first for 6,
than 2 months:

Base N:

X

(1517) (1544) (785) (814) (.799) (826)

A Repotting
. asYMPtotatic
phy7ibal, last-
2 months; 34 28 31- -7718 32. 21

i .....:-
. ..,._

RAD Interie Measure #. : 1 (unpreteite4 panel
....... ..

:.:::001#01)..:'
. -



Some examples of viewers' comments (see p. 120) regarding
things learned or done in the area of physical examinations:

"I went for a complete physical-for the first really com-
plete one I ever have had, and found i bad kidney in
time-to-save-itw"

"After watching the show I went and had a complete physical
which cost me,$118.00 -- but I don't regret it."

"I've been watching my boys' health more and myself like
today I went to the doctor for a check-up."

"Although I've always believed regular check-ups were"
important, it was easy to skip these until a problem,
came up. Now I feel these are a must on a regular basis."

"Sone preventive actions were put into use following the
gain of knowledge about them. I also urged a family
member to get an examination for high blood pressure,
eye glasses, also a breast examination."

"I urged my family and friends to have blood pressure
checks and go more frequently for complete medical

.check-ups."

"I persuaded my husband and father to:get physical dhedk-
ups."

"I set up doctor appointments WhiCh I prdbably wouldn't
have done."

"I made a gynecological exam for myself and signed uplbr
breast exam and five year followup at St, Vincent's."

,

352
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...Health interest and7:Inforiation-Seaking..

Although no programming was directed specifically, toward encouraging

. a higher degree'of interest in health matters, it was assumed that this might

--be-a-general-consequence-of-viewing the series -- and that increasedzseeking

of health information might be assoaatediwith higher interest. Several

questionnaire and interview items concerning health interest and information-
.-

seeking were inclUded in the Gallup 'NORC and RAC studies; ihe findings are .

presented below.

HealthInterest

Findings. A group of NORC preseries baseline questions on general

interest in health are displayed in Table 95 for descriptive purposes.

NORC repeated three of these baseline items on the Posttest analyzing

posttest data by the overall (Seasons A&B) ahalysis model descrilled in Chap-
/

ter Two (two viewing levels in each of the three treatment groups). NORC

also displayed Wave-1 baseline responses for each Of the six subgroups, al-

though, as always, the NORC analyses were posttest only. Refiiiince to the

baseline data, however, indicated that micgo viewers indicated greater

health interest than (low) non-viewers on the three items, not only on th

posttest, but on the preseries baseline as well. The greatest.real gains

seem to have been made in the'proportions reading newspaper articles about

health frequently, and discussing health mattersvith friends often, as

indicated in Table 96.

Conclusions. Various measures indicated generally rather high levels of
-

interest in health topics even before the series began. 'Low.: with higher

preseries interest levels tended to be those'who subsequently be0ame heavier

series viewers. Overall series viewing was thus associated withihigh health

353



Table 95.- DESCRIPTIVE DATA ON PRESERIES HEALTH-INTEREST! OM*:

QlO:T DO you.reid.newspaper items about
health . frequently:

. . hardly liver:

.Q11: 11a4,3 yOU: read any magazine, calimuis or
articlei about health or.medicinciAn the
last mOnth? Yes

Q12: Do you Watch doctor series on TV -
such:as Marcus.Welby, Medical Center, or

such programs of that sort
regularly: (397) 59

only occasionally:
, 31

. hardly ever: 10

Q13: ,,Do you watch television documentaries
or specials dealing with health or medicine?

. most of the time they are shown: (400) 40

.only occasionally: 38

hardly ever: 21

Q14: In general, as far as you personally

are concerned, do you feel there are - -

. too many stories (etc) about health: (399) 2

. not enough of them: 80

. about right:

Q15: Do you have any books or pamphlets on
health that relate to adults that you
refer to when you or anyone else in your
household gets sick? Yes:

Q16 (for households with children under 6)
De you have any books or pamphlets on health
that relate to children only, that you
refer to when a child gets sick? Yes:

Q17: When a leaflet concerning health
is given to you, do you

. usually read it:

. sometimes read it:
usually not read it:

Q18: How often do you discuss health
matters with people you know?

. often:

. sometimes:
never:

6

(400) 49

(212) 4

(399) 82
.13

4





29

%stout- befOre*the,seties

r1y,ae4ndexed, by

0.. others,

and to a greater

r , .

the self-reported: frequenox.of discussing g

.

Table 96, HEALTH INTEREST:Jr....BEHAVIORAL

EFFEOTS OF THE ORT.Es' AS A wpoL4:1000
. .

Q 18..and posttest Q.20:.H*Often do On discuie health
th people...yoUknCw?:Aoftp)..,

.T4E4TNENT GRoup A
:Induced tcrVieW ,

And be InterViewed:
High - Low
Viewer Vlewer

T4E,ATOENT ctioup B T4F,,armENT , GROUP C
,InduCed.,:to:,be 7:
H/ntervieWed- .-:241o.":Indudement,

Viewed 'Viewed.'

Some
,

NOnviewer. Some- Nonviewer

(63) (75) (31) (81) (16)
62 SS SS 53 56

(76) (87) (35) (100) (18)
68 60 69 46**++ 72

(60)

52

(78)

SO

Q 10 and Posttest Q 18: Do you read newspaper items
th? (frequently)

(63)

46

(76)

SS

(75)

37

(87)

45

(31)

68

(35)

60

(81)

38++

(100)
39:

(16)

SO

(18),

07

(60)

42

(78)

38*

.y different from Treatment Grout A "High Viewere,"
mlficantly different from Treatmentidtroup.8.7140wed soma",
.C.014 1-tail. +Significantly dikferentlroi Corresponding
respondents, p<.05, 1-tail. *Significantly different
Group A "High Viewers," p 4:,D5, 1-tail.



Alsalth Information-Seeking

Findings. This topic area is not tied to seeking information on any

specific health matter, such as blood pressure or cancer; such topic-specific

behaviors have been reported in their respective sections. General informa-
,

tion-seeking itens covered hare are of several types: requesting information

advertised on television, examining print materials on health information.'

300

There is also one item on inter-personal information seeking: NORC asked on

the baseline (Q19) and again on the pattest Q21) "Nave you ever asked a

druggist or pharmacist for advice about what to do when someone in your

family gets sick?" Baseline proportion saying "yes" was 61% (1 400);

posttest proportion saying "yes" was also 61% (N = 468).

Descriptive information and trend data on lodking at articles or pamph-

lets about health are presented in Table 97. The RAC interim measures can-

not logically be subdivided into viewership of particular Programs, since

any program conceivably could have motivated such infoimation-seeking. Re-

sponses are subdivideil, however, into viewers and nowiviewers for that interim

measure for descriptive pruposes.

All data profiles within a single methodology or format appear to be

stable in Table 97, but there is considerable variation across methodologies

or formats. As commented upon previously, Gallnp WM able to reduce assumed

telescoping of responses by asking the question first for dhe part six months,

then for the past two months. The RAC data, while internally stable, are

considerably above either level of the Gallup data.

In Wave 3, NORC aeked (0.4) if respondents had asked or written for

sone information about health that was offered on TV since the previous in-

terview; 9% said yes (4 309). Essontially the sane item was asked on eadh

of the three RAC interim measures. These data are displayed in Table 98 for

35P,
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Table 97. HEALTH INFORMATION SEEKING:
DESCRIPTIVE TREND DATAJ

(GALLUP AND RAO

Gallup Survey #: 1 2 3 3 4 4
Field date: 12/74 2/75 4/75 4/75 .5-6/75 5-6/75

Q asked for 2 months only: X X X X

Q asked first for 2, then
6 months:

Base N:

% Looked at pamphlet or
article about health in
last 2 months:

(1517) (1544) (785) (814) (729) (826)

54 46 53-----32 55- 35

RAC Interim Measures 1, 2 and 3, Q. 1-a: (In the last two months...)
Have you looked at an article or pamphlet about health?

Rac Interim: 1 2 3 3 (Panel.Control
'Field date: 12/74 1/75 3/75 3/75

Base N: (518) (466) (411) (353)

% yes: 75 77 80 80

% yes for Viewers (N): 88 (141) 86 (138) 80 (118) 84 (101)

% yes for Nonviewers (N): 71 (377) 73 (328) 79 (285) 79 (246)

Table 98. HEALTH INFORMATION SEEKING: DESCRIPTIVE
DATA ON SENDING FOR TV-ADVERTISED

HEALTH INFORMATION (RAC)

(Ih the last two months, have you...) Sent for any health information
that yon saw offered on television?

..

RAC Interim: 1
Field date: 12/74

Bass N: (518)

TOtal % yes: 5

Viewers % yes (N): 8 (141)

Nonviewers % yes (N): 4 (377)

2 3 3 (Panel Cohtrol)
1775 3773. 3/75

(466) (411) (353)

6

14 (138)

3 (328)

8 8

14 (118) 16 (101)

5 (285) 5 (246)

357
*0 o.
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Table 99.. NUMB niORNATD3N SENNETG: OVIRALL SERIES strEqrs ON
_ _.___DPINIONELAND__BENAVIOR(BAC)

i

. .

RAC Baseline,Q28 and Posttest Q33 Compared to 6 months or so ago, do
you.get a different amount of health infOrmation from radio and tele-

,

vision thin.* midi to?

Base Nanumber of' raspondints
stating on the presiries .

baseline measure that 'they
get Iles ncraI, get 'atout-.the
'lame' now,' get no inforlation
or are nOt sure

Hi Viewers (viewed
4 or tore Shows
in entire series): (369)

'Lo Viewers (viewed
.1-3. shows in; the
entire 'oriel) s

Proportion:Of Base.:N

'.rosPandents,,,S40, stated

on
.

poutteit
,

that
.

.theso ,4et-eaSiv4Steriaition
now :than,7

NonOieweri
no shcms in the
e ntire .'series) $ (1130)

139***

,
RRC Baseline.Q 29 And Posttest Q 41 In thelast six months, have you sent
for ani health information that you saw offered.on telwiisiOn?

Base N number of respondents
stating "no" or ."not sure"
on the primaries baseline

Hi Viewers (viewed
4 or more shoos in
the entire series)1

Lo Viewers (viewed
1-3 shows in the
e ntire series)s

Nonviewers (viewed
no dhows in the
e ntire series) s

(746)

(918)

(1909)

PropOrtion of Base N
stating "yes" on the
posttest

13

5***

3***

***Significantly different from Hi Viewers, P.C.001, 2-tail

4, I.

3 5,8
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ell respOndentsl'and.theft subdivided by:vieviers and non -viewere Wbiie Most

they. are

difficult to interpret as reflecting series impact because:it ii impossible

,here to,pull-Out the effect of eelfteleCtion biases., The data'are there-

fore presented for descriptive purposes only.'

A more rigorous.analysis of viewing iMpaot.on requestina TV-advertised

information is presented in 'Table 99 with pretest-to-posttest tracking of

respondents in three levels of viewing, all of whom are referenCed tO their

baseline behaviors. 1

Conclusions. Viewing the REELING 0400D series had no demonstrable impact

on the incidence of looking at print information about health, but significant-

ly increased the proportions saying they now get more health information than

formerly frOm television. Viewing the series also had a significant impact

on the proportion of respondents who sent for health information offered on

television.

pplementary Information. In addition to the self-report data presented

above, some indication of the effectiveness of the programs in stimulating

viewer efforts to obtain additional information is provided by a tally

of responses to the referral spots" included in the series. The Season A

programs and topics on which additional information was offered were as

follnwe: program 1, prenatal,care, mental health; 2, heart disease, vision

and hearing screening; 3, immunization, hypertension, dental care, breaet

cancer; 4, patients' rights, allot31;.sm; 5, uterine cancer; 6, prenatal care;

I, nutrition, alcoholism; 8, hypertension; 9, prenatal care, nutrition; 10,

hypertension, hearing; 11, doctor/patient communication, colon-rectum cancer,

359
,
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allied health professions. Eadh Season B program offered information on.a

- 7topicv-in-the-following-sequencekhome-care-of-the-aged-r-alcoholism,---

heart attacks, vision, breast cancer, stress, doctor/patient communication,

depression, hearing, adolescent development, alternatives to teenage drug and

alcdhol abuse, amOking, and'weight control.

As planned, many of the PBS stations presented,the name and telephone

number of local health agencies in the 25-second interVal for eadh referral

spot; a single information source was broadcast nationally.as a back-up for

areas which did not localize the spots. Because the stations and local

health agencies did not maintain a record of inquiries, it was not possible to

Obtain systematic data on local information-seeking'stiMulated by the programs.

However, figures were available for several spots Which were used only on a

national basis. For example, the American Hospital Association received 2,800

requests for copies of "A Patient's Bill of Rights," mentioned on program A-4;

the American Dental Association received 6,000 requests for a sample of,dis-

closing tablets, offered in a one-minute "commercial" on program A-6, the

National Health Council received 1,450 requests for a booklet on allied health

careers mentioned on program A-11; CTW received more than 20,000 requests for

a "Quitter's Kit" offered on program B-12 about women and smoking, and an ad-

ditional 20,000 requests resulted from the rerun of that program. Other topics

drew smaller numbers of requests, presumably for one or more of several reasons,

sudh as less pdblic intexest, less program time, and perheps less effective

programming.

Some stations Which localized the refeLral spots reported sizable numbers

of calls (1,200 to 1,500 in New York City following programa on breast cancer

and heart disease, for exaMple), but many otlwre reported very little response.

Technidal broadcast factors may have accounted ior some of these differences,

but a full explanation is not readily appareplu. Inadequacies in the system of
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monitoring responiis preclude a4udgment regardingthe
,

prOgrams'in stimulating.viewers to seek further health

knoWing this may lead to improved evaluation-plans for

effeCtiveneSs Of the.

information, but..

future series.

Sone examples of viewers' comments (see p. 120) regarding
things learned or done in the area of health interest
and-information-seeking: 7

"I sent to the Cancer Society for inkormation on breist
cancer And to the Heart Association for information on'
heart attacks."

"I began using the health:eenter on campus more- this,year
t.an lact year."

"I'm more attentive to the results and comprehensiveness
of my annual physical examination whieh comei each
spring. I watch more TV shows pertaining to the health
and medical care."

"I realized that health agencies are Lc) benefit the pUblic
and I utilized the mobile chest X-ray for the first
timee

"The program was mentioned to several of the low-income
people I associate with who in turn watched the show.
They became more health conscious and receptive to
going to the free county health clinic. Thanks."

"As a teacher I ordered material from the American Cancer
Society and gave each of the t:emale students a pamphlet
showing how to do a breast examination."

"X learned of the different agencies to contact."

"I've learned more About what to do.about myself, and
where to go for help about my health."

"It caused me to pick up a few health pamphlets while
at the library."

"I liked the viewpoints that they stress, the tips they
give *Au, the telephone nuMbers they give you so if you
have that preblem you can get the pamphlets."

361:



Fataliam/Control

The .emphasis throughout the series on the value of prevestAys-health be-

havior was intended to increase viewers' awareness the: they can exercise a

considerable amount of influence over their health. Although lid programming

made this point explicitly, the evaluation included an assessment of pos-

sible changes in feelings about the extent to which illness is inevitable

rather than subject to an individual's control.

Findings. Three items designed to assess such feelings were asked on

the pretest and posttest of both the RAC and NORC studies. Neither set of

measures reflected a view.1419 impact, but the data are interesting for des-

criptive purposes, and are presented in Table 100.

Table 100. DESCRIPTIVE MEASURES ON rnTALIsm

sAND LOCUS OF CONTROL OW AND NORC)-,

RAC NORC
Baseline Posttest Baseline Posttest

Pre-
tested

Panel
Control

Base N: (5063) (3705) (1066) (135/136) (468)

No matter how careful a
person is, he has to
expect a good deal of
illness in his lifetime.
% disagree: 72 77 76 45 53

Being healthy is mainly
a mttter of how well you
look after yourself.
% agree: 83. 82 80 94 94

Them vilot much a person
'can do to keep from getting
sick.
% disagree: 84 86 85 72 68
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es of viewers' comments (see P. 129)' regardi4g
earned or done in the irea of fatalism/controis'"'

,

"The experience of watching has given us an increased ,

awareness4of 'the importance of regularity of check-ups,
and.self-care." ,

"I learned that if yo take care of your body it will
take care" of you. I'v earned of some ways 'to do it
by seeing programs.--

"It gives,yot some great ideas o has to live ionger
taking good scare of yourself."

,

"About taking care of my health Well, exe the
proper foods' tO eat and how to take care 'of ;body'

in genera4."

'

'

"Ilearned to be more obserVant of. et, :own hellth, body
and how I should eat to :take, care.Of: my .heit, not.get
overWeight. I should go to the doctor ,mare'Often,",;*;

r

"Tried' to improve' on myself 'in Many abOut rit*esgi;.: .

being careful aboUt cancer, and- t 'haVe
pap test. I got a lot 'of good Urges from .1

"Well I really liked what they are teaching us about
our health and what and hoW to take care' O 'oUrseslyes.

I really hadn't thought about al/ my healtjh. and 'whit ,

you should do till I watched FEELING.GOODI"

"Well, I think generally the IttOst importt,thiUgsihey
had.to say was when ever we feel symptaa.siof, seVeral
diseases, we should go to the doctor as soon as we
feel it." .

r

"Well I learned the effect that different things ,have
on the body. HOw alcohol affects the
deal with stress, how to communicate better With' dOciar,
how to look for symptoms of different' diseases ," ifthitt
do in some emergencies."

"Wotching vitamine intake, sures:to get exercise that'e
needed and I realize I need.-More fresh fruit and .

vegetables. It's changed my life a lot ,and now I know
what to do and how to do it."

"Most of all is how to help my health do' things .to look
out for me and my family's health. Learning to face
reality, wanting to help yourself."

(; 3 tr



To"provide a context for Specific on-health informatioi and'be-

.

havior,.both RAC and NORC asked i general hea44,self-ASSessment item for

both'pretests and posttests: These data.arepresented.here for'the r

. .

descriptive Value.

. :Findings. The RACquestton asked for1405e144.10qffiSmOlt Otatealth"

had each'Problem, RAC-data ,are'displayed'ih iiORC

data in Table 162.

The interesting thing in the RAC data.ia the smail proportion perceiving

their own health as below average or,nOt is gOod as most. .Therils poSsibiy.-

an implication here for future mass media health,education campaigns which

could make use of a simple yetmulti-dimensiohal self-test,of gendril health,

with normative referende poirits.'. To theexteni that4elf-perceiVed netia:is

a prerequisite motivator for learning and behaviorchange, it wOilld seem

deiirable for campaigns to'incorporate variouS heans Of iscreiding the pre-

cision and validity'of these self-apsessmenti..
a

.
The.NORCHdata in Table 102 arirank.,ordeied:aCCOrding tO theifrequency

of self-reporied prOblems on the posttest meashre. It would.be.worthWhile

to pursue the question, via secondary andlyaist-Of-the4osSibWrelationship

between experiencing a particular health.problei:aad viewing, learning and

behavior changes rcgarding relevant content in'the PEELING 600D.Series.

(NORC found no differences in amount of viewing by whether or not a given

health problem was reported, but possibleZdretts-Of viewing on knowledge or

behavior were not analyzed in relation to prOblems experienced.)
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, RAC. baseline ind'PostteSt:Q AlVin all, would yob- Say"yOu:r health
better ;than opiat (Otc.). . . - . 1.

Preseries
Basel -

50631-

% better than most: 42

% just about average: 46

, % not as good as mOst:
, .

% not sure: 4

. . r .
. , Posttest ,

Pretested::Rs.', Panel Control' -'

(N us 1066)

;

. '.
44 ,. 42 "'

8

Table .102. SELF-REPORTS ON THE INCIDENCE ok -PROBLitis .(Nop.c)

Baseline Q: Did you or 'anyone else in your household ever have. . . .

Posttest Q: Over ths last six months, that is, since the first of
the year, have you or anyone else in your household had. . . .

/
1. trouble with being very oVerweight

or underweight:,

2. a lot Of trouble with the teeth:

3. high blood pressure or hypertension:

4. trouble with seeing, even with glasses:

5. trouble with hearing:

6. mental or emotional trouble:

7. heart trouble:

8. a tumor, cyst, or growth:

9. hardening.of the arteries:

10. trouble due to too much drinking:

11. cancer:

365

Baseline
(N 398/399)

Posttest
(N ax 468)

% Yes % yes

28 35

36 30

36 27

27 22

19 15

8 11

14 8

0 7

6 6

2 5

5 2



--ithirtoe:itirvalue in estimatinq "the- Magnitiide'pf7a":pciiiaible7source- Of self-

se-fiction bias. On.both Pretest anck posttest, RAC 'asked; '.."At r.any:'tiMe over

the ,paat.'year; .ha's yciiir health or the 'health of 'Sgineone "telsa 'in' the: house-

hold caused you,to worry ? Data are displayed in Table 103. There is no

evidence .that respondents with high levels 'Of: WOrry/cOncein .abOUt health were;
,

substantially 'more prone td vieW the seriee' thin their less-WOrri,ed counter=

parts-. (Shortages from 100% in' the _table .are',"nat' reported", ProPOrtiorns.

Table 103.. INCIDENCE OF CONCERN/WORRy,.
ABOUT HEALTH BY VIEWING.LEVEIS (RAC)

RAC Baseline and Posttest, Q 1-b: At any time over the past year, has
your health or the health of someone else in the household caused
you to worry? (yes, a lot; yes, some; yes, a little; no worry at all)

Pretest Posttest Posttest
Baseline Rs Pretested Rs Panel Control Rs

View 1 SeVfes V ew 1 Ser es
or more Non- or more Non-
shows viewer shows viewer

N: (5063) (1758) (1947) (572) (494)

% yes: (combined responses) 76 76 74 74 71

% no: 24 23 25 23 25
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CHiPTER FIVE: EVALUATION ISSUES

/

In addition to the various constraints on purposive broadcasting im-

posed by...the:system, as diScussed in ,ChapterThree there are:also:con-

strainte on theevaluation-of such broadcastiriq.:'Theidemonstrable con-
!'

Sequences of a series such as FEELING GOOD are the effect4 thatcan survive
4
4 ,

both sets of Constraints. Among the limitations encountered in'theproCess

of evaluation are the following:

1) The amount of measurement that can be attempted is restricted

by such constraints as maximum interview Xength and budgetary

-limitations. For example, six prograns in Season E were not

absessed at all, and several elements of other programs were

not specifically evaluated. The "real" effects, therefore,

could well be more than are demonstrable by the available

data.

2). Some topic or effect areas are not measurable with rigor.

There is considerable anecdotal evidence, for example, that one

consequence of the utilization effOrt for the series was to

bring local health agencies and organizations together in

cooperative effort, in some instances for the:first time. Suoh

activities do not yield readily to quantifiCation or inter-

pretation through experimental logic. Series objectiver in some

topic areas, such as mental health, are difficult to assess
I .

through questionnaires.

3) The extent to whidh measured effects can be causally attributed

to the series, rather than tci extraneous influences, is limited

by the difficulty of establiShing a true field experiment. The

practical limitations on imPlamenting Buell a procedure in the

311
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RAC four-city study, and the trade-offs involved in the.NORC

field experiment, were discussed in Chapter Two. The use of

multiple designs and methodologies was itself one means of cop-

ing 'with the problem of isolating the effects of an effort that

was a minute:part (probably leas than-IV:in bUdgetary.terns) :'

the.national,effort:in hOilth'education.

As a measured effect dan-be

measured non-effect. An apparent lack of effect could indicate that a'pro,-

gram failed to communicate effectively, or it could be a consequence of One

or more non-programatio factors, such as the following:

Ceiling effects: In sone cases, pre-series knowledge or
reported behavior was so high that gains would have been
almost impossible to adhieye.

Audience aerentation: The target audience for some topics
(e.g., prenatal care) was so small thai-éven if the desired
effects were obtained in that audieriCe, they could have been
obscured by a lack of L.J.ange in the total population studied.
For topics affecting fairly large target groups (such as
all women, or parents of young dhildrer), it was.possible to
isolate these groups in the analysisvfor-others, however,
ar axcessive number of screening questions wwld have been

reqdred to identify the appropriate samplo slegment.

Contingency effecti.: Some.recommended actions would not be

appropriate unless a given problem existed (e.g., encoUraging
someone with an emotional prnblem to seek help), and some

itens asked on several:data collection.waves normally would
be answered "yes" only once during a yearAe.g.i haviilg a
Pap teat).

Viewer cliseificationi Some persons classified as "high-
-747:-WW" for Season A may not have seen a program on whidh a

given topic was treated, and this, would have depressed any
viewer/nonviewer differences on Atems related to that topic.'

Limitedviewer exposure or attentiOn: A related problem is that,4

people who viewed pazEct a programmay not have seen all,of
it, and thus may hbve missed a segment or "cluster" of:seg-

ments dueling with a given topic! Dietractions occurring

during a program may also have produced the same effect.

Countervailingvessages: In.some'goal areas (e.g., limiting

sweet snacks for children), potential program impact may
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a been weakened or overcome by product advertising with

h greater exposure and repetition than that afforded

LING GOOD.

period of effects: A reconaended health action,-such as

aining a checkup for hypertension, may be delayed by
ointment scheduling or other factors and thus not be in-
ded in the measurement interval following a given program

set of programs.

hold effects: If a gain is achieved on a given dimension

g., increasing awareness that one is susceptible to a

cified health problem) which still leaves the individual

DIf a level which would produce action, the effect may not

visible. For example, if a 90% level of risk perception

required, raising this level from 50% to 80% would not

Oster as a gain on a behavioral measure.

quality: Some of the interview and questionnaire items used

assess program impact may have been inappropriately worded,

;hided too few response categories, or had other weaknesses

.dh limited their Ability to detect significant effects.

int may be in order as to the general "quality" of the evalua-

PEELING GOOD. All data are subject to various forms of error,

:ion designs involve comprothises of some kind. In their

, the individual research contractors have discussed at length

mas of error to which their data are susceptible. Although

prder with precision, the following seem to be among the more

as (weaknesses and strengths) concerning the evaluation program

The most serious evaluation problem was generated by the change-

over to Season B after a coordinated evaluation program had

been initiated under Season A assumptions. This was discussed

in Chapter Two.

Mere is apparent inflation in sone behavioral self-report

measures, generally attributed by the contractors to "tele-

scoping"; i.e., including behavior from a longer time interval

than was called for in the question. One of the 'lenefits of
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the sub-experiment with split samples in the Gallup surveys was

the demonstration of this effect and some estimate of its mag-

nitude. The Gallup data were also reassuring that the in-

flation factor had minimal effect on the relationships among

items. The caveat has been expressed repeatedly in Chapter

Four that RAC behavioral self-report data which Appear in-

flated (typically of the "Nave you done X in the past two

months?" variety) Should be interpreted only in terms of relative

effects instead of being interpreted as indexing absolute levels

of behavior.

The original evaluation plan featured a compensatory

strength to deal with the potential inflationary biases of

self-report behavioral data: the NORC community monitoring

study was to note the relationship between behavioral self -

reports and requests for services at several points in the

hevlth care delivery system. Unfortunately, the community

monitoring study could not be completed because appropriate

records and data were not accessible. The logic ef the original

evaluation plan is still sound, however. One implication is

that future evaluations should commit more resources and lead

time to overcoming the barriers to Obtaining behavioral db-

servations for comparison with behavioral self-reports.

3), The repeated and predominant three-step data progression ob-

tained with RAC respondents (1--viewed show X; 2--viewed other

dhows but not show X; 3--nonviewer) supports the decision rule

to interpret viewing effects as the contrast between viewerscf

X and viewers of Shotis other than X. Repeatedly, significant
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differences could halve been found by contrasts wtth nonviewers,

but were not calculated, because of the self-selection bias

control offered by the more conservative measure. The extent

to whidh all self-selection is accounted for (or perhsps even

overcompensated for) by this decision rule is unknown.

4) The value of obtaining pre-post change measures must be weighed

against the costs of porsible changes in the respondents as a

function of being measured. In the RAC study, pretest

sensitisation seemed to have been more of a problem in the as-

sessment of Season B than of Season A. In the NORC study,

this was judged uot to be a significant problem. A strength of

the designs was that the magnitude of possible panel effects

could be estimated in both studies.

5) The major methodological issue in the rlw study stemmed from

the lack of experimental control over actual viewing behavior,

thus requiring posterior-defined viewing sub-grours within the

a priorf-defined treatment groups. Given the objective of

assessing the impact of a series of Season A's design on an adult

population known in advance to be difficult to reach with pur-

posive public television, no clearly-superior alternative is

readily apparent even after the study. Under different

assumpticia, as with the single-topic programming employed in

Season B, it is apparent that greater analytic control is

possible with shorter measurement intervals and tracking of

show-specific viewing.

6) While it i dartailly not advocated that programming be

structured so as to provide maximum convenience for evAluation,
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the consequences of programming in a very difficult-to-evaluate

pattern should be recognized. The programming design for Season

A (multiple topics and target audiences to be rlarhed per show,

along with variable rates of content repetition to be spread

throughout the series) presented an especially difficult

evaluation task, since expectation of an effect was only reason-

able for those exposed to the relevant programming segments

(and, ideally, exposed several times to the same point through

a combination of repeated treatments and repeated viewing). By

comparison, the evaluation of Season B was relatively simple.

Had the Season B single-topic structure been planned from the

outset, it might have been possible to devise more powerful

designs than those developed to handle the mid-season dhanges.

7) To what extent did the evaluation measures match the program-

ming? The interviews and questionnaires used provided fairly

complete coverage of information points in the programs in-

cluded in the evaluation, but about a third of the behavioral

goals were not assessed. This was true for several reasons:

a..JMeasurementolzome goals would have required several

screening questions in order to identify the target

PoPulation; e.g., the goal "To motivate persons in

high-risk categories for heart disease to have a

medical checkup" would have entailed asking each

respondent about age, weight, smoking habits, blood

pressure, exercise, stress, diet, and family history

of heart problems.

b. Some goals were added or modified as the series pro-
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greased, so that original baseline measures were no

longer applicable.

c. Measures regarded as adequate were not developed for

some goals which were relatively non-specific (e.g.,

"TO motivate parents to prepare their children for any

significant change in their life situation") or whiol,

involved multiple actions (e.g., "To motivate viewers

to avoid circumstances which commonly lead to burn

injuries").

Now that the complete series content is known, it would be pos-

sible to develop more satisfactory measures and to insure that

all important goals are covered. The implication for future

programs is that evaluators should have the full content in

advance if at all possible.

8) The initial evaluation strategy to employ varied and comple-

mentary evaluation techniques is seen in retrospect as a goad

decision, and one that should be considered .... futurL evalua-

tion efforts.

9) Some consideration must be given to the instances in which

ceiling effects were encountered, making additional gains very

difficult to produce. Extensive efforts were made duxing the

developmental phases of the project to collect information on

target audiences, including knowledge levels, health needs,

and barriers to advocated behaviors. There are several reasons

why so many ceiling effects were nevertheless encountered:

a. In many instances relevant audience information could

not be found, or, if available, it was incomplete

(particularly with regard to baxrier analysis), out
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of date, conducted in a limited site or from a select

population, and hence not generalizable.

b. In some cases only a proportional minority of "true

prospects* was anticipated, but the small proportion

VW nevertheless large in absolute numbers, and some-

times concentrated in a significant demographic

category of the target audience (e.g., low income).

c. In most cases the ceiling effect was informational,

not behavioral. There is considerable evidence that
1.1

awareness of a problem and knowledge of what thould

be ilige about it are not sufficient conditions for

predicting corrective behavior change.

d. In some cases, the health experiences and perceptions

of the creative writing staff may have differed greatly

from those of the intended target audiences.

e. Not all information in the series was inteAded to b,.;

new to viewers. Some points served as reminders or

reinforcing messages for people who already had the

information but were not acting on it.

The retrospective analysis of these ceiling effect

issues does imply a different procedure for comparable'

future experiments. Whenthe precise audience information

needed by research and production is not available, it

should be collected at the beginning of the project. A

special planning survey, conducted among primary target

audience groups, directly targeted to decision-making

needs, and covering both scheduled and possible heUth

topics, would have been enormouslryaluable_in the de-

7 4
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velopmental stages of the PEELING GOOD project (Phase II).

Given the ever-present limitations of evaltntion funds,

such a planning survey would have to rank competitively

with the payoff of a pre-series baseline measure, which

amines too late to serve effectively during planning.

10) The strategy employed by RAC to cope with expected low PBS

viewership is worthy of note. With simple random sampling, it

is possible to spend evaluation resources on 100 contacts 'only

to net two or three viewers of a PBS program. This is very in-

efficient, and research funding is very unlikely to allow

sinple expansion of the sample until an adequate viewer base is

obtained. RAC spent a considerable portion of their budget,

even before the pre-series baseline measure, just to stratify

a large (22,000) random sample of respondents into levels of

likeli400d of viewing the series. By oversampling from the

high-likelihood stratum, the subsequent efficiency was in-

creased dramatically while still retaning population represen-

tativeness through statistical weighing procedures. The

stratification step greatly increased the subsequent ratio of

viewers to nonviewers in the sample. Even though costly, the

stratification step saved money in the long run, and this

conclusion may be of value to others conducting research on

relatively small subsets of the general population.

11) Since one implicit purpose of the series was to stimulate

viewers to seek additional information about the topics treated,

an accurate count of responses to the "referral spots" used on

the programs could have promided an objectl,e measure of impact

in this regard. As a supplemental part of the evaluation,
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tallies were obtained and reported for those instances where a

single address was used nationally. However, inquiries to

local agencies were not recorded systematically by the agencies

or by PBS stations. A count of inquiries would not have been

directly comparable to self-reports of inforzaation-seeking (and

thus would not have provided a dheck on their validity), but

the data would have been useful in their own right. Whether

such data should be collected in future evaluations of national

programs will depend upon a weisping of their potential value

against the considerable cost of monitoring inquiries in a

number of cities.

12) Although the summative eValuation of PEELING GOOD was far more

extensive than most appraisals of health education efforts or

purposive television programming, it was still limited in im-

portant ways. The evaluation did not include an assessment of

the impact of the programs or activities related to them on

PBS stations, health agencies, communities, or health profes-

sionals. It did not attempt to answer a number of process

questions regarding the preparation of the series, involving

such matters as the selection of topics and goals, the back-

ground of production perscmnel, limitations on the use of

formative research findings, the types and amounts of "enter-

tainment" program material vs. the types and amounts of in-

formational or motivational material, the selection of guest

stars, the number of goals per program, the format of the

programs, the choice of time slot for broadcasts, the kinds and

amounts of promotion used, and many others. Perhaps more im-

portantly, the evaluation did not addretas the wet -effectiveness
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question in an experimental waycomparing the results produced

FEELING GOOD,with results produce4.by other forms of health

comunihitati or by non-educational efforts involving

tions of law or technology.

These are all significant questions, and means of answering some of them

are proposed in Chapter Six. The evaluation conducted was designed to Issess

the series in term: of its own objectivesprimarily, to induce viewers to

take actions which could improve their own or their families' health. /n

order for the series to do this, it was necessary first to attract an audience

and in some cases to convey information oz to dhange attitudes, and such

"instrumental" or intermediate objectives were also included in the evaluation.

Entertainment programs on television are judged by the size of audience they

attract, educational programs by the amount of information they conveyvand

commercials by the number of people they induce to take a recommended action.

Unlike these other kinds of programming, FEELING GOOD was assessed on all

three grounds.

The fact that this evaluation was rot designed to answer questions as to

whether the series should have been undertaken or how it night have been im-

proved should not be taken to imply that such questions are unanswerable or

undeserving of attention. The answere.will necessarily be somewhat limited,

however, unless they are based on a range of data permitting comparisons of

two or more types of programs. The cost of the FEELING GOOD summative

evaluation was about 5% of the total budget for the series--a very large

amount in absolute terms, but certainlinot sufficient-to allow Zor parallel

evaluations of other efforts to provide a reference point for judging the

.1.

impact of this series. Evaluations of future large-scale social action pro-

jects.could ptoduce more definitive findings if comparative data were avail-

able; in the Imesent case, 'such data would provide a useful (and for some

questions, ,recessazy) supplement to the kinds of findings.reported here.
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CHAPTER SIX: RESEARCH'AND POLICY EXTENSIONS FROM
THE PEELING GOOD EXPERIMENT

Introduction.-_

A case will be made here for two propositions:

1) the summative evaluation data that now exist could yield many
additional insights if supplemented by extended research and
secondary analyses, and

2) the collective experience with PEELING GOOD, which goes well
beyond elements that could be quantitatively evaluated, can
make contributions, but cannot by itself provide definitive
answers, to several general policy questions and issues
concerning

a) health education

b) use of goal.-directed television'

c) evaluation of social action programs.

Both propositions extend the scope of investigation beyonu the mission of this

summary report, which has been directed primarily toward the summative research

function of comparirg goals with outcomes. Because the FEELING GOOD series

ranks among the most ambitious and thoroughly evaluated efforts to direct

health education programming to the in-home television audience, there remain

unique Opportunitie6 for future utilization of what has been and can be learned

from this experiment. The purpose of this chapter is to suggest some of these

possibilities.

Research Extensions

Six research projects, each extending the utility of the present summative

evaluation data, are suggested below, This listing is not exhaustive, but it

does illustrate the range of opportunities.
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Relating formative research measures and summative evaluation. There

is considerable opportunP.y for developing principles and models for health

education campaigns in the integration of the currently-reported summative

evaluation with a large body of data not repo.cted here--the formative

research effort that was conducted for in-house planning, and is not at

present formally written up or publicly available. Most of the raw data are

still available, and could be organized formally and analyzed much more

thoroughly. The data are of interest in their own right, but it is their

potential correlation with summative research outcomes that holds perhaps the

greatest-promise of a significant contribution to health education. Tables

104 and 105 summarize the characteristics of various formative studies.

Table 104 indicates that on 20 of the 24 FEELING GOOD programs, formative

research data on such factors-as appeal, topic interest, and immediate post-

test knowledge gain have been collected. It is the potential of these data

to help explain the differential impact of various segments and programs

(as measured in the summative evaluation) that is being stressed here,

although many other analyses would also be of value.

Relating production elements to response measures. An extended analysis

of FEELING GOOD should include a rigorous content analysis of the series to

allow a comparison of the various production tedhniques and influen7e

scrategies with their rei;pectLve outcomes in both formative and summative

evaluations. While the possibilities here for theoretical insights transcend

the evaluation of FEELING GOOD, this type of research should be viewed more

as all effort to generate useful hypotheses than to produce firm conclusions.

With many different variables converging in each program segment, it would be

difficult to ascertain the value of any single element. However, to the ex-

tent that variations within prnduction categories could be shown to relate
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to variations within outcome categories in a patterned fashion, there

would be a reasonable basis for inferring working principles that could be

useful to future programming efforts. FEELING GDOD is one of the very few

television series with the data potential for relating content analysis

measures of production elements to formative measures of appeal and compre-
;

;

hension, and then to summative measures of informational and behavioral

outcomes. While this does not promise a generalizable "formula,"

it does offer more guidance to future production decisions than is otherwise

available.

Following are some examples of questions which could be addressed by

combining a content analysis of programs with the formative and summative data

now available:

- What was the relative appeal of various produution formats

(dramas, interviews, songs, lectures, etc.) for different kinds

of audiences?

- Which production formats were most effective in donveying

information?

- Which production formats were effective in motivating behavior?

- What characteristics distinguished the relatively effective

segments using a given format from ineffeCtive segments using the

same format?

- What kinds of appeals (e.g parental rOle responsibilities,

avoiding pain or disability, saving costs of treatment, maintaining

vigor) were most effective in motivating preventive health

behaviors?

- What forms of humor were most and least effective in conveying

health messages?
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Table 104, FORMATIVE RESEARCH FOR 'FBILDIG MOD

IMINE111111=Wiliemsommll,Moirsilmirk

Material

"VD laes, "I

Am Joe's Heart",

"National Health

Test", PSA's

Material DatA

Distribution Collection

Methods Methods

ccr;

604 16mm film

CTW Sample Reel 467 CCTV

CDC Pilot Show

7 one-hour

"Feeling Good"

shows

1,910 CCTV,

on-air

broadcast

655 CCTV,

on-air

broadcast

Questionnaires,

group interviews,

observation of

viewers', program

analyzer

Questionnaires,

'program analyzer,

group interviews,

personal interviews,

observation of viewers

Questionnaires,

program analyze

observation of viewers,

telephone interviews,

observation of behavior

Questionnaires,

pcogram aLtlyzer,

group interviews,

observation of viewers

CdRACTERISTICS OF STUDIES

Factors

Studied

Knowledge gain,

segment appeal,

overall reaction,

perciption:of

performers

Desigts

Used

Pre-post,

Solomon 4-group,

post-only,

simultaneous

vieOng &

respcoding

Segment appeal, Pre-pos

cast appeal, post-only,

segment Credibility, 'simultaneous

knowledge gain, viewing 6 re-

topic interest, sponding

overall reactions

Knowledge gain,

segment appeal,

cast appeal,

voluntary viewing,

'behavioral response

Appeal, knowledge

gain, perception of

information,

topic interest

Pre-post,

post-only,

zimultaneous

viewing & re-

sponding, con-

trolled field

experiment

Pre-post 1

post-only,

simultaneous

viewing & re-

sponding
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Table 104. (Cont'd.) FORMATIVE RESEARCH FOR FEELING GOOD ; CHARACTERISTICS OF STUDIES

MAterial

Viewed

4 Constructed
Reels

13 half-hour

"Feeling Good"

Shows

Material

Distribution

Methods

Data

Collection

Methods

478 CCTV Questionnaires,

program analyzer,

group interviews,

observation of

viewers

1,986 CCTV,

on-air

broadcast

Questionnaires,

program analyzer,

group interviews,

observation of

viewers

Factors

Studied

Appeal, knowledge

gain, perception

of information,

motivational effect

of various themes

Appeal, knowledge

gain, perceptions

of information,

topic interest

Designs

Used

Pre-post,

wat-only,

simultaneous

viewing &

responding

Post-only,

simultaneous

viewing &

responding
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Table 105. SPECIAL STUDIES FOR FEELING GOOD

Laugh

track

effects

Title

options

Methods of

N Data Collection

319 Questionnaires,

program analyzer

519 Telephone

interviews

TV viewing 11208 Personal

preferences interviews

Topic and 571 Te1ephr4'e

theme interest interviews

Topic 1,975 Questionnaires

interest

Health 1,188 Questionnaires

knowledge

Health Various Personal

beliefs and (400- interviews,

actions 51063) telephone

interviews,

mailed

questionnaires

immunization 34 Questionnaires

messages
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Factors Studied

Laugh track vs. non-laugh-track versions

of edited sample reel: segment appeal,

cast appeal, moment-by-meet appeal,

cceprehension of infarmation points

Reactions to proposed titles for series

Reported viewing of selected programs on

public and c.miercial TV

Interest in viewing programs proposed

for health series

Interest in health topics and program

descriptions

Knowledge of seleeed health topics

Beliefs and actions regarding selected

health topics

Reactions to varied levels of threat

in a uessage on immunization

Treatment vs.

control with

metal xi sub-

suclas

Single survey

Single survey

Single survey

Single survey

Single survey

Five surveys

Post-measure

experiment



Table 105 (cont'd), SPECIAL STUDIES FOR FEELIIC GOOD

Methods of

!t2itt
N Data Collection

Host options 147 QuestiOnnaires

Viewing check 584 Telephone

intepvievs

Smoking show 171 Mailed

questionnaires

397

Factors Studied PEIE

Appeal of potential hosts for Season B Single survey

Awareness and viewing of series and Coincidental survey

single progr am! viewer characteristics

Reactions to show 8-12 (smokinqt Single survey

compariscc of Seasons A and B, per-

ceptions of appropriate audiences for

series, preferences for day and tile

of broadcasts
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- What was the relationship between the perceived amount of new or

useful information in A segment and the appeal of that segment?

- What types of performers (e,g,, lay person, physician, celebrity)

were most effective in conveying health messages?

Within each type, what characteristics distinguished relatively

effective performers?

...._yilsa_al_jseiSecolan. These are some of the major opportunities for

extended analyses of the summative evaluation data:

1) Tracking of selected subpopulations. As one of several possi-
bilities, NORC data can locate respondents who reported some
specific health problem that occurred during the series. The

question to be pursued would be the possible relationship
between experiencing a specific health problem and viewing of

programs about that problem, as well as learning or changing

behavior as a consequence. Other possibilities include special
analyses of any demographic subgroup in the NORC or RAC data

pool.

2) A more precise analysis of Season A show-specific effects
should be considered for the NORC respondents who are at present
analyzed only by viewing level across all 13 programs (high

viewer, low viewer).

3) An informal content analysis (no intercoder reliability checks)

has been done on the NORC free responses and part of the RAC

free responses. The poterUal utility of these responses would
be much greater if coded for computer analysis so content
analysis categories could be associated with previously-given
responses to the interviews or questionnaires.

4 4) The large RAC screening sample (B=22,120) was used for pre-series

stratification of respondents into levels of likelihood of

viewirw:. The items used to predict likelihood of viewing could

now be tested against actual reported viewing. The predictive

test as a whole or any item or combination of items could thus

be analyzed for its value in predicting viewing. The ability to

predict audience size for upcoming purposive public television

programming would be of great benefit to the PBS community. The

actual performance of this predictor and its possible generaliza-

tion should be explored.

CoMparisons with other programs. FEELING GOOD has been evaluated forma*.

tively and summatively against its own goals and expectations. An independent
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research organization might make a valuable contribution with a nulti-

dimensional comparison of FEELING GOOD and other television efforts in health

education. Such a comparison would give a new and useful perspective not only

on FEELING GOOD, but on the entire national effort to use telsvision in the

service of health education.

Comparisons could be made of such programs and series as the following,

which include examples of series and specials on PBS, specials on commercial

networks, programs syndicated to commercial stations, and others:

FEELING GOOD (Season A)
FEELING GOOD (Season B)
THE KILLERS
THE THIN EDGE
TODAY'S HEALTH
MED=
HOUSE CALL
THE hORLD OF MEDICINE
LIFEWATCH 6
THE TURNED-ON CRISIS
VD BLUES
I AM JOE'S HEART
HOW TO STAY ALIVE
NATIONAL HEALTH TEST

For each program or series chosen for comparison, information should be

obtained on the following:

1) amount of programming produced

2) sources and amounts of funding

3) production costs per minute of programming

4) production formats employed

5) size and type of distribution system

6) nature and scale of promotion and outreach activities

7) nature of supplementary utilization efforts and materials

8) audience size and cost per exposure

9) audience characteristics

10) nature of topics treated
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11) attitudinal goals and evidence regarding their achievement

12) informational goals and evidence regarding their achievement

13) behavioral goals and evidence regarding their achievement

Although somewhat different dimensions might be required, this kind

of comparison could be expanded to include occasional treatment of hetath

topics in daytime serials or in such series as MAUDE, ALL IN THE FAMILY,

and GOOD TINES; brief health features on news programs; public service

announcements from various health agencies; and paid commercials such as

those used in the Blue Cross "lifestyles" campaign.

Programming for a_younger target audience. Although the combination of

formative and summative research on FEELING GOOD generated a large evaluation

data base, it deals exclusively with adult respondents. HoWevar, there are

indications that the Season A version of FEELING GOOD may have been (or would

be) much more successful with children in the 8-15 age range. Free response

data, formative research group discussions, inquiries from junior high schools,

and other impressionistic data have generated the unanticipated hypothesis that

older children might be a very receptive target audience for the preventive

themes of Season A cast in entertaining and short segments.

The importance of this target audience, the indications that the material

has good potential for this audience, and the added possibilities of the

Season A vehicle (or some future project structured along the lines of the

Season A vehicle) being packaged for in,school viewing make evaluation of

the programs with younger viewers desirable.

Longer,term assessments of program impact. Most studies of the impact of

health education programs or materials are short,term, and thus are unable to
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rrovide information concerning the extent to which any observed effects per-

sist over an extended period following exposure. If some of the health

knowledge and behavior questions used with the NORC and RAC respondents

were to be administered at a later time (e.g., sometime in 1977) to a sdb-

sample of those respondents, the new data could be coMbined with findings

obtained in the earlier studies to provide comparisons across three time

points--NOvember 1974 (pre-series baseline), Nay 1975 (immediate posttest),

an& the delayedposttent. Complete data files on all respondents in the

earlier studies are still available and could be utilized both in selecting

an appropriate sdb-sample and in analyzing responses to the follow-up

questions.

General Policy Issues and Questions

While the issues discussed in the previous section could be addressed

directly witi obtainable data, the issues in this section must be dealt with

more speculatively. The FEELING GOOD experiment involved a large number of

questions dealing with goal-directed uses-of television that are not

answereqe with summative evaluation data or even with a more journalistic-

type report of experience with the series. While these issues have been

considered by the various departments involved with the se=ies, they must

still be regarded as open questions; the FEELING GOOD experience with them

is relevant but not definitive.

Combining "messages" and entertainment. One of the difficult tasks facing

the series at the outset was to find effective means of drawing the target

audience to the programs. In attempting to attract viewers who would not

normally watch a health program or a program on PBS, the producers decided

initially to use a variety of entertainment techniques and guest stars. One
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problem was to find an appropriate balance in each program between informat.lon

and entertainment/ another was to coMbine these two elements effectively within

individual segments.

There was an evolution through the series in the direction of making the

programs more serious in tone and more stzaightforward in presenting health

information. Although independent measures showed that the later programs were

more appealing to viewers, the size of the audience viewing the broadcasts re-

mained about the same, and actually declined as a proportion of those aware of

the series. Thus the experience with this series providc5 somewhat conflicting

evidence on the feasibilitar of adult programming which combines entertainment

with material designed to Inform or persuade. Perhaps adults, more so than
/*I

children, expect educative programming to "look" one way and entertainment to

"look" a different way. Long exposure to entertainment programa interspersed

with commercials may have set up expectations which are difficult to breach with

material that combines the functions of both.

The ratio of purposive material to entertainment may be at as critical

a factor as whether these two elements are separated or combk- d. PEELING GOOD

attempted to use essentially all of each program in a purposive ray. Producers

of future goal-oriented series for adults might consider approximating more

closely the pattern of commercial television--that is, separating purposive

paterial from witertainment, and using only a small proportion of each program

for "message" content. Systematic evaluation of programs on this pattern would

be required to determine whether they could attract a larger audience and how

much impact they could have on viewers' knowledge or behavior.

Series versus specials. This issue involves trade-offs which should be

assessed empirically. Specials offer several advantages: promotion of single-

topic specials can be directed to particular and sharply-defined target
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a,,,:.7nrIces; the investment of time in viewing is obviously less for a one-shot

than for a series, so the audience is likely to be larger; production

formats can vary from program to program, thus offering greater flexibility to

writers and producers. On the other hand, a series also has advantages:

repetition can be built in over time, so cumulative impact is possible; thera

is opportunity to build audience loyalty and identification; a wider range of

health topics and goals can be addressed; series momentum can carry an audience

through proglams that nay have less "glamour" or inherent appeal, but which

may nevertheless be critical in terms of health education; and the viewer

unable to watch a particular program may be reached by programs available at

other times.

Scheduling_strategy. This issue applies to all television programming.

The time of day and the day of the week a program is broadcast, a variable

independent of the appeal of the program concept or the quality of the material,

can have a significant impact on audience size. The fact that early FEELING

GOOD programs fell on Thanksgiving eve, Christmas day, and New Year's Day

placed them against special cOmpetition on the networks. The series' regular

network competition on Wednesday evenings consistently ttracted the lion's

share of the viewing audience. Theoretical access to the hugn number of prime-

time viewers must be weighed against the proportion of that audience that can

realistically be drawn away from network entertainment. For PBS prime-time

programming in general, this proportion was typically very small (about 1-2%),

and it was also small for FEELING GOOD. Nielsen ratings indicated that FEELING

GOOD attracted dbout as many viewers in a non-prime-time second broadcast

during the week (which varied from station to station) as it did in prime time.

At this point, one can only speculate about how much impact a different day or

time of broadcast might have had on the audience for the series.
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Commercial versus public broadcasting. An earlieL chapter reported on the

relatively low awareness of public television in gener%; .nd of specific public

television programs; the incomplete geographic coverage of public television;

the problems with reception of pEs signals, especially umr signals; the modest

levels of typical viewing (with the notable exception of daytime children's

programs), and the higher demographic profile typically associated with the

PBS audience.

One of the twiny intriguing "what if" questions concerns the effects of

distribution system on audience size. For example, what if FEELING GOOD had

been broadcast on NBC and Lrrria HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE on PBS? While there

is little basis on which to predict specific numbers, it is prObably safe to

assume that the FEEL= GODD audience would have been many times larger and

the urrm HOusE audience many times smaller. Such ix the relative power of

the two distribution systems, holding programming and scheduling (but not

promotion or lead-ins) more or less oonstant.

However, a number of intervening factors preclude simply recommending

commercial network distribution of purposive programs. The issues and barriers

are too complex to develop here, but they involve such matters as differential

sponsorship and clearances for public and commercial television; the strong

desire of the networks to maximize ratings not only of individual programs,

but for their schedule as a wholes the very high commercial value of network

prime time; legal and philosophical problems in oommercial distribution of

programming that involves federal funding, and the willingness of public

broadcasting to experiment, to invest in goal-directed programming, and to

look beyond ratings as a measure of service to the country.

While the barriers are significant, it is nct a foregone conclusion

that commercial distribution of goal-directed, public service programa such

as FEELING GOOD is impossible or unthinkable. Future projects might well
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consider the pros and cons of distribution systems such as syndicated groupings

of local commercial stations.. The choice of distribution system, whatever its

makeup, should be an integral part of early project planning.

Broadly- versus narrowly-defined target audiences. In specifying a target

audience, it is necessary to consider not only tho pnic of the content but

also the demands of the medium. Chapter One summarised how target audiences

for PULING GOOD were defined in terms of age, sex, ethnicity, income, educe-
.

tion, parental status, and presence of certain health symptoms or conditions.

A strategic media question is: How small can a single target audience be, or

how diverse can multiple target audiences be, and still be appropriate for a

mass medium such as television?

In commercial television, advertisers for products that have a broadly-

based market are in abundance; advertisers for specialty items typically use

other media. The issue of universality-specialty applied to TZELING GOOD in

that Season A addressed some diverse (and thus relatively small) target aud-

iences, while Season B generally stressed more universal themes. While test

audiences preferred Season B, according to several measures, the choice of

wider-interest topics was only one of several modifications mad in the series.

A related media strategy question involves the extent to which target

audience members are more readily available to view (e.g., are already regular

viewers of PBS programming), as opr red to the requirement to bring low-

probability viewers into the audience through such techniques as community

outreach and station promotion. The question was particularly relevant to

PEELING 003D because of its oommitment to pay special attention to health needs

of the poor and the disadvantaged.

Since the audience for public television is relatively small, it is seen

as essential not to lose present viewers in seeking to attract nro ones; the

task is to add the new audience to the existing audience. This was done with
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considerable success in the case of SESAME STREET through extensive community

outreach efforts, but even then the process took one to two years of intensive

activity. Experience again supports the general strategy of Choosing goals

relevant to a broad audience, and attempting to make the production appealing

to diverse groups.

Applicability of the CTW model to FEELING GOOD. A distinctive feature

of CTS goal-directed Frogramming has been the "CTW model," which emphasizes

cooperative association between production and research staffs. So strong was

the commitment to the CTW model in the case of SESAME STREET that a condition

for hiring creative staff WAS their willingness to go beyond the task of pro-

ducing quality programming to acceptance of the requirement that this program-

ming must be goal-oriented. It is this added dimension of responsibility for

effects that generates the need for cooperation between production and research

staffs. This criterion does not apply to most teleerision programming; that is,

measures generally deal with whether the desired number of people watched a

program, and not with what they did as a consequence of watching.

The elements of the model used with SESAME STREET were also present in the

case of rEELING GOOD: content task forces, specified goals, an in-house formative

research staff, a National Advisory Committee, a Research Advisory Committee,

externally-contracted summative evaluations, and so forth. However, one organ-

izational feature of PEELING GOOD made it more difficult than with previous

CTW series for these elements to interrelate smoothly. The funding for the

series as a whole was not secured at the beginning of the project, but accrued

through three distinct phases, with termination possible at the end of each one.

One consequence of this phased funding process was the inability to have con-

tinuity in the production staff throughout the term of the project This made

it more difficult to establish close working relAtionships between producers
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and researchers and to give complete information to new producers on previous

formative testing of program materials. Presumably the CTW model of producer-

researcher team effort would have been implemented more effectively under con-

ditions of staff continuity.

Experimental versus service delivery functions. Aside from the goal of

being a "hit' in television terms, FEELING GOOD had two major purposes: it

sought to provide effective health education (the service delivery function)

and to produce knowledge about health communications (the experimental function).

These are not necessarily opposing functions: in a project which continues for

several production seasons, they are obviously complementary. However, the

relative amount of emphasis on the two functions is an important policy issue.

For example, an increased experimental emphasis in combination with less

emphasis on service delivery would perhaps have generated a greater variety

and number of planned variations in production formats, influence strategies,

utilization activities, and so forth. Each program could have been similar

to a pilot, and the effects measures would have been restricted to those

applicable to such short-term exposures. The cost would be a more limited

pool of evidence; the gain would be some experience with more programming

options. Another trade-off might be greater experimental control under less

feasible or realistic conditions of broadcasting.

Conversely, a better "batting average" on impact measures could have been

achieved by emphasizing the service delivery function and de-wmphasizing the

experimental aspect. This would imply selecting only conservative goals (those

with a high probability of success), and treating them extensively with tech-

niques already known to be effective. The trade-off here is a higher proba-

bility of success in a smaller number of goal areas, with minimum opportunity

to learn something new as a consequence.
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A natural desire is to exercise both functions to their fullest extent,

but available funds typically, will not permit this, and some compromises are

u:Arly always required.

In the case of EBELING GOOD, the greatest opportunity to explore a variety

of very different production formats came in iaase II, with the formative test-

ing of various segments in a one-hour sample reel. Once the commitment had

been made to the Season A vehicle, and to its service delivery goals, it was

then harder to introduce new experimental variations that went'beyond the

scope of that concept.

Limited data were collected on a greater variety of approaches in the

sample reel segments, while more extensive data were collected on the smaller

number of variations in the programs for Seasons A and B. This illustrates

the nature of the kzele-offs in the FEELING GOOD experience, but this exper-

ience alone cannot answer the policy question of the optimum balance between

the experimaittal and service delivery functions.

During its period on the air, FEELING GOOD was only a small part of the

nation's total health education effort. The health problems which motivated

the production of the series remain, and attempts to reduce them through edu-

cation will continue on a large scale. Thus the primary contribution of the

evaluation report is not as history, but in its implications for future policy

and practice. This perspective has been used in analyzing and reporting the

evaluation of this experimental series in the hope that the findings regarding

program impact, and descriptive data on various health beliefs and behaviors,

and the methodological details presented will be useful in the planning and

evaluation of future efforts of this kind.
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APPENDIX A. SOURCES OF FUNDING

Major Funding Sources:

Corporation for PUblic Broadcasting

The Rdbert Wood JOhnson Foundation

Exxon Corporation

Aetna Life & Casualty Company

Additional Funding Sources:

American Cancer Society

American Heart Association

The Edna McDonnell Clark Foundation

RObert Sterling Clark Foundation

The Ccamonwealth Fund

The Grant Foundation

Ittleson Family Foundation

The John and Mary R. Markle Foundation

National Cancer Institute

National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism

Surdna Foundation

VanAmeringen Foundation
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APPENDIX B. NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL FOR FEELING GOOD

J. Robert Buchanan, M.D. (Chairman)
Cornell University Medical College

Ruth Atkins
Comprehensive Planning Agency, N.Y.C.

Judith Bellaire, R.N.
University of Colorado Medical Center

Janes P. Comer, M.D.
Yale Child Study Center

Mena Dean, R.N.
Mt. Hood Community College

Kurt W. Deuschle, M.D.
Mt. Sinai School of Medicine

Helen Dickens, M.D.
University of Penna. Medical School

Jose Duette
Los Angeles Health Task Force

Lloyd C. Elam, M.D.
Meharry Medical College

Shervert H. Frazier, M.D.
Harvard University and
McLean Hospital

Milton Gross, M.D.
Downstate Medical Center and
Kings County Hospital

Joan Gussow
ColuMbia University

Hiawatha Harris, M.D.
Behavior Research & Development Center

John Holloman, M.D.
New York Health & Hospitals Corporation

Norge Jerome, Ph.D.
University of Kansas
Medical Center
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Boston University
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Medicine

Keith Mielke,-Ph.D.
Indiana University
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New York University

Thomas Piemme, M.D.
Texas Academy of Family
Physicians

Mario Ramirez, M.D.
Texas Academy of Family
Physicians
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Lincoln Hospital
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Faustina Solis, MSW
University of California
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Guy Steuart, Ph.D.
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East Harlem Nutrition Project

Lenor Zohman, M.D.
Montefiore Hospital
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Keith W. mielke, Ph:D. (Chairman)

Indiana University

Lionel Barrow, Ph.D.
Howard University

Jacquelyne Jackson, Ph.D.
Duke University

Howard Leventhal, Ph.D.
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Boston University
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APPENDIX D. FEELING GOOD TASK FORCES

Task Force on Adolescent Health Problems

Sherlee Argrett, NSW
Bronx Children's Psychiatric
Hospital

Gary Belkin
Writer; New York City

Ann Brunswick, MA
Columbia University

John Celan
The Martin Luther King, Jr.,

Neighborhood Health Center
Bronx, New York

John Conger, PhD
University of Colorado

Medical Center

Carlos Cuevas
Adolescent; New York City

Clark Gesner
Writer/Composer; New York City

Alan Harwood, PhD
Anthropologist;

Boston, Massachusetts

Bob Jones
Adolescent; New York:City

Robert Masland, MD
Children's Hospital

Boston, Massachusetts
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Keith Mieike, PhD
Indiana University

Joan E. Morganthau, MD
Mt. Sinai School of Medicine

A. H. Perlmutter
Television Producer;

New York City

Ruth Podhoretz
Adolescent; New York City

John P. Ruppe, Jr.
National Program for Dermatology

William Schwartz
Writer, Hollywood, California

Elaine Smith
Adolescent; New York City

Nathan J. Smith, MD
University of Washington School

of Medicine

Guy Steuart, PhD
University of North Carolina

Harry Weinstein, MD
Mt. Zion Hospital Medical Center
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Task Force on AccessE Use and Participation in the Health Care System

William Brown
Writer; New York City

Kurt W. Deuschle
Mt. Sin School of Medicine

Jose Due..ce

East Los Angeles Health
Task Force

Kay Fitts
Meharry Medical College

Norma Goodwin, MD
New York City Health & Hospitals

Corporation

Herb Hartig
Writer; New, York City

John L. S. Holloman, MD
Health Insurance Plan of

Greater New York

George Lefferts
Writer; New York City

Task Force on Nutrition

Diana Dean, PhD
Mt. Hood Community College

Glen M. Freidman, MD
Pediatrician,

Scottsdale, Arizona

Joan Gussow
ColuMbia University

Norge Jerome, PhD
University of Kansas

Medical School

Howard A. Schneider, PhD
University of North Carolina
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Peggy Mann
Writer; New York City

Gilbert Ortiz, MD
Metropolitan Hospital Center
New York City

Sydnor B. Penick, MD
Rutgers University

Thomas Piemme, MD
George Washington University
Hospital Medical School

Alfred M. Sadler, Jr., MD
Yale University School of Medicine

Blair L. Sadler, MD
Yale University School of Medicine

Guy Steuart, PhD
University of North Carolina

Harold Wise, MD
Montefiore Hospital

Arnold Shafer, MD
University of Nebraska School

of Medicine

Guy Steuart, PhD
University of North Carolina

Nilda Torado
East Harlem Nutrition Project

Christine Wilson, PhD
Nutritionist-Anthropologist,

Berkeley, California

Mary Winston

American Heart Association
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Task Force on Prenatal, Infnt, and Child Care

Fran Allison
Afro-East Service Center
-NeW York City

Judith Bellaire, RN
University of Colorado Medical

Center

Saul Blatman, MD
Dartmouth Medical School

Helen Dickens, MD
University of Pennsylvania

Medical School

Selma Fraiberg, PhD
University of MiChigan Medical

School

_ Bo Goldman
Writer; New York City

Norge W. Jerome, PhD
University of Kansas Medical

School

Task Force on Mental Health

Domingo Rodriguez, MD
Psychiatrist,
Harlingen, Texas

James P. Comer, MD
Yale Child Study Center

Loretta Ford, RN, EdD
University of Rochester

Shervert Frazier, MD
McLean Hospital

Hiawatha Harris, MD
Central City Community Mental

Health Center, Los Angeles
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William Kessen, PhD
Yale University

Angela McBride, MSN
Yale University School of Nursing

Dick McCue
Producer; New York City

Keith Mielke, PhD
Indiana University

Helen Rodriguez, MD
Lincoln Hospital

William Schwartz
Writer; Hollywood, California

Guy Steuart, PhD
University of North Carolina

Martha Stuarc
Producer; New York City

Ms. Alberta Jacoby
Mental Health Film Board,
New York City

Elena Padilla, PhD
New York University

Alvin Poussaint, MD
Harvard Medical School

Guy Steuart, PhD
University of North Carolina
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Task Force on Modification of Personal Habits:

(smoking, drinking, drugs, overeating)

Ruth Atkins
Comprehensive Health Planning

Agency
New york City6

Hilda Bruch, MD
Baylor College oi Medicine

Diana Dean, RN
Mt. Hood Community College

Milton Gross, MD ,

Downstate Medical Center
Broc.klyn, New PNrk

Altf,ra Jacoby,
Ment,t1 Health Film Board

William. Usr«
Writer; N,..; York City

Judith Mausner, PhD
Medical College of Pennsylvania

Jack Mendelson, MD
Boston City Hospital

Keith Mielke, PhD
Indiana University

Sheila Nevins
Producer; New York City

Alejandro paniagua, MD
Bronx Mental Health Center

Joseph Patterson, PhD
Michigan State University

Chester Pierce, MD
Harvard Medical School

Ralph RybPx.x., MD

McLean Hok;pital

Lou Solomon
Writer; New York City

Guy Steuart, PhD
University of North Carolina

RaulNaldez, PhD
National Addiction Rehabilitation Act

Harold Wise, MD
Montefiore Hospital
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Task Force on Death

Major Clara Adams, RN, M$
Walter Reed Army Institute

of Nursing

Sandra Bertman
Equinox Institute
Boston, Massachusetts

Norman Borisoff
Writer; New York City

Eric Cassell, MD
Cornell University Medical College

Sister Zita Marie Cotter, RN
St. Anthony's Hospital
Las Vegas, New Mexico

Diana Crane, PhD
University of Pennsylvania

Chaplain Edward Dobihal
Yale Medical School

Mwalima Imara, PhD
Arlington Street Church
Boston, Massachusetts

Corinne Jacker
Playwright; New York City

Melvin Krant, MD
Lemuel Shattuck Hospital

Austin Kutscher, DDS
Columbia-Presbyterian Medical

Center

Howard Leventhal, PhD
University of Wisconsin

Sol Levine, PhD
Boston University

Bayless Manning
Council on Foreign Relations

Keith Mielke, PhD
Indiana University

Chiz Schultz
Producer; New York City

Stanford Sobel
Writer; New York City

Guy Steuart, PhD
University of North Carolina

Eugenia Waechter, RN, PhD
University of California at

San Francisco
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Task Force on Chronic Disease

David Axelrod
.Writer; New York City

Martha Barnard, RN
University of Kansas

Medical Center

John L. S. Holloman, MD
Health Insurance Plan of

Greater New York

Joseph G. Katterhagen, MD
Allenmore Medical Center
Tacoma, Washington

William Katz
Writer; New York City

Howard Leventhal, ThD
University of Wisconsin

Dicx McCue
Producer; New York City

Carter Marshall, MD
Mt. Sinai School of Medicine
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Jean Mayer, PhD
Harvard School of Public Health

Keith Mielke, PhD
Indiana University

Joyce Nichols
Rougemont-Hahama Satellite

Clinic

Mario E. Ramirez, MD
Texas Academy of Family Physicians

Saul Rubin
Producer; Hollywood, California

Guy Steuart, PhD
University of North Carolina

Francisco Suarez, MD
Respiratory Surgeon
New York City

Lenore Whim:, MD
Montefiore Hospital
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Jacqueline Babbin
Producer; New York City

Helen Barnes, MD
University of Mississippi

Medical Center

Bo Goldman
Writer; New York City

Alan Guttmacher, MD
Planned Parenthood Federation

of America, Inc.

Robert Hatcher, MD
Emory University Medical School

Howard Leventhal, PhD
University of Wisoonsin

Ella McDonald
Humen.Resources Administration
New York City

Angel Martinez
Planned Parenthood of
New York City

Neith Mielke, PhD
Indiana University
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Harriet Pilpel
Greenbaum, Wolff S Unlit
New YorliCity

Phyllis Piotrow, PhD
George Washington University

Medical School

Richard Smith, MD
University of Hawaii Medical School

Faustina Solis, MSW
University of California at

San Diego

Carol Spencer, MSPH
Meharry Medical College

Guy Steuart, PhD
University of North Carolina

David Tapper
Writer; New York City

Suzette Tapper
Writer; New York City
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Advisors - Phase II Summative Research Planning Meetiogs

Ronald Andersen, PhD
University of Chioago

Thomas Bice, PhD
Johns HOpkins University

Robert T. Bower, PhD
Bureau of Social Science

Research

John Colombotos, PhD
Columbia University

Robert Hill, PhD
National Urban League

__Louise Johnson, PhD
Mt. Sinai School of Medicine

David Moaner, MD
Health Services Research
Office

Washington, D.C.

Kenneth Land, PhD
Russell Sage Foundation

Sol Levine, PhD
Boston University

Luis Rivera, PhD
P. R. C. Metrodynamics
New York City

Theresa Rogers, PhD
ColuMbia University

Guy Steuart, PhD
University of North Carolina

James Swinehart, PhD
Universisty of Michigan

J. Richard Udry, PhD
University of North Carolina

Stephen Withey, PhD
University of Michigan

Dolf Hillman, PhD
Indiana University
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APPENDIX E. FEELING GOOD STAFF

Project Director and Executive Producer: William H. Kobin

'Assistant Project Director: Eliot Tozer

Director of Research: James W. Swinehart, Ph.D.

Director of Content Development: Ruby P. Hearn, Ph.D.

Co-Executive Producer: Robert Bendick (Season B only)

Senior Producer: Al Morgan (Seammm A only)

Show Producers: (Season A) Robert Cunniff, Art Holch

(Season B) Charles Andrews, Mary B. Brown, Craig Fisher,
Art Holch, Don Misdher, Sheila Nevins,
Ernest Pendrell, Lou Solomon, Al:Waller

Segment Producers: Peter Altschuler, Penny Bernstein, Marc Brugnoni,
Nell Cox, Shirley Dallard, Ron Finley, William Greaves,
Frank Morrero, Susan and Alan Raymond, Beverly Schanzer,
Shirley Wershba, Edith zornow

Variety Producer: Martin Leshner

Assistant Variety Producer: Sylvia Pancotti

Associate Producers: Shellee Lipton, Nola Safro

Directors: Burt Brinckerhoff, Kirk Browning, John J. Desmond, Nick Havinga,
Lynwood King, Stan Lathan, Don Mischer, Sidney Smith, Dave Wilson

Associate Directors: Merrily Mossman, Stan Spiro, John Tracy

Head Writer: Tony Geiss

Writers: Cynthia Adler, Carol and David Axelrod, Herb Hartig, Jan_Hartman,
Yvette Hawkins, Harvey Jacobs, Peter Kaman, Romulus Linney,
Tam Meehan, Ernest Pendrell, Christopher Porterfield, A. J. Russell

Music Director: Stephen Lawrence

Music Coordinator: Danny Epstein

Song Writers: Martin.Charnin, Bob Kessler, Stephen Lawrence, Stephen Schwartz,
Bill Withers

Lyricists: Gretchen Cryer, Tony Geiss, Herbert Hartig, Ed Kleban

Sketch Coordinator and Choreographer: Neal Kenyon
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Scenic Designer: Frank Lopez

Costumer: Ramsey Mostoller

Assistants to the Producer: Bettina Brooks, Lois Fortune,
Duncan Unworthy, Petty Rothenberg,
Ellen Wollins

Production Assistants: Janet Cohen, Phyllis Friedman, Diallo McLinn

Film Editors: Peter Altschuler, Madeline Anderson, Mike Breddan,

Arnie Friedman

Assistant Film Editors: Dolores Elliott, Anne Gravenson, Terri Jones

Production Supervisor: Robert Braithwaite

Station Production Advisor: Michael Mears

Assistant Station Production Advisor: Glenn Zinsmeyer

Assistant Directors of Research: Fran Averse, Vivian Riley, Joyce Weil

Research Assistants: JoAnn Coble, Ed Lopez, Martha Torres, James Webster

Director of Operations: Ronald Weaver

Operations Manager: Robert Dahl

Production Researchers: David Glazer, Susan Rubinowitz

Research Consultants: Keith W. Mielke, Ph.D., Anne R. Weinberger

Content Development Assistants: Ellen Abrams, Janet Kvamme, Ellen MUsikant

Editorial Coordinators: Coates Redmon, Joyce Wesolowski

Editorial Associate: Brenda Shapiro

Project Coordinator: Jane O'Connor

CES National Staff: Mickie Agrait, Tony Best, Laura Blaaburn, Joseph

Quinones, John Richie, Hank Snit, Evangeline Vaughan

CES Field Staff and coordinators: Karen Brantley, Paul Elkins, Mary Greene,

Arthur Guidry, sandra Lindsay, Gwen
Peters, 011ye Shirley, Henrietta Smith

PUblicity: stnart Awbrey, SheilaIlalter
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APPENDIX F. CHILDREN'S TELEVISION AWKSHOP STAFF

Joan Ganz Cooney
President

David D. Connell
Vice President, Production

Evelyn P. Davis
Vice President,
Community Education Services

Robert A. Hatch
Vice President, Public Affairs

Thomas P. Kennedy
Vice President,
Finance and Administration
and Treasurer

Edward L. Palmer, Ph.D.
Vice President, Research

William Whaley
Vice President, CTW Products

Robert Davidson
Secretary

Albert H. Dwyer
General Counsel and
Vice President, Business Affairs

David V. B. Britt
Vice President, Development

William H. Kobin
Vice President, Future Works
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APPENDIX G

"FEELING GOOD: The Anatomy of a.Ttogram,"
by William Xdbin. .Reprinted from Public
Telecommunications Review, Vol. 4, No. 1,
January/February 1976, pp. 32-37.

(This article is adapted from a presenta-
tion given to a researCh session at the
1975 annual convention of the National
Association of Educational Broadcasters.)



PRODUCER'S NOTEBOOK

William Kobin

FEELING GOOD:
THE ANATOMY OF A PROGRAM

"Feeling Good," CTW's adult health series, went from the drawing board to the
screenback to the drawing board and on the air again. Here is the story behind
"one of television's more ambitious experiments".

"Feeling Good" produced by the
Children's Television Workshop for
PBS, was television's first sustained
attempt to provide a national audi-
pnce with health Wormation in an
entertainment format and to moti-
vate them to change their health
habits.

Originally planned as 26 one-hour
programs, the series was later
modified to consist of I I one-hour
programs and 13 half-hour pro-
grams. The hour-long version was
broadcast from November 20. 1974
to January 29, 1975. The half-hour
series ran from April 2. 1975 to June
ZS, 1975 and was repeated by PBS
from July through September.

In this Producer's Notebook, the
Project Director of "Feeling Good"
talks about the goals, problems, and
decisions of this unusual series.

One of televklon's more ambitious
experiments was the Childre.
vision Workshop's
ser, "Feeling Good."

Studies to assess the inq 1 ,

series are not yet convict"; solt is too
soon to know its effects on viewers.
But there is much in the hietory of the
project that I think will be of interest
to broadcastersand health educators
alike.

his my hope that everyone who
shares an interest in learning from
the "Feeling Good* experience will

have as clear an understanding as
possible of what we wanted t6 do and
why we did things the way we did.

This then, is a look at the evolution
and development of "Feeling Good"
our objectives, some of the prob-
lems we encountered, and the
rationale for Our decisions in trying
to solve them.

CTW's decision to undertake this
project grew out of the belief that the
research/ production model which
evolved "Sesame Street" and "Elec-
tric Company" for children could be
usedwith modificationsto de-
velop TV programming for adults.

Health was chosen as the subject
area primarily because it is rele-
vent to every American and because
it presents enormous problems and
questions for almost all of us.

Initially, funding was obtained for
a feasibility study only, and the
project was designed to develop in 3
phases: phases II and III dependent
on the successful conclusion of
phases I and II respectively, and the

is of the total project uncertain
nely at the outset.

William Kobin is Vice-President of
the Future W fks Division of the
Chedren's Television Workshop,
and served as the Project Director
and an Executive Producer of
"Feeling Good." This ankk is ad-'
opted from a presentation given to 0
research session at the NAEB 51st
Annual Convention in November,,
1975.

This proved to be a major liability,
since production personnel were not
on the project from the beginning
and none of them had the benefit of
that conthmity.

It alio meant tgat there were gaps
between the phases Wile we en-
gaged in fund-raising activities and
waited for go-ahead commitments to
be made.

Phue I
Phase I involved a feasibility study

undertaken during the second half of
1972 and culminating in the writing
of a eelliPtehaialve.proposal.

A small group of 5 worked
together closely in interviewing some
170 health professionals throughout
the country. That group included a
representative of the CTW Research
Department, the person who later
became Director of Content Devel-
opment, an interviewer/ writer, the
assistant project director, and my-
self. We worked closely during that
period with Dr, Edward Palmer, the
CTW Vice Preaident for Research.

While , the. "Aeitinie Street, and
"Electric Comps*" experiences were
relevant, it was clear that there *CM
also Major differen.Ces between thein
andthe heiltli:propect. We were, for
eXample,, planning a prime4ime
seties for adults'. That audieme could
not bebroughtt6the TV set,it Would ,

hive to be, altsicted. And it was not
netessarily motivated to learn about
the subject matter as most child
viewers of "Sesame Street" are to



learn about the curriculum of that
series. Furthermore, the health sub-
ject matter was much more complex
than that of the children's series.

During this feasibility study we
were primarily interested in deter-

whom the series should be aimed
at?
what topics should it cover?
what should the TV format be?
how might the formative and sum-
'native evaluation be developed?
hoW might we influence health
behavior?
how might the reach or the series
be extended through-outreach and
promotion?

From the outset we considered the
entire project an experiment and
opted to take the maximum number
of chances and to do everything the
hardest possible way.

First, we wanted to reach a wide
diversity of target . audiences. We
were particularly interested in reach-
ing poor people because health
problems are especially severe
among them and access to care is
frequently the most difficult for
them. We felt an obligation to try to
attract them to the series despite the
fact that the poor are not, for the
most part, viewers of public tele-
vision. At the same time we wanted
to appeal to public television's
middle class audience because it is
impossible for a major series to
survive on PBS without the support
of that audience. So we took on the
difficult challenge of trying to
develop a series which would appeal
to a great diversity of audiences
simultaneously.

We determined that the overall
aim of the series should be to try to
get people to think about what they
can do to improve their own level of
health and that of their family. The
basic theme, we decided, should be
that health is closely related to
lifestyle and that most individuals
have greater responsibility for and
control over their health and that of
their family than they realize.

We also decided to put the
emphasis on prevention rather than
cure, on helping people stay well
rather than get well. Even though this
'would be the least dramatic ap-
proach to the subject matter, there
was overwhelming consensus that
this was the most valuable service we
could perform.

Thus, during Phase I, we devel-
oped a list of some 70 topic
possibilities the series might cover.
This list would haie to be narrowed
down in Phase llassuming there
would be a Phase 117-1)M-quite clearly
the series was going *deal with a
wide range of subject matter, some of
it very complex. Later, wq decided to
focus on many health problems
which are especially prevhlent among
the poor den though they have little
relevance for the more affluent,
better educated target audience. We
also selected some health problems
because of their high incidence even
though, they are not of high interest
(for example, dental care, nutrition,
need for vision and hearing screen-
ings, hypertension).

.

Another tough challenge was to
produce a series which would influ-
ence behavior. We were Oarticularly
interested in motivating' people to
change theirThealth habits in mea-
surable Ways. We wanted to go
beyond mere presentation 'of infor-
mation. This would influence our
thinking about the show's format
and content since, clearly, the presen-
tation of information, alone, does
not necessarily motivate people to
act

We had no illusions about the
enormous difficulty involved in
getting Someone to change his or her
health behavior, and we knew that
mass health education efforts in the
past had usually met with scant
success. We also knew that ours might
not measure up to everyone's expec-
tations. But we knew we'd never find
out if we didn't try. So we decided to
try and to make our effort different
fromand we hoped better than
anything that had preceded it.

From the beginning, we rejected
all conventional public affairs ap-
proaches. We were committed to
experimenting with an innovative
format that would combine the
widest diversity of television tech-
niques ranging from serious informa-
tion- -to frivolous entertainment.
Nothing in the project was more
experimental than the attempt to
blend songs, sketchd, docuMen-
taries, straight talk, animation and
other television forms into a co-
hesive, hour-long program. From tke,
outset, the key question in this-mind
was just what the ratio of light to

serious material should be and how
this mixture of formats could be
made to work.

We wanted to develop a new
format for a number of reasons:

First, preventive health is ignored
by many, if not most, people. We
wanted to attract some of those
_unmotivated people.

Second, we wanted to attract some
of the viewers who watch commer-
cial television,: and whO watch-it
primarily for entertainment. Since
we were going to be opposite prime-
time commercial programming, we
felt our series should be attrac-
tive as pure entertainment as well as
be educational. We even hoped Some
people would watch.. it for sheer
entertainthent 'regardless- of their
interest in health.

Furthermore, there had never been
a continuing television series
although there had been l-shot
specials, based on crisis topics,
which attenipted, through entertain-
ment, to reach a Masi 'television
audience with basic preventive health
inforMation. We felt that approach
should be tried.

In essence, we wanted to use mass
entertainment TV techniques and
guest stars tOreach a wider audience.
It had worked for "Sesame Street but
the problem is clearly much greater
when trying to reach adults and when
dealing with more complex subject
matter.

Finally, the project was a tele-
vision experiment as well as one in
health education, and we wanted to
break away from the conventional
uses of the medium and try new
approaches and cdnbinations.

During Phase I, preliminary plans
were made for the selection of topic
goals and objectives for the series, the
formative research which would tat
programming and feed the results of
that testing back to producers, and
the summative evaluation which
,would determine the effectiveness of
the series.

Outreach also was a key coscern.
The CrW Community Educittion
Services Division (CES) began mak-
ing plans to work with a wide minge
of national ind local organizatioes
on state and local efforts to extend
the retch of the series' to more poor
people and minority groups. We also
hoped .to get _every PBS station to
work with local health agencies
Community health activities.
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Measuring audience risponse war a key element in the development of
"Feeling' Good" Here, in one of the many test sessions during the two-year
pre-broadcast period audience reaction to a sampk show segment is studied.

Clearly, we were thinking of much
more than a television series. We
were projecting the development,
execution and evaluation of a major
experiment in health education. We
wanted everything: nothing less than
effective health education and a
prime-time entertainment hit.

Phase 11

When we received the go-ahead for
Phase IIapproximately 2 months
after the completion of Phase Iwe
held a series of seminars with health
professionals from around the coun-
try to begin to boil down our list of
topic possibilities. These meetings
were planned and conducted with
our research and content develop-
ment people with whom we then
worked to develop a long, pre-
liminary list of educational goals for
the series.

From this list we designated a
number of top priority goals for
experimental program segments to
be produced and tested later in the
year.

(At the same time we were testing
audience reaction to existing health
fdms and programs; attempting to
identify the health needs of various
target audiences; and continuing to
plan the formative and summative
research, PBS station involvement,
and CES projects.)

In developing the test program
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legments, we began to grapple with
the problem of program format. We
assembled a small, short-term pro-
duction staff and commissioned
several sketches, short plays, songs.
documentaries and what we called
"health commercials." All were
based on specific goals and objectives
devised with our research and
content development people and
reviewed by outside advisors.

We formed a resident company of
actors and actresses to servc as
collective hosts and performers in
these segments. We wanted to avoid
the conventional use of a host or host-
ess and hoped to devise an innovative
way of bridging the various seg-
ments. We wanted our resident
company to be racially mixed, hoping
that would have the greatest credi-
bility and appeal to our target audi-
ences.

Initially, we considered using
something of a variety show maga-
zine format for the series. We wanted
to produce a multi-segmented, hour-
long format using a wide range of
light and serious techniques. As I've
said, the extraordinarily difficult
question was what the best balance of
light and serious material should be
to have maximum impact on the
audience. And how, not simply to
present information, but how to
influence viewers to take such
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specific actions as getting a blood
pressure check, having a Pap test,
having their children immunized,
and so on.

We also wanted to treat several
topics during each program rather
than deal with one topic for an entire
show and never return to it. We
hoped, thereby, to attract and hold
viewers who might be interested in at
least one of each show's topics
though not necessarily all of them.

We also hoped that repetition both
within a single program and over the
course of the series would have a
cumulative effect on the audience.

We produced two hours of sample
segments and tested them for appeal,
credibility and potential for con-
veying inlormation. In testing them,
we surprised production people with
these results:

1. The very high appeal of the doc-
umentary segment (in addition to its
success in conveying information.)

2. The degree to which test viewers
felt the comedy material was child-
ish or sugar-coated or condescending
(which obviously was not our inten-
tion.)

3. The almost unanimous dislike of
Bob and Ray who had taped two seg-
ments for us.

It was quite clear from the findings
that we would have to increase the
amount of serious material in our
next round of production.

At this point the production unit,
with the exception of the head writer,
was disbanded. A couple of months
of report writing and fund-raising
efforts followed and, toward the end
of the year, we held two adeitional
seminars and identified the pro-
spective members of our National
Advisory Council and Research
Advisory Corumittee.

Phase III

Early in 1974, Phase III began.
New production personnel were
brought in to further refine the show
concept and develop a pilot program.
The search for that staff was
extremely difficult. The highly diver-
sified nature of the formats re-
quired people with a wide range of
different television experiences.
Ideally we needed someone who had
produced "CBS Reports," "Sanford
& Son," "The Flip Wilson Show"
and "Playhouse 90." Unfortunately,
there isn't any such person. We also



needed bright, committed, content-
oriented people with a feeling for and
knowledge of show business. We
wanted people who were sufficiently
disciplined to work with Content
Development and Research.

In designing the pilot show, we
decided to stick with the basic idea of
a resident company but planned to
create a cast of characters with well
developed and differing personalities
(unlike the depersonalized, musical
review-like cast of our test material)
and to locate the 'company in a
realistic place rather than the ab-
stract television studio we had used
for the test segments.

We wanted to set our charac-
ters in the kind of place where the
paths of many different kinds of
people might really cross and where
some of them might logically have an
opportunity to develop close rela-
tionships. Airports, train stations
and bus stations were out because
they're crowded and most people are
simply passing through them. An
apartment house didn't seem appro-
priate because we didn't think the
variety of characters we wanted
really would live in the same
apartinent house. Finally, we de-
cided on a small store in a shopping
center Wilich would be adjacent to a
range of differing neighborhoods.
We settled on a small variety store
with a food counter where people
could sit and talk. We called it
"Mac's Place."

We deCided to make all the
sketches and settings more realistic
than we had in most of the test
segments, and to use more live-action
film and real people. We were
moving away from a variety show
format and closer to situation
comedy with film and tape features
and songs. (Testing, incidentally,
indicated that songs could be quite
effective if they were not explicitly
health concerned, exhortative or
packed with information.) We also
planned to use at least one strong,
human documentary each show.

Again, as with the test material,
each segment was based on goals and
information developed by Research
and Content Development. All
scripts were discussed in meetings
involving research, production and
content development people. Those
meetings were sometimes heated and
frequently left no one completely
satisfied. It was particularly difficult
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to reconcile problems in the area of
comedy. These might include differ-
ences over how much and which
information should or shouldn't be
included in a segment, the effect of
the, informational content on the
humor in a segment, what might
make a segment boomerang, the
effect of ridicule and satire, the use of
negative models, and so on. We had
some great debates and frequently
people had to make compromises.

Testing the Pilot

Testing of the pilot material
completed in July provided some
significant insights: for one thing, it
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gave a reading on the appeal of the
characters in the "Mac's Place"
segments. One of themthe old
ladyproved to have an unex-
pectedly high appeal as a representa-
tive of the elderly; another annoyed a
segment of the Spanish-speaking
target audience, which was not
totally unexpected. There were also
early indications that the appeal of
"Mac's Place" varied with the
education and income of target
audiences; that satire and parody
were very risky; that soup could
pack tremendous emotional wallop if
they were used properly; that the
bridges we had carefully constructed
in and out of the Mac's Place

,

Original0, "Feeling Good" was scheduled as 26 one-hour progranu set in
Mac's Place, a small variety store that served as a meeting place for the cast
of characters.
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segments frequently didn't work;
that short documentaries continued
to have high appeal and convey
information in the overall format;
and that we still had a problem
finding the right ratio of light and
serious material since many test
viewers continued to want more
serious content and more informa-
tion. Overall, however, the pilot
tested well; considerably better than
early shows in the series would test
later.

Meanwhile, there was consider-
able staff turnover and several new
producers and writers were brought
in.

Pre-production planning began
almost immediately with little chance
for the new people to absorb the
background of the project, or for
production people to study incoming
results of the pilot testing.

e results of the pilot testing,
coupled with later tests of show #1
and our own instincts, convinced us
to make Mac's Place segments more
serious and to give the characters
more depth. (Subsequently, we de-
cided to try some straight stand-up
formation pieces which were intro-
duced into the series in program #2
with surprising success).

Although far from completely
satisfied, we maintained the produc-.
tion schedule and made modifica-
tions along the way. The staff was
faced with a tremendous production
load and very tight deadlines, as we
raced toward a November 20 pre-
miere.

The critical reaction to the pre-
miere was, for the most part, quite
good. Of 50 reviews from around the
country, 34 were highly favorable, 5
were mixed to good, and II were
bad. One of the I I was the presti-
gious N.Y. Times.

The national Nielsen AA rating for
the premiere was 2.8. 1 his is high
compared to most PBS prime-time
ratings but it was disappointing to
some who expected, unrealistically, I
believe, 5's and 6's like "Sesame
Street" receives. Ultimately, the
Nielsens leveled out to a national AA
rating average of 1.4 for the hour-
long series, placing "Feeling Good"
among the higher rated PBS prime-
time series of the season.

But, we were not reaching the
numbers of viewers we wanted to
reach; nor did we appear to have the
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kind of support we wanted from the
PTV audience. Furthermore, we,
ourselves, weren't satisfied with the
format and during production of the
first few shows, we developed
increasingly strong feelingsmost of
which seemed to be borne out by
formative testingabout how to
strengthen the series. So early on, we
began to modify the format in several
ways:

First, we began to make the "Mac's
Place" segments more serious and to
reduce the amount of show time
devoted to them. Eventually, we
decided to cut back on this area of the
show further and considered elimi-
nating "Mac's" completely in some
shows.

Second, we felt the show should be
still more serious and contain more
hard information.

We also wanted to make indi-
vidual segments longer and fewer
topics each show, making the pro-
gram more cohesive and to lighten
the production load.

As we contemplated those major
modifications, it became clear that
we were confronted with a choice:
either make the changes while the
series was on the air, or take it off
altogether and take a little time to
think over and implement the

-restructuring.

We decided on the latter course. I
think it was a bold decision, based on
the belief not that the series was a
failure, but that we could do a still
better job. We thought that the
experimental nature of the project
provided this justification and the
freedom of public television gave us
the flexibility for such a move.

It was, therefore, surprising and
ironic to us that the withdrawal was
interpreted by many as an admission
of defeat.

During that hiatus (which, inci-
dentally, was very shortwe were off
the air only two months) we decided
on several basic format changes:
cutting the show to a half-hour,
substituting Dick Cavett for "Mac's
Place"; devoting each show to a
single topic; focusing on emotional
topics of broad interest; and finally,
making the shows more serious and
informational to increase appeal for
the PTV audience, hopefully without
losing the larger potential audience
of non-PTV viewers.
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In making these changes, we were
not departing very much from the
overall content and approach of the
series, but we were changing the form
of our presentation.

When we came back on the air, the
critics' reaction to the half-hour
series was overwhelmingly favor-
able. The revised 13-week series ran
from April through June and was
repeated by PBS during the summer.
Evaluation studies on the impact of
both the hour-long and half-hour
series are now being completed.

The summative evaluation of
"Feeling Good" is probably the most
extensive ever carried out on a
television series in health education.
It involves major studies by the
Response Analysis Corporation, the
National Opinion Research Center,
the Gallup Organization, and the
A.C. Nielsen Company. These na-
tional and local studies deal with the
effects of programming on attitudes,
knowledge and behavior, the size and
characteristics of the audience; and
program appeal. The summary re-
port will be fmished in the late winter
or early spring of 1976.

One major aspect of the project
has not received the attention it
deserves. That is its extraordinarily
impressive outreach activity. If pro-
jects like "Feeling Good" are to be
most effective, they must have ex-
tensive support like that provided us
by CTW's Community Education
Services Division (CES) and the
PBS stations.

CES staff engaged in a tremen-
dous two year effort. They contacted
over 1500 health organizations
throughout the country and alerted
an estimated 314 million people
mostly in poor ant. minority com-
munitieswith flyers, newsletters,
radio appearances, etc.

They a'..so organized more than 75
special community projectssuch as
health fairs and screening drivesin
hospitals, schools, clinics, colleges,
even Indian reservations.

The PBS stations also gave us
terrific support. Eighty percent of
them inserted local referral slides
into the shows which listed names,
addresses and phone numbers of
local health agencies.

The response to referrals, inci-
dentally, was most heartening. The
American Dental Association re-
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The re-designed "Feeling Good" was a se, les of half-hour programs with
more serious formats, hosted by Dick Cavett.

ceived 6000 requests for free dis-
closing tablets; the American Hos-
pital Association, 2800 requests for
the Patients Bill of Rights. We
received some 40,0e0 requests for our
Smoker's Quitter's Kit. In New York
City alone, the American Cancer

PTR

Society received over 5000 inquiries
during the series.

Eight key stations* engaged in a
wide range of special outreach pro-
jects under a grant to CTW from the
National of Alcohol Abuse
and Alcoholis hich was adminis-
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tered by the project. Those stations
report that they have: I) stimulated
their communities to do a lot more in
the areas of preventive care; 2) made
contact with many local health
agencies and brought them together
for the first time; and 3) greatly
increased their own visibility as
organizations interested in outreach
generally and health specifically.

Without question, outreach and
promotion are critical in a project
like "Feeling Good". I hope others
will attempt similar projects in the
future and that they will recognize
the importance of these activities. If
Tm involved in this kind of project
again, I'll iry to devote a consider-
ably larger percentage of the overall
budget to these areas.

I think there is a great deal to be
learned from this project, both for
those specifically interested in health

`ucation and, more generally, for
taose interested in using television
for ad:tit education.

The project sheds light on ques-
tions which I hope will be pon-
dered by fature planners, questions
relaPing to:

ihe use of entertainment in educa-
tional programming for adults
the uses of public television
problems of reaching diverse audi-
ences simultaneoulsy
the importante of outreach and
advertising
the determination of realistic ex-
pectations and criteria for evalu-
ating success or failure
and many others

This has been an immensely compli-
cated project and one which perhaps
has not been made clear to everyone.
I hope these observations help to
increase the understanding of "Feel-
hig Good."

"WJCT-TV, Jacksonville, Fla.;
KCTS-TV, Seattle;
WCET-TV, Cincinnati;
WMAA-TV, Jackson, Miss.;
WPSX-TV, University Park, Pa.;
WNED-TV, Bulfalo, N.Y.;
KQED-TV, San Francisco; and
the Maine Public Broadcasting

Network.
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